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This document contains the results of the analysis conducted on the telemetry data from the prelaunch,
launch and flight activation phases of Landsat-3 spacecraft. It is presented by subsystem sections and
provides for interrelationships as they exist betwernn several subsystems. A brief statement of subsystem
characteristics precedes flight evaluation statements. The appendix contains a total list of components
flown on Landsat-3 and a complete listing of commands and telemetry functions for reference.
Flight data is compared to baseline data established at the 20 0C plateau during thermal vacuum testing of
the spacecraft. Evaluation guidelines were derived from the specifications developed from the Landsat
program objee—ves, i. e. , the primary mission objective of Landsat-3 is the acquisition of multispectral
and panchromatic images of the surface of the earth. To accomplish this objective, two different types of
sensors are used; a two camera panchromatic return beam vidicon (RBV) system, and a five channel multi-
spectral scanner (MSS).
A secondary objective is the use of the Landsat-3 receiving, frequency translating, and transmitting equip-
ment as a relay system to gather data from fixed earth-based sensor platforms which are operated by in-
dividual investigators,
Systematic, repetitive earth coverage under nearly constant observation conditions is required for maxi-
minn utility of the multispectral imagery to be collected by Landsat-3. A circular sun-synchronous orbit
provides the optimum repetitive observations conditional,
X
Landsat-1 has been in orbit since July 23, 1972, and MSS data was collected up to January 7, 1978 when it
was retired from active operation. Landsat-2 has been in orbit since January 22, 1975 and has its orbital
parameter adjusted to hold and repeat the sub-vehicle earth trace every 251 orbits (or 18 days). Landsat-2
is in active operation collecting MSS and RBV data. Lardsat-3 has essentially the same orbit as Landsat-2
and is being adjusted so that the combination of Landsat-2 and Landsat-3 provide repeat coverage of the sub-
SECTION 2
SUMMARY - ORBITS 1-50
The Landsat-3 spacecraft was launched from the Western Test Range on 5 March, 1978 at 064:17:54:00. 551.
The launch and orbital injection phase of the spaceflight were nominal and deployment of the spacecraft fol-
lowed predictions..
PO«'ER SUBSYSTEM (PWR)
After separation, the solar paddles deployed successfully. The .right paddle, after being stationary until
its position in orbit was suitable, slewed to proper position, and began norm al sun tracking. The left pad-
dle did not slew when expected, and was then kept stationary for 3/4 of an orbit to acquire suitable posi-
tion. It there tracked successfully. After Orbit 2, the midday array current averaged 17.29 amperes and reached
a peak current of 18,2 amperes. Battery voltages were 32. 2 VDC at max charge, and the end-of-night
voltages were about 28.3 VDC., Battery temperatures averaged 18.5 0C. All compensation and auxiliary
loads completed checkout successfully. In Orbit 2 the shunt loads drew current, showing that the automatic
shunt dissipators were operable.
ATTITUDE CONTROL SUBSYSTEM (ACS)
Following a nominal separation at 19:07:OOZ and subsequent stabilization, the ACS continued to operate
normally. Roll, pitch, and yaw position and rates specification were met successfully. Existing levels of
spacecraft disturbance torques resulted in an average of 0.4 roll gates and 0. 8 pitch gates per orbit. Anal-
yses are continuing to evaluate the nature of the disturbances and to define subsequent compensation via the
use of the Magnetic Moment Compensating Assembly (MMCA). The yaw mode was commanded to "normal"
during interrogation 1 Alaska.
COMMAND/CLOCK SUBSYSTEM (CMD)f	 '
All command functions have performed well. From separation of the spacecraft, real time, COMSTOR and
ECAM commands have been executed in a timaly and exact manner, except for Cell 4.of COMSTOR B which
became intermittent and failed to verify normally and failed to execute a PMP "ON" Command. COMSTOR
`	 B is useable with dummy filter in Cell 4.
2-1
TELEMETRY SUBSYSTEM (TLM)
Normal telemetry was consistently received with both the USB and VHF down links being exercised. All
functions in the telemetry matrix are normal and within expected limits. All telemetry indicates that the
spacecraft telemetry subsystem performance has been nominal.
OF•BIT ADJUST SUBSYSTEM (OAS)
Health functions of the OAS were normal. In-plane orbital corrections were made by firing the -X and +X
thrusters, The test burns on these thrusters lasted 5.2 seconds each and the longer burns were 660, 420,
and 112 seconds duration, All operations were normal. Tracking data have confirmed the desired cor-
rections, About 4.79 pounds of hydrazine were used during these maneuvers.
MAGNETIC MOMENT COMPENSATING ASSEMBLY (MIVICA)
MMCA flux density readings and temperature were normal. The unit was not activated during the period
of this report. Insertion of dipole values was deferred pending evaluation of the ACS performance.
UNIFIED "S" BAND/PREMODULATION PROCESSOR (USBE)
The USBE functioned normally throughout this period. Power output, telemetry, and data collection sys-
tem transmissions were all nominal.
SEPARATION AND UNFOLD SUBSYSTEM (SUS)
The separation subsystem performed as expected. The 2. 5 second timer initiated paddle unfold. Before
separation the subsystem properly restrained the paddles, disabled the primary and redundant matrix A
drivers, provided -24. 5 VDC to the Attitude Control reset line, and provided telemetry signals indicating
that the spacecraft was still mated to the Delta Vehicle. After separation all circuits were activated,




The operation of the thermal subsystem in both the sensory ring and the ACS was within the limits at all
locations. Average temperatures at Orbit 50 were: ACS baseplate 19. 5 0C, sensory ring 18.7 0C, and
center section 15.3 0C. The shutter position average at Orbit 50 was 22.60.
ELECTRICAL INTERFACE SUBSYSTEM (EIS)
All EIS functions that were exercised during launch and activation were executed and confirmed. After
launch, power switching was held to a minimum. Operation of time code processing, search track data
processing, back-up timer operation, signal switching, and power switching was confirmed.
NARROW BAND TAPE RECORDERS (NBTR)
Both NBTR's operated in a nominal manner. Both recorders were ON and recording during the launch
phase. NBTR-1 was played back over Alaska in Orbit 1. During Orbit 2, both NBTR-1 and 2 were
played back. Data was satisfactory and continued to be normal throughout this report period. Telemetry
points on the recorders were normal.
WIDEBAND TELEMETRY SUBSYSTEM (WBTS)
Both WB links were activated during Orbit 12 in the 10 watt mode. All subsystem telemetry data was
normal. The high power mode (20 watts) was tested in Orbit 13, and all telemetry was normal. Pre-
launch RBV and MSS data were played back over the wideband links in Orbit 15 and 16 respectively, and
all data was normal. MSS minor frame sync errors measured were the same as measured prior to
launch. (5 errors per 10 seconds at Goldstone). Both wideban.d RF links, including receiving site equip-
ment, performed as expected throughout this period
ATTITUDE MEASUREMENT SENSOR (AMS)
r The AMS power was applied during Orbit 5 and the unit has performed as expected since then. ACS fine
control agrees with AMS output.
I
i
WIDEBAND VIDEO TAPE RECORDERS (WBVTR)
'
	
	 Botli recorders were OFF and, at mid-tape position during launch. During Orbit 5, the recorders were
rewound in preparation for playing back of data recorded prior to launch. Prelaunch RBV data from
f•
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WBVTR 1 was played back in Orbit 15 and MSS data from WBVTR 2 was played back in Orbit 16 and all
data was good. R/T data from the RBV and MSS activation orbit were played back in orbit 44. WBVTR 1
telemetry values and data quality from the RBV were nominal. WBVTR 2 telemetry values and MFSE
counts from MSS data were nominal.
RETURN BEAM VIDICON (RBV)
The RBV subsystem was activated over Greenbelt during Orbit 33. Both cameras were turned on, each
operating separately and then together. Telemetry values and waveshapes were nominal.
MULTI-SPECTRAL SCANNER (MSS)
The MSS Bands 1 to 4 were activated over Greenbelt during Orbit 19. All operations were *nominal.
During Orbit 49, a sun cal occurred over Alaska. After activation, the MSS conducted read-time and
record operations in Orbits 27 and 28.
DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM (DCS)
SECTION 3
SPACECRAFT ACTIVATION SEQUENCE
The following paragraphs describe the activation sequence for the Spacecraft through Orbit 50. This sequence
is subdivided by orbit and interrogation. For each interrogation, the stations and activities are listed. Only
initial activations with associated times are shown. All subsequent commanding was normal
Prelaunch (WTR, OCC)
1. Start NBR2 in record at 17:30:09 GMT
2. Start NBR1 in record at 17:33:34 GMT
3. Switch to internal power at 17:43:13 GMT
Orbit 0/1 (WTR, WNK, MAD, ULA, HAW)
1. Lift off at 064:17:54:00.551 GMT (5 March 1978)
2. Ascending Node at 18:55:35 GMT.
3. Established VHF command capability at 19:05:38 GMT.
^J.4. Separation at 19:07:00 GMT.
5. Enabled USB transmitter at 19:07:11 GMT
ff
	 6. USB Ranging ON at 19:07:29 GMT
6 `;
7. Confirmed controls stabilization of spacecraft; Pneumatics Disable at 19:09:39; 'Yaw Normal Mode
at 19:09:49 GMT
L
8. Satellite Night to Day Transition at 19:10:01 GMT
9. Separation Switch Bypass at 19:10:25 GMT
10. Establish USB command capability at 19:11:40 GMT
11. Playback of NBRl at 19:26:56 GMT
12. RMP A OFF at 19:43:51 GMT






Orbit 2 (MAD, WNK, ULA, HAW)
1. Confirmed ability to turn compensation loads on and off at 21:10:20 GMT.
2. Playback of NBR2 at 20:44:44 GMT.
Orbit 3 (MAD, ULA)
1. Verified spacecraft status, stored and real time command capability.
2. Set compensation loads at 3, 4, 5, 7, 8.
3. Confirmed ability to turn auxiliary loads on and off at 22:53:11 GMT.
Orbit 4 (ETC, ULA)
1. Verified spacecraft status, stored and real time command capability.





1. DC Receiver 1 On at 01:57:51 GMT.
2. APU Normal Mode at 01:58:16 GMT.
3. WBVTR-2 Record ON at 02:01:53 GMT,
4. WBVTR-1 Record ON at 02:03:47 GMT,
5. WBVTR-2 Rewind at 02:02:00 GMT.
6. WBVTR-1 Rewind at 02:04:59 GMT.
K
7. Attitude Measurement System ON at 02:12:18 GMT.
Orbit 6 (GDS, ULA)
9
1. Verified spacecraft status and command capability:
Orbit 7 (GDS, ULA)'
s












1. V( ified spacecraft status and command capability.
Orbit 9 (U LA)
u >:
1. Verified spacecraft status and command capability.
Orbit 10 (MAD)
1. Verified spacecraft status and command capability.
Orbit 11 (BDA) .
1. Verified spacecraft status and command capability.
Orbit 13 (ETC, EGD)
1. Wideband power amplifiers 1 ON 10 watts (no modulation) at 16:08:47, OFF at 16:15:38 GMT
2. Wideband power amplifiers 2 ON 10 watts (no modulation) at 16:10:03, OFF at 16:15:38 GMT
3. Wideband frequency modulator inverter, ON at 16:09:01, OFF at 16:15:43 GMT
Orbit 14 (ULA1 EGD)
	
x	 1. Wideband power amplifier 1 ON 20 watts (no modulation) at 17:49:51 GMT
u,
2. Wideband power amplifier 2 ON 20 watts (no modulation) at 17:51:02 GMT
 4un
3. WBFM ON 17:50:07 GMT
9•f
	4. Enabled and configured RBV/MSS filters. Real Time RBV data on Filter A and real time MSS
data on Filter B at 17:58:10 GMT (no modulation).
x
5. WBPA1 OFF at 18:02:01. WBPA2 OFF at 18:02:03, WBFM OFF at 18:02:05 GMT.
^	
Pte.....
Orbit 15 (U LA)
{











1. WBVTR-2 Playback mode ON at 21:13:42, OFF at 21:18:41 GMT 	 j
Orbit 17 (ULA)
1.	 Verified spacecraft status and command capability.'
'	 Orbit 18 (ETC, ULA) i
sf
1.	 Verified spacecraft status and command capability.
Orbit 19 (ETC, ULA)
1.	 Commanded MSS band 1-4 and modes ON/OFF in sequence, then total system operated (including
WBVTR-2 Rec), 02:03:22 GMT
Orbit 20 (GDS, ULA)
1.	 Verified spacecraft status and command capability.
Orbit 21 (GDS, ULA) r
1.	 Verified spacecraft status and command capability.
'	 Orbit 22 (ULA)
x
1.	 Verified spacecraft status and command capability. )
Orbit 23 ULA
1.	 Verified spacecraft status and command capability.
Orbit 24 (MAD) x ti
1.	 Verified spacecraft status and command capability.
s
3
ax Orbit 25 (BDA)
1.	 Verified spacecraft status and command capability
2.	 RMP A ON and Orbit Adjust Thruster Heaters ON
Orbit 26 (BDA/ ETC/ QUIT/ AGO)
^i
1.	 Verified spacecraft status and command capability. i
2.	 Orbit Adjust 5.2 second test burn of +X and -X Thruster. 1
C
Orbit 27 (ETC, GDS)'




1.	 Real time MSS operations
Orbit 29	 LA
1.	 ECAM checkout started
2.	 RMP A ON, Orbit Adjust Thruster Heaters ON {
1
Orbit 30 (ULA, HAW, ORR) ,-
1.	 ECAM checkout continued )
1.
2.	 Orbit Adjust, 660 sec. +X thruster
Orbit 31 (ULA, GWM, ORR)
1.	 Routine operation











Orbit 33 (ETC, ULA)
1.	 RBV initial activation and checkout. 	 Total system operated at 02:15:09 GMT.
2.	 ECAM checkout




Orbit 35 (GDS, ULA)
1.	 Routine operation




















Orbit 40 (ETC, QUIT)
1,	 Routine operation
2.	 ECAM checkout
Orbit 41 (ETC, GDS)
1.	 Routine operation
Orbit 42 (UIA, GDS)
1.	 Routine operation




Orbit 44 (WNK, UIA)
1.	 ECAM checkout
Ss
2.	 WBVTR-1 P/B and FF









Orbit 47 (ETC, ULA)
1. WBVTR-1 P/B
Orbit 48 (GDS, ULA)
1. Routine operation
2. All compensation loads OFF
Orbit 49 (GDS, ULA)





The Landsat-3 spacecraft was launched from the Western Test Range in a Near Polar Orbit on 5 March
1978 at 17:54:00 GMT, The official international designation is 1978-026A and the mission tracking and
telemetry number is 780261. Elements of the mission orbit are shown in Table 4-1.







1.	 Apogee +3.48915.99	 hm 913.96 km 916.67 km
-3. 06
2.	 Perigee 899.67-6. 16+4.98 Ian 897.30 Ian 898.83 km
3.	 Inclination 99.1487 +0. 036 deg
-0.034 ?9.1348 deg 99,1249 deg
4.	 Semi-major axis 7285, 9970 km 7283. 7988 lan 7285. 9149 km
5.	 Eccentricity 0.001120 +0. 0009
_0.0006 0.001143 0. 001225
6.	 Anomalistic Period 103.15516 +0, 134 min 103. 10848 min 103.15341 min
-0.134 -
7.	 Nodal Period 103.27066 min 103. 22404 min 103.26899 min
8.	 Argument of Perigee 302. 5609 deg 306, 5555 deg 258.6162 deg
9.	 Right Ascension of A N 125, 6747 deg 125.6244 deg 133.8339 deg
10.	 Mean Anomaly 98.1039 deg 94.3356 deg 281, 4021 deg
11.	 Velocity at Perigee 26657 km/hr 26662 km/hr 26660 km/hr
12.	 Velocity at Apogee 26598 km/hr 26601 km/hr 26595 km/hr
13.	 Geoc, Lat. of Perigee 56. 315 deg 52.476 deg 75.452 deg
14.	 LS-2/LS-3 Ground Pattern 6 day/12 day 6 day/12 day 9 day/9 day
15.	 LS-3 Leads LS-2 at DN 25 to 51.5 min 14 min 32 sec 25 min 42 sec
16.	 R. A. Motion +0.9942 +0, 0046 deg/ +0. 9938 deg/day +0. 9917 deg/day
-0. 0050 day
I
	 The Brouwer mean orbital elements for satellite 780261 (Landsat-3) computed and issued by the Goddard
Space Flight Center are shown in Table 4-2.
The mission requirement for Landsat-3 was to place the satellite in a sun synchronous orbit with an 18-day
ground track repeat cycle, and to time phase it to a minimum of 25 minutes between equator crossings with
Landsat-2. Landsat-3 leads Landsat-2 at the Descending Node (Equator Crossing) by 25 minutes and 42
seconds after the Orbit Adjust and will drift to 51 minutes in approximately two years.
Also required was a combined full coverage of the earth, using both Landsat-2 and Landsat-3 1 .1 9 days.
These requirements have been achieved satisfactorily with in-plane orbital corrections of Landsat-3 which
placed the satellites 9 days apart in the 18-day ground track repeat cycle.
Figure 4-1 shows the first and subsequent orbit tracks of Landsat-3. All descending equatorial crossings
occur at approximately 9:30 a. m. local time. All ascending crossings are in local darkness.
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Nominal 915.99 899.67 99.1487 7285. 9970 0.001120 103.15516 103.269 302, 5609 125.6747 98.1039
5 Mar 1978 1 913.96 897,30 99.1348 7283. 7988 0.001143	 F, 103.10848 103.2 306.5555 125.6244 94.3356
14 Mar 19782 916.67 898.83 99.1249 7285. 9149 0.001225 1C3. 15341 103.26 258.6162 133. 8339 281, 4021
f
1. Post Launch.
















The power subsystem includes two solar array platform assemblies to convert solar energy to electrical
energy; eight storage modules to store electrical energy; one auxiliary load controller and two auxiliary
load panels to dissipate excess electrical power; one power control module and one payload regulator
module to regulate and distribute power. See Figure 5-1 for functional block diagram, and Figure 5-2 and
Figure 5-3 for hardware illustration.
The power subsystem provides unregulated and regulated power fl) satis^y the electrical load requirements
of the spacecraft. Unregulated power is supplied with a voltage range of -26 vdc to -37. 5 vdc. The regula-
ted power bus is -24. 5 + 0. 5 vdc with an output do impedance of 0. 01 ohm and an output ac impedance of
0. 1 ohm at frequencies up to 10 KHz. The power control module can deliver up to 20 amperes and the pay-
load regulator: module can deliver up to 26 amperes under these conditions.
Table 5-1 lists the components in the Power Subsystem for Landsat--13.
The Power Subsystem was launched in the configuration shown in Table 5-2.





Power Control Module (S/C) 015
Power Controls Nodule (P/C) 013
Auxiliary Load Controller 6627068
Interface Switching Module LSC-FT-1
Power Switching Module 6549499
Auxiliary Load Panel 1 6627053







Battery 7 047 R
















A UX LD I
AUX LD 2















TR CHARGE NORM 346 TRICKLE CHARGE NORMAL
PRM ON 727 PRM ON
PSM BUSS EN 655 PSM RELAYS ENABLE
SW TMP PWR ON ON 614 TELEMETRY POWER ON
Table 5-2. Launch Mode for Power Subsystem
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Figure 5-2. Landsat-3 Observatory Solar Array Deployment
Performance
The battery packs in the Landsat-3 power subsystem were on low level charge until 17:43:13 GMT when the
spacecraft was switched to internal power prior to launch. The batteries powered the spacecraft for
approximately two hours and 11 minutes until 19:54 GMT when the solar array current became high enough
to supply the load and begin recharging the batteries. The maximum depth of discharge was 37.2%. The
voltage was 28. 0 at this point with a current of less than 50 milliamperes.
For comparison to Landsat-1 and Landsat-2 data, a time of 19:12:09 GMT was taken when the battery volt-
ages were near their minimum voltage due to high currents and deep discharge. Table 5-3 shows this
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iTable 5-3. Comparison of Battery Discharge Characteristics
Depth
Current of Voltage Temperature
Spread Discharge Average Range
Spacecraft (Amperes) 60) (Volts) (DGC)
Landsat-1 0.72-0.82 27.8 28.21 18.8-21,5
Landsat-2 0.89-1.00 27.8 28.29 16.1-20.3
Lands at-3 0.82-1.06 27.8 27.99 17.4-21.4'
End of night voltages, average battery temperatures, and temperature spread between batteries is shown
in Table 5-4. Battery performance is, normal.
4
The solar drives were launched with both panels in the normal mode. After separation, at night the right
solar panel was held without rotation for 53 minutes, when orbital rotation positioned it suitably for sun
acquisition. The right SA tracked faithfully thereafter. The left panel began slewing after separation but
quickly stopped because of (presumed) shadowing of the sun sensor. It was then held stationary until 3/4
of an orbit later when its position was suitable for sun acquisition. Proper sun tracking of both solar
panels was not complete until near the end of day in Orbit 2. Orbit 3 had normal solar array characteristics.
See Figure 5-4 for a plot of solar array current in Orbits 1, 2, 3. At midday there is no earthshine and the
solar array in Orbit 3 had a current of 17.29 amps at an unregulated bus voltage of -32.1 volts. This point
will be used to monitor solar array degradation in future reports. The solar array average energy was 3.260
ampere-minutes in early orbits. Based on the above results the power subsystem is anticipated to fully
support Landsat-3 mission with adequate power.
During Orbit 2 the shunt limiter went into operation when battery taper began. The maximum unregulated
bus voltage during shunt limiter opei Ation was 37.6 volts,
Compensation load command capability was verified in Orbit 2, In Orbit 3 compensation loads 3, 4, 5, 7
and 8 were turned on to provide even heating of the spacecraft until normal operation began. In Orbit 15
Comp Load 6 was added. rernoved in Orbit 32, and restored in Orbit 34, All Comp Loads were turned OFF
in Orbit 48,
The Auxiliary Load capability was verified in Orbit 1,
F^
Auxiliary loads were not required during Orbit 1 and 2 because of solar array misalignment. Manual
5
power management was perfozmed for 28 orbits to accommodate the early activation orbits with varying
	 L
load profiles, Beginning in Orbit 29 spacecraft operation was scheduled by Mission Planning and the auto -












Batt 1 Max * -31.64 -30,70 -32.41
2 Chge * -31,64 -30,70 -32.41
3 Volt * -31.75 -30.84 -32.50
4 * -31.64 -30,70 -32,32
5 * -31.64 -30.79 -32.41
6 * -31,73 -30,79 -32,41
7 * -31.86 -30,94 -32,54
8 * -31,64 -30.70 -32.32
Average * -31,69 -30,77 -32.41
Batt 1 End-of-Night fi -28.83 -27,73 -29.60
2 Volt * -28.83 -27,73 -29.51
3 * -29.00 -27.92 -29,75
4 * -28,83 -27.73 -29.51
5 " -28.92 -27.81 -29.60
6 * -28,92 -27.81 -29,60
7 * -29.00 -27.91 -29.76
8 * -28,75 -27.64 -29.51
Average " -28.88 -27.78 -29.60
Batt l Chge 12.7 12,47 12.64 12.51
2 Share 12.6 12.05 12,24 11.78
3 O 6 11.95 11.50 11.64
4
_12.
12.1 12.19 12.38 12.31
5 12.5 13,95 13,40 14.25
6 12.5 12.65 12,62 12,54
7 12,5 12.49 12.56 12.84
8 12,5 12.24 12,66 12.11
Batt 1 Load 12.9 12.97 12,72 12.85
2 Share 12,3 12.54 12.17 11.94
3 (°o) 12.5 12.35 11.94 11.99
4 12,0 11,91 12,26 12,06
5 12,1 12.90 13.27 13.88
6 13,3 12,03 12.13 11,97
7 12,4 12.51 12.71 12.80
8 12,5 12,79 12,80 12.51
Batt 1 Temp * 17.37 16.73 15.70
2 in * 15.80 15.18 14.31
3 (OC) ' 17.12 16.17 15.26
4 * 19.61 20,66 19.46
5 * 22.59 20.49 19.57
6 * 17.25 16,21 15,49
7 * 21.98 21.77 20.71
8 * 20.15 18.80 17.55
Average * 18,98 18.25 17.26
S/C Reg Bus Pwr, (^V) * 150.2 175.4 148.9
Comp Load Pwr. (w) 42.39 49.25 0.0
(P/O S/C Reg Bus Pwr)
P/L Reg Bus Pwr, (w) * 9.3 10.2 14.3
C/D Ratio * 2.59 1.12 1.26
Total Charge (A-A'I) * 422.88 255,6 253.0
Total Discharge (A-M) * 163,12 229.2 200,7
Solar Array (A-M) * 1263 1260 1252
S. A, Peak I (Amp) * 18,26 18.26 18.08
Sun angle (Deg) * 40.7 40.6 40.4
Max R Pad Temp (°C) * 57.20 58.40 58.40
Min R Pad Temp (OC) * -39.34 -39.34 -38.67
Max L Pad Temp (OC) * 53.07 53.84 53.84






Table 5-4. Landsat-3 Major Power Subsystem Parameters
Table 5-4 shows major power subsystem parameters and Table 5-5 shows power subsystem telemetry
for selected orbits. All regulated voltages are stable and in close agreement with ground measurements.
Some parameters in Table 5-4 may be slightly different than Table 5-5 because 5-4 uses a time span for
i ?	 power management (night followed by a day) different from the time span which is used in Table 5-5 which
is the playback period from the NBTR. Functions 6055, S/C RG Bus I and 6072, P/L RG Bus I are valid
only during slow verify. They are redundant with Functions 6056, SIC RG Bus I and 6100, P/L RG Bus I













Table 5-5. Landsat-3 Power Subsystem Analog Telemetry






6001 Batt 1 Disc I Amp * 0.86 0.95 0.74
6002 2 * 0.82 0.89 0.69
6003 3 * 0.81 0.86 0.60
6004 4 0.82 0.93 0.73
6005 5 * 0.94 0.99 0.80
6006 6 0.83 0.88 0.64
6007 7 0.86 0.95 0.74
6008 8 * 0.82 0.93 0.72
6011 Batt 1 Chg I Amp * 0.58 0.48 0.62
6012 2 0.56 0.42 0.59
6013 3 0.57 0.44 0.62
6014 4 0.58 0.45 0.63
6015 5 I	 0.64 0.48 0.72
6016 6 0.62 0.45 0.62
6017 7 * 0.63 0.47 0.66
6018 8 0.56 0.45 0.62
6021 Batt 1 Volt VDC -30.75 -29.45 -31.06
6022 2 -30.7, -2S.42 -31.04
6023 3 * -30.88 -29.61 -31.18
6024 4 * -30.69 -29.39 -31.00




6027 7 30.93 -29.65 -31.24
6028 8 -30.71 -29.40 -31.00
6031 Batt 1 Temp DGC 17.17 16.77 15.79
6032 2 * 15.69 15.28 14.55
6033 3 17.14 16.26 15.33
6034 4 19.72 26.74 19.47
6035 5 22.11 20.57 19.58










6033 3 17.14 16.'A 15.33
6034 4 19.72 20.74 19.47
60:35 5 22.11 _0.57 19.58
­ 0 0 IT. 21 10...
6037 7 21.84 21.96 '0.71
6038 8 19.90 18.80 17.63
6040 Rt. Pad Temp DGC 27. 5 0 22 . 79 _8.58
6041 Rt. Pad VM VDC 34.50 32,73 34.03
6042 Rt. Pad VN VDC 34.31 32.54 33.83
6044 Lt. Pad Temp DGC 22.21 17 . 71 23.63
6045 Lt. Pad VF VDC 34.51 32.76 34.05
6046 Lt. Pad VG VDC 34 . 13 32 . 38 33.65
6050 S/C UR Bus V VDC -31.47 -29.66 -31.26
6051 S/C RG Bus N' VDC 24. 56 -24.57 -24.55 -24.58
6052 Aux Reg AV VDC 23 . 52 -23 . 5' -23 . 52 -23.52
605.3 Aux Reg BV VDC 23,52 -23.52 -23.52 -23.52
6054 Solar I Amp 16.81 16.65 16.73
6055 S/C RG Bus I Amp 6.1:, 7.15 T
6056 S/C RG Bus I Amt; * 6. 13 7.16 6.08
6058 PC Mod T1 DOC 21 . 03 21 . 85 20.30
6059 PC Mod T2 DGC i 19.58 19.55 18.44
6070 P,/'L RC Bus v VDC 24.66 -24.64 -24.59 -24.64
6071 P/L UR Bus N' VDC -31 . 48 -29.70 -31.27
6072 P/L RG Bus I Amp 0.38 0.42 T
6073 P Aux AV VDC 23.75 -23.6:: -2:3.62 -23.63
6074 P Aux BV VDC 23.75 -23.68 -23.66 -23.68
6075 PR Mod T1 DGC 18 . 04 17.30 17.36
6076 PR Mod T2 DGC * 17 . 65 16 . 96 16.77
6079 Fuse Blow V VDC -24.65 -24 . 60 -24.66
6080 Shunt 1 I Amp 0. 08 0 . 00 0.00
6081 2 * 0.08 0.08 0.00
6082 3 * 0.08 0.00 0.00
6083 4 * 0.08 0.08 0.00
6084 5 0.08 0.00 0.00
6085 6 0.08 0.08 0.00
6086 7 0.08 0.00 0.00
6087 8 0.08 0.08 0.00
6100 P/L RG Bus 1 Amp * 0.38 0 . 42 0.58
Total No. Major Frames. Frm * 380 622 372
* Data from TV not applicable
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Figure 5-4,	 Initial Acquisition of Solar Array Current
ri
SECTION 6
ATTITUDE CONTROL SUBSYSTEM (ACS)
The Attitude Control Subsystem (ACS) consists of 13 major component parts, plus a thermal subsystem
mounted to a structure composed of mounting surfaces above a honeycomb baseplate. Solar paddles are
attached to two separate shafts, with individual drive motors to provide greater reliability in solar tracking.
The major requirements of the ACS is to provide satellite alignment with the local earth vertical and orbit
velocity to within + 0.7 degree in pitch and roll and + )_ degree in yaw. The instantaneous angular rates







To accomplish this, a 3-axis active ACS is provided, using horizon scanners for roll and pitch attitude error
sensing, and a rate gyro used in a gyro-compassing mode to sense yaw attitude. Included also is a yaw rate
gryo to sense yaw rate in an acquisition mode. The torquing subsystem uses a combination of reaction jets
to provide net momentum control and large control torques when required. Flywheels are utilized for fine
control and residual momentum storage. See Figure 6-1 for the ACS functional block diagram, and Figure
6-2 for the hardware configuration.
The ACS subsystem was launched in the mode shown in Table 6-1.
Landsat-3 separated from its second stage booster on 5 March 1978 at 19:07:00 GMT hours and approxi-
mately 17.5 seconds later an almost effortless ACS acquisition commenced.
Two minutes and forty-one seconds after the ACS system's activation, Landsat-3 1 s attitude was within the
+ 0.7o dead band specification for Roll and Pitch attitude error, and Pitch flywheel speed alone remained to
be lowered by pneumatic momentary enable commands.
ACS pneumatic gating during the two minute, forty-one second acquisition phase was minimal. Only one
(-P), one (+R), two (+Y) and three (-Y) gates were required to effect normal attitude and Pneumatics were
disabled at 19:09:38.
Paddle unfold and deployment were accomplished by the 2.5 second tinier.
By design, the RSAD was inhibited from rotating even though the 50 second timer functioned normally.
At SAD enable time, it was known the rear surface of the Right Solar Array would be facing the sun and the
F
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ACS Subsystem Cmd Remarks
LO VOLT INT RESET 044 Pneumatics Enable
RSAD RATE OFF 425 SAD Right Rate - Normal
LSAD RATE NORM 244 SAD Left Rate - Normal
RSAD MODE DIS 270 Right: SAD Disabled (off)
LSAD MODE EN 365 Left SAD, Enabled
RSAD ,PWR FUSE 674 SAD Right Power - FUSD
LSAD PWR FUSE 713 SAD Left Power - FUSD
PNEU EN 040 Pneumatics - Enable
PNEU INTLK DIS 042 Pneumatics Interlock - Bypass
PMB MODE DIS 104 Pitch Momentum Bias
P POS BIAS + 145 Pitch Bias - Position
0.6 PPB DIS 663 Pitch Bias
2.0 PPB DIS 661 Pitch Bias
2.9 PPB DIS 122 Pitch Bias
P UNLOAD EN 165 Pitch - Roll Unload, Both
R UNLOAD EN 161 Pitch - Roll Unload, Both
ROLL TACH EN 064 R DFT ST - Normal
ROLL TACH GAIN NORM 100 R DFT ST - Normal
YAW WHEEL EN 163 Yaw Wheel Enable
YAW POS BIAS + 160 Yaw Bias
0.1 YPB DIS 120 Yaw Bias
0.3 YPB DIS 060 Yaw Bias
P. P. B. DIS 623 Pitch Pos. Bias Disarm
RLNA/YAW DIS 102 RLNA - Yaw - Disable
YAW MODE ACQ 204 Yaw Mode—Acquisition
0. A Mode DIS 221 Orbit Adj - Disable
400 RPM INT EN 203 400 RPM - Enable
RMP B EN 223 Select RMP - No. 2
RMP B HTR ON 305 RP2 Stat Normal
RMP B MTR ON 304 RP2 Stat Normal
RMP A MTR ON SEQ RMP A ON
EN SCAN SEL A- 636 Scanners Both 1
SSN LOCK 675 Scanner - Lock
F
Table 6-1. Attitude Control Subsystem Launch Mode
have prolonged Right Solar Array stn lock-in for several orbits. Consequently RSAD activation was delib-
erately delayed for a short period until the spacecraft was in a more favorable orbital location. Upon acti-
vation, the RSAD drove at normal rate and stuff lock-in was accomplished without event.
The LSAD was activated on schedule by the 50 second timer and drove clockwise at night bias rate for ap-
proximately twenty minutes, until the rear sun sensor cleared the albedo shield. It then slewed clockwise
at 11, 40
	 for three minutes. Slewing stopped and the LSAD continued at night bias rate, maintaining
k
a 1100 to 130 lagging error with the sun.
r}




The LSAD was commanded OFF when it became evident it would not acquire the sun automatically and it
was maintained OFF until the spacecraft proceeded to a known point in its orbit where the Left Solar Array
Forward Sun Sensor would be in full view of the sun and would cause the LSAD to track the sun automatically.
In Orbit 2, as the spacecraft approached the point in. orbit - near the South terminator - where the LSAD's
forward sun sensor was aligned with the sun, the LSAD was enabled and it acquired the sun without event
(see Figures 5-4 and 6-3).
LSAD response during sun acquisition remains a subject of current analysis.
Table 6-2 shows solar array acquisition events for both the RSAD and the LSAD.
Table 6-2. Solar Array Sum Acquisition
RSAD LSAD
Event GMT Event GMT
Enable 20:00:09 Enable 19:07:53
Sun Lock In 20:55:53 Disable 20:46:35
(Error Loess
Than 100) Enable 20:54:54
Disable 20:55:45
Enable 21:53:35
Sun Lock In 21:56:26
(Error Less
Than 100)
Both RMP's and the Yaw Rate Gyro performed normally during the acquisition maneuver and the Yaw Rate
Giyo was commanded OFF at 19:09:48 (Yaw Normal Mode).
a !
	
RMP 1 was commanded OFF at 19:43:50 leaving RMP 2 as the prime operating system.
Tables 6-3, 6-4, 6-5, and 6-6 are chronological summaries of the details of acquisition. The various phases
of acquisition were accomplished at the following GMT times.
h
4	 1. Pitch and Roll Error + 5.00 deadband	 19:07:22 (Pitch Error equal to -5.0c)
d	 2. Pitch and Roll Error + 0.7 0 deadband
3. Wheel speeds below gating level
4. Yaw rate gyro below 0.250/sec and
r	 RMP out of saturation and pitch and
19:09:59 (Pitch Error equal to -0.70)
19:33:01 (Pitch Flywheel speed equal to 255 RPM CW)
(19:08:15 RMP 1 out of saturation, yaw rate equal to
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2.5 Sec. Timer 19:07:03 00:00:02.4
15.0 Sec Timer 19:07:18 00:00:17.4
50.0 Sec Timer 19:07:53 00:00:52.4
Pneumatics Disabled 19:09:38 00:02:37.4
Yaw Rate Normal
(Yaw Rate Gyro OFF) 19:09:48 00:02:47.4
RMP 1 OFF 19:43:50 00:36:49.4
Event GMTI
ACS ON (15 Sec Tmr) 19:07:18
+ 50 Deadband Within Spec. at
- ACS Activation
Max -Roll Error, -2. 59 0 19:07:20
Max Roll Rear Flywhl SPD, 1328 RPM 19:07:39
+ Roll Gate 19:07:36
-0.7 0 Deadband 19:07:53
+0. 70 Deadband Within Spec.
Through Damping
Max Roll Fwd FlyNvhl SPD, 891 RPM 19:08:13






Max` 	 COW Whl Speed (-150 RPM) 19:07:30
- Pitch Gate 19:08:09
Max + Pitch Error 19:08:19
(+4.820 Within 50 Deadband)
+0.70 Deadband 19:09:07
Max CW Whl Speed (1280 RPM) 19:09:35
-0.70 Deadband 19:09:59
Final Pitch Error (00) 19:11:26
Momentary Enable (-P) 19:17:13,
Momentary Enable (-P) 19:19:47
Momentary Enable (-P) 19:23:40
Momentary Enable (-P) 19:26:03
Whl Otit of Saturation 19:26:11
Momentary Enable 19:28:49
Momentary Enable 19:33:00
Whl Below Gating SPO 19:33:01
I	 1
Table 6-5. Pitch Attitude Acquisition Summary
(Ref. Figure 6-5.)
W'	 At 19:07:57 GMT, (3 seconds prior to separation) the freon pressure was recorded at 1949.94 PSIA and its
i=
temperature was 18.730C, therefore, total usable impulse at the beginning of the spacecraft's mission was
547.24 lb sec,
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Figure 6-7. Landsat 3's Sun Acquisition
I	 t ^^
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Table 6-6. Yaw Acquisition Summary
(Ref. Figure 6-5.)
i






ACS ON (15 Sec. TMR) 19:07:18
+Y Gate 19:07:19
Yaw Rate Below 0.250/Sec Within Spec. at
ACS ON, -0.125°/Sec
+Y Gate and -Y Gate 19:07:20
-Y Gate 19:07:25
-Y Gate 19:07:28
Max + Yaw Whl SPD (559 RPM) 19:07:32
Max - Yaw Whl SPD (-334 RPM) 19:07:48
RMP 2 Out of Saturation 19:08:05
RMP 1 Out of Saturation 19:08:15
Final Whl SPD (+ 313 RPM) 19:08:50
Yaw Rate Gyro OFF 19:09:48
RMP 1 OFF 19:43:50
The ACS has performed well since launch. Following stabilization of the spacecraft, the pneumatics were
a
disabled and pneumatic gates in pitch have occurred at a rate of ti11 per calendar day. Roll gating is --5 per 	 a
calendar day. Pneumatics unloading is accomplished by stored momentary enable commands. The com-
mands are timed to occur in the umbra and away from the SN/SD and SD/SN transition. The remaining
usable impulse at the end of Orbit 50 was 554.104 lb sec. This value is somewhat higher than the initial
f
value (547.24 lb sec) due to the change in temperature resulting from orbit environment andranularity
of the telemetry sensor.
*.	 Tables 6-7 and 6-8 are summaries of ACS telemetry values recorded during thermal vacuum tests and
Flight Orbits 1, 24 and 50.
i
Temperature and pressure have remained normal. All voltages and , currents have been within specified
limits (see Table 6-8).
Table 6-9 shows ground measurements of various Attitude Control Subsystem parameters and is included
for reference,
6-15
Table 6-7. Subsystem Temperature and Pressure Averages
Function
Orbit
Units 20 C T/V 1 24 50
1084 RMP 1 Gyro Temperature DGC 77.5 79.45 18.80 18.78
1094 RMP 2 Gryo Temperature DGC 76.5 77.10 77.49 77.52
U122 SAD RT MTR HSNG Temp. DGC 21.92 26.20 21.38 21.32
1242 SAD LT MTR HSNG Temp. DGC 20.02 23.46 26.48 26.72
1223 SAD RT MTR WNDNG Temp. DGC 25.00 21.23 19.98 19,94
1243 SAD LT MTR IVNDNG Temp. DGC 23.50 21.30 27.16 27.03
1228 SAD RT HSG Pressure PSI 7.10 7.00 6.93 6.93
1248 SAD LT HSG Pressure PSI 7.35 7.17 7.19 7.31
1007 FWD Scanner MTR Temp. DGC 18.50 20.93 21.55 21.59
1016 Real Scanner MTR Temp. DGC 24.50 23.96 22.72 22.64
1003 FWD Scanner Pressure PSI 6.50 7.25 7.27 7.27
1012 Rear Scanner Pressure PSI 7.2 6.91 6.93 6.93
1212 Gas Tank Pressure PSI 1950.00 1944.14 1999.94 1999.29
1210 Gas Tank Temperature DGC 17.50 18.53 19.76 19.70
1213 Manifold Pressure PSI 58.62 69.83 58.52 59.21
1211 Manifold Temperature DGC 17.50 18.61 19.85 19.80
1059 CLG Power Supply Card Temp. DGC 28.95 24.44 32.42 32.36
1260 TH01 EBP DGC 19.44 22.17 23.19 23.15
1261 THO2 EBP DGC 16.98 20.09 18.67 18.71
1262 THO3 EBP DGC 20.36 23.44 16.70 16.64
1263 TH01 STS DGC -	 9.85 -4.31 - 2.69 - 1.25
1264 THO2 STS DGC -	 11.00 -21.51 -24.34 -22.92
12265 THO3 STS DGC -	 11.28 6.02 3.68 5.33
1266-TH04 STS DGC -	 7.29 - 1.00 -12.55 -11.52
1267 THO5 STS DGC -	 2.71 6.99 4.62 6.37
1224 SAD R FSST DGC 15.68 6.17 29.10 31.58
1244 SAD L FSST DGC 5.59 15.43 39.94 40.97
Parameter Spec Pre-Launch Measurement
15 Second Timer 14. 4 to 18 Sec 15 Secs
50 Second Timer 42. 5 to 57. 5 Sec 49 Secs
Pitch Pneu. Threshold 5.5 0 + 0.8 0 5.83 0
Roll Pneu. Threshold 5.10
 + 0. 80 5.700
Yaw Pneu. Threshold 0. 07 to 0. 13 0 /See 0. 1°/Sec
Pitch Position Bias 4.7 + 0.5 5.05°
Left Solar Array Drive
Normal Rate 3.33 + 0. 33°/Min 3.32°/Min
High Rate 3. 90 ± 0.40
 /Min 3. 87 0
 /Min
Right Solar Array Drive
Normal Rate 3.33 + 0. 33°/Min 3.42°/Min
High Rate 3.9 + 0.4 0/Min 3.96°/Min
Momentum Bias Speed 1060 ± 150 RPM 1090 RPM
Pneumatics
Primary Seat Leak 1 SCC/Hr
-0.29
External Leaf 10 SCC/Hr < 0. 1 SCC/Hr
i




T/V +20°C 1 24 50
1081 RMP 1 MTR Volts VDC 31.80 36.58 F F
1082 RMP 1 MTR Current Amps 0.25 0.24 F F
1080 RMP 1 Supply Volts VDC 23.49 23.37 F F
1091 RMP 2 MTR Volts VDC 30.20 30.46 30.49 30.50
1092 RMP 2 MTR Current Amps 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11
1,090 RMP 2 Supply Volts VDC 23.63 23.59 23.65 23.66
1220 SAD RT MTR WNDNG Volts VDC 4.92 F 4.73 4.64
1240 SAD LT MTR WNDNG Volts VDC 5.55 6.66 6.37 6.30
1227 SAD RT -15 VDC Conv. VDC 15.47 F 15.48 15.48
1247 SAD LT -15 VDC Conv. VDC 14.94 14.94 14.94 14.93
1056 CLB + 6 VDC TMV 2.35 2.35 2.35 2.35
1055 CLB + 10 VDC TMV 2.90 2.88 2.89 2.88
1057 CLB Power Supply Volts TMV 2.95 2.95 2.95 2.94














payload subsystem to earth receiving stations. The subsystem processes and coherently retransmits an
S-Band signal, including a ranging code fo g use in orbit determination. The subsystem provides timing
vx
	
	 and synchronizing signals to spacecraft service and payload subsystems. See Figure 7-1 and 7-2 for func-
tional block diagram, and Figure 7-3 for hardware illustration. The units in this subsystem are closely
associated with those described in Section 11, Unified S-Band/Premodi l-1, a. Processor, and Section 8,
Command/Clock Subsystem.
The Telemetry subsystem was launched in the ON mode and has been operating continuously providing data




configuration is given in Table 7-1 and typical telemetry values in Table 7-2. Total performance has been
excellent. Prelaunch performance is shown in Table 7-3 for the VHF transmitter.





POWER A ON 260 ANALOG & DIGITAL A
OUTPUT ON 261 OUTPUT CIRCUIT A
FORMAT ON 262 SELECT FORMAT 1
LOGIC ON 300 CONTROL LOGIC A
POWER ON 340 POWER A ON/B OFF
BI-LEVEL MUX ON 341 BI-LEVEL MUX A ON
ANALOG MUX Al ON 342 ANALOG MUX Al ON
ANALOG MUX A2 ON 401 ANALOG MUX A2 ON
VHF Transmitter
VHF MODE RT 207 VifF MODE RT
VHF PB O/R ON 230 NONE
VHF RF PWR LO 210
VHF PWR 1 ON 206
VH PWR 2 ON 170 VHF XMTR A-LO




Function Function Name Unit 200 T/V 0/1 33 50
09001 Power Supply A +5V TMV 4.70 4.70 .70
09002 Power Supply B +5V TMV 4.64, F F F
09003 Power Supply A +15V TMV 4.90 4.90 4.90 4.90
09004 Power Supply B +15V TMV 4.85 F F> F
09005 Power Supply A -6V TMV 5.65 5.65 5.65 5.65
09006 Power Supply B -6V TMV 5.62 F F F
09007 Power Supply A -15V TMV 4.97 4. 97 4.97 4.97
09008 Power Supply B -15V TMV 4.95 F ' F F
09009 Power Supply A -22V TMV 5.35 5.35 5.35 5.35
09010 Power Supply B -22V TMV 5.30 F F F
09011 Power Supply A +6V TMV 4.82 4.82 4.82 4.82
09012 Power Supply B +6V TMV 4.80 F F F
09013 Power Supply A Temp DGC N 28.60 26.66 27.10
09014 Power Supply B'Temp DGC N 25.75 25.10 25.34
09015 Temperature C DGC N 21.20 19.19. 20.18
09100 Reflected Power "A" dBm 6.70 5.11 7.61 7.95
09100 Reflected Power "B" dBm 6.33 F F F
09101 XMTR A -20 VDC TMV 3.82 3.87 3.87 3.87
09102 XMTR B -20 VDC TMV 3.84 F F F
09103 XMTR A - Temp DGC 19.50 19.80 21.01 20.90
09104 XMTR B - Temp DGC 20.00 20.63 21.89 21.79
09105 XMTR A Power Output dBm 28.12 28.47 28.72 28.74
09106 XMTR B Power Output dBm 26.58 F F F
Table 7-2. TMP Telemetry Values
U
LI
N	 Data Not Available
F - Unit OFF`
i
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I TELEMETRY 1 KB PS 137- 86
'
MHz
PROCESSOR (2) VHF 300 MW/2W
1 KBPS K^B 1KBPS TRANSMITTER PM
k v
WIDEBAND NARROWBAND 24 KB PS
TAPE TAPE
n RECORDER(2) RECORDER (2)
1 KB PS	 24 KB PS
PREMODULATION PROCESSOR UNIFIED S—BAND
(2) TRANSMITTER 2287.5 MHz
` 4 (2) 1 WATT
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Figure 7-3. Narrowband Telemetry and Command Subsystem
uu
SECTION 8
z	 COMMAND/CLOCK SUBSYSTEM (CMD/CLK)
The Command and Clock Subsystem consists of the following modules: VHF Receiver; Command Integration;
Command Clock; and ECAM. The first three modules are located in the sensory ring, and ECAM is located
inside the USB antenna mount. Parts of two other modules (unified S-Band Equipment and Premodulation
Processor) provide one of the two primary inputs to the Command and Clock Subsystem, but are not con-
sidered part of the subsystem.
The Command and Clock Subsystem performs the following functions:
1.	 Receives, processes, and stores command information from the USB and VHF ground station.
2.	 Receives, processes, and stores command information from the USB and VHF ground stations
R and executes these - col-nm.ands at the predetermined time.	 -
3.	 Receives and transfers serial data to the ECAM for program loads, stored commands and ECAM
internal commands.
4.	 Provides an accurate time base upon which all spacecraft activities can be planned, referenced, 	 ('
and measured.
5.	 Generates Minitrack 36-bit time code data which is stored and transmitted with TMP, RBV, and
MSS data so that the time reference cited above may be used to process data in the ground station.
r
6.	 Generates standard frequencies and motor drive signals used by other subsystems.
The Landsat-3 System Command Matrix provides for 512 commands as noted in Appendix B.
3
-	 J
Figure 8-1 is a simplified block diagram and Figure 8-2 is a modulation format.
r'
L
The Landsat-3 command subsystem was launched in the configuration given in Table 8-1, and activated
with the separation and unfold contact closure which occured at 19:07:00 GMT near Winkfield in Orbit 1.
# A summary of telemetry values is provided in Table 8-2. 	 Flight data correlated very closely with Thermal








































































Figure 8-1. Command and Clock Subsystem Block Diagram 	 RT CMOS
iw
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Figure 8-2. Composite STADAN Audio Waveform
IF	 n
Table 8-1. Command/Clock Subsystem Launch Mode
MCommand Subsystem	 CD	 Verification
COMSTORA	 OFF	 005	 P COMSTOR
COMSTOR B




	 Oil	 PRIME MATRIX DECODER




	 PRI	 014 } PRIME OSC/FREQ GENFREQ GEN
	
PRI	 015
VERIFY	 TOCK	 457	 FN8057 - TIC TOC
MSFN/STADAN
	
A /B	 616	 DISC A ON RCVR A ON
CLOCK FUSE	 lA
	
653	 PRIME CLOCK FUSE
CIU CH B	 ON
	 782	 lCIU CHAN BOTH
CIU CH A.	 ON	 786	 JJ CHAN CONFIG UAVB
CLOCK
 PS/COM	 ON	 783	 CLOCK POWER ON
SCAM	 OFF	 220	 CLOCK POWER ON
..
ti
Command processing of both real time and stored commands have been normal.	 No spurious or unexecuted
a
commands have been observed. 	 During Orbit 40 (8 March 1978) Cell 4 of COMSTOR B failed to verify. 	 In
Orbit 44, 8 March 1978, verification was normal but the PMP "ON" Command in Cell 4 did not execute.
During Orbit 48 (9 March 1978) Cell 4, COMSTOR B once again failed to verify. 	 Since then dummy com-
mands have been inserted as a precautionary measure.
t
The time base provided for spacecraft activities planning has been well within specifications during this
period.	 Clock drift has been less than +1.6 MS per orbit during this period.
Spacecraft time code, transmitted via RBV, MSS, and TLM has been reliable and accurate.,
All frequency outputs to other subsystems have been nominal.
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Table 8-2. Commail d/Clock Telemetry Summary
Function
No, Name Mode Units 20o T /V 0/1 34 50
8005 Pri. Power Supply Temp. - DGC 38.92 34 . 82 41.25 41.53
8006 Red. Power Supply Temp. - DGC 38.05 34.24 41.59 41.92
8007 Pri. Osc. Temp. - DGC 34 . 42 27.67 30.28 30.34
8008 Red Osc. Temp. - DGC 35.50 38.36 31.21 31.09
8009 Pri. Osc. Output - TMV 1.08 1.05 1.05 1.05
8010 Red. Ose. Output - TMV 1.25 1.21 1.24 1.24
8011 100 KHz Pri. - Red. TMV 3.13 3.10 3.13 3.13
8012 10 KHz Pri. - Red. TMV 3.05 3.05 3.07 3.06
8013 2: 5 KHz Pri. - Red. TMV 2.93 2.94 2.95 2.95
8014 400 Hz Pri. - Red. TMV 4.45 4.42 4.45 4.45
8015 Pri.	 4V Power Supply Pri. Clk ON VDC 2.052.03 2.05 2.05
8016 Red.	 4V Power Supply Red. Cllr ON VDC 1.97 1.95 1.97 1.97
8017 Fria / 6V Power Supply Pri. Clk ON VDC 2.27 2.25 2.28 2.27
8018 Red.	 6V Power Supply Red. Clk ON VDC 2.25 2.25 2.25 2.25
8019 Pri. - 6V Power Supply Pri. Clk ON VDC 5.25 5 . 23 5.25 5.25
8020 Red. - 6V Power Supply Red. Clk ON VDC 5.23 5.22 5.23 5.23
8021 Pri. - 23V Power Supply Pri. Clk ON VDC 5.69 5 .70 5.70 5.70
8022 Red. - 23V Power Supply Red. Clk ON VDC 5.80 5.80 5.80 5.80
8023 Pri. - 29V Power Supply Pri. Clk ON VDC 5.42 5.42 5.42 5.43
8024 Red. - 29V Power Supply Red. Clk ON VDC 5.38 5.38 5.38 5.39
8101 CIU A - 12V CIU A ON VDC 3.95 3.95 3.95 3.95
8102 CIU B - 12V CIU B ON VDC 3.98 3 . 98 3.98 3.98
8103 CIU A - 5V CIU A ON VDC 4.12 4.11 4.12 4.12
8104 CIU B - 5V CIU B ON VDC 4.15 4.15 4.15 4.15
8105 CIU A Temp. CIU A ON DGC 26.06 20.98 22.53 22.36
8106 CIU B Temp. CIU B ON DGC 22.88 19.06 20.36 20.27
8201 Receiver RF-A Temp. DGC 29.90 28.73 28.70 28.51
8202 Receiver RF-B Temp. - DGC 26.01 22.99 21.74 21.52
8203 D MOD A Temp. - DGC 38.10 35.15 36.00 36.09
8204 D MOD B Temp. - DGC 32.32 25.46 25.27 25.34
8205 Receiver A AGC Receiver A ON DBM -79 -81.34 -84.89 -89.71
8206 Receiver B AGC Receiver B ON DBM -76 F F F
8207 Amp. A Output Receiver A ON TAW 1.47 1.98 2.41 -2.35
8208 Amp. B Output Receiver B ON TMV 1.46 F F F
8209 Freq. Shift Key A Out Receiver A ON TMV 1.08 1.08 1.09 1.08
8210 Freq. Shift Key B Out Receiver B ON TMV 1.12 F 14, F
8211 Amp. A Output Receiver A ON TMV 1.11 1.10 1.12 1.10
8212 Amp. B Output Receiver B ON TMV 1.10 F F F
8215 D MOD A - 15V Receiver A ON TMV 5.02 5.00 5.01 5.00
8216 D MOD B - 15V Receiver B ON TMV 5.05 F F F'
8217 Regulator A - lOV Receiver A ON TMV 5.55 5.52 5.52 5.51
8218 Regulator B - 10V Receiver B ON TMV 5.58 F F F
8311 ECAM Memory Temp ECAM-ON DGC 20.90 15.76 16.18 17.92
8312 ECAM Pwr Sup Temp ECAM-ON DGC 25.64 17.72 19.59 19.95
"1
Table 8-3. Command and Clock Subsystem Pre-Launch Performance Summary
• ALL OPERATIONAL MODES EXERCISED SATISFACTORILY
• BOTH COMSTORS OPERATED. ALL STORED COMMANDS EXECUTED PROPERLY
• ALL CIU COMMANDS EXECUTED PROPERLY
• NO TIME CODE OR CLACK FREQUENCY ANOMALIES
• ALL SERIAL DATA COMMANDS TO ECAM OPERATED PROPERLY
• ALL ECAM STORED COMMAND LOCATIONS (512) EXERCISED. ALL ECAM STORED
COMMANDS EXECUTED PROPERLY.
• ALL ECAM SMART FUNCTIONS EXERCISED AND FUNCTIONED PROPERLY.
• VHF RCVR THRESHOLD
SPEC	 A	 B	 MARGIN
-107 DBM	 -111	 -109	 31.6 DB
SECTION 9
ORBIT ADJUST SUBSYSTEM (OAS)
The Orbit Adjust Subsystem (OAS) is a monopropellant hydrazine fueled propulsion system consisting of
three thruster assemblies, a propellant feed system, a support structure and the necessary interconnect
w'
	 plumbing, brackets, and electrical harnessing. The propellant feed system consists of a single tank for
storage of both the propellant and pressurant. The feed system operates in a blow-down mode during which




The operation of the propulsion subsystem permits the flow of hydrazine propellant into a combustion cham-
ber containing a catalyst. Within the chamber, the catalyst spontaneously decomposes the hydrazine into
ammonia, hydrogen, and nitrogen gases having a temperature of approximately 1800 0F. These gases are
then expanded through a conical nozzle to produce thrust. See Figures 9-1 for a functional block diagram
and Figures 9-2 and 9-3 for hardware configuration. See also PIR-1M05-L/C-3228 in Appendix E for detail
thruster alignment data.
The OAS was launched in the OFF mode and remained OFF except as noted in Table 9-1.
d	
ORIGINAL






































1 26 7 March 1978 +X 5.2 N N N N 0.0
14:33:06.2
2 26 7 March 1978 -X 5.2 20.40 2006.12 18.89 532.44 1.75 107.1 -3662
14:40:01.2
3 30 7 March 1978 +X 420 20.51 2012.09 18.89 487.01 0.0
21:23:01.2
4 109 13 March 1978 -X 660 21.49 2004.51 15.56 424.10 2.50 103.7 +4933 0.0
13:16:01.2
5 115 13 March 1978 -X 112 21.80 2016.25 15.56 416.58 0.42 108.1 +804 0.0
23:43:09.2
N = Not Available
F;	 In Orbit 26 a 5.2 sec test burn was performed to test the performance and alignment of the +X thruster and
the -X thruster. In both cases the firing was normal. In Orbit 30 an orbit adjust sequence for Landsat-3
was initiated to phase the satellite with Landsat-2 to a 9 day/9 day pattern in the 18 day ground track repeat
py-
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s	 SOLENOID VALVE NO. 1 ON/OFF
	 SOLENOID VALVE NO. 2 ON/OFF 	 SOLENOID VALVE NO. 3 ON /OFF-
i (TLM 2007)	 (TLM 2006)	 (TLM 2009)
—	 ORBIT ADJUST-,THRUSTER HEATER
----- -----------------	 ON/OFF (CMD 615/657)
-X AXIS THRUST CHAMBER NO. 1	 +X AXIS THRUST CHAMBER NO. 2	 —Y AXIS THRUST CHAMBER NO. 3






s	 Fia-ure 9-1. Orbit Adiust Subsystem Block Diagram

















semi-major axis was reduced from an initial 7283. 7 kilometers to 7280.1 kilometers. In Orbits 109 and 315
a 660 second and 112 second burn, respectively, was executed using the -X thurster. This raised the semi-
major aids to 7285. 9 kilometers. Tracking data has confirmed satisfactory achievement of all objectives of
this orbit adjust sequence. A summary of the orbit adjust maneuvers is given In Table 9-1. Performance
characteristics of the +X and -X thrusters are shown in Figures 9-4 through 9-19.
Housekeeping functions of the OAS were normal. Table 9-2 gives average telemetry values for the OFF
quiescent state.
Table 9-2. OAS Telemetry Values
Function Orbits
Pre-
No. Name Units Laimch 0/1 24 50
2001 Prop. Tank Temp. 0 18.00 17.66 18.89 19.30
2003 Thrust Chamber No. 1 (-x) °C N -19.79 27.63 28.04
Temp
2004 Thrust Chamber No. 2 (+x) 0
 N 25.59 33.64 36.31
Temp
2005 Thrust Chamber No. 3 (-y) 0
 N , 49.17 53.15 52.84
Temp
2006 Line Pressure psia 528.75 529.05 532.44 487.44








Figure 9-4. Landsat-3 Orbit Adjust Systems Performance - Orbit 26, 7 March 1978
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Figure 9-6. Landsat-3 Orbit Adjust Systems Performance - Orbit 26, 7 March 1978
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Figure 9-8. Landsat-3 Orbit Adjust Systems Performance - Orbit 30, 7 March 1978
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Landsat-3 Orbit Adjust Systems Performance - Orbit 109, 13 March 1978
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Figure 9-17, Landsat-3 Orbit Adjust Systems Performance - Orbit 115, 13 March 1978
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Figure 9-18 9 Landsat-3 Orbit Adjust Systems Performance - Orbit 115, 13 March 1978
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The purpose of the MMCA is to provide means for generating magnetic dipole moments suf-
ficient to cancel those residual dipole moments that may exist on the spacecraft. The MMCA'
consists of three mutually perpendicular, chargeable, permanent magnetic rods. Activation f
of the charging and discharging mechanism is by commands. See Figure 10-1 for functional
S,
block diagram.
The MMCA was launched in the OFF mode as noted in Table 10-1.
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Table 10--1. MMCA Launch Mode
Mode C MD
Power OFF 765
C apacitor HI 744
C apacitor DUMP 706
P oiarity + 742
Pitch Coil OUT 702
Roll Coil OUT 761
Yaw Coil OUT 704
Housekeeping telemetry, Flux Density Sensors, and Temperature Sensors of the MMCA were normal. The
unit was not activated; insertion of dipole values was deferred pending evaluation of the ACS performance.
Table 10-2 gives average telemetry values.
Table 10-2. MMCA Telemetry Values
Number Name Units
ORBIT
T/V 20 0 0/1 50
4001 Al Board Temp DGC 20.2 19.64 17.98
4002 A2 Board Temp DGC 22.8 22.3 20.78
4003 Hall Current TMV 3.65 3.65 3.64
4004 Yaw Flux Density TMV 3.20 3.25 3.22
4005 Pitch Flux Density TMV 3.20 3.20 3.20





The Unified S-Band Equipment (USBE) consists of two S-Band transmitter /receiver pairs (transponders).
Each transmitter/receiver pair normally operates as a separate wait. Only one of the two is powered at any
given time, but it is possible to cross-strap them by ground command. When cross-strapped, the receiver
of one transponder and the transmitter of the other are powered. The USB Receiver receives the uplink RF
,T sigaal, demodulates the command and ranging subcarriers, and, when possible, provides a phase-locked
U i.
	
	 oscillator signal for the down-link USB transmitter. A ranging (pseudo-random noise-PRN) signal is de-
modulated and is available for modulation of the downlink upon ground command. The subcarrier containing
( command information is sent to the PMP. One of the USB receivers is powered at all times. The USB
k	 transmitter uses either the phase -locked oscillator of the USB receiver or,_ if sufficient signal for phase-
`	 a	 lock is not present, an auxiliary oscillator for the transmitter RF driver. Back-up modes allow and some-
,i	 F
times require use of the auxiliary oscillator or the receiver oscillator (phase-locked or free-running) at all
times.. Modulation of the USB transmitter comes from the PMP, and may or may not have the PRN ranging 	 ?^.	
1
signal added. Switching permits either transmitter to be ON or OFF, but both transmitters ON simultieous-
ly is not possible. Protection against inadvertent leaving ON of either transmitter (and of the wideband pow-
er amplifiers) is porovided by a 32-minute cutoff timer. See Figure 11-1 for Functional Block diagram.
Figures 11-2 and 11-3 are modulation formats.
Prelaunch Characteristics are given in Table 11-1.
The USBE Transmitter was launched in the OFF mode, as noted in Table 11-2, and activated after separation
in Orbit 1 in the Winkfield Pass. Commands were successfully uplinked in orbit 1 at Madrid and have con
1.
tinued to be normal since that time. Table 11-3 gives average telemetry flight and prelaunch measured
data.
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Table 11-1. Unified S-Band Subsystem





USB Transmitter Mode CMD
USB XMTR PWR EN 347 FN 11022 - EN USB TRANSMITTER OFF
USB XMTR DIS 757 TRANSMITTER POWER OFF
AUX OSC EN 150 AUX OSC EN
SEL XMTR A 126 TRANSMITTER A ON
RANGING OFF 146 RANGING OFF
MOD INPUT NORM 147 MOD INPUT NORMAL
PMP Subsystem
MOD A OFF 626
MOD B OFF 665 MODE OFF
SEL NBR 606
NBTR SEL 1 646 RC DR MODE N
-BR 1
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Name Units T/V 200
Orbits
9 21 50
11001 !	 USB Rcvr AGC DBM -132.00 -66 -101.62
11002 USB Xmtr Pwr (B) WTS 1.63 1.65 1.62 1.65
11003 USB Rcvr Error KHz * 3.58 2.56 1.81
11004 USB Xpond Temp DGC 22.1 25.00 24.84 24.63
11005 USB Ypond Press PSI 16.94 17.00 17.00 17.00
11007 USB Xmtr A-15V VDC 2.45 F F F
11008 USB Xmtr B-15V VDC 2.36 2,35 2.36 2.35
11009 USB Range -15V VDC 2.08 2.05 2.05 2.05
11101 PMP Pwr A Volt VDC -14.82 F F F
11102 PMP Pwr B Volt VDC -14.70 -14.76 -14.70 -14.70
11103 PMP Temp A DGC 23.50 28.06 21.57 21.48
11104 PMP Temp B DGC 23.10 24.39 26.03 25.96
F = Unit OFF
* = Not Applicable
itoSECTION 12	 VVO
SEPARATION AND UNFOLD SUBSYSTEM (MECH)
The Separation and Unfold Subsystem consists of the following components: Unfold Timer, Unfold Switch,
Separation Switches, Unfold Motors, and Cable Cutter Assembly. At programmed separation time, the
launch vehicle provides power to fire four electro-explosive bolt cutters to effect spacecraft separation.
See Figures 12-1 and 12-2 for mechanical arrangement, and Figure 12-3 for Functional Block Diagram.
The separation subsystem performed as expected. The 2.5 second timer squibs caused paddle unfold. Be-
fore separation the subsystem properly restrained the paddles, disabled the primary and redundant matrix A
drivers, provided -24.5 VDC to the attitude control reset line, and provided telemetry signals indicating
that the spacecraft was still mated to the Delta Vehicle. After separation all circuits were activated and
separation was confirmed by referring to the strip chart ACS telemetry functions listed below:
Delta Activation Time From
Function No.
	 Title	 Separation (OSeconds)
1240
	 SAD left MTR WNDG voltage
	 52.5
1027	 Roll rear flywheel speed	 17.5
1035	 Yaw tach output	 17.5
1040
	 Pitch coarse error	 17.5
1043	 Pitch flywheel speed
	 17,5
All of these functions have known activation delta times from separation, and all are read each second in the
telemetry matrix.
By measuring the delta times backwards, i. e. , from activation to separation, all of the functions indeed
commence from the same baseline in time, and hence confirm the separation time.
Table 12-1 shows prelaunch measurements of the unfold system and are included for reference.
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Figure 12-3. Separation and Unfold Subsystem Functional Block Diagram
Function Description Unit T/V 200C
P/B Oribit
6 31 43
13200 APU, -24.5 VDC TMV 2.63 2.62 2.62 2.62
13201 APU, -12 Volts TMV 2.42 2.42 2.42 2.42




ELECTRICAL INTERFACE SUBSYSTEM (EIS)
3
The EIS is a collection of three modules: The Auxiliary Processor Unit (APU) (See Figure 13-1 for function-
al block diagram); The Power Switching Module (PSM) (See Figure 13-2 for functional block diagram) and the
Interface Switching Module (ISM). Together they perform a variety of electrical interfacing fimctions in-
cluding: power switching, telemetry signal generation, switching logic, power fusing, signal switching
x(Data) time code processing automatic "shut-off" timers.
The Eby contains a variety of telemetryA,	 	  points all of which. are associated with -other subsystems and have
{	
been discussed in those sections.
I°
The Launch mode of the APU is given in Table 13 -1.
Table 13-1. APU Launch Mode
APU Subsystem MODE CMD Verification
POWER ON 656 POWER MODE OFF
MOD STBY 050
P/L TIMER DIS 720 P/L TIMER ON/DISABLE
SEARCH TRACK' NORM 631 SEARCH TRACK DATA NORMAL
USB/WPA TIM EN 755 VIP TIMER ON/DISABLE
APU was turned on in Orbit 5, and operated nominally. All functions of the EIS performed nominally.
r
Telemetry values for the APU are given in Table 13-2 and are nominal.
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THERMAL CONTROL SUBSYSTEM (THM)
Thermal control of the spacecraft is required in order to provide a mounting surface temperature of 20°
± 10°C for all equipment mounting internal to the spacecraft.	 The Landsat-3 spacecraft is composed of
three separate elements; the solar arrays, the Attitude Control Subsystem and the sensory ring.	 These €
elements are thermally decoupled such that the environment for mission support and payload equipment
r is provided by the sensory ring Thermal Control Subsystem.	 The subsystem is composed of both semi-
passive and passive elements. 	 The semipassive elements are shutters and heaters. 	 Shutters are located
on 15 peripheral compartments and are actuated by two-phase fluid-fill bellows assemblies.	 The heaters
, are energized by ground command. 	 Passive control, in the form of insulation and coatings, works in con- ,
junction with the semipassive elements to maintain the thermal balance of the vehicle. 	 Figure 14-1 is a
block diagram of the Thermal Control Subsystem.
s HEAT RADIATED FROM	 HEAT RADIATED FROM	 ANALOG SIGNALS TO T;M
ACTIVE CONTROLLERS (0c)
	
PASSIVE VEHICLE SURFACES 10p)
	
SUBSYSTEM









FLUX VEH I	 /
.
























. T T INDICATORS
EFFECTIVE -EMISSIVITY 
	 . ^'	 PA	 '7,
FooilplI Figure 14-1. Functional Block Diagram of Thermal Control Subsystem
. ` In Landsat-3 the thermal control functions were balanced prior to launch and maintained their balance, ;l








1 2 3 4 5 1 61 17 1 8
Launch O O O O O 0 0 O
3 O O X X X O X X
15 O O X X X X X X
32 O O X X X O X X
34 O O X X X X X X
48 O 0 1 0 O O 0 1 0 1 O
i
The thermal subsystem in both the sensory ring and the ACS performed within expected limits at all loca-
tions. All spacecraft component temperatures were in safe operating ranges.
Typical average temperatures were: ACS baseplate 19.5°C; sensory ring 18.7 0 C; and center section 15.3°C.`
The shutter position average at Orbit 50 was 22.6°.
Table 14-1 provides typical average telemetry values for the Zener modules obtained during early flight
operations.
Table 14-1. Average Thermal Telemetry Values
a
Function
No. Function Name Unit 20° T/V
Orbits
1 24 50
7080 TLM Conv. Mod. Ql Thermistor Zener VDC 4.92 4.91 4.92 4.93
7081 TLM Conv. Mod. Q2 Thermistor Zener VDC 5.08 5.06 5.08 5.08
7082 TLM Conv. Mod. Q3 Thermistor Zener VDC 5.05 5.05 5.05 5.05
7083 TLM Conv. Mod. Q1 Shutter Zener VDC 5.02 5.02 5.01 5.01
7084 TLM Conv. Mod. Q2 Shutter Zener VDC 4.90 4.90 4.90 4.90
7085 TLM Conv. Mod. Q3 Shutter Zener VDr 5.03 5.02 5.05 5.03
*Thermal Vacuum Test Data i
In Orbit 3 compensation loads 3, 4, 5, 7 and 8 were turned on to provide more even heating of the space-
craft until normal operation began. See Table 14-2 for a history of compensation loads applied through
`	 Orbit 50. i







During this report period sun intensity was 1.016 time the mean value and decreasing. The Beta angle (or
sun angle to the orbit plane) was 40.6 degrees and decreasing. With decreasing Beta angle will come longer
spacecraft nights and shorter days. Therefore, spacecraft temperatures are expected to decrease slowly
until June when seasonal variations of sun intensity and Beta angle will reverse and reverse the temperature
trend.
Figure 14-2 shows a thermal profile of the average bay temperature around the sensory ring at Orbit 50.





























1?tP	 Table 14-3. landsat 3 Thermal Subsystem Analog Telemetry

































2 (0/1) 24 50
7001 THAI TH02SBM DOC 16, 53 14, 29 15.52
7002 THAI TH01SBO DGC 17,31 15.83 16.73
7003 THAI TH03SBl DOC 17.96 15.21 16,40
7004 THAI THIOTCB DOC 17,71	 ._ 20.20 19.92
7005 THAI TH11SBAE DOC 18.89 21.40 21,11
7006 THAI TH05SBA DOC 16.14 15,01 15.74
7007 OA-X THRUSTER DOC 18.71 °	 20.27 20.20
7008 THAI TH02TCB DOC 18.31 15.49 16.55
7009 THAI TH07SBNI DOC 16. q 1 16.06 16.08
7010 THAI THOSSBI DOC 17.85 - - 18.13 17.93
7011 THAI TH09SBAI DOC 18.49 20.36 20.02
1012 THAI TH10SBO DOC 17.15 18.96 18.84
7013 THAI Th04SBI.2 <
 DOC 17.10 15.18 16.47
7014 THAI THIISTO DOC 18.71 20.40 20,46
7015 THAI THI2SBI DOC 19.56 21.65 21.64
7016 THAI TH12STO DOC 19,42 20.89 21.45
7017 RBV BEAM CTR LN DOC 19.09 21.66 20.89
701E THAI THI3SBM DOC 20.19 21.56 21.88
7019 NBR HAD OUTBDB4 DOC 10.37 2.46 2.73
7020 THAI TH139TAI DOC 20.32 22.04 22.42
7021 THAI THI4S1I DOC 19.59 20.61 20.86
7022 THAI T1114STO DOC 19.54 20.23 20.48
7023 THAI TH15SBA1 DOC 19.80 19.46 19,95
7030 THAI TH15STO DOC 19.35 19.09 19,43
7033 THAI T1105TCB DOC 19.04 15.58 16.17
7035 THAI THIBSTAI DOC 18.90 17.64 18.04
7040 THAI TH01TCB DOC 17.65 15.48 16.45
7041 THAI THOGSTO DOC 15.94 12.87 13.27
7042 THAI TH03TCB DOC 17.71 14.57 16.49
7043 THAI TH04TCB DOC 19.42 16.95 17,98
7044 THAI. TH17STO DOC 18.30. 17.22 17.99
7045 THAI TH07TCB DOC 11.77 16.19 16.16
7046 THAI TH09TCB DOC 18.19 19.13 18.83
7048 THAI THIITCB DOC 19.29 21.67 21.59
7049 THAI THI2TCB DOC 19.47 21.03 21,45
7050 THAI THI3TCB DGC 20.44 22.02 22.25
7051 THAI THI4TCB DOC 19.70 20.24 20.75
7052 THAI THI6TCB DOC 19.22 19.04 19.57
7053 THAI THI7TCB DOC 19.24 18.13 18.98
7054 THAI THISTCB DOC 18.54 16.64 17.23
7060 THAI SHUTTER BAY 1 DEG 23.14 7.50 9.90
7061 THAI SHUTTER DAY 2 DEG 8.73 0.00 0.00
7062 THAI SHUTTER BAY 3 DEG 10.86 0.00 1.07
7063. THAI SHUTTER BAY 4 DEG 20.66 0.33 6.60
7064 THAI SHUTTER BAY 5 DEG 25.06 6.00 6.00
7065 THM SHUTTER BAY 7 DEG 13.17 0.00 0.00
7067 THAI SHUTTER BAY 9 DEG 19.85 26.55 28.82.
7068 THAI SHUTTER BAY 10 DEG 9.02 32.35 30.27
7069 THAI SHUTTER BAY 11 DEG 20.19 41.25 40,32
7070 THAI SHUTTER DAY 12 DEG 21.02 38.03 40.17
7071 THAI SHUTTER BAY 13 DEG 18.99 34.90 36,13
7072 THAI SHUTTER BAY 14 DEG 9.38 10.50 13.76.
7074 THAI SHUTTER BAY 16 DEG 16.17 13.02 17.35
7075 THAI SHUTTER BAY 17 DEG 9.42 8.50 18.29
7076 THAI SHUTTER BAY 18 DEG 24.86 4.13 11.42
7080 THAI Q1 	 ZENER V TAN 4.91 4.92 4.93
7081 THAI Q2 T ZENER V TAW 5.06 5.08 5.08
7082 THAI Q3 T ZENER V TAIV 5.05 5.05 5.05
7083 THAI Q1 S ZENER V TAIV 3.00 5.01 5.01
7084 THAI Q2 .
 S ZENER V TAN 4.90 4.90 4.90
7085 THAI Q3 S ZENER V TAN 5.02 5.05 5.03
7090 THAI THE CAMM DOC 17.21 14.31 19.34
7091 THAI IND ATTITUDE DOC 18.69 20.99 21.11
7092 THAI RBV RADIATOR DOC 15.91 14.91 13.10
7093 THAI R13VC CTR BAI DOC 17.75. 20.24 17.80
7094 THAI IVBVTR. BOOT.. DOC 16.28 11.04 10.23
7095
_
THAI WBVTR HAD CT DOC 14,35 0.92 -1.22.
7096 THAI WBVTR STRAP DOC 17.57 14.11 12.84
7097 THAI WBAIT BAY 1 DOC 17.71 19.30 .17.05
7098 THAI 1VBAIT BAY 18 DOC 16.88 18.54 16.50
7099 THAI WBVTR SEP 3. DOC -	 17.24 14.93 15.40
7100 THAI WBVTR SEP 17 DOC 18.71 18.33 18.42
7101 THAI WBVTR 1 CENT DOC ' 18.07 18.58 16,46
7102 THAI VTH2 BAY 4 DGC. 17.96 15.07 15.75
7103 THAI VTR2 BAY 15 DOC 18.30 18.43 18.42	 -
7104 THAI IVBVTR2 CTR DOC 18.03. 17.31 16.52
7105 THAI NBTRB SEP 6 DOC 18. 93 15.79 15.98
7106 THAI NBTRB SEP 1 DOC 18.97 20.21 20.40
7107 -	 THAI XBTR BAI.CTR DOC 18.31 17.76 :17.71.
7108 THAI HISS MOUNT 14 DGC. 17.25 16.05 16.14
7109
-OA-Y THRUSTER DOC 21.53. 22.91 23.15
7110 . THAI MSS IVBVTR , "'?1I .DOC 17.95 14: o8 13.97
7111	 - OA +X THRUST' ,< :' DOC 17.23 17.01 16.80
7130 THAI AVX PI T' - DOC 1.38 31.19 36.47






NARROWBAND TAPE RECORDER (NBTR)
The NBTR consists of a single-track recording mechanism and the associated electronics necessary for
proper amplification and filtering of the RECORD and PLAYBACK signals and for control of the record
mechanism. The recorder is completely contained in one box.
The NBTR records 1 KBPS data from the Telemetry Processor, and, upon command, plays back the stored
data with simultaneous outputs to the VHF Transm•_;,er and to the Premodulation Processor. The playback
speed is 24 times the record speed, and the output data rate is therefore 24 KBPS. The NBTR erases the
tape immediately after playback.
The recorder has a capacity for recording 210 minutes of data, and stops automatically when it reaches
end-of-tape. Playback is accomplished on command, effecting a reversal in tape direction at 24 times












The Landsat-3 spacecraft contains two Narrowband Tape Recorders, providing a total sequential recording
capability of 420 minutes. A simplified block diagram of the Narrowband Tape Recorder is given in Figure
15-1.
The Narrowband Tape Recorders were launched in the record mode as shown in Table 15-1.
The launch mode was verified from telemetry on the CRT display and on the strip charts.









Prior to launch on March 5, 1978, NBTR1 was put in record at 17:33:34 GMT and NBTR2 was put in record
at 17:30:09 GMT. In Orbit 1 at Alaska, NBTR-1 was played back at 19:26:56 GMT and returned to the Record
mode at 19:37:45 GMT. NBTR-2 was played back at 20:44:44 GMT and returned to Record at 21:05:13 GMT
to take its turn alternating with NBTR-1. Thereafter the recorders were alternated in the RECORD mode,






No. Name T/V 200
Orbit
2/3 30/31
10001 A-Motor Current (ma)
Record 179.70 179.38 182.47
P/ B 181.07 184.02 179.38
10101 B-Motor Current (ma)
Record 1.65.73 151.53 150.00
P/ B 164.64 143.87 142.34
10002 A-Pwr Supply Cur. (ma)
Record 172.33 170.95 167.57
P/ B N 397.25 387.12
10102 B-Pwr Supply Cur. (nia)
Record 186.83 190.00 186.67
P/ B N- 419.94 406.62
10003 A-Recorder Temp (DGC) 23.1 23.26 20.43
10103 B-Recorder Temp (DGC) 24.0 20.87 19.35
10004 A-Supply Volt	 _ -24.51 -24.37 -24.37
10104 B-Supply Volt -24.53 -24.50 -24.38
P/ B





1 A 17:34:01 1 19:24:09 414 0.00 0.13 ULA
2 B 17:30:33 1 19:38:17 480 0.01 0.12 MAD
2 A 19:38:01 1 21:05:13 328 0.00 0.07 ULA
3 B 2;1.;05;13 1 22:49:45 393 0.00 0.10 ULA
4 A 22:49:45 1 00:30:49 380 0.00 -x:09 ULA
5 B 00:30:49 1 01:56:25 322 0.04 0.04 ENT
6 A 01:56:57 1 03:50:01 425 0.00 0.18 ULA
7 B 03:49:45 1 05:30:49 380 0.00 0.04 ULA
8 A 05:30:33 1 07:14:01 389 0.00 0.09 ULA
9 B 07:19:53 1 08:59:05 373 0,.25 0.33 ULA
51 B 07:19:21 1 09:23:21 466 0.03 0.61 MAD
52 A 09.23:05 1 12:12:09 635 0.01 0.52 GDS
Table 15-3. Narrow Band Tape Recorder Telemetry Values
Table 15-2 gives a sample record history for,' subsequent orbits.
Table 15-3 shows typical telemetry values. All are nominal.
Table 15-4 shows the pre-launch performance of the NBTR's.
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y TO PREMODULATION PROCESSOR
OUTPUT #2	 OUTPUT #1
NARROWBAND TAPE 'RECORDER #2
(SAME AS NBTR #1)
Figure 15-1. Narrowband Tape Recorder Black Diagram
Table 15-4. Pre-Launch Performance of the Narrowband Tape Recorder
Components
i NBTR 1 EAB-FT6
NBTR 2 EAB-FT5
Pre-Launch Performance
Parameter	 S5ec	 NBTR 1	 NBTR 2
Record Time	 2210 min	 216 min	 216 min
Data quality judged by brush recorder outputs and computer
synopsis - quality good
M
WBFM Subsystem Verification
SEL VCO Al 524 3	 VCO A/B - 1/1SEL VCO Bl 466
MOD A AFC EN 526 }	 AFC A/B - 1/1MOD B AFC EN 567
INV A PWR OFF 566 l
INV PWR/WBFM A 641 INVERTER _A SELECT
INV B PWR OFF 527 1
RBV FILTER A 544 FILTER A RBV
MSS FILTER B 576 FILTER B - MSS
RT 1/MSS FLT B 475 M FIL B IN RT - 1M FIL B IN NONE
RT RBV FLT A 515 R FIL A IN RTR FIL B IN NONE
FN 12200 R FIL A IN
IN RBV/MSS FIL B/A 666 FN 12201 R FIL B OUT
FN 12210 M FIL A OUT
FN 12211 M FIL B IN
RBV BIAS A 546 RBV BIAS VLT A
DATA WBPA PRIME 705 DATA TO POWER AMPS NORMAL
WBPA
WBPA ENA PRIME/ 776/ WPA POWER - BOTH
RED 754
WBPA1 OFF 561 WPA 1 POWER - OFF
OUTPUT SEL 1 LO 541 WPA 1 POWER MODE -0-
WBPA2 OFF 067 WPA 2 POWER - OFF





WIDEBAND TELEMETRY SUBSYSTEM (WBTS)
^a
The Wideband Telemetry Subsystem (WBTS) consists of two 10/20 watt S-Band FM Transmitters and associ-
ated filters, antennas, and signal conditioning equipment. The subsystem is used to transmit Return Beam
Vidiron (RBV) video data and Multispectrai Scanner (MSS) digital data to Landsat ground stations. The RBV
nand MSS data can be transmitted in real time as it is being generated, or recorded on either of two Video
Tape Recorders, or both, and played back through the WBTS when in view of a ground station. A Functional
Block Diagram is shown in Figure 16-1 and the physical configuration is illustrated in Figure 16-2.
The WBTS was launched in the OFF mode and in the configuration shown in Table 16-1. Verification of this
nmode was obtained in the telemetry from Madrid and Alaska playback early in Orbit 1.
Y
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12001 Temp TWT Coll. DGC 34.10 31.42 39.38 F
12101 32.95 28.76 F 29.07
12002 Cur. Helix MA 4.83 4.76 4.73 F
12102 5.59 6.48 F 6.50
12003 Cur. Cath MA 44.87 44.51 44.50 F
12103 40.10 40.30 F 40.32
12004 Fwd. Pwr. DBM 42.27 42.06 42.04 F
12104 42.83 42.87 F 42.46
12005 Refl. Pwr. DBM X30.00- 30.00 30.00 F
12105 3a; 90 31.32 F 31.80
12227 Mod A Volt Loop Stress MHz 0.32 -14.00 -14.00 -14.00
12228 Mod B Loop Stress MHz 0.65 1.77 -14.00 -14.00
12229 Temp. Mod DGC 21.33 14.62 14.51 15.79
12232 +15 VDC Pwr Sply TMV 2.70 2.68 2.68 2.68
12234 -15 VDC Pwr Sud TMV 4.29 4.38 4.38 4.38
12236 +5 VDC Pwr Suply TMV 4.05 4.05 4.05 4.05
12238 -5 VDC Pwr Sud TMV 5.18 5.18 5.18 5.18
12240 -24 VDC Unreg Pwr TMV 6.01 6.16 6.15 6.18
12242 Temp. Inv. DGC 27.0 18.37 18.45 18.22
^'
The Wideband Telemetry Subsystem was initially turned on in the 10 watt mode in Orbit 12 while over Green-
belt. Both wideband power amplifiers were turned on with Inverter A ON. Filters A and B were both in-
hibited to allow only the unmodulated carrier to radiate.
In Orbit 13, both power amplifiers were turned ON in the 20 watt mode, again with input filters grounded.
In Orbit 14, both power amplifiers were turned on in the 20 watt mode, the grounding was removed from the
filters and the inputs connected to RBV and MSS as in normal operation.
Performance was nominal in all the above operations.
Wideband Power Amplifier - 1 was subsequently operated in playback and real time modes and operated
normally throughout these tests, as shown in the telemetry values of typical orbits shown in Table 16-2.

























"Table 16-3. Wideband Telemetry Subsystem
Pre-Launch
Components SIN Operating Time
Wideband Power Supply 65495 10 330
Wideband Frequency Modulator 65495 07 268
Wideband Power Amplifier 1 & 2 101 & 100 147 & 173
Wideband Filters 1 & 2 5 & 7 135 & 172
Pre-Launch Performance
Spec Measured
Modulator A Freq. Stab. 2229. 5 MHz 2220.5 MHz
+0 KHz
+379 KHz -311
Modulator B Freq. Stab. 2265. 5 MHz 2265.5 MHz
+0
±385 KHz -386 KHz
Power Amp No. 1 Output
	
High 11. 5W (40.5 dbm) 18. 1W (42.6 dbm)
Low 5. 7W (37.7 dbm) 11. 1W (40.3 dbm)
Power Amp No. 2 Output
	
High 11.5W (40, 5 dbm) 20.2W (43,1 dbm)
.Low 5.7W (37.7 dbm) 10. 5W (40.2 dbm)
PROBLEM SUMMARY
Problem Resolution
PA No. 2 VSWR Intermittent Antennas 1 & 2 reworked to Nimbus G
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ATTITUDE MEASUREMENT SENSOR (AMS)
C
as..
The AMS is a passive readiometric balance sensor which operates in the 14 - 16 micron iR, Band. This band
pass was selected to take advantage of the earth's predictability in the 14-16 micron region, and to improve
the off-null accuracy by ground based correction. The entire earth disk is imaged by a germanium lens to a
}	 focal surface containing four light pipes (four field of view sectors). See Figure 17-1 for functional block
diagram, and Figure 17-2 for hardware illustration. AMS Telemetry Values are shown in Table 17-1.
The AMS was launched in the OFF mode (CMD 774), turned ON during Orbit 5 and has been performing
normally since then.
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WIDEBAND VIDEO TAPE RECORDERS (WBVTR)
The Wideband Video Tape Recorder (WBVTR) Subsystem is comP rised of two rotating -head magnetic toPef 
recorders, each housed in two enclosures: (1) a pressurized housing for the Transport Unit (TU) and; (2)
an unpressurized enclosure for the Electronics Unit (EU). The TU includes the transport mechanism, the
video head wheel, record amplifiers, playback pre-amplifiers, and transport controls. The EU includes the
record and playback formatting circuitry, the voltage converter, motor control circuits and command and
control circuits.
The primary function of either WBVTR is to selectively record, store, and playback analog data from the
Return Beam. Vidicon (RBV) cameras or digital data from the Multispectral Scanner (MSS) Subsystem.
Additional record and playback channels are provided on the tape. These include a prerecorded Search
Track Signal for providing tape position information, an Auxiliary Track for recording PCM telemetry data,
and a servo control track for playback speed control. A transverse recording technique utilizing four
rotating heads is used for Wideband RBV and MSS data. The narrow band data, (servo control, PCM data,
and search pattern) are recorded longitudinally with fixed heads. See Figures 18-1 and 18
-2 for functional
block diagrams. Figures 18-3, 4 and 5 show physical configuration.
The Wideband Video Tape Recorders 1 and 2 (WBVTR-1 and 2) were launched in the mode shown in Table
18-1. This launch mode was verified by OCC during prelaunch checkout at WTR, and subsequently by
narrow band recorder playback from Alaska.
Table 18-1. Launch Configuration
I
WBVTR Subsystem CMD Verification
WBVTR 1 OFF 651 POWER OFF
WBVTR, 2 OFF 712 POWER OFF
RBV STDY 1 464 STANDBY MODE RBV
MSS STBY 2 572 STANDBY MODE MSS
VO PROT 1 EN 554 VOLTAGE PROTECT ENABLE
VO PROT 2 EN 467 VOLTAGE PROTECT ENABLE
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Figure 18-1. WBVTR Functional Block Diagram
00








































Figure 18-2. WBVTR Block Diagram
In
<




Record 33, (RBV Activation) 19, (MSS Activation)
Rewind 5, 33, 47 5, 31, 47
Playback 1 15, 43, 44, 47 16, 43, 44
F
-J
Initial activation of the WBVTR subsystem occurred in Orbit 5. Both recorders were rewound from their
launch position near mid-tape for a duration of about 4 minutes. The applicable series of commands are
shown in Table 18-2. The footage count of WBR-1 went from 921 to 24; the WBR-2 footage went from
938 to 35.
Table 18-2. Series of Commands for Initial Activation of WBVTR
Orbit 5,(6 March 1978)
Time Cmd Activity
02:01:53 607 VTR-1 ON (PRIME)
02:01:55 464 ':QTR-1 RBV STANDBY
02:02:00 465 VTIi-1 FAST REWIND
02:03:47 650 VTR-2 ON (PRIME)
02:03:49 572 VTR-2 MSS STANDBY
02:05:00 552 VTR-2 FAST REWIND
02:06:00 464 VTR-1 RBV STANDBY
02:06:02 651 VTR-1 OFF
02:09:04 572 VTR-2 MSS STANDBY
02:09:06 712 VTR-2 OFF
Table 18-3 shows the subsequent use of the WBVTR subsystem. All operations were nominal. Telemetry
values are normal and are shown in Table 18-4.
Table 18-5 lists the components and ground operating time.
r^,
G













No. '`unction Name Mode Units 20° T/V 6,16, 34 42/45
13022 Tape Unit Pressure ALL PSIA 16.21 16.25 16.25
13023 Tape Unit Temp ALL DGC 18.82 15.26 16.08
13024 a	 Elect, Unit Temp ALL DGC 18.76 16.35 18.42
13026 Capstan Motor Speed Rec % 101.65 101.64 101.64
P/B % 100.94 101.05 101.05
Rewind % 108.31 107.56 108.15
13027 Headwheel Motor Speed Rec % 101.41 101.13 101.13
P/B % 100.98 101.65 101.65
Rewind % 103.01 102.18 102.71
Standby % 102.95 102.71 102.71
13028 Capstan Motor Current Rec AMP 0.32 0.36 0.35
P/B AMP 0.34 0.39 0.40
Rewind AMP 0.20 0.22 0.23
13029 Playback Voltage RBV VPP 0.72 0.83 0.89
13030 Headwheel Motor Current Rec AMP 0.45. 0.51 0.50
P/B AMP 0.45 0.50 0.48
Rewind AMP 0.40 0, 44 0.41
Standby AMP 0.39 0,45 0.43
13031 Input Current Rec AMP 3.12 5.20 3.17
P/B RBV AMP 2.95 2.96 3.03
Rewind AMP 1.62 1.64 1.60
Standby AMP 1.36 1.27 1.28
13032 Limiter Voltage P/B VPP 1.36 1.38 1.38
13033 Servo Voltage P/B % 49.03 49.16 49.10
1:3034 +5.6V ALL VDC 5.48 5.74 5.67
WBVTR - 2
Function
No. Function Name Mode Units 20° T/V
Orbit
13122 Tape Unit Pressure ALL PSIA 17.58 17.15 17.15
13123 Tape Unit Temp ALL DGC 19.02 16.15 16.79
13124 Elec. Unit Temp ALL DGC 19.08 16.48 19.62
13126 Capstan Motor Speed Rec % 104.62 98.35 98.35
P/B % 103.92 96.41 96.41
Rewind % 104.15 99.00 98.35
13127 Headwheel Motor Speed Rec % 104.00 104.70 104.09
P/B 0/0 103.71 102.87 102.87
Rewind % 105.71 104.70 103.97
Standby % 106.11 104.70 104.10
13128 Capstan Motor Current Rec AMP 0.37 0.33 0.45
P/B AMP 0.34 0.30 0.28
Rewind AMP 0.18 0.18 0.18
13129 Playback Voltage P/B MSS VPP 0.59 0.57 0.58
13130 Headwheel Motor Current Rec AMP 0.44 0.48 0.43
P/B AMP 0.44 0.46 0.47
Rewind AMP 0.40 0.39 0.40
Standby AMP 0.40 0.45 0.42
13131 Input Current Rec AMP 2.46 2.39 2.39
P/B MSS AMP 2.77 2.73 2.79
Rewind AMP 1.31 1.18 1.20
Standby AMP 1.07 0.95 1.03
13132 Limiter Voltage P/B - VPP 1.29 1.30 1.31
13133 Servo Voltage P/B % 50.16 50.49 50.29




VTR 1	 SIN FT 9
	
83 Hours
VTR 2	 SIN FT 10
	
75 Hours
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;r SECTION 19
RETURN BEAM VIDICON SYSTEM (RBV)
Ground scene information is viewed through two Return Beam Vidicon (RBV) Camera Sensors as they are
if	 alternately exposed. The RBV sensors convert the scene information into low-level analog signals. The
Camera Electronics convert this information into a video format that is fed to the Camera Controller
i	 Combiner (CCC), where the two camera videos are combined with sync, blanking, and timing signals and
with coding information to produce a video format. The Camera Controller Combiner controls the opera-	 d
ting modes of the cameras and the generation of the video signal. The camera's may be commanded for
Asingle exposure, cyclic exposure, and calibration. The video signal is either stored on a Wideband Video
Tape Recorder for later playback, or transmitted in real time through the spacecraft Wideband Telemetry
Subsystem. An auxiliary video signal from each camera may also be applied directly to the Wideband
Telemetry System without passing through CCC. See Figure 19-1 for functional block diagram, and
s
Figure 19-2 for physical illustration. An equipment list is shown in Appendix A.
The RBV subsystem was launched in the mode shown in Table 19-1. Verification of this mode was obtained
by telemetry early in Orbit 1 at Winkfield and later by playback from Alaska.
Table 19-1. Return Beam Vidicon Subsystem Launch Mode
RBV Subsystem
APERTURE CORR OUT 431 APERTURE CORR OUT
EXPOSURE 3 453 EXPOSURE 3
CYCLE CONT 470 CYCLE CONT
OATH REACT OFF 371 CATH REACT OFF
THER MOD 1 EN 770 THERMAL MODE 1
THER MOD 2 EN 730 THERMAL MODE 2
RBV PWR OFF 731 SYSTEM POWER OFF
CCC OFF 432 CCC - POWER OFF
CAM 1 OFF 511 CAMERA 1 OFF
CAM 2 OFF 510 CAMERA 2 OFF
PRIMARY CONTROL EN 351 PRIMARY CONTROL
k	 INITIAL TURN-ON	
.:
The Return Beam Vidicon Subsystem (RBV) was first turned ON in Orbit 33, 8 March 1978. The CCC, 	 t
4
	
	 Camera 1, Camera 2, and Calibration were exercised. Cal 2 level was higher than normal due to low
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Figure 19-1. Return Beam Vidicon System Functional Block Diagram
x
Command Time Activity
540 02:04:02 WPA-1 POWER ON
607 02:06:01 VTR-1 ON (PRIME)
464 02:06:03 VTR-1 STANDBY
426 02:07:01 VTR-1 RECORD
411 02:07:02 RBV CCC POWER ON
667 02:07:02 RBV ON (PRIME)
731 02:08:30 RBV OFF
667 02:08:59 RBV ON (PRIME)
433 02:09:04 CAMERA 1 ON
511 02:11:00 CAMERA 1 OFF
731 02:11:09 RBV OFF
667 02:11:59 RBV ON (PRIME)
471 02:12:04 CAMERA 2 ON
510 02:14:00 CAMERA 2 OFF
731 02:14:10 RBV OFF
667 02:14:59 RBV ON (PRIME)
433 02:15:04 CAMERA 1 ON
471 02:15:09 CAMERA 2 ON
472 02:16:00 START CALIBRATE
511 02:16:51 CAMERA 1 OFF
510 02:16:52 CAMERA 2 OFF
731 02:16:54 RBV OFF







Table 19-2. RBV Initial Turn-On, Orbit 33, 8 March 1978














T/V 200C 34 42No, Name Mode Units
14000 Rephase From VTR 1 TMV 0.02 0.05 0.02
14001 CCC Bd, T DGC 22.06 21.84 21.58
14002 CCC Ps T DGC 24.11 23.39 23.01
14003 15 V Sply TNIV 3.99 4.00 3.97




No. Name Mode Units T/V 20°C 34 42
14100 Video Out TMV 1.41 0.83 2.23
14101 Focus I Prep TMV 1.76 1.65 1.62
14101 Focus Read T1VIV 2.90 2.77 2.77
14102 Align I TMV 4,16 4.15 4.15
14105 DEFL PS TMV 3.95 4.02 4.02
14106 LV PW 5 TMV 3.75 3.77 3.77
14107 Thermo I TTv1V 2.66 3.02 2.77
14108 Fill TMV 2.55 2.62 2.57
14109 Grid V Prep TMV 0.72 0.70 0.70
14109 Grid V Read TMV 2.20 2.20 2,20
14110 Target V TMV 3.47 3.55 3.55
14111 Cath I Prep TA11V 3.12 3.10 3,10
14111 Cath I lead TMV 0.77 0.77 0.77
14113 Her. Def. Prep TNIV 2.04 2.00 2.02
14112 Her. Def. Read TMV 3.47 3.42 3.45
14113 Vert. Def. T1VIV 3.03 3.20 2.95
14120 +500 V Prep TMV 1.05 1.05 1,05
14120 +500 V Read TAIV 4.20 4.17 4.17
14114 FCPLT T DGC 21.94 19.41 20.78




No, Name Mode Units T/V 200 34 42
14200 Video Out TMV 1.40 0.76 2,14
14201 Focus I Prep TMV 1.63 1.57 1.57
14201 Focus I Read TMV 2.77 2.70 2.70
14202 Align I TMV 4.15 4.13 4.13
14205 DEFL PS TMV 4.05 4.05 4.08
14206 LV PW S TMV 3.73 3.75 3.75
14207 Thermo I TMV 2.57 2.57 2.60
14208 Fil I TMV 2.55 2.38 2.44
0.550-14209 Grid V Prep TMV 0.55 0.55
14209 Grid V Read TMV 1,90 1.90 1,9 b14210 Target V TMV 3.29 3.06 3. 15
14211 CathI Prep TMV 3.31 3,30 3.30
14211 Cath I Read T1VIV 0.91 0.90 0.90
14212 Her. Def, Prep TMV 1.69 1.67 1.67
14212 Nor. Def. Read TMV 3.02 3.00 3.02
14213 Vert. Def. TN1V 2.95 2,78 2.75
14220 +500 V Prep TMV 1.10 1.10 1.10
14220 +500 V Read TMV 4.22 4.25 4.25
14214 FCPLT T DGC 21.45 20.69 20.78
14215 Y/FCT DGC 20.93 20.86 20.90
iSECTION 20
MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER SUBSYSTEM (MSS)
The Multispectral Scanner (MSS) system consists of spacecraft and ground equipment which permits images
of the earth to be obtained simultaneously in 5 spectral bands, from 0. 5 to 1. 1 and 10, 4 to 12.6 micro-
meters (microns) wavelength, and scans cross track swatches of 0. 5 km width (at a 496-nm altitude),
imaging six scan lines across in each of band 1 thru 4 and 2 scan lines in band 5 simultaneously. The
object plane is scanned by means of an oscillating flat mirror between the scene and the double reflector
telescope optical chain. The 11. 56 degree cross-track field-of-view is scanned as the mirror oscillates
approximately ±2. 89 degrees 13. 62 times per second about its nominal position as shown in Figure 20-1.
The instantaneous field-of-view of each detector subtends an earth-area square of 256 feet on a side from
the nominal orbit altitude. Field stops are formed for each line imaged during a scan, and for each spec-
tral band, by the square input end of an optical fiber. Six of these fibers in each of four bands are ar-
ranged in a 4 x 6 matrix in the focal plane of the telescope. Relay optics serve the 2 sensors of Band 5.
See Figure 20-2 for functional block diagram, and Figure 20-3 for pictorial view.
k
The Multispectral Scanner (MSS) was launched in the OFF mode, except that the Rotating Shutter was ON
to distribute the launch mode stresses around the bearing. The complete launch configuration is shown in
Table 20-1. Verification of this configuration was obtained from telemetry in Orbit 1.
In Orbit 1 at Alaska, the rotating shutter (and the primary power switch for MSS) was commanded OFF.
,^.	 The initial turn-on of the MSS subsystem Bands 1 thru 4 was in Orbit 19 during a nighttime Greenbelt pass.
.	 Telemetry values, video and strip charts were normal.
	 }
Initial turn ON of Band 5 will take place March 21, 1978.
The MSS was also operated in Orbits 27 and 28 in realtime. Line length, s measured b the lightsg^^	 Y 	 on theg
Demux, was 3186, words. Typical telemetry values are shown in Table 20-2.
In Orbit 49 a sun calibration was performed while over Alaska. Configuration was prime, compressed,
low gain, The results as reported by Alaska are shown in Table 20-3. Values are substantially higher

























































Figure 20-2.	 Simplified Functions Block Diagram of the
lo
Overall MSS System t
20-3 r
i





Mode  Cmd. Verification
MSS ENABLE BOTH 632 SYSTEM ENABLED
BAND 1 001F 076 LV BAND 1, 2 OFFBAND 2 OFF 132
BAND 3 OFF 135
BAND 4 OFF 134 LV BAND 3, 4 OFF
BAND 5 OFF 137 LV BAND 5 OFF
BAND I HV A 0'54 BAND 1 OFF ABAND 1 HV OFF 176
BAND 2 HV A 055
BAND 2 HV OFF 233 BAND 2 OFF A
BAND 3 HV A 056
BAND 3 HV OF  232 HV BAND 3 OFF A
SHUTTER MON SOURCE A 214
ROT SHUTT ER ON 152 ROT SHUTTER ON A
CAL LAMP A 117
CAL LAMP OFF 177 CAL LAMP OFF A
SELECT SCAN MON A 255
SCAN MON OFF 172 SCAN ^J-ON OFF A
SCAN MIRROR INH 256
SCAN MIR PWR 1 312 SCAN MIRROR INH l
MIR SCAN OFF 335 MID SCAN CODE OFF
MUX INH 276 MUX INHIBIT
MUX MODE COMP 315 MUX COMPRESSION MODE
HEA'T'ER OFF 337 HEATER OFF
BAND 1 GAIN LO 175 1/2 GAIN L/LBAND 2 GAIN LO 174
DOOR MOTOR POWER OFF 133 DOOR POWER OFF
DOOR DIRECTION CLOSE 234 DOOR CLOSE
DOOR OVERRIDE RESET RESET 273 DOOR RESET
DOOR HOLD ON 254 DOOR HOLD ON
DOOR OVERRIDE SAFETY SAFE 313 DOOR SAFE
RADIATION COOVER PWR OFF 332 COOLER PWR OFF
MAG COMP OFF 070 MAG COMP OFF
MSS SYSTEM ON 053 SYSTEM A ON
Table 20-2. MSS Typical Telemetry Values
Function No. Function Name Units TV 20°C 20 28 50
15021 Band 5 -15 V TMV 4.91 F F F
15022 Bnds Pa Case Temp DGC 13.18 F F F
15025 Ch 25 Bias TMV 3.91 F F F
15026 Ch 26 Bias TMV 3.86 F F F
15040 Mug: -6 Vdc PS VDC 6,19 6.19 6.19 6.19
15041 A/D Conv Rep Sup VDC 3.60 3.60 3.60 3.60
15042 Avg Den Data Trans TMV 1.75 0.0 2.62 1.92
15043 Fiber Opt Plate T DGC 17.76 13,89 14.25 13.92
15044 Fiber Opt Plate T DGC 16.64 12.78 13.14 12.66
15045 Multiplexer Temp DGC 20.53 19.02 19.74 18.37
15046 Elect, Cover Temp DGC 21.46 16.02 17.07 14.23
15047 Power Supply Temp DGC 20.59 15.23 16.02 14.31
15048 Scan Mirror Reg Temp DGC 19.62 12.59 13.11 12.61
15049 Sean Mirror Drive Elect. T DGC 20.52 15.18 15.18 12.94
15050 Scan Mirror Drive Coil T DGC 19.72 12.59 13.11 12.69
15051 Scan Mirror Temp DGC 18.96 11.55 12.07 12.25
,c 15052 Rot Sht Hsg Temp DGC 18.03 14.07 14.44 13.93
15053 Sen Mirror Reg Volt VDC 23.26 18.30 18.20 18.30
15054 Cal Lamp Current MA 112.51 112.5 112.5 112.50
15055 BD 1 15 V Reg TMV 5.07 5.07 5.07 5.07
15056 BD 2 15 V Reg TMV 5.05 5.05 5.05 5.05
15057 BD 3 15 V Reg TMV 5.10 5.10 5.10 5.10
15058 BD 4 15 V Reg TMV 5.02 5.02 5.02 5.02
15059 TLM .Reg -15 V VDC -15.15 -15.17 -15.17 -15.17
15060 SM Reg +12/-6 Vdc TMV 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 J
' 15061 +5 Vdc Logic Reg. TMV 4.87 4.85 4.85 4.90
15062 +19 V Rect Out TMV 5.89 6.00 6.02 6. 02'a
15063 -19 V Rect Out TMV 4.23 4.30 4.30 4.30
15064 BD 1 HVA Mon TMV 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00
15065 BD 1 HVB Mon TMV 4.95 F F F
15066 BD 2 HVA Mon TMV 5.00 5,03 5.05 5.04
r 15067 BD 2 HVB Mon TMV 4.88 F F F
15068 BD 3 HVA Mon TMV 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00
15069 BD 3 HVB Mon TMV 4.97 F F F~
15070 Shtr Mtr Con, Int TMV 2.52 2.55 2.55 2.55
15071 Scan Mirror Drive VDC -8.00 -7.950 -7.95 -7.95
15080 Rad Cool 1st DGC N -29.16 -28.92 -29.00
15081 Rad Cool 2nd DGC N -29.24 -28.96 -29.34
* - Telem OFF
F - Unit OFF





START TIME OF SUN CAL PULSE	 05:47:25
DELAY TIME FROM LINE ST. (" T.-S)	 16
PEAK AMPLITUDE
VOLTS











„^	 Table 20-3. MSS Sun Calibration in Orbit 49 Reported by ALASKA










DATA COLLECTION SUBSYSTEM (DCS)
The Data Collection System is designed to relay data from randomly distributed Data Collection Platforms
(DCP) through the Landsat-3 spacecraft to receiving sites at Greenbelt, Md. , Goldstone, Calif. and Fair-
banks, Alaska. The DCS system is designed to collect and provide at least one message from each of up to
1000 Data Collection ,platforms in the continental United States every 12 hours, with a probability of 0. 95,
with a nominal Landsat orbit and both ground stations operating, See Figure 21-1 for system description,
Figure 21-2 for functional block diagram, and Figure 21-3 for pictorial view.
The Data Collection System was launched in the mode
shown in Table 21-1. Verification of this mode was
obtained by CRT displays and strip charts from tele-
metry received from Madrid and playback from
Alaska early in Orbit 1,
DCS Receiver No. 1 was turned ON in Orbit 5, and has been left ON since. The equipment operated normal-
ly.
Overall performance of the Data Collection System during the remaining orbits has been well within the sys-
tem design. Figure 21-4 shows the messages received per orbit for the last 38 orbits the DCS was opera-
tional in Landsat-2 and for the first 38 orbits the DCS was operational in Landsat-3. The peak in orbit 33
was due to a malfunctioning ground platform. It shows that the effectiveness of the DCS with Landsat-3 is as
high as that with Landsat 2.
Telemetry values are shown in Table 21-2,









































Figure 21-4.	 DCS Messages per Orbit
dTable 21-2. DCS Telemetry Values
r
Function No. Name T/V 20oC
Orbits
6 30 43
16001 Receiver 1 Sig Strength (DBM)* -119.57 -125 -131 -125
16002 Receiver 1 Temp (DGC) 20.0 19.21 19.58 19.05
16003 Rec-1 Pwr Input Volt (VDC) 2.35 2.35 2.35 2.35
16004 ',Receiver 2 Sig Strength (DBM) -122.48 F F F
16005 Receiver 2 Temp (DGC) 21.5 F F F
16006 Receiver 2 Input Volt (VDC) 2.60 F F, F
* This value is for a CW carrier only; it is not valid during DCS message recgtion
F = Unit OFF
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Note 1. Those items which have been added or changed in this revision are
noted with heavy black lines in the right margin.
2. Change-out log since December 1, 1976 appears on back of cover sheet
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NOMENCLATURE DRAWING NO. DATE S.N. DATE S.N. COMMENTS
RWS SIGNAL PROCESSOR #2 D4077OG6 11/3/76 LSCFTI9 11/16/76 LSCFTI9 Returned to vendor, repair inters
ground
RWS SIGNAL PROCESSOR #1 D4077OG5 11/9/76 LSCFTI7 11/16/76 LSCFTI7 Returned to vendor, repair inters
ground
ATE MEASURING PACKAGE B 4310-90641- 12/28/76 FT09 . 12/28/76 FT10 PD#621 Rundown time decreasing
903
DMMAND CLOCK 20001-102- 12/28/76 NMG-FT1 12/28/76 F003 Removed for special test
401
OMMAND CLOCK 20001-102- 1/29/77 F003 1/29/77 LSC-FT1 Recd flight clock from vendor
401
MERY #3 2265943-501 2/25/77 067 2/27/77 066- 067 to be repaired at vendor
PU 47E221855G2 4/+/77 6549504 4/4/77 ENG. NF#01380
BVTR TRANSPORT #1
d
8356`97-502 4/12/77 FT-1 4/12/77 LC-FT09 Rec'd flight transport from vend
BVTR ELECTRONICS #1 8370323-502 4/12/77 FT-I 4/12/77 LC-FT09 Rec'd flight electronics from ver
PU 47E221855G2 4/19/77 ENG. 4/19/77 6549504 Completed repair per MR#01380
)LAR ARRAY DRIVE E246623-8 5/7/77 FT10 5/7/77 FT1 Return to vendor, replace cosine
)LAR ARRAY DRIVE E246623-8 5/27/77 FT1 5/27/77 FT10 Rec'j from vendor after rework
MR TRANSPORT #2 3358497-502 5/27/77 FT-1 5/27/77 LC-FT10 Rec'd'-flight transport from vends
3VTR ELECTRONICS #2 8370323-502 5/27/77 FT-1 5/27/77 LC-FT10 Recd flight electronics from ver
WTR ELECTRONICS #2 8370323-502 8/25/77 LC-FT1O 8/29/77 LC-FT10 Returned to vendor for'testing
MR. TRANSPORT #1 8358497-502 9/26/77 LC-FT09 12/3/77 LC-FT09 Returned to vendor for testing
iVTR TRANSPORT #2 8358497-502 9/26/77 LC-FT10 10/31/77 LC-FT10 Returned to vendor for testing
MTR ELECTRONICS #1 8370323-502 ^ 9/26/77 LC-FT09 12/3/77 LC-FT09 Returned to vendor for testing
and repair
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WIDEBAI^'D ANTENNA #2 47D222340G3 11/9/77 6549451 11/9/77 6627065 Replaced with G4 antenna
WBVTR ELECTRONICS #2 8370323-502 11/11/77 LC-FT10 72/6/77 LC-FT10 Returned to vendor for repair
MSS MULTIPLEXER 3241140 -100 11/12/77 003 12/6/77 003 Returned to vendor for refurbishment
{ WIDEBAND ANTENNA #2 47D222340G4 11/15/77 6627065 12/14/77 6549451 Replaced with G5 Antenna
WIDEBAND ANTENNA #1 47D222340G3 11/21/77 6627063 12/14/77 6627063 Reworked to G5 Configuration





Adapter 6 Power Control Module 9
Antennas 17 Power Subsystem 9 &10
Attitude Contrcl System 13 Power Supply, WBFM 5
Attitude Measurement Sensor 11 Power Switching Module	 (PSM) 5
Aux. Load Controller 6 Preflight Disconnect 6
Aux. Load Panels 2 Premodulation Processor 6
Aux. Processing Unit 3
Rate Measuring Package	 (RMP) 16
Battery Modules 10 Receiver, Command 5
Camera S/S 21 Receivers, DCS 6
Clock,Command 11 Return Beam Vidi,con MMCA 5
Command Integration Unit (CIU) 2 Roll Reaction Wheel Scan/Sig. Proc 15
Command Receiver 5 Return Beam Vidicon (RBV),& Elect. 21
Control Logic Box 14 S-Band Equipment, Unified 7-8
Controller Aux,Load 6 Separation and Unfold Timer 2
Controllers,Temperature 4 Separation Switches 6
Signal Processor, RRWS 15
Dampers, Fluid 21 Solar Arrays 9
Data Collection System Receivers 6 Solar Array Drives 	 (SAD) 16
Disconnect, Preflight 6 Storage Modules, Power 10
ECAM 21 Structure, ACS 13
Filters, Wideband 8 Switches, Separation 6
Fluid Dampers 21 Switch, Unfold 2
Frequency Modulator, WB 3
Tape Recorders, PCM TLM 12
Initiation Timer 17 Telemetry Conversion Modules 2
Interface Switching Module 17 Telemetry Conversion Modules, ACS 13
Telemetry Processor 18
Mag. Moment Comp. Assembly-ACS 11 Temperature Controllers 4
Mag. Moment Comp. Assembly-RBV 5 Thermal Subsystem, ACS 13
Module, Interface Switching 17 Timer, Initiation, ACS 17
Module, Payload Regulator 9 Timer, Separation and Unfold 2
Module, Power Control 9 Transmitter, VHF 21
Module, Power Switching (PSM) 5
Module, Telemetry Conversion 2 Unfold Switch 2
Module, Telemetry Conversion, ACS 13 Unified S--Band Equipment 7-8
Multi Spectral Scanner (MSS) & Mux. 21
Wideband Filter 8
Orbit Adjust Subsystem _11 Wideband Frequency Modulator(WBFM) 3
WBFM Power Supply 5
Panels, Aux. load 2 Wideband Power. Amplifiers 13
Payload Regulator Module 9 Wideband Video Tape Recorder 19&20
PCM TLM Tape Recorder 12 (WBVTR) & Electr.
Pitch Reaction Wheel 14
Pneumatics, ACS 15 Yaw Rate Gyro 17








CONSOLIDATED CONFIGURED ARTICLES LIST
EANDSAT SPACECRAFT-905
MOA1a "CLAY Uaa *UP
	 LI[11 Owe • ► ART MO pav StR1AL MO,
COMMAND INTEGRATION UNIT GE-SS 47E221775G2 AN-5 6549448
Chassis Assy. Al GE-SS 47D221813G3 AN-3 PP908
Cordwood Module A3 GE-SS 47D221797G1 AN-4 PP789
Cordwood Module A5 GE-SS 47D221798G1 AN-5 PQ677
Cordwood Module A6 GE-SS 47D221796G1 AN-4 PR481
Cordwood Module A7 GE-SS 47D221799G1 AN-4 PP246
Cordwood Module A8 GE-SS 47E22180O 1 AN-3 PP247
Stick Module	 A9 GE-SS 47E221801G1 None PP233
Stick Module	 Al2 GE-SS 47E221804G1 AN-1 PP232
Stick Module	 A13 GE-SS 47E235723G1 None JD425
Stick Module	 A14 GE-SS 47E221806G1 AN-2 PP230
Stick Module	 A15 GE--SS 47E233887G1 AN-1 JD669
Cordwood Module A16 GE-SS 47E221852G1 AN-2 PR897
Stick Module	 A17 GE-SS 47E221853G1 AN-3 PP228
Cordwood Module A18 GE-SS 47D221851G1 AN-5 PP813
Chassis Assy. A2 GE-SS 47D221813G4 AN-3 JD665
Cordwood Module A3 GE-SS 47D221797G1 AN-5 JF769
Cordwood Module A5 GE-SS- 47D221798G1 AN-6 JF466
Cordwood Module A6 GE-SS 47D221796G1 AN-5 JF767
Cordwood Module A7 GE-SS 47D221799G1 AN-4 PP245
Cordwood Module A8 GE-SS 47E22180OG1 AN-3 PP242
Stick Module	 A9 GE-SS 47E221801G1 None PP215
Stick Module	 Al2 GE-SS 47E221804G1 AN-1 PP411
Stick Module	 A13 GE-SS 47E235722G1 None JD426
Stick Module	 A14 GE-SS 47E221806G1 AN-2 PP409
Stick, Module	 A15 GE-SS 47E233887G1 AN-1 JD670
Cordwood Module A16 GE-SS 47E221852G1 AN-2 PP816
Stick Module	 A17 GE-SS 47E221853G1 AN-3 PP241
Cordwood Module A18 GE-SS 47D221851G1 AN-6 JF927
Chassis Assy. A3 GE-SS 47D221811G2 AN-4 JD662
P.C. Bd. Assy Al GE-SS 47D221918G1 AN-5 PP606
Rect. & Filter Module A2 GE-SS 47D221793G1 None PP237
P.C.	 Bd. Assy A3 GE--SS 47D221919G1 AN-6 PP605
Rect. & Filter Module A4 GE-SS 47D221793G1 None PP414
SEP. & UNFOLD TIMER GE-SS 47E210587G3 AN-6 6627054
Comp. Assy. Al GE-SS 47E210585G2 AN-14 JA333
AUX LOAD PANEL #1 GE-SS 47E21085OG5 AN-12 6627053
AUX LOAD PANEL #2 GE-SS 47E21085OG5 AN-12 6627052
TELEMETRY CONVERSION MODULE #1 GE-SS 47E207682G3 -18 6627040
TELEMETRY CONVERSION MODULE #2 GE-SS 47E207682G3 _ -18 6627042
-TELEMETRY CONVERSION MODULE #3 GE-SS 47E207682G3 -18 6627041
UNFOLD SWITCH 133B1943P2 -5 301
CONSOLIDATED CONFIGURED ARTICLES LIST
LANDSAT SPACECRAFT 905
NOA49NGLATURK SUPPL1CR DWO A PART NO "v ttRIAL NO.
AUX PROCESSING UNIT GE-SS 47E221855G2 AN-14 6549504
Housing Assy, 1 GE-SS 47E221899G1 AN-5 TY804
IC Chassis Assy. 2 GE-SS 47E221884G1 AN-2 PR068
Module Al GE-SS 47E221861G1 AN-3 PQ420
Module A2 GE-SS 47E221862G1 AN-2 PQ427
Module A3 GE-SS 47E221861G1 AN-3 PQ424
Module A4 GE-SS 47E221862G1 AN-1 PQ425
Module A5 GE-SS 47E221867G1 AN-3 PQ994
Module A6 GE-SS 47E221868G1 AN-6 PQ421
Module A7 GE-SS 47E221868G1 AN-6 PQ341
Module A8 GE-SS 47E221865G1 AN-2 PQ419
Module A9 GE-SS 47E221866G1 AN-2 PQ482
Module A10 GE-SS 47E221863G1 AN-1 PQ343
Module All GE-SS 47E221864G1 AN-3 PQ423
Module. Al2 GE-SS 47E221869G1 AN-2 PQ426
Module A13 GE-SS 47E22187OG1 AN-1 PQ342
Module A14 GE-SS 47E221871G1 AN-2 PQ428
Module A15 GE-SS 47E221872G1 AN-1 PQ384
Module A16 GE-SS 47E221873G1 AN--2 PQ430
Module A17 GE-SS 47E221874G1 AN-1 PQ418
Module A18 GE-SS 47D221875G1 None PQ207
Module A19 GE-SS 47D221881G1 AN-6 PQ680
Module A20 GE-SS 47D221875G1 None PQ206
Module A21 GE-SS 47D221881G1 AN-6 PQ682
Module A22 GE-SS 47D221882G1 AN-2 PQ669
Module A23 GE-SS 47D221880G1 None PP413
Module A24 GE-SS 47D221875G1 None PQ208
Module A25 GE-SS 47D221881G1 None PQ681
Module A26 GE-SS 47D221876G1 None PQ664
PC Bd. Assy. A27 GE-SS 47D221894G1 None ` PQ377
PC Bd. Assy. A28 GE-SS 47D221897G1 AN-1 PQ379
Module A29 GE-SS 47D221906G1 AN-2 PP888
WB FREQ. MOD. ASSY. GE-SS 47E221815G1 AN-9 6549507
PW Board Assy. Al GE-SS 47E221832G1 AN-6 PQ443
PW Board Assy. A2 GE-SS 47E221832G1 AN-6 PQ442
PW Board Assy. A3 GE-SS 47D22183OG1 AN-2 PQ832
PW Board Assy. -A4 GE-SS 47D221834G1 AN-4 PQ359
PW Board Assy. A5 GE-SS 47E221826G1 AN-5 PQ851
PW Board Assy. A6 GE-SS 47E221828G1 -4 PQ891
PW Board Assy. A7 GE-SS 47E22183OG1 -2 PQ831
PW Board Assy. A8 GE-SS 47D221836G1 -7 PQ885
PW Board Assy. A9 GE-SS 47D221836G1 -7 PQ884
Ref.-Osc. X4 Mult. All GE-SS 47E223316G1 -2 PQ650
Volt Reg/VCO
	
A15 GE-SS 47E223311G1 -7 PQ463
Volt Reg/VCO	 A16 GE-SS 47E223311G1 -7 PQ464
Volt Reg/VCO
	 A17 GE-SS 47E223311G2 -7 PQ465
Volt Reg/VCO	 A18 GE-SS 47E223311G2 -7 PQ466
Diode Module	 A19 GE-SS` 47E22338OG1 -1 PQ703
Stripline GE-RESD 47D178444G1 ONE VF450
Dis. If. Lim.	 Al2 ev C MY58543












NO M9 UCLA. TURK SUPPLICR DWO i /B ART MO Rav 8KRIAL MO.
TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER -BAY 1 GE--SS 47E21364OG5 AN-12 6549675
Bellows Flexonics 47C213633P1 AN-2 FX14-75-51
TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER -BAY 2 GE-SS 47E21364OG5 AN-12 6549679
Bellows Flexonics 47C213633P1 AN-2 FX566-A75
TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER -BAY 3 GE-SS 47E21364OG5 AN-12 6549686
Bellows Flexonics 47C213633P1 AN-2 FX566 -Q.47
TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER -BAY 4 GE-SS 47E21364OG5 AN-12 6549681
Bellows Flexonics 47C213633P1 AN-2 FX566-A80
TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER -BAY 5 GE-SS 47E21364OG5 AN-12 6549569
Bellows Flexonics 47C213633P1 AN-2 FX566-A94
TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER -BAY 7 GE-SS 47E21364OG5 AN-12 6549680
Bellows Flexonics 47C213633P1 AN-2 FX14-75-513
TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER -BAY 9 E-SS 47E21364OG5 AN-12 6549687
Bellows Flexonics 47C213633P1 AN-2- FX566-A40
TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER -BAY 10 E-SS 47E21364OG5 AN-12 6549676
Bellows lexonics 47C213633P1 AN-2 FX566-A53
TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER -BAY 11 E-SS 47E21364OG5 AN-12 6549677
Bellows lexonics 47C213633P1	 - AN-2 FX566-A63
TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER -BAY 12 E-SS 47E21364OG5 AN-12 6549678
Bellows lexonics 47C213633P1 AN-2 FX566-A56
TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER -BAY 13 E-SS 47E21364OG5 AN-12 6549684
Bellows lexonics 47C213633P1 AN-2 FX566-A15
TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER -BAY 14 E-SS 47E21364OG5 AN-12 6549572
Bellows lexonics 47C213633P1 AN-2 FX566-A85
TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER -BAY 16- E-SS 47E21364OG5 AN-12 6549674
Bellows lexonics 47E213633P1 -2 FX566-A54
TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER -BAY 17 E-SS 47E21364OG5 AN-12 6549682
Bellows lexonics 47C213633P1 AN-•2 FX566-A60
TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER -BAY 18 E-SS 47E21364OG5 AN-12 6549685
Bellows lexonics 47C213633P1 AN-2 FX566-A30
NOMRUCLATURE SUPPLINK OWO i PART NO RKY 'S[RIAL NO.
WBFM POWER SUPPLY GE-SS 47E223321G1 AN-11 6549510
Post Reg. Assy. GE-SS 47D223325G1 AN-5 PQ440
XSTR Brkt. Assy. GE-SS 47B223342G2 AN-8 PQ612
Pwr. Trans. Assy. GE-SS 47D223356G1 AN-1 PQ447
Pwr. Trans. Assy. GE-SS 47D223356G1 AN-1 PQ448
Conv. Assy.	 Al GE-SS 47D223305G1 AN-5 PQ961
Conv. Assy.	 A3 GE-SS 47D223305G2 AN-5 PQ960
Cap Module	 A5 GE-SS 47E223309GI None PQ086
Diode Module	 A6 GE-SS 47D22331OG1 AN-1 PQ087
Rect. Assy.	 A7 GE-SS 47C223324G1 AN-2 PR043
Rect. Assy.	 A8 GE-SS 47C223324G1 AN-2 PRO88
Diode Assy.	 A9 GE-SS 47C223349G1 None PR064
POWER SWITCHING MODULE GE-SS 47E221925G2 AN-11 6549499
Relay Assy.	 Al GE-SS 47D221956G1 AN-1 PP786
Relay Assy.	 A2 GE-SS 47D221956G1 AN-1 PP784
Relay Assy.	 A3 GE-SS 47D221956G1 AN-1 PP785
Relay Assy.	 A4 GE-SS 47D221956G1 AN-1 PP780
Relay Assy.	 A5 GE-SS 47D221956G1 AN-1 PP787
Telem. Resistor Assy. A6 GE-SS 47D221954G1 AN-3 PP782
Diode Assy.	 A7 GE-SS .47D221955G1 AN-2 PP783
Fuse Assy.	 A8 GE-SS 47D221953G1 AN-2 PP806
Fuse Assy.	 A9 GE-SS 47D221953G2 AN-2 PP805
Relay Bd. Assy.	 A10 GE-SS 47D221886G1 AN-2 PP933
Relay Panel, Top	 All GE-SS 47D221969G2 AN-4 PP876
Relay Panel, Bot. 	 Al2 GE-SS 47D221970G2 AN-5 PP867
COMMAND RECEIVER RCA 2271145-501 M EAB PR1
A4 Receiver Assembly RCA 2270108-501 E 001
Al IF Amp. Board RCA 1723546-503 L 101
A2 IF Amp. Board RCA 1723546-503 L 102
A3 Osc.	 & RF Amp. Board RCA 1843178-503 D 101
A4 Osc. & RF Amp. Board RCA 1843178-503 D 104
Demodulator Comp. RCA 2271154-501 H 002
Demodulator Comp. RCA 2271154-501 H 003
Regulator & Telemetry RCA 2271153-501 F 001
Antenna Coupler RCA 2262728-501 B 007
Diode Board Assembly RCA 1974688-501 A 001
Comp. Board Assembly RCA 2262746-501 E 002
RBV MMCA GE-SS 47D224600G1 AN-3 6627121
Coil Housing GE-SS 47D224605G1 AN-1 JB396
Panel Assembly 3E-SS 47C224608G1 AN-5 JB867
Coil Assembly ,E-SS 47C224602G1 AN-2 JB612
i
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MO MR NC L A T U a a SUrPL Jz pj Owe i PART NO ARM 'RtR1AL NO.
DCS RECEIVER "A" Radiation 61331OG1 C FLT-1
Preselector Assembly Radiation 529220G1 A 0001
Second IF Radiation 124226G1 C 0001
Limiter Radiation 124227G1 A 0001
Relay Radiation 124228G1 A 0007
First IF Radiation 124229G1 C 0001
R.F. Amplifier Radiation 124230G1 B 0007
Power Supply Radiation 124231G1 A 0001
Osc. & X6 VHF Receiver Radiation 124232G1 A 0001
First Doubler Radiation 124233G1 A 0002
Second Doubler Radiation 124234G1 A 0003
Buffer Amplifier Radiation 124609G1 A 0001
DCS RECEIVER "B" GE-SS 47C233903G1 None 6627058
Preselector Assembly GE-SS 47D233904G1 AN-4 JB250
Second IF GE-SS 124226G1 AN-2 JA505
Limiter GE-SS 47C233906G1 None JCO30
Relay GE-SS 124228G1 AN-2 JA342
First IF GE-SS 47C233908G1 AN-1 JA406
R.F. Amplifier GE-SS 47C233909G1 AN-1 JCO28
Power Supply GE-SS 124231G1 AN-1 JA343
Osc. & X6 VHF Receiver GE-SS 124232G1 AN-1 JA341
First Doubler GE-SS 124233G1 AN-2 JA340
Second Doubler GE-SS 47C233907G1 None JCO29
Buffer Amplifier GE-SS 124609G1 AN-3 JA344
PREMOD. PROCESSOR CI 2600000-1 A EAB-QM1
Electronics Assy. CI 2600060-1 A 001
PCB Assy., Pwr. Filter CI 2600037-1 A 004
PCB Assy., Pwr. Supply CI 2600049-1. A 005
PCB Assy., Pwr. Supply CI 2600049-1 A 003
PCB Assy., Sec.	 Sw. CI 2600068-1 B 004
PCB Assy., Tape Rec. Sw.. CI 2600043-1 A 001
PCB Assy., 597KHZ Mod. CI 2600031-1 A 001
PCB Assy.,	 768KHZ Mod. CI 2600034-1 B 002
PCB Assy., CSSN CI 2600046-1 A 002
PCB Assy., Discriminator CI 2600040-1 A 003
PCB Assy., Discriminator CI 2600040-1 A 001
AUX LOAD CONTROLLER E-SS 47E210783G7 AN-15 66.27068
Relay Panel Al E_SS 47E233912G1 AN-1 JC801
Relay Panel A2 E-SS 47E233913G1 AN-2 JC802
ADAPTER E-SS 47J213521G1 AN-2 011
PREFLIGHT DISCONNECT, inetics 47E211225P2 None 0009
SEPARATION SWITCHES (ADAPTER) INN.-H 133B1902P2 AN-6 000210600211
SEPARATION SWITCHES(SPACECRAFT INN.-H 133B1902P2 AN-6 000208/
000209
iCONSOLIDATED CONFIGURED ARTICLES LIST
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NOMtNCLATURE $UPPLI[R DWG A PART No Atr 8ItRIAL	 NO,
Unified S-Band Equipment Motorola 01-P095660001 D EAB-,FT1
Frequency Multiplier lA7 01-P095680001 C A104
Frequency Multiplier 1A17 01-P095680001 C A103
Wide Band Detector IA4 01-P095700001 D A103
Limiter Amplifier AR001 01-P096270001 none A103
Limiter Amplifier AR002 01-P096270001 none A107
Limiter Amplifier AR003 01-P096270001 none A108
Limiter Amplifier AR006 01-P096270001 none A112
Divider	 19-9.5MC	 A002 01-P096320001 A A103
Buffer Amplif.. 9.5MC AR005 01-P096350001 none A103
Signal Driver	 A001 01-P096440001 B A104
Ref Driver	 A003 01-P096460001 B A103
Subcarrier Amp. AR007 01-P096480001 none A103
Ranging Ampl. AR004 01-P096500001 A A103
Wide Band Detector IA14 01-P095700001 D A104
Limiter Amp. AR001 01-P09627CO01 none A114
Limiter Amp. AR002- 01-P096270001 none A113
Limiter Amp. AR003 01-P096270001 none A116
Limiter Amp. AR006- 01-P096270001 none A117
Divider 19-9.5MC	 A002 01-P096320001 none A104
Buffer Amp. 9,5MC
	 AR005 01-P096350001 none A104
Signal Driver
	 A001 01-P096440001 B A106
Ref. Driver	 A003 01-P096460001 B A104
Subcarrier Amp.	 AR007 01-P096480001 none A104
Ranging Amp.	 AR004 01-P096500001 A A105
Auxiliary Osc. PM
	 IA9 01-P095530001 H A103
Switching Network
	 A001 01-P095570001 none A104
AuxiliaryOsc. PM
	 1A19 01-P095530001 H A104
Switching Network
	 A001 01-P095570001 none A102
Voltage Control Osc.	 IA8 01-P09548CO01 F A103
Voltage Control Osc	 1A18 01-POD548CO01 F A105
Narrow Band Detector
	 IA2 01-P095440001 E A103
Narrow Band Detector	 1Al2 01-P095440001 E A104
IF Amplifier Mixer	 lAl 01-P095400001 D A103
IF Amplifier Mixer	 lAll 01-P09540QOOI D A104
RF Converter
	 IA3 01-P095720001 E A103
RF Converter	 1A13 01-P095720001 E A106
Pow. Amp/X30 Mutt PM
	 IA10 01-P095850001 H A104
Helical Resonator	 A002 01-P096580001 none A104
Filter-Power Amp.
	 A001 01-P097110001 none A104
Freq. Mult X3 01-P09714CO01 A A104
S Band Power Amp. 01-P095890001 F A102
Pow. Amp/X30 Mult Fiji
	 1A20 01-P095850001 H A103
Helical Resonator	 A002 01-P096580001 none A103
Filter-Power Amp.	 A001 01-P097110001 none A103
Freq. Mult X3 01-P097140001 A A103
S Band Power Amp 01-P095890001 F A105
Diplexer	 IA21 01-P096020001 D A103
Power Converter XMTR
	 1A5 01-P095770001 - G A103
Regulator
	 A001 01-P096890001 C A107
NOMENCLATURE SUPPLICR OWO A PART NO RtV •[R1AL NOS
Unified S-Band Equip. 	 (Cont.) Motorola EAB-FT1
(continued)
Power Converter XMTR	 1A15 01-P095770001 G A106
Regulator	 A001 01-P096890001 C A105
Power Converter RCVR 	 1A6 01-P097400001 G A103
Regulator	 A001 01-P096890001 C A108
Power Converter RCVR	 1A16 01-P097400001 G A104
Regulator	 A001 01-P096890001 C A114
Connector/EMI Box	 1A22 01-P09604CO01 G A103
Cable Assembly	 Wl 30-PO2306DO01 D A102
Cable Assembly	 W2 30=P02306D002 D A102
Cable Assembly	 W3 30-PO2306DO03 D A102
Cable Assembly	 W4 30-PO2306DO04 D A102
Cable Assembly W5 30-PO2306DO05 D A102
Cable Assembly W6 30-PO2306DO06 D A102
Cable Assembly W7 30-PO2306DO07 D A102
Cable Assembly W8 30-PO2306DO08 D A102
Cable Assembly W9 30-PO2306DO09 D A102
Cable Assembly W10 30-PO2306DO10 D A102
Cable Assembly W11 30-PO2306D011 D A102
Cable Assembly W12 30-PO2306DO12 D A102
Cable Assembly W13 30-PO2306DO13 D A102
Cable Assembly W14 30-P0230.6D014 D A102
Cable Assembly W15 30-PO2306DO15 D A1.02
Cable Assembly W16 30-PO2306DO16 D A103
Cable Assembly W17 30-PO2306DO17 D A103
Cable Assembly W18 30-PO2306DO18 D A102
Cable Assembly W19 30-PO2306DO19 D A102
Cable Assembly W20 30-PO2306DO20 D A102
Cable Assembly W21 30-PO2306DO21 D A102
Cable Assembly W22 30-PO2306DO22 D A102
Cable Assembly W23 30-PO2306DO23 D A102
Cable Assembly W24 30-PO2306DO24 D A102
Cable Assembly W25 30-PO2319DOGI A103
Cable Assembly W26 30-PO2307DO01 B A102
Cable Assembly W27 30-PO2307DO02 B A102
Cable Assembly W28 30-PO2318DO01 C A102
Cable Assembly W29 30-PO2317DO01 B A102
Cable Assembly W30 30-PO2320DO01 C A101
Cable Assembly W31- 30-PO2321DO01 B A102
Cable Assembly W32 30-PO2306DO25 D A102
Cable Assembly W33 30-PO2306DO26 D A102
Wide band Filter #1 Peninsula Model F1522B Nome 7
Wide band Filter #2 Peninsula Mode)1 P1522B Nance 5
g
yN





NOMENCLATURE SUP/LIUR DWG i PART NO QKv 'StRIAL NO.
POWER SUBSYSTEM
CONTROL MODULE RCA 1759712-502 AR 015
A-1 Fuse Board Assy. RCA 1759561-501 G 101
A-2 Fuse Board Assy. RCA 1759561-502 G 101
A-3 C.F. Regulator Board RCA 1759567-501 C 101
A-4 C.F. Regulator Board RCA 1759567-501 C 102
A-5 Regulated Buss RCA 1759570-501 E 101
A-6 Aux. Reg. & Trickle RCA 1759569-501 C 101
A-7 Shunt Dis. Dr. Telem. RCA 1759577-501 F 101
A-8 Current, Sens. & Telem. RCA 1759582-501 D 101
A-9 Harness Assy. RCA 1849873-501 F 101
A-10 Sw. Bd. Assy. RCA 1966502-501 C 101
A-11 Diode & Fil. Bd. Assy. RCA 1966505-501 C 101
A-12 Filter Board Assy. RCA 1965840-501 None 101
A-13 Cap. Assy. RCA 1768958-501 B 101
A-14 Cap. Assy. RCA 1768957-501 B 101
A-15 Heat Sink Assy. RCA 1849560-501 E 101
A-16 Bracket Heat Sink Assy RCA 1768982-501 E 101
A-17 Filter Assy. RCA 2263400-501 H 101
PAYLOAD REGULATOR MODULE RCA 1759712-503 AK 013
A-1 Fuse Board Assy. RCA 1759561-501 G 021
A-2 Fuse Board Assy. RCA 1759561-502 G 023
A-3 C.F. Regulator Board RCA 1759567-501 B 023
A-4 C.F. Regulator Board RCA 1759567-501 B 024
A-5 Regulated Buss RCA 1759570-501 E 018
A-6 Aux. Reg. & Trickle RCA 1759569-501 C 018
A-7 Shunt Dis. Dr. Telem. RCA 1759577-501 F 017
A-8 Current, Sens. & Telem. RCA 1759582-501 D 017
A-9 Harness Assy. RCA 1849873-501 F 017
A-10 Sw. Bd. Assy. RCA 1966502-501 C 018
A-11 Diode & Fil. Bd. Assy. RCA 1966505-501 C 018
A-12 Filter Board Assy. RCA 1965840-500 None 017
A-13 Cap. Assy. RCA 1768958-501 B 020
A-14 Cap. Assy. RCA 1768757-501 B 018
A-15 Heat Sink Assy. RCA 1849560-501 D 018
A-16 Bracket Heat Sink Assy RCA 1768982-501 C 018
A-17 Filter Assy. RCA 2263400-501 H 017
Inductor Assy. RCA 1768483-501 E 017
Inductor Assy. RCA 1768941-501 C 017
SOLAR PLATFORM & ARRAY
	 RR Spectrolab 022874-501 B 501
Main Solar Panel 022455-501 B-2 501
Transition Array 022456-501 C-2 501
SOLAR PLATFORM & ARRAY	 LH Spectrolab 022875-502 B 502
Main Solar Panel 022457-502 B-2 502













CONSOLIDATED CONFIGURED ARTICLES LIST
LANDSAT SPACECRAFT 905
NOA/a UCLA TURa SUPPLIER CWO A PART No REV 'stR/AL NO.
4i
BATTERY MODULE ASSY RCA 2265943-501 L 070
Electronic Bd. RCA 1759578-502 J 106
Electronic Bd. RCA 1849843-502 G 106
Relay & Harness, Bkt. Assy RCA 1849822-502 F 106
Heat Sink, Wiring Assy. RCA 1849598-502 G 106
Heat Sink Assy. RCA 1!;9596-502 E 106
BATTERY MODULE ASSY. RCA 2265943-501 -	 L 065
Electronic Bd. RCA 1759578-502 J 101
Electronic Bd. RCA 1849843-502 G 101
Relay & Harness, Bkt. Assy RCA 1849822-502 F 101
Heat Sink; Wiring Assy. RCA 1849598-502 G 101
Heat Sink Assy. RCA 1849596-502 E 101
BATTERY MODULE ASSY RCA 2265943-501 L 066
Electronic ' Bd. RCA 1759578-502 J 102
Electronic Bd. RCA 1849843-502 G 102
Relay & Harness, Bkt. Assy RCA 1849822-502 F 102
Heat Sink, Wiring Assy. RCA 1849598-502 G 102
Heat Sink Assy. RCA 1849596-502 E 102
BATTERY MODULE ASSY. RCA 2265943-501 L 032R
Electronic Bd. RCA 1759578-502 J 032
Electronic Bd. RCA 1849843-502 G 032
Relay & Harness, Bkt. Assy RCA 1849822-502 F 057
Heat Sink, Wiring Assy. RCA 1849598-502 G 032
Heat Sink Assy. RCA 1849596-502 E 032
BATTERY MODULE ASSY. RCA 2265943-501 L 069
Electronic Bd. RCA 1759578-502 J 105
Electronic Bd. RCA 1849843-502 G 105
Relay & Harness, Bkt. Assy, RCA 1849822-502 F 105
Heat Sink, Wiring Assy. RCA 1849598-502 G 105
Heat Sink Assy. RCA 1849596-502 E 105
BATTERY MODULE ASSY.. RCA 2265943-•501 L 068
Electronic Bd. RCA 1.759578-502 J 104
Electronic Bd. RCA 1849843-502 G 104
Relay & Harness, Bkt. Assy RCA 1849822-502 F 104
Heat Sink, Wiring Assy. RCA 1849598-502 G 104
Heat Sink Assy. RCA 1849596-502 E 104
BATTERY MODULE ASSY. RCA 2265943-501 L 047R
Electronic Bd. RCA 1759578-502 J 043
Electronic Bd. RCA 1849843-502 G 043
Relay& Harness, Bkt. Assy, RCA 1849822-502 F 048
Heat Sink, Wiring Assy. RCA 1849598-502 G. 040
Heat Sink Assy. RCA 1849596-502 E 040
BATTERY MODULE ASSY. RCA 2265943-501 L 028R
Electronic Bd. RCA 1759578-502 J 031
Electronic Bd. RCA 1849843-502 G 031
Relay & Harness, Bkt. Assy. RCA 1849822-502 F 028
Heat_ Sink, Wiring Assy. RCA 1849598-502 G 028
Heat Sink Assy. RCA 1849596-502 E 028
"Ohl It SUPPLIER OWS & PART NO AEV /<ERIAL MO,
MMCA Ithaco D40634-G5 E L•SCFT6
R-Magnet Assy. D4091i-G3 D 21387
Sensor Assy. D40997-G1 A 21383
Y-Magnet Assy. D40911-G3 D 21386
Sensor Assy. D40997-G1 A 21382
P-Magnet Assy. D40911-G3 D 21385
Sensor Assy. D40997-G1 A 21384
Al P.C.	 Assy. D40614-G1 A 21346
A2 P.C.	 Assy. D40615-G1 A 21347
Orbit Adjust Subsystem Rkt.Rsrch. 26058-9 D_. EAB-FT2
Thruster Assembly 25111-49 L'' 321
Thruster Assembly 25111-49 L 314
Thruster Assembly 25111-59 L 303
Trans. Box & Connector 24949-5 F 102
Attitude Measurement Sensor Quantic 51877-01 D 004
IR Telescope Assy. 51788-01 G 004
Housing Assembly 51903-01 E 004
Objective Lens Assy. 51791-01 C 001
Filter Assembly 51797-01 A 001
Heat Sink Assembly 51807-01 C 001
Chopper Board Assy. 51878-01 E, 004
Signal Board - Lower 51849-01 Br 003
Signal Board - Upper 51853-01 B 003,,"
Signal Board Assembly 51909-01 C, 003`
Connector Assembly 51907-01 003
DC-DC Conv. Bd. Assy. •51873-01 E 003
Regulator Bd. Assy. 51883-01 G 003
Output Board Assy. 51890-01 C 003
COMMAND CLOCK SUBASSEMBLY alcomp 20001-102-401 1 LSC-FT1
Motor Drive Assy. alcomp 10812-502-000 4 F016
Frequency Amplifier Assy 1 alcomp 10814-502-201 None F015
Time Code Assy. alcomp 10816-502-000 4 F019
Frequency Amplifier Assy 2 alcomp 10818-502-201 2 F015
Comstor Memory Assy. alcomp 10820-502-000 1 F015
Comstor Logic Assy. alcomp 10822-502-000 5 F015
Comdec Assy. alcomp 20438-502-000 5 F016
Telemetry Assy. alcomp 10826-502-000 8 F015
Matrix Assy. alcomp ' 10828-502-000 8 F016
Power Supply #1 alcomp 10830-502-201 3 F016
Power Supply #2 alcomp 10832-502-101 8 F015
Oscillator (A) alcomp 10003-502 None F021
Oscillator (B)_ alcomp 10003-502 None F023
CONSOLIDATED CONFIGURED ARTICLES LIST
LANDSAT SPACECRAFT 905
;l CONSOLIDATED CONFIGURED ARTICLES LIST
LANDSAT SPACECRAFT 905
Ito" a"CL^Tuna *up PI.INa owe a PAINT NO Q` r SsR1AL MO.
PCM TLM RECORDER #1 Lockheed 202835-001 H EAB-FT6
Clutch Assy. Lockheed 202800-001 A 1001
Preamp, Digital Lockheed 202911-001 E 1002
Repr & Erase Con, Rec Logic Lockheed 202915-001 K 1001
Amplifier, Record/Repr. Lockheed 202920-001 E 1002
Motor Drive & Telemetry Lockheed 202925-001 H 1Q02
Transport Group Subassembly Lockheed 202930-001 F 1002
Lt. Source & Sensor Assy. Lockheed 202932-001 A 1002
Electronic Switch, Mtr Invt Lockheed 202965-001 A 1003
Electronic Switch, Mtr Invt Lockheed 202965-001 A 1004
Power Supply Lockheed 202966-001 D 1001
Power Supply Sub Assy #1 Lockheed 202967 =001 A 1001
Power Supply Sub Assy #2 Lockheed 202968-001 A 1001
Vtg Reg & Current Telemetry Lockheed 202973-001 G 1002
Tape and Reel Assy. Lockheed 11-16154 P 1016
Filter, EOT Backup Lockheed 11-16195 A 009
Magnetic Tape Lockheed 1/4 - 551 None 1016
PCM TLM RECORDER #2 Lockheed 202835-001 G EAB-FT5
Clutch Assy. Lockheed 202800-001 A 1002
Preamp, Dig Repr & Erase Lockheed 202911-001 E 1002
Control, Recorder Logic Lockheed 202915-001 J 1002
Amplifier, Record/Repr. Lockheed 202920-001 E 1001
Motor Drive & Telemetry Lockheed 202925-001 H 1001
Transport Group Subassy. Lockheed 202930-001 F 1001
Lt. Source & Sensor Assy. Lockheed 202932-001 A 1002
Electronic Switch, Mtr Invt Lockheed 202965-001 A 1001
Electronic Switch, Mtr Invt Lockheed 202965-001 A 1002
Power Supply Lockheed 202966-001 D 1002
Power Supply Sub Assy. #1 Lockheed 202967-001 A 1002
Power Supply Sub'Assy. #2 Lockheed 202968-001 A 1002
Vtg Reg & Current Telemetry Lockheed 202973-001 G 1001
Tape & Reel Assy. Lockheed 11-16154 P 1015
Filter, EOT Backup Lockheed 11-16195 A 008
Magnetic Tape Lockheed 1/4 - 551 None 1015
NOMENCLATURE SUPPLifn 0-0 i 'ART NO QEV StR1AL NO.
WIDEBAND POWER AMP. #1 Watkins- 612970 M 100
Johnson
Traveling Wave Tube '1 D 12
LV Pwr Supply Assy. of G 100
Card Assy. No. 1, LV' it E 100
Card Assy. No. 2, LV It F 100
HV Pwr Supply Assy. to J 100
Card Assy. No. 1, HV it D 100
Card Assy. No. 2, HV it D 100
Card Assy. Turn-On Con. if B 107
Cable Assy., RF it D 100
Cable Assy., RF it C 100
Cable Assy. , RF it C 100
Cover Amplifier it C 101
Housing, Amplifier It D 100
WIDEBAND POWER AMP. #2 Watkins- 612970 N 101
Johnson
Traveling Wave Tube It 612965 D 13
LV Pwr Supply Assy. it H 101
Card Assy. No. 1, LV it E 101
Card Assy. No. 2, LV it F 101
HV Pwr. Supply Assy. it J 101
Card Assy. No. 1, HV if 612997-001 D 101
Card Assy. No. 2, HV it D 101
Card Assy. Turn-On Con. if B 108
Cable Assy., RF " 612977-001 D 101
Cab le Assy., RF " 612978-001 C 101
Cable Assy., RF " 612979-001 C 101
Cover Amplifier " 612706-001 C 100
Housing, Amplifier " 612972-001 D 101
ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM GE-SS 47E213514G2 AN-14 115
Telemetry Conversion Module GE-SS 238R405G2 AN-20 6627051
Structure/Thermal Subsystem FHC 831-11-0231 NONE D02
Louver, Ht.	 Shld.
	
& Supt. FHC 831-11-0300-11 D D02
Louver Support Assembly FHC 831-11-0301-21 G D02
Heat Shield Assembly FHC 831-11-0306-31 B 1001
Louver Assembly FHC 831-11-0120-31 B D02
Temperature Sensing lnst FHC 831-11-0142-21 G D02
Albedo Shield, Left FHC 831-11-0210-61 B D02
Albedo Shield, Right FHC 831-11-0210-62 B D02
















CONSOLIDATED CONFIGURED ARTICLES LIST
LANDSAT SPACECRAFT 905
MOIN[MCLATURE SUPPLIER Dw0 A PART NO Q9V UPI A L of
ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM JCont) 7Pitch Reaction Wheel Assy.. Bendix 5088003-1 None FT08
Housing & Closure Mach As; Bendix 5104109-1 None 7603003
Housing Assy. Bendix 5104108-1 None 7603003
Housing, Base Bendix 5170419-1 A 7603003
Hub,	 Stator .Assy. Bendix 5104104•-1 None 7604002
Hub, Stator Bendix 5170417-1 None 7604002
Stator Motor Bendix 1877036-1 D 7512003
Closure & Brg. Hous. Assy. Bendix 5104105-1 None 7603003
Closure, Housing Bendix 5170418-1 A 7603003
Housing, Bearing Bendix 5170409-1 None 7604002
Flywheel & Rotor Assy. Bendix 5104107-1 None 7606002
Rotor, Motor Bendix 1877013-1 B 7511005
Flywheel Bendix 5170420-1 None 7606002
Shaft, Shouldered Bendix 5170410-1 None 7602
Disc, Labyrinth Shield Bendix 5170411-1 None 7604, 760
Cap Bendix 5170413-1 None 7604002
Mag. Speed Pickup Bendix 1981285-1 None 44
Thermistor Bendix 1981310-1 B 23
Ball Bearings Bendix 2211189-1 A 252, 270
Yaw Reaction Wheel Assy., Bendix 5088006-1 None FT06
Housing & Closure Mach Asy Bendix 2448966-1 None 7602010
Housing & Stator Assy. Bendix 2448965-1 None 7602010.
Housing Assy. Bendix 2448962-1 None 7602010
Thermistor Bendix 2211117-1 A 43
Stator & Sleeve Assy. Bendix 1891420-1 C 7604001
Sleeve, Bearing Bendix 1898717-1 A 7604001
Stator Assy. Bendix 1877036
-1 D 7512001
Closure & Sleeve Assy. Bendix 1898723-1 C 7602010
Sleeve, Bearing Bendix 1898719-1 A 7501
Closure, Housing Bendix 1898715-1. E 7602010
Flywheel & Rotor Assy. Bendix 1898721-1 D 7601
Flywheel, Reaction Bendix 1898716-1 C 7601
Rotor-, Motor Bendix 1877013-1 B 7511008
Shaft, Shouldered Bendix 1898730-1 B 7604001
Seal, Labyrinth Bendix 1898728-1 None 7501
Ring, Locking Bendix 1898729-1 B 7501
Magnetic Speed Pickup Bendix 1981285-1 None A41
Ball Bearings Bendix 2211190-1 B 165, 172
Control Logic Box Ithaco D40778G3 D LSCFT16
Al Card Ithaco D40721G2 E 21391
A2 Card Ithaco D40752G2 E 21392
A3 Card Ithaco D40753G2 E 21393
A4 Card Ithaco D40754G2 E 21394
A5 Card Ithaco D40755G2 F 21395
A6 Card Ithaco D40253G3 E 21396
A7 Card Ithaco D40253G3 E 21397
A8 Card Ithaco D40728G2 r 21398





CONSOLIDATED CONFIGURED ARTICLES LIST
LANDSAT SPACECRAFT 905
MO ME UCLA TURa SUPPLIER DWO & PART NO AEV 'SERIAL MO.
ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM (Cont)
RRWS/Signal Processor Assy.#1 Ithaco D4077OG5 ^E LSCFT.17
Signal Processor Ithaco D40769G5 E 21388
.4.1 Card Ithaco C30302G3 J 27324
A2 Card Ithaco C31066G2 D 27326
A3 Card Ithaco C31167G2 C 21403
Roll Reaction Wheel Scanner Bendix D88357P1 B 7604001
RRWS/Signal Processor Assy.. #2 Ithaco D40770G6 E LSCFTI9
Signal Processor Ithaco D40769G6 E 21390
Al Card Ithaco C30302G3 J 21400
A2 Card Ithaco C31066G2 D 21401
A3 Card Ithaco C31167G2 C 21402
Roll Reaction Wheel Scanner Bendix D88357P1 B 7606002
Pneumatics Subsystem TRW 113580 004R
Solenoid Valves
+ Pitch PT2-3030-1 F 9
- Pitch PT2-3030-1 F 10
+ Roll PT2-3030 F 18
- Roll PT2-3030 F 13
+ Yaw PT2-3030 F 12
- Yaw PT2-3030 F 9
Supt. Nozzle Tube Assemblies
+ Yaw 116599-5 C-5 4
- Yaw 116599-6 C-5 4
+ Yaw 113586-6 C-5 4
- Yaw 113586-5 C-5 4
Nozzles
+ Pitch 113591-3 B-6 005
- Pitch 113591-3 B-6 008
+ Roll 113593-3 B-3 021
- Roll 113593-3 B-3 022
+ Yaw 113593-3 B-3 023
- Yaw 113593-3 B-3 019
+ Yaw 113593-3 B-3 024
- Yaw 113593-3 B-3 020
Regulator PT2-3032 E 6
Low Pressure Transducer PT2-3068 C 21
High Pressure TransduceV PT2-3033 F 1005
Gas Temperature Transdut_<. r PT2-3035-1 D 5
Manifold Temp. Transducer PT2-3035-2 E 4
Pressure Vessel C113441-2 A-4 5
Fill Valve C263256-1 None 28485-1
Manifold 113582-2 D-1 3
Mounting Platform 113581-6 D-3 4
LLPS Filter C120631-1 None 003
Junction Box 233586-4 C-6 005
CONSOLIDATED CONFIGURED ARTICLES LIST
LANDSAT SPACECRAFT 905

















MOINRMCLATURZ •U►► LIan awe A PART MO RKV 6RIAL MO.
ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM (Cont)
Solar Array Drive, RH TRW E246623-8 A FT11
Al Electronics E235406-4 K2 10
A2 Electronics E235397 H2 -^ 10
Wabble Gear 233773-3 Cl 11
Motor 264666 Bl 26
Sun Sensor E242143-1 D2 31,	 32,
Voltage Regulator E250692-1 E1 11
Transducer 1=2 -3039 F 1019
Potentiometer PT2-3040 C 03-248-03-2
Slip Ring EQ2-114 D 12
Solar Array Drive, LH TRW E246623-8 B FT10
Al Electronics E235406-4 K2 09
A2 Electronics E235397-4 H2 09
Wabble Gear 233773-3 Gl 10
Motor 264666 B1 25
Sun Sensor E242143-1 D2 33, 34
Voltage Regulator E250692-1 El 10
Transducer PT2-3039 F 1018
Potentiometer PT2-3040 C 496082
Slip Ring EQ2-114 D 11
Rate Measuring Package A Sperry 4310-90641-905 G FT05
Rate Loop Elect. Card Sperry 4216-67676 F 12
Power Conditioning Card Sperry 4331-91544 A 17
Heater Controller Card Sperry 4216-67678 K 12
Telem.
	
Sig. Cond.	 Card Sperry 4216-67679 I 12
Relay Card A Sperry 4331-91545 NONE 18
Relay Card B Sperry 4216-67681 C 1.7
Inventer Subassembly Sperry -4331-91579 NONE 13`
RFI Assembly Sperry 4310-90627 C 12
RMP Cable Harness Sperry 4216-90956-2 F 12
Gyro, Rate Integrating Northrop P/N 67516 NONE N-7A
Normalization Assembly Sperry 4331-91578 NONE 16
Rate Measuring Package"B Sperry 4310-90641-903 G FT10
Rate Loop Elect, Card Sperry, 4216-67676 G 22
Power Conditioning Card. Sperry 4216-67677 G 13
Heater Controller Card Sperry 4216-67678 L 23
Telem.	 Sig. Cond.	 Card Sperry 4216-67679 K 22
Relay Card A Sperry 4310-90848 A 13
Relay Card B Sperry 4310-90841 B 13
Inverter Subassembly Sperry 4310-90633 F 11
RFI Assembly Sperry 4310-9062.7 C 21
RMP Cable Harness Sperry 4216-90956-2 F 18
Gyro. Rate Integrating Sperry 1200941 F 14








NO MS UCLA TUR19 SUPPLIUR Dw0 • PART NO RKV 'SNRIAL	 If
ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM (Cont)
Yaw Rate Gyro Northrop 63861-302 J FT05
Choke, Module 63880-301 C 103
Transformer, Module 63881-301 C 105
Thermistor, Module 63866-302 E 106
Gyroscope, Rate ' 79142-301 D 61501
P.C. Component Board 63876-302 J N5
P.C. Component Board 63877-302 K N5
L.C. Component Board 63878-302 J N5
P.C. Component Board 63879-302 J N5
Package Assembly 63843-302 S FT05
Component Board 63844-302 E N5
Initiation Timer GE-SS 47E221985G2 AN-10 6627055'
INTERFACE SWITCHING MODULE Calcomp 20002-102 6 LSC-FT1
Relay Network No. 2B Calcomp 10326-502-100 6 F3025
Relay Network No. 1 Calcomp 10323-502-000 7 F3029
Relay Network No. 1 Calcomp 10323-502-000 7 F3028
Relay Network No. 2B Calcomp 10326-502-100 6- F3024
Resistor Network Calcomp 20431-502-000 4 F3008
Relay Network No. 1 Calcomp 10323-502-000 7 F3026
Relay Network No. 2B Calcomp 10326-502-100 6 F3023
Resistor Network Calcomp 20431-502-000 4 F3009
Relay Network No. 4B Calcomp 10475-502-000 6 F3007
Relay Network No. 2B Calcomp 10326-502-100 6 F3022
Relay Network No. 1 Calcomp 10323-502-000 7 F3025
Relay Network No. '1 Calcomp 10323-502-000 7 F3027
Cable No. 1 -- Jumper Calcomp 10111-401-000 1 F3020
Cable No. 1 - Jumper Calcomp 10111-401-000 1 F3021
Cable No. 1 - Jumper Calcomp 10111-401-000 1 F3019
Cable No. 2 - Jumper Calcomp 10110-401-000 5 F3027
` Cable No. 2 - Jumper Calcomp 10110-401-000 5 F3025
Cable No. 2 - Jumper Calcomp 10110-401-000 5 F3028
Cable No. 2 - Jumper Calcomp 10110-401-000 5 F3026
Cable No. 4 - Jumper Calcomp 10146-401-000 1 F3009
Cable No. 6 - Jumper Calcomp 10269-401-000 8 F3012
Cable No. 6 - Jumper Calcomp 10269-401-000 8 F3011
Cable No. 9 - Jumper Calcomp 20205-401-000 4 F3008
Cable No. 9 - Jumper Cr,.lcomp 20205-401-000 4- F3009
P. Wideband Antenna #1 GE-SS 47D22234OG5 AN 9 6627063
Wideband Antenna #2 GE -SS 47D22234OG5 AN-9 6549451
r_
` DCS Antenna GE-SS, 47D210564G3 AN-6 6549520
Stub Receiving Element GE -SS 113C7468G1 AN-3 6549517
S-Band Antenna GE-SS 111C2955G6 AN-10 6627121
Quadraloop Antenna #1 GE-SS 248E754G8 AN-6 6627122
#2	 - GE-SS 248E754G8 AN-6 6549238
#3 GE-SS 248E754G8 AN-6 6627123
#4 GE-SS 248E754G8 AN-6 6549237
1
'1'
kCONSOLMATED CONFIGURED ARTICLES LIST
LANDSAT SPACECRAFT 905
MO MSNCLATURa SUP PLIKR 0WQ & PART NO. Rav S<R/AL MO,
TELEMETRY PROCESSOR GDO 00-002883-1 D 101-
PC Card Al GDO 12-890759-1 B 103
PC Card A2 GDO 12-890759-1 B 101
PC Card A3 GDO 12-890766-1 C 102
PC Card A4 GDO 12-890766-1 C 101
PC Card A5 GDO 12-890767-1 A 102
PC Card A6 GDO 12-890762-1 C 101
PC Card A7, GDO 12-890765-1 F 102
PC Card A8 GDO 12-890765-1 F 101
PC Card A9 GDO 12-890762-2 C 101
PC Card A10 GDO 12-890762-3 C 101
PC Card All GDO 12-890761-1 D 101
PC Card Al2 GDO 12-890760-1 C 102
PC Card A13 GDO 12-890760-1 C 101
PC Card A14 GDO 12-890760-2 C 102
PC Card A15 GDO 12-890760-3 C 102
PC Card A16 GDO 12-890760-4 C 102
PC Card A17 GDO 12-890767-1 A 101
PC Card A18 o GDO 12-890760-2 C 101
PC Card A19 =D0 12-890760-3 C 101
PC Card A20 G]c? 12-890760-4 C 101
PC Card A21 GDO 12-890760-5 C 101
PC Card A22 GDO 12-890762-4 C 101
PC Card A23 GDO 12-890762-5 C 101
PC Card A24 GDO 12-890764-1 A 101
PC Card A25 GDO 12-890763-1 B 101
PC Card A26 GDO 12-890768-1 A ' 101.
PC Card A27 GDO 12-890780-1 None 101
PC Card A28 GDO 12-890769-1 A 101
PC Card A29 GDO 12-890770-1 E 102
PC Card A30 GDO 12-890770-1 E 101
CONSOLIDATED CON:"IGURED ARTICLES LIST
LANDSAT SPACECRAFT 905	 ;u
N0#AK"CLATURE SURVLltll ow0 A 'ART NO par '&tR1AL NO.
WIDE BAND VIDEO TAPE RECORDER RCA LC-FT09
Electronic Unit RCA 8370323-502 J 250
Buffer, Al RCA 8370923-503 D 252
Buffer, A2 RCA 8359642-503 D 252
Decoder, A3 RCA 8377417-501 - 250
Master Clock, A4	 _ RCA 8370924-503 E 251
VAR Clock, A5 RCA. 8370925-503 G 253
VAR Clock, A6 RCA 8370925-503 G 252
Aux Rec. Sear PL, A7 RCA 8359706-503 E 250
Aux Playback, A8 RCA 8359705-503 E 250
Sync Speed Det., A9 RCA 8370995-503 H 252
Volta Prot/SS5, A10 RCA 8359704-505 G 251
Control, All RCA 8359697-503 H 251
Cycler, Al2 RCA 8370928-503 P 250
Command, A13 RCA 8377418-501 A 251
Converter, A14 RCA 8359703-503 G 252
Motor Aux, A15 RCA 8371730-503 G 251
FM Equalizer, A16 RCA 8379693-503 G 252
Demod, A17 RCA 8359691-503 L 255
Demod, A18 RCA 8359691-503 L 252
RBV Out Rec. Adj., A19 RCA 8359753-503 E 250
MSS/RBV/In, A20 RCA 8359689-503 E 252
FM Modulator, A21 RCA 8359690-503 G 250
Telemetry, A22 RCA 8370926-503 G 251
Capstan Servo, A23 RCA 8359754-503 J 251
REF Generator, A24 RCA 8359695-503 G 250
TW Processor, A25 RCA 8370927-503 H 251
-I. W.
	
Cap Br., A26 RCA 8359699-503 E 250
H. W. Bridge, A2T RCA 8359698-503 E 250
H. W.
	
& I.W. Driver,A28 RCA 8359701-505 M 251
Driver & Damper, A29 RCA 835970.2-503 G 251
Capstan Drive, A30 RCA 8359699-503 E 251
Filter Assembly, A32 RCA 8671063-502 D 251
Transport Unit RCA 8358497-502 M 250'
Rec/Preamp, A80 RCA 8359708-503 H 251
Rec/Preamp, A86 RCA 8359708-503 H 252
Playback Ampl., A92 RCA 8359709-503 F 250
Search Preamp, A94 RCA 8359757-503 E 251
Tach Preamp, A96 RCA 8359710-503 E 250
NOMCNCLATURE SUPPLIKM Dw0 & PART NO: R=V SillIAL NO,
WIDE BAND VIDEO TAPE RECORDER RCA LC-FT10
Electronic Unit RCA 8370323-502 J 251
Buffer, Al RCA 8370923-503 D 251
Buffer, A2 RCA 8359642-503 D 250
Decoder, A3 RCA 8377417-501 - 251
Master Clock, A4 RCA 8370924-503 E 252
VAR Clock, A5 RCA 8370925-503 G 251
VAR Clock, A6 RCA 8370925-503 G 250
Aux. Rec. Sear PL, A7 RCA 8359706-503 E 252
Aux Playback, A8 RCA 8359705-503 E 251
Sync Speed Det., A9 RCA 8370955-503 H 251
Volt. Prot/SS5, A10 RCA 8359704-505 G 252
Control, All RCA 8359697-503 H 252
Cycler, Al2 RCA 8370928-503 P 252
Command, A13 RCA 8377418-501 A 252
Converter, A14 RCA 8359703-503 G 251
Motor Aux., A15 RCA 8371730-503 G 250
FM Equalizer, A16 RCA 8379693-503 G 250
Demod, A17 RCA 8359691-503 L 253
Demod, A18 RCA 8359691-503 L 254
RBV Out Rec. Adj., A19 RCA 8359753-503 E 251
MSS/RBV/In, A20 RCA 8359689-503 E 251
FM Modulator, A21 RCA 8359690-503 G• 252'
Telemetry, A22 RCA 8370926-503 G 252
Capstan Servo, A23 RCA 8359754-503 J 252
REF Generator, A24 RCA 8359695-503 G 251
TW Processor, A25 RCA 8370927-503 H 252
I.W.	 Cap Br., A26 RCA 8359699-503 E 253
H. W.	 Bridge, A27 RCA 8359698-503 E 251
H. W.	 & I. W. DrivEr, A28 RCA 8359701-505 M 252
Driver & Damper, A29 RCA 8359702-503 •G 252
Capstan Drive, A30 RCA 8359699-503 E 252
Filter Assembly, A32 RCA 8671063-502 D 250
Transport Unit RCA 8358497-502 M 251
Rec/Preamp, A80 RCA 8359708-503 H 253_
Rec/Preamp_, A86 RCA 8359708-503 H 250
Playback Ampl.,, A92 RCA 8359709-503 F 252
Search . Preamp, A94 RCA 8359757-503 E 252













CONSOLIDATED CONFIGURED ARTICLES LIST
LANDSAT SPACECRAFT 905
M0MR UCLA TURK SUPPLIER 0w0 • PART MO A =r SlRIAL MOB
VHF TRANSMITTER RADIATION 613202G1 Al 0001(PR002)
Electrical Assembly 613205G1 None 0001
RF Transmitter Assembly 613203GI B1 0001
Oscillator/Buffer	 Al 5296llGl A5" 0002
Phase Modulator	 A2 529738GI X21' 0002
Limiter Tripler	 A3 529612G1 A7 0003
Driver Amplifier	 A4 418053GI A7 0003
300 MV Amplifier 	 A5 529609G1 A5 0005
2 W Amplifier	 A6 52961OG1 A8 0004
Output Filter	 A7 418054G1 A4 0005
Oscillator/Buffer 	 A8 5296.11G1 A5 0001
Phase Modulator	 A9 529738G1 A2 0001
Limiter Tripler	 A10 529612G1 A7 0001
Driven Amplifier	 All 418053G1 A7 0004
300 MV Amplifier 	 Al2 529609G1 A5 0006
2 W Amplifier	 A13 52961OG1 A8 0006
Output Filter	 A14 418054G1 A4 0006
Isolator	 A15 115479-102 E 12
Power Reg. Elec. Assembly 613209G1 A 0001
Power Regulator 529615GI A2 0002
Filter Modulator 529732G1 A2 0001
Fluid Damper Assembly GE-SS 248E126G6 AN-21 6549688
Fluid Damper Assembly E-SS 248E126G6 AN-21 _	 6549711
GOVERNMENT FURNISHED EQUIPMENT
RETURN BEAM VIDICON & ELECT. CA 2284900-501
Camera Sensor
	
#2 RCA 2284910-501 103
Camera Sensor	 #1 RCA 2284910-501 102
Camera Cont./Combiner RCA 2284903-501 101
Camera Electronics
	 #1 RCA 2284902-501 102
Camera Electronics	 #2 RCA 2284902-501 103
MULTI SPECTRAL SCANNER SYSTEM ughes 3241000-100 001 -
Multiplexer ughes 3241140-100 003
Scanner ughes 3241120-100 001




CONSOLIDATED CONFIGURED ARTICLES LIST
LANDSAT SPACECRAFT 905
r,...	 .. r	 +m•	 1













: 000 001'. ^Q02`, 003 004. bOS A -006 007• 010 • 011 012 013 014 015 F016. 017
,• CLOCK (00a1 CLOCK (OOQ QZ C=(003) CLOCK 004) CLOCK(005) CLOCK (006) CLOCK(00 7 CLOCK 1010) CLOCK (011 ) CLOCK (O12) CLOCK (G13) CLOCK (014) CLOCK( OIS ) CLOCK (0161 CLOCK .(OVI
- SPARE_ PRIMARY ; SPARE. • PRIMARY PRIMARY PRIMARY PRIMARY SERIAL COMMAND SELECT SELECT SELECT SELECT SELECT SPARE ­. LOAD
..POO COMSTOR COMSTOR COMSTOR COMSTOR COMSTOR DATA EXECUTION PRIMARY PRIMARY PRIMARY PRIMARY PRIMARY TIME,ON ( FILL VERIFY COPY OFF ACTIVATE
'
TRANSFER COUNTER MATRIX MATRIX A MATRIX B OSGLLAT FRED CODE
_	
-




CLOCK (p21) GLOCK (oz CLOCK (025 Q^1 (ON CK (P2S CLOCK (02Q LOC (02 CLOCK (03 s1.ocK (03A CLOCK (03(0537 (J,Q (OS CLOCIC • (03` CLOCK (OSFJ CLOCK(
- TURN FE4PVANT SPARE - REDUNDANT REDUNDANT REDUNDANT REDUNDANT SPARE SPARE SELECT SELECT SELECT SELECT SELECT SPARE SPARE -
C<26 ', NON-KEYS CCMSTOR. COMSTOR COMSTOR COMSTOR COMSTOR REDUNDANT REDUNDANT REDUNDANT REDUNDANT REDUNDANTPVCON ONE FILL VERIFY COPY - OFF ACTIVATE
-
MATRIX MATRIXA MATRIX B OSCILLATOR FREQTOFF
CV11L91 02 025026
<
021	 026 DECODE DRIVER DRIVER FO 1 4 GENERAT1 015
-	
•
IACS . (040) ACS	 (L40 A_C5	 (042) ACS	 (04) ACS	 (045) WSPA2 (046) WSPA2 (047 APU 1P SCAM (°s MSS	 (053) MSS • (C54) W. (0`-A 1^	 (050 (	 (09)PNEUMATICS 0.3'. PNFUMATICS + PNEUMATIC RIFF	 - POWER SELECT 5TANDBY SCAM SYSTEM SELECT SELECT SELECT BANDI












VOLTAGE061 '.	 -NFU -	 <1	 4 67 10” pll m3 A	 15 A	 p74 A	 p77 O7(OFO) PAtS_ '(960 . )ACS	 (063) ACS	 (064j ECAM .( W8PA 2 (0(7r ALC	 (070) AEU	 I—) ^ (072) MSS	 (0?3 M5S	 G 7O M55	 t07e)
MSS












M55 MAG NORMAL SYSTEM B SYSTEM SELECTBAND 2
SELECT
BAND•
 ( BAND I SELECTBAND 3
BIAS BYPASS ENABLE ES+ECUTE ( LOMP OFF MODE ON OFF HIGH HIGH
UFF
HIGH
DISABLE ?' ENABLE VOLTAGE VOLTAGE VOLTAGE
41 40 QT1 04 IN oro Ul; 05307 5	 ss 13	 os. 0s T 3
ACS	 (100) ACS.	 (101) ACS	 (102) ACS
	 - (103) ACS	 OQ4) E AMl PA24061 LO XR 201 %	 R . I ALC -U) q MSS	 (112) MSS	 Uu) MSS	 Ulil M55	 (p0 M55	 Uto) M55	 (III)





INTO ..PITCH POS MOMENTUM
RUN A 20 WATT AUX XMTR B COM p ON VOLTAGE ON ON ON ON CALIbRATIOHr. r^	






DISABLE - OUTPUT OSC - ON
LAMP
A
i	 1 12G I- 7117 1:-•. . U47 1 C I2 070 IK2 15S 1'34 137 134
L ", (IZ67 ACS' 'M ACS.	 (1.2J ACS	 x(123) A^ (1.4) ACS	 025) ;,F, yppFil.: ,58 XPp7t27 K_9 XPDRlUO MSS	 (132) M55	 (133) MSS	 .(134) MSS	 03:1 MSS	 (136) MSS	 (1171












SELECT RANGING MODULAMOK BAND 2 DOOR
MOTOR



















101 IOU l0' r+2 14'. 171114 171 4E 14] 113 fm :15 IN B 1.
715' (I-0) ACS	 (1117 SACS	 '042) • ACS	 044) ACS	 (xI '.)U^B XPDMHr USB XPCf? (l4 59 XPpR ` I MSS	 052) MSS	 711531 M	 05U M °	 OS'J MS	 05FJ M^^S	 U57)
-
POLL NEGATIVE YAW PITCH POSITIVE RANGING QIAATION ENABLE ROTATING SCAN BAND ! BAND 2 UBRATION BAND t
. >140
	 •. UNLOAD	 j YAW POS WHEEL. UNLOAD PITCH OFF INPUT AUX SHUTTER MONITOR HIGH HIGH LAMP HIGH
'. DI SABLE, BIAS	 - ' DISABLE DISABLE P OSITION81A5 NORMAL OSC DRIVER ON GAIN GAIN ON VOLTAGE
'E! ICU 163 _ 1112-4 130 IUl ON ON
•- ACS	 (k:G) ,	 (IEU ACS . (1627 ACS	 (1437 SCAM(/ , ACS	 (IL5) '	 r Xt.4T( I.• 1 VH1'XA.TR(147) /l_r /MTiW7O)VHF_tMTRO71)IHISS (172) MSS	 (173) MSS.	 U7,0 M55	 (175) MS$	 (176) mss	 U77)
POSITIVE
J ACS
ROLL PNLLMATI ° YAW
'EC-4151; PITCH FL4YPn r. POWER POVJEk PLAYBACK (SCAN ROTATING BAND2 BAND ( BAND I CAUBRAT ION
{	 160 YAW POS. UNLOAD )/JMCNI^TY WHEEL '. d,PUN UNLOAD rJaTrz. 'I *2 OvERIDE MONITOR SHU?TER LOW LOW HIGH LAMP
1 SIAS ENABLE	 .ENABLE ENABLE ENABLE OFF ON OFF	 TOFF DRIVER GAIN	 - GAIN VOLTAGE OFF1 u u'< .,.- N4 ia.' n.. _n llc. OFF OFF
AcS
	
01 to /_,>1 ([ A (20`) A_C^$	 (2U}) S	 (:U<) PSM (.OS) Ylli AMl"1 VHF Ron
_
Vt,	 'MO) l[}jF (211) MSS	 (212) M55	 (213) t.15!1
	 L'1 s1 MSS	 (21S) )!$S	 (21E1
ICRBITI4wI,5T _ ;qA7 )PM1P A 400 RPM W
F^,




`BANDPOWER 2 BAND 3 , SELECT DocR DOOR200 1nOD_ oN NAM-LE INTFP.LOCK (.UISTION POWER '<i HIGH HIGH SHUTTER OvER RIDn





a•ZOFF VOLTAGE VOLTAGE MONITORSOURCE OPEN
'
" 120 _ ':'^ 22E (124 rN 2z7 170 ON t5
OW
z.. A	 li5 G++ .19
FGAM 6931) AC ' 026 6fLS	 (222) 8(S	 (2i3) P	 M (224) AC5 (2z:) VHF ?ATRtW) VHFXI4($Q30 VKF %A1T4 ft3! M55	 432) MSS	 U33) M55
	 (=S0 mss um M$$	 (237)ORBITGL:^UST' 100 RPM AMP B vTR ( YAW HIGH PLAYBACK SELECT	 IGAND 3 BAND 2 DWR 5ELECT DOOR220 oFF, baODE	 INTERLOCK ENABLE PDwER. NORMAL POWER OVC l;RIDG XMTR A 1 HIGH. HIGH DIk'LT 1O H SHUTTER MOTORDISABLE IJI _A61E BYPASS
.OFF MOUE MODE f7N 11VOLTAGE VOLTAGE CLOSE MON ITORSOURCE =O ER as+ c:.
_.1..1K li- : 'O5 _ i1b zz^ zs`oI OFF OFF I— g	 .--
•:'
PSM (241) A(:$	 (24•) F(	 Cos) POWER (24c) (	 S (2aT) VNI X]A7V (tcc JHFxMIR (asl) I MSS
	
(252) MISS (_"-) MSS	 (2!+) M55 (25S) MSS	 (2.6) 1?,$S
240









NORMAL CMDS '1 HEATEROFF XMTR 6 NBTR	 Ii
MOVE GAIN t oLD SCANMONITOR MIRROR NORMAON
'
RAPE ZEKO TIME OFF S 2P O SOUZiCE INHIBIT
. •' C,32o .. _ 2e 9S) los o .c zml
7 (271) z7s A	 _Lzl"T aiT_P' C60}TA_P 1 c0 FI_F	 (24 f) PO(VFR(zu POWER AC,SS	 QCW PnWERkc ^5	 (:71.1) A^5	 ^M55 (M2) M55	 (2737 MS5	 {2FI) M55 f2]5) M55	 (276) M55	 0277)
AID A OUTPUT 5F(-ECT BATTERY BATTERY RMP B BATTERY RIGHT RMP'A BAND SB DOOR SELECT DOOR )AUX SCAN:2GO ON CIRCUIT P r ktAAT ^5
-
G OFF .2 SAD START GAIN OVER RIDE 5CATOR HOLD INHIBIT MIRRORI A ON I OFF OFF OFF DISABLE 37BP RESET 5DURCE OFF NORMAL




















.	 .......i ..:.:..... RIGHT...I^..^.a..,I:.:.....S^CAN:___iwyl
DOOR -













-...^.1•^S .^ ._ZO^ _. 210 ...
	
.s]r uaI OFF	 .;_.. OFF_. .,. _ ^..
- r P M
	 241)3._ (Z AC	 t24 •V I Fr )POWER<ig(%
_









DOOR SELECT SCAN MUX
.*	 f POWER
BYPASS NORMAL `•MDS/ "1 HEATER WTP. B NBTR
DOOR
I MCVE GAIN Hot o SCAN MIRROR NORMAL
^- ON . RATE ZE)CO TIME OFF OFF F 5 EP ON SOURCE INHIBIT3Lr 132°•
 555 ) Oi L31 r11 SG> E75 A	 In, 21) 2147A'P
	 C r ol, TAP	 l:E l)1T1•P (2G') En!'FRL2G PDWEIZG ACS
	 (PEG) POWERGL &U (­ r) ACS	 (271) MSS	 (VOMSS (273) MSS	 (2M) MSS (27') MSS	 (2)E) MAS	 (277)
260
A/D A OUTPUT SFl.EC7 BATTERY BATTERY RMPS BATTERY RIGHT RMPA
MOTOR B4sID 5B DOOR `ELECT DOOR MUX SCANON CIRCUIT FGk MAT
I
7`5 ^'G OFF Y2 SAD START `Aj OVER RID= SCANMONITOR HOLD INHI6IT MIRROR'ON OFF OFF OFF DISABLE sTFP RESET SOURCE °FF NORMAL
'0:' 1	 07 'JS 3S3 5S3 n,]\.93(f^5'l, 353 3n bt )r4,1f1 HO 21 B	 c. _6> 256T)AP	 (300) L-VP
	
000 710P	 (307 IMP (303) ACS.	 (304) ACS	 (!05) POWEROw ACS	 (307) POWER (3q) ACS PIG MSS	 012) M SS	 019 MSS	 U41 MSS
	
(31?) Pe	 lA	 1.°161 MSS	 (3177



























t'.=i^ • -	 (.1. ':;1 t..I
_ `'-Er. 3sn as3 2',u. LINE 1 ON• .I.^t-
1'5.1	 U2U)1LI •P	 0.21) EC/G» J3=< ACIS (325) ACS (32U p__43t ACS (33u) POWER (35p (•.:2)
•	
,	 .














AA55320 .• BYPASS •IC Bi	 0II _ c >"/ 'r^^el^e&e_ SADHIGH ON p F LOWERMOTOR F COOLER
 
pcF




2•tI_ RATE	 9n 30] 3 VOLTAG ' 6
O 
F 35 3,7 MODE 315 qRM 31 OF F	 914 LINE 215,x.
OFF
• TI_1P	 (1--0)3- K_ (_a0 ItP	 042) ACS	 (344) PSM (345) OWER U4c) PSM .517) DCS	 (3v,) PSM (351) T.RSV (352) POWERUv' POWER4-) POWERrA POtNEROsc) F7:VER $11)
POWER
 51 LEVEL ANALOG LEFT SPARE 3 TRICKLE ENABLE. RCVR2 RBV CATHODE ALL 5HUNT ALL AUX AUX340,
'ON/BOFF MIIX A MUX.AI SAD RESET CHARGE UsEX ON PRIMARY EArTIATKA BATTERIES LOAD COMP LOAD LOAD
ON ON DISABLE NORMAL OFF CONTROLIENABLE ON ON(PRO A LOADS '1.3614C3 f-. 6 - 365 3L7 4C6' 44I 371 OFF r.-, OFF(PRI) ON. .57441 ON 311 N5PSM (60)! n(F	 (6U TuP	
"CO
TNP	 (567) PSM (364) ACS




POWER A BI LEVEL. ANALOG. DISABLE LEFT RGVR t TRICKLE RMP q - CATHODE REPHASE VL-RIF`f ALL 5HUNT COMP COMP
OFF MUX 8 Mu% BI USSX SAD ON CHARGE HEA1FR '¢ACTIvs; • N I FROM TICK AUX (LOAD WOAD gOAD} I ON. ON OFF ENABLE OVERRIDE ON OFF I VTR OFF (PSIS) OFF ON ON3} n` t'_4S /	 341 302 s 7 4 :G 307 )ll ,5s ll3 aSt rz
TV	 (avi/) M,P	 (402) T14P (403) ACS(404) DC5	 C406) DCS	 (4W) ACS
	
(410) RRV
	 (411 7 RBV	 (412) POWERM3) POWERN'0 Pof.'Ep(_r, POWERb .0 POr FR L4 n)
400
ANALOG SERIAL POWER B RIGHT RCVP Z RCVR_i RMP A CCC	 APERTURE ALL COMP SHUMT COMP COMPMUX'A2 MUX A ON/A OFF SAD `OFF OFF LOWER POWER
	 (CORRECT AUX LOAD LOAD LOAD LOAD
f ' ON ON
HIGH
RATE MOTORVOLTAG pN	 IN LOADSOFF(B/W 3CIA COFF 4-ON SON4zo 4z1 4	 azz -. 0 '_66 2)1 432
	 4.1 1355 .37 r1SS 555
TMP	 ( 4 7.4 TYP 	 020 TMP
	
L422) PSM (424) ACS
	
(425) WBV7RIP26 • RBV (427) RBV	 (430) REV	 ( 4 31) IRB'J (452) RBV (433) POWER P1 1 POWERO)s PO'NER (asJ PWWER (sANALOG 5L'R)AL POWER B RBV RIGHT RECORD SINGLE START APERTURE I CCC ZA 1ERA COMP AUX AUX ALL420 MuX BZ MUx 3 OFF FRIMAFY
-C014TROL SAONORMAL
CYCLE PREPARE CCRRECTOR^POWER 1 LOAD LOAD LOAD SHUNTON ON DISABLE RATE OUT	 TOFF ON ON OI,i O oNADS74[11 f.z 903 e	 I q r41I	 41 611- ±SS N.nN,.L,S4t1
YIBVTRI(444
-





440 - VOLTAGEPROTECT RECORDCURRENT BOT/EOT
PLAYBACK EXPOSURE IEXI'05U2E^fiXP05URE EXPOSUOE B.^FOSt;^E AUXLOAD SHUNT VERIFYRELAY LOGIC 1 2	 7	 S 3 4 SHAD TO C.
RE5ET ADJUST ENABLE ION DFF
.xl. AU	 w451.n c4L,i: EJ aS2a 37 •:50. •) 53A tA4i	 •. 4.1. ib .4:> . ,b7Z 5	 5 417 35
- WBVTRI(4L4)WBVTRI(469 WBFIA(44c) %13VTR1(4G7 RBV	 (+7c) RBV	 (4a) REV 1472) RBV (v3) WBFM(• ,q WBFAV.4xs) '1t.R:puxy V!BFrT,^)))
X460 REV F.,5T SELECT VOLTAGE CONFINUOI CAMERA	 START REPHASE AUX CATA' RT DATA EA;ABLIESTANDBY QEWIND y G 0 PROTECT CYCLE 2	 CALEB. FROM DATA TO M55 TO M20 RBV
qi ENABLE ON, v7R2 TO	 A
RBVFILTER FILTERS FILTER FILTERS
.•fx.f;y,.,i f:c+R+f...q:,1r 5.5 506 421 7)I F"li 11
WRVTRI0041 WEIVTRI(50`) WRVTRYEo61 WRVTRI(507) RBV	 (510) RBV	 (5t1)' POWER (SI2),V8vTR2 (517 yBFM (s.0 WgFM(o) WBFAI(4) Vy('C C IA I$ )
.500 -
FAST MSG VOLTAGE LAP CAMERA cnMORA l i ALL RECCHO DATA RT DATA DATA° VVBYTR t
-
FOWARD STANDBY PROTECT 2 OFF	 I GATT TO MSS TO RESv TO !,ASS DATA
_
DISABLE OFF !ON	 (B/() FILTER A FILTER A FILTER B FILTER B
N 9/I I 1 sl!f+. ,4 tog 1., tat
s) WBFM(a r_) WBFIA(szU WBFM(c5-) WBFM(sv)&BVTR2(5;U WBVTR2 : s551iW5VTR2 ('S4 W FA73asf WBFttt+ 1 ^iBFM(sa
SELECT INVERTER ENABLE INVERTER DISABLE VIBVTR 2 PECORD
ICURF<ENT
BO /EOT PLAYBACK DATA" 1VB4 TR I P'BVTR iSZO
JWBFM%^4)
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F C. 370 .. ACS - __.-..__. RMP	 A	 HEA 1 FR
	
tlN
' b 371 RSV	 CATHODE R E ACTIVATION OF9 d5SC_ 372 R5V ._.	 -`REPHASE F M OM	 T K _	 7_.V	 1.___ _.. r _._..____ _ ^_ _._ __. w 	 3'
373- POWER	 VERIFY TI C K 457c..
374 w	 ALL qUX 0ADS aFF (PR ) ^.__....._...,....:. :M	 ..^..____.
C ;75 POWER
	 SHUNT LUAY B bFk 437 SC.dC
C' 376 PO,vER__.__ COMP LOAF	 *1	 d
' C 377 POWER
	
COMP LVAR #2 ON d5db400 ._...,..__	 ..__...,.
 B L ANK' 	 _,_,_	 ...	 _ .,. _._._	 ..._,^_-_____ .------_..
=	 C 4 01 TMP	 ANALOG MUA A2 O N ,20





TMP POWER B G N /A OFF; 44U* 422 SC - t1
-
C }O4 ACS RIGHT SAU HIGH KATE !+2U SC^UC
u 4 05 _	 dLANK
C 406 DCS RCVR	 2	 Uk!r .
	 , .	 . _...	 _..	 ___...._:.	 ,_......._. .....350






RMP A ^,Owt R 
MUTUM. ^ LTAG
X7 1 SC-tic. -
C 411 Ra y CCC PO WER ON 1+32 SC-UG
C 412 R3V APEKTUKE LVRRt.C
r0R_0 ...
431"-
C 413 PO W ER- ALL AU X LOADS UK R	 (80)
L 414 P3wER ._ . COMP LOAD	 3 ON
C 4 15 P,Ov4ER SHUNT	 G OF W  %3'I SC--tic
C 4 16 POWER LUMP	 LUAU







._.	 _	 __..._	 ...... »_...._..	 .
C 417 POWER COMA' L UA()	 5 ON
 
d56 -'
C 420 T`1P ANAL.OG	 M	 A	 62 ..0 N' 1+01 ._.^.__.
	 ^._......_...
SC-tsc






















PRIMAKY CLINTkaL U IS
_351 ..
-
C 425 ACS R JU H T SAU NORMAI. R ATE 404
C w26 WBVTR
_.
1	 REC b RD 1447A r464 ,t 163,#5044 505.







?'ARE - -	 -- - SC-a(;	 . . -
R3V APEHTURE ^ORRE C TU R OUT 412
C 4:32 RSV	 - -	 -CCC	 PUW► .- 8	 OFF	 _ . _ . _ _---" -	 _ ..... wi i
	
__.
	 _:. _._. _	 _ SCwtJC
W 433 RSV CAMERA 1 ON X11 SG-UC:
43 .k P a N E R C ° M P	 L V A Q	 6 . O y	 m^.	 ..», ., a	 , _._m..	 ....._.
_1 5of 435 PU W ER At)" LOAD 4 ON 07404 13
 
C , 436 P8,4ER AUX	 Lt)A0	 `+	 0 	 -- " - -	 _.._....... - -__	 .., 3 7 4 A 413 .. SC	 -	 ...
v' 437 POWER ALL SHUNT LOADS eN
C 44() BLANK
C 441 BLANK
- 4 442 ...._.._..._... BLANK	 .__,..._._..._.^..,........_.._.....:,__-..__..,_...._._......_ »._..._»_.__.__..	 ..
C ' 443 BLANK
.44L.
WBVTR T,_.,.' f	 VULTAGE
	
PN OTECT	 KELAY' RESE•_.._._-_ ,-.-----	 _..	 _	 _.	 ._.	 .... _	 ..	 ._— r^C-UG
C 445 WBVTR 1	 RECt RD	 f;UtIRENT	 AI)JUSi SCrUw






E 447 WBVTR 1	 PLAYBACK w2	 ^	 t) iC x 60 "RSV .. ,_. »...EXPUSURE-_.1 	 _.	 ^ 4	 ^	 ..51, 4 52, 4	 ^, ^► 54	 '^ .t1sC	 G-^
451 RBV EXPOSURE d 450-Fao2o4''03o45V SCwU(;
C" 4 Fa2 REV* .___ EXPOSURE 5--------..._-	 _ __. _	 '+50^,l^1aH53e454
	
_._. SC-tG-.._.-
C 453 RBV EXPOSURE: 1+50	 1} 0 1 0 4!0 2 0 454 SC•d0 - ^i C 45.E ... RHV ....___.__EXPd5UK^ - 1+ ____	 _ .._^-__ _ --__:.._... _.... ^... _	 At50. 4b I J# 1+U2. 453. _.._.< SC - UC ,__ .__.»
{ C 455 POWER AUX LSAU 0 ON d7l+, 413 SC
C '
450 .._PWgER_-.w_ rEi UNT	 LOAV_..D SG-UC.,__
i
C' 4,5Z ROWER VERIFY	 103.K J73C.




^+h —_8 L. ANi(
="463 BLANK
C -464 ---'WBVTR	 1 -"°-
RBV .. STANP t:s Y .	.._._.-.....__ 2brt^47.4h4'i50	 ,p°505_ --C 465 WBVTR 1	 FAST REW 40
_ ---
42b*44+7. *60 5040505
^..^466 W3FM SELECT V E? B	 »— 56U	 4 ......—., »
C 467 WBVTR 1	 VOLTAGE RKdTEGT ENASs^ ^Ob
L 470
.
RBV- _ 7471 RRv CAMERA a ON
`730 sC.a(;
4	 ^: 472 Rav START'-CA^:I^.___ RC *	 `..	 _ _n
472 Ra y REPHASE F	 UM VTCi 2 372
B-5
 'wlii r ^ ^ _	 hn.w. ^^_a»\.w'+wiliFW WYYbsLY.t uY,Li1.1_nu. _,..._. . , Jr
-:)Sqgi2g DIA 101139wiem59q
--AAR
UODSOH^iIMS N3981 Hl^tVIR 6iAMAWSdC99n
sAp.	^inmpdT-8.LP-NEgg-0
^40 bqMGdI Vdem19t
Fov83111^ Aq8 Al Vl^d 2 8iAGMWJemZS9
994
S,;W-cl, Vivb	?^1A9M----WJRM-
v 001A ^Sw 31qVN3W Ae m
990
GSA
1.)319mA -19V171OA__2AIM''0 S 9
5A-:)si'^92H AVIIN ln3igmM IDVIIQA2NIA^MC E 9
iSVA--2blA^MRgqn
AC30NVIS AqH281AUMI C; qn
124q N	mod	^83181ANI---WJSM0 fi C3
*262V OAA 13'-113r,WASMztqn
---419 av-sv 114 -AAM 10113s--------WA fa M, -	-.9tq
Ua^sqR650 v 801vina6w llqvslaWASMB^q
.01-11A igg 31PVN3.--.-A M W E
3AAW 0800381 HIGNetg
10 9




3 It	8 R	Q1 V1­0 I biAgMW-qpmcs^^n
AP4 Q1 Y1vrj I 81APM14.^ ^ M96^-
V HIJ11A S*W 91 VIVOw -413 mCEq.11
.2LS 0-19 QCZA ITPR tr.TC:'A')V9XV'1dHIAGM_IFt C 0,n
Is/nIqVkj Oln"fJ03^jfig28iArz!MEEq
..... ....... ....... iSr)('MV	INSH.	n1	08A:)44^ MNIA;;M8E9n
9 N300 ARS ni v1v'(j 2 LIJAGMWASM^cc
2.8nivin	3'1eVS1C)Oeq
A.In	W-4hiGa	-31^-1 IANIw A P, M
')0 V PAIV Ini w 31PYN3W -4






2 Y,--9-83 11-1 A	A A	T b i A G MWAPMzTqI
09tH111.13 SO 91 vivo .........WAGM9 1 C;n








4rOg r9g* t4rqW tpyt #q2#,,AanNVIS SSW81AUMS09n







------ -	........ ......>NVI90 O.q0




9 M111fA S^w Ai vivowismGZ*
QI, VIVO xnv,wA'@m, _^z4y
s ', 66 v13FM...
-.-	
INVERTER K P@Wt R OFF 025,.
j ' C 567 WSFM ENAdL.E Md VULATUR d AFG 030
C b70 W3FM - VIBVTR	 2	 DATA	 TO	 M53	
EILTEtt_.q__.._.......... 160_,_..__._..._
`±	 ! C ;a 71 WBVTR 2	 FAST FdhWARD„ X13,.040 b !)l	 552 p 572
C 572 WBVTR
_-• _-. _.. _.
2	 M5S STANUdY
C 573 WBVTR 2_	 VOLTAGE F. M UTECT UISAQLE 954- SC+ttG









ENABLE MS5 F II,TER 3 b25`.`
v 577 W3FM WBVTR 2 Q A TA T O MSS FILTER A /41.C 400 W5PA 1 SELECT 2Q WATT gUFPUT _ ..	 041
_; C 6 01 U3TR 2 RECORD MUVE 42a 62©4





C 603 PSM UBRt3lT AU4ST TIMER DISASLk X60  SL-aG
^. f?04t PMP
...._..
SELECT Nti. I K 2
..
C b05 PIMP MODULATU^	 A ON b26
C 006 PMP	
_.... . ^ --
	 -- -----SELECT FJ^ I R -	
-664
C 607 PSM W3V rR	 1	 QTY	 (PRIMARY) 651 t 76.6
Q 410 PS M --	 -MSS	 ENAOt3	 t	 (PHI) 447 -
` C ^11. PO4ER
.._
ALL	 CamF?	 L D5 UFh	 (s/U) SC.aC
C 412 V3 M
..
R3 V 	 #1	 TO*DlaAdLE	
_._._ .. _.__._ ....
- /70 ..	 _,,	 _ __	 —_.__	 Sc•aC
G 613 ISIM DISA;3LEE Qt4ECTLP S CANNER 436#734 SC•tiG
C 41
Ism .	 _ _ .... 
SWITCHED	 I EI EME TkY	 PU A ER' UN. ___
_....__._..b7J
b15 Ism ORB IT AU) OST TH t US TER HEATtH ON a5r sG .nC
L 636 ISM..__.... MSN^! TO
	





C 0 17 ISM DIS A BLE N5M	 RE40 BUS b55 5C.riC
L 42o `,'3TK	 2 - POWER Uk F
+ 621 NBTR	 1 PLAY.3AC:K	 "10DE 44:3a s62
C bee PSM PR i-1 	 FUSE	 I AP	 ON	 --- ----	 _ _ ..._	 ---....	 /67	 __._._... _:.- _S C,; U G --
:. 62a ACS PITCH N U S BIAS P16ARM 402
C ^?2't p MP SELECT	 ► I§yTK	 1	 _ ...- -	 --.. __....	 b45
C 425 PS11 I NHIB IT 	 Wl^FM	 Rt3V	 A/MSS	 is	 F ILT.t K S ^44^576C 626 PMP	
_ ._..	 MUDULATUf	 A	 OFF.	 - b05
b 427 PSM ORBIT AU4UST ON 41) /.4'e 764 SR%UC
C bar MPSM W S V'T R	 I,	 C Q N T R U L	 NU R M A L -	 -- __ .__._ _, _ ..
 b43 _ ...- ..._..___
u 631 PSM WBVTR 5EA k CH T K A^ K NQRMQI: *63
C b32 PSM ­ _­ ___'__MSS ENAO^ tt	 (BUTN,1	 _..	 -	 ..__..__ .— . _.......... b47 .. . --	 -------....... -	 -. S[-..-
b 33 Is m FLIGHT SAD UNFUSE^ b74	 - CwciQ
G k3ft ISM.... -	 Ci1O	 CLK	 H" LAYS	 ON ­ 5A' F USE .	 _,_ __^,_	 453	 _..	 _ ......._..._•.._. .SC,d`._
s G 635 ISM SEPERAT I UN SW I TLH 3YRASS
G 434 ISM	 --- ENABLE. -$s :NN b
	






C 437, ISM SPAKE 4 t aET /,3b
G 540
._
.ACS_ _ 2 PO DEG ' 4 TCH PUS 9I AS- EHAtiL
C 441 PS M INVE.RTEK A PWR TO WBFM b6O
C- 542	
... ACS -___-----0 r 6
	
DEU	 F?4 TCH	 PUS" 5 j AS • - ENAt54E......__._., __	 . b6 j	 . _...__ ,_	 _._..__	 ...__...__ __. Sc::tt(;___ .
C 643 PSM 4BYTR 1 CYN TR O 4 REVERSED a30 SC..ti(
^T C 54i PMP ..----_.— MUDULATUB d 9N	
^___:—_._	
--- 665 ----_^.—.-------_--- --------
G 645 PMP SELECT Wav TR 2 b24
C 646 -- P M F, -- _-	 --SELECT .
Iy ^ l R . .1.. —_	
-	 - _ _	
-0O4




- WBVTR 2 ON--_^.PR1 16RY—	 _	 _ _-- --- 7.1120 76b
G 451 PSM WE3VTQ	 1	 Q h,F 407
^
C 65?. -2
C 453 ISM CMD CLK 8LLAYS-dN IA FUSE 434G 454 ISM— - LE F T SAD UNFUSEU
L 455 ISM ENAbL,E PSM RELAX dUS b17c_ 656__...IS M___.
__.A PU POW E[ 	VN -
. 6S7 15M 6k3 I T AUJQRT THNUSTCR Hcb fa R OK F 	 h4 l: cr _4 c
C §60 ­ PSM_ ­­­ INVERTE8	 TO
661 ACS 2*0 DEU R- ITCH PUS SIAS DISA5Qt b4o
C 662 " P S M MSS ENAUL ' (RELI) 4 Sc
'C (1 6a ACS 0,6 DO R 4TCH P C $ 51AS Dj^iAdLr. 042 SC.tfQ





PM P	MODULATUd 5 OFF	 b44
PSM	 ­­ - ­ -INHIBIT WOFM
C b67 PSM R8V ON	 (FK IMARY) Sc
C; 670 psm SOL08 11) I ON
C 671, PSM WBYTR 2 ^UNTRO^- NORM4
C 67? PSM WBVTR#1 VVEOT ' 031C U*jSAtJLE___­__'_*46
C 673 ISM SWITCHEU	 IELEM LfR y R U WER OOF oil#- Scott';
C , 074 ISM RIGHT SAD"FUSEL)
C 675 ISM ^OCK SSM scatic
C 676 IS M' ENAULE U5^ )(MTR4' 15 7 -----------
077 PSM SPAHE I	 S t^T /52
70o MMCA'-'-- PVW^R ON ­
C 70L PSM ENAbLE R A Y.LOAD Ti MER $IQNA L, 120
C 702- MMCA * PMH LUI^ OUT
r. 703 PSM INHIBIT W A TA TO RdV F10E X A 170515#040557
704 MMC A YAW CQI^ OUT 023
C 705 PSM PRIME DATA TO WORA	 /WBRA 2
; 1 706 MMCA CAP DUM^ a'
C 707 PSM RBV	 #2	 TE m J)ISAOI^E 130 SC_qC
C 710 PSM* R^3V	 eN	 CKtDUNDANT)
	 ----- --
_SC UC
C 711 PSM SOL.LNUIP d ON SR"OC
C 71 PSM Wt3vTR	 ?.	 ^^.F
713 ISM LEFT SAU ",USED
714 ISM UNL.UCK	 S511
C. 715 ISM MSFN TO ^W B/STAOAN TO CIU A t;A 10 (o 5 10 0 616 scatIQ
C; 7 16
I
SM ATT I TUDE ^ENSUR FUoiER ' ON /74
Ci 717 ISM WaTN B u NtOT ^ O UiL UISABLL AR^ SC_t1(;
720 R S M DISABLE -f.IAYLOAU TIMER SIQNAL	 Scqt1(;
Q- 721 MMQA PITQH LUIL	 IN /Q?_
7p2 PSM INHIBIT	 P. ATA *T rJ*- f?L3V	 FIL:TEK*
C , 723 MMCA YAW	 COI1.	 AN /04
724 RSM ­­­ SUMMED UAIX -- TU WdPA' ­ 1____--­--- 1
C . 726) MMCA CAP	 CHAtl4t4 ./ob . sc-uQ
726 PSM­---­­45 v TR 2 SQ-0c
C- 727 RSM PRM ONPsm..
RdV	 #2 'TEM
731 RSM R6V OFF b670710-07,47
C : 73p.­ P S M SfJLEN() I U
C^ 733 IS M SWITCH W A TI-OAD dOUL6TOR K90C
C '134 --- ISM­___'__­ ENAb LE SCAN_ ­&^ SE^ECT- SC"uf;'-'.
735 IS M SPAHE 4 $^T
C 736 PSM ­_____SP0E 2 VtSET ­­ -------
C 737 IS M APU POW0 OFF. b5b sc -CIC
C - 740 MMCA-_-- ROLL^ CtM
i C 1 741 PSM INHIBIT P A TA TO MS S CIL-TE R A *14#05PO06*577





SUMMED UA(^, TO WOPA 2
HI U8-
lots SCwt1(;
C' 745 PSM SOLENOWS Off 627
C­ 746 R S M ORBIT AQ4uST ON 't2)­­-- /454 76-4--­—­SRw0(;—­-
C 747 PsM	 R6V aN I^UTH) Scott(;
'750--PSM ­--­­PRM 0FF ­,(1)-­__'_____ 1 2 7 C




C 752 PSM SPARE 1	 HtSET	 -
..677'-_-_
C 753
 PSM SPARE 2 StT 136 tC 754 ISM	
_...
ENAB E WgP A 	 t KEl1 - _ -__ _w__ _	 _—
C 7 5 5 ... ISM _ ENABLE USO XMTR/ WB PA 
..
T IMER _SI^NA6 /72
C 756 ISM C@MP LCAU 7 ON
_ 355..-_.
':+C 757 ISM DISABLE Ua d X M T K S 076#775
C 760 PSM I NHI B I. T	 PA TA 
fit MSS. j l.L=ER._B-
C' 7 61 ... MMCA  ROLL, Ct3ik	 OUT /40
C 76 2
 
MMCA CAF' LBW /1-44

















_ C 770 PSM_ #1 TOENABLE
z; C 771. PSM,_-,___. _ PRM OFF	 I e) /27 SC•tiG




` C 7 73.. IS M	 .. COME' LdAR	 8 ON	 ^.- X55C 774
_.
ISM -	 - -	 -ATT I TUUE SENSUR POWER OFF / 16.._. _SCwtfG -- -
C 775 ISM ENA64E US A? XMTRd	 (PRI) 757








(PR j	 -	 _.^__.._-___	 —__:.-..	 ...._^_...._.-_	 .._-_ .. ^.... SCROC_-__
C 777. 5LANKy 780" CIO ..	 .._...
SATCH 5, 1- REDUL..ATBR-_icAooi------•-,------__..----.-..--.._	 .__.._._.SC tic .._._ f-
781 ClU CHANNEL.
	




	 k3	 dN/SW1 jC4
 STAD A N1 t1SPN (rMU . SI NK;	 tCAlp 1 	_._._... SC.3G	 _ ..
C 733 CIU CBMMANU GLdCK P,Si4L3MpkCS UN E^ AM OU TNT D I SAO^E (.CAl 1) SC,tlf ;
C 734! CIU SwITCH S4k	 REGULATOR	 (Ug00)	 __.._». SC•t1t;._.._ #
C 785 C IU CHANNEL A OFF	 (t bUI I sC-t1G
C 786 CIU CHANNEL A UN/SWWI
	
H 8rAOAN/MSP,N GM0 LINKS	 (C p 10)
	 -_- SC-bG
C 767 CjU COM
 OANU Gt-dCK N Sl C 9 MRLCS UN, E^ AM OU T YU r 	 DISA*-E	 I C B11) SC-VQ
17MAN77
rc EVISI a N 0 17Ft^678
'NQ















EXTAACTEU FROM CeMMANU MATRIX 'QWG•4i ,a29V909AB REvISi9N 8 DATEDie^o4 ^77)








r - sR#KENOTE SITE RERTRICTED•}
-SC# KEWdTL SITE CR T T I CAL.
v MC p VP9RAT I @NS CONT KeL CENTE R
 CR ITICAL •
.
Oi nOOrATTITUDE C8NT H8L SUBSY STEM *CdMhANDS)
L CMD SWaSYST COMMAND NAME CeMRLEMENT COMMAND STATUS
C 040 ACs PNE UMAT ICS LNABLE 061 SC -eC
s C 041 ALS n•3 DEG YAW PUS 91 AS ENABLE 060 9C.9Ca
C 04p AES PNEUMATICS INTERC5CK 6YPASS DISABLE 063 SC-9C
C 044 ACS PNEU I-OW VOLTAGE INTERLErCK RESET SC-@C
C 04R ACS DIFF TACN DISABLE 064 SC-SC
C_OAn ACS 0 . 3Dk,G YAW PUS SIAS DISABLr 041 SC•QC
-. G 04 ACS PNEUMATICS DISAdLE 040 SC-@C
C 043 AES PNEUMATICS INTERrOCK 6YPASS ENA86E 042 SC n9C
C 00.4 ACS 'DTFF TACK ENABLE 045 SCweC
C I nn ACS nIFe TACM NORMAL 1AIW 121 SC-OC
C 101 Acs 091 DEG YAW PUS SIAS FNARLE 320 SC-eC
C Ina ASS RLNA INTA YAW VISABLE 123 SCeOC
C Iml ACS 2.9 DEG PITCH PUS siA
	
-IvABLE 182 SC-6C
C 104 ACs PITCH MOMENTUM diAS M yDF DISABLQ 125 SC-8C
C i?A ACS q • 1 YAW POS BIAS DISAHLF 101 SC-6C
C 191 ACS DIFF. TACN HIGH GAIN 10b SCE@C
C iPP AES 20 DEG DITCH BIAS DISABLE iO3 SC-eC
C 1P-4 AC5 RLNA INTO YAW ENABLE 1	 2 ` SC•9C
C' 104 ACS NEGATIVE PITCH POSITIHN BIAS 145
C 196 ACS PITCH MOMENTUM BIAS M609 E NABLE 104 SC+ @C
C 14D ACS PALL UNLBAD DISAiiL,E 161 SC•aC












	 YAW WHEEL DISABLE
	 163	 S'R•OC
C 144	 AC S 	 PITCH UNLOAD DISABLF
	 165	 SC•OC
C 145	 ACS	 PASITIVE PITCH POSITI:iN BIAS
	 124








	 PNEUMATICS MOMENTARY FNA9LE
	 SC•OCC 142	 ACs
	 YAW WHEEL ENABLE
	 142
C lA5	 AFS	 PITCH UNLOAD ENASLF
C 2nn	 ACS	 ORBIT ADJUST MODE FWA6L9	 u2i 	 SR nOCC 2na
	
ACS
	 RMP A ENABLE
	 823
	 SC•SC
C 2A3	 ACS	 400 RPM INTERLOCK ENAkLF	 222










	 400 RFM INTERLOCK D16NBLE
	 4103	 SC•SCC 2Pa	 ACS	 RMP g ENABLE









	 RMP B HEATER OFF	 305




	 RIGWT SAO DISABLE
	 all	 SC•SCC 271	 ACS	 RMP A T;'9T8R START




	 RMP B MOTOR ON	 866	 SC•6CC 305	 ACS 	 RMP B HEATER & EkEC Ors	 866	 sceeCC 3n7	 ACS	 RMP A OFE	 ?71.326	 SC-OCC 311
	
AES
	 RIGHT SAD ENABLE
	 270C 32B	 4E5	 LEFT SAD HIGH RATE
	 244	 SC n6C
r	 C 3PA	 ACS
	 RMP A ON










	 RMP A HEATER ON	 307•Z71	 SC•OCC 4n4	 ACS	 RTGHT SAD HIGH RATE
	 #25	 SC-OCC 41n
	
ACS
	 RMP A LOWER MOTOR VOLTAGE
	 271	 SC-OCC 05	 ACS	 RIGWT SAD NORMAL RATE	 404C 6nP	 ACS	 PITCH POS SIAS ARM
	 623	 SC-OCi'	 C 6413	 ACS	 PITCH POS BIAS Q^ISARM
	 6Q2
C 64n	 ACS	 7 .0 DEG P ITCH POS Q IAS WNABLE	 661	 SC nOCC 64P	 ACS
	 n . 6 D E G PITCH PUS B 1 Afi R-NABLF
	 663SC-OCC 641	 ACS	 ?_.0 OEG PITCH POS BIA4, uISAhLE
	 640
	 SC-6CC 64 1
	ACS
	 Ai6 DEG PITCH ROS 9Ikq
 01SASLE	 642	 SC-6C
SEE	 I N TE RF ACE S WiTCwING MBUuLE
	
tIS110
OPnOOPOR RI T AD .IUST SUBSYSTEM 1 COMMANDS1
SFE T NTERFACE S W iTCWING MODULE
	 fISMI
SFE POWER SWITCHING M900IE CPSM)
03000PATTITUDE MEA e W Q N F NT SENSOR q U	 TE^SYS M i CS ,M r, Dom5)
,t SEE I N TERFACE S W ;TCwIN3 MODULE T ISM)	 }
04000 " MAGNETIC MOMF N TS CVMPENSATTNG As6EMyLY 1W HANDS.)




























	 PITCH COIL IN	 702
C 7P3	 MMCA	 YAW CO IL IN	 704













WNCA	 CAP NIGH	 762
C 761	 MWCA
	 ROLL COIL OUT
	 740








	 POWER ORE	 7.00
08000rMECHANICAL SU6S1( STEM (OMMANDS)




'	 C 246	 POWER	 B	 K	 OFF
	 ATTF.
	 Y 61 	 353
C 2A4
	
ROwFR	 BATTFKY #5 OFF	 353
C 265	 POWER
	 BATTFKY #6 OFF	 353
:.	 C 267
	
POWER	 BATTFKY #2 OFF	 353
C 3nA	 -POWER	 BATTFKY #7 OFF	 353
C 31 n 	PSwFR	 BATTFKY 03 OFF	 353
C 3P.7
	 pOwER	 BATTFKY #9 OFF	 353
C 331
	 P O WER BATTF KY *4 OFF	 353
C 346	 POWER	 TRICKLE CHARGE NORMAL
	 367
C 3jc3	 P•. OwE W 	 AL L BATTERIES ON	 (PGII
C 3X4
	
@OWFR	 SHUNT LOAD A OFF	 *37
C 3S5
	
POWER	 ALL CO MB LOADS OFF tERT)
C 3m,4
	 RMwF.K	 AUX LO AD #1 ON 374j413




	 TRICKLE CHARGE OVERRIDE	 346
C 373	 BOWER
	 VERIFY TICK	 457
C 374
	
ROWER	 ALL A UX L@ADS OFF (PRi)
C 375	 ROWER	 SHUNT LOAD B O F F	 *37
C 376
	 RA	 R	 L A
	





COMP LOAD *2 bN	 365
'	 C 413
	 POWE R
	ALL AVX LEADS OFF (byu)
C 414	 POWER	 C6MP LOAD 3 ON
	 355p	 ^iC 418	 POWER 	BNUNT LOAD C OFF
	 437	 SC'fG+.	 C 496	 RSWER
	 COMP. LOAD 4 ON	 355C 417	 RRw gR	 CAMP 40AD 5 ON	 355
C434	 ROwER	 C9MR LOAD 6 O N	 755
C 435	 POWER 	 AUX L OAD 3 ON	 374#413
C 4R6	 RRwERAUX L OAD 4 ON	 3740413
	 Sc










ROWER	 VERIFY TOCK	 373
C SIP	 POWER	 ALL B ATT dN (8/ !U1	 SC-OC
f	 _	 C 611	 POWER
	 ALL C OMO LDS OFF (8/U f	 SC-OC
SEE	 I NTERFACE 5WITCWING MODULE
	 t'ISM)













C Onn CMQCK 	 SPARC
C Oni F)zeCK PRIMARY GOMSTeR eN&FILL 001,005880A
C 002 CreCK SPARE
C 001 CkaCK PR IMARY COMSTU RE VERIP`Y 001.0050006 SC
C 004 CkaCK PRIMARY CdMSTdH COPY
C OoS CkaCK PRIMARY CBMSTdR OFF 001 SC-OC
C Ono; CkaC K PRIMARY FaMSTeR ACTIVATE 0O1jo03joOS SCa C 007 CktlCK SFRIAL DATA TRANSFER SN SC
C 01n CEa^K CeMMAND EXECUTION C MUNT^R RESET
C o i l CkseCK SELECT RRIMARY MATRTX DR 4 CeD FR 031 Sc
C 012 CktlCK SELECT RRIMARY MATRIX A D R IvFRS 032 SC
C Oil CkaCK SELECT PRIMARY MATRIX B DR I VrRS 033 SC
C 014 CLOCK SELECT RRIMARY eSC1LLATbR 034 Sc-0C
C 01y CktlCK SELECT RRIMARY FRED Oi.NFRATaR 035 SC+eC
C 016 CkscK SPARc
C 017 CkaCK LOAD TIME CODE SC-8C
C ORn CkaCK TURN NaNwKEYED PS/CdMr,FC OFF GAl1,C811 SC.00
C 0;1 CkaCK RPDUNDANT Ce M STek ON9 W Ii_.L 0231o25#02,4
C Oat GbEtCK SPARK
C Op- CrBCK REDUNDANT CBMSTdR VFRTFk 021,025^02A Sc
C OP4 CkaCK REDUNDANT CSMSTUR CMP. Y
C 0?5 CkaCK REDUNDANT Ce MS TUR OFF 021 Sc.ec
C Op& CLacK RFOUNUAWT COMSTOk ACTIVATE 021*023r025 SC
C 0?.7 CkaCK SPARE
C 030 CkaC K SPARE
C 0.11 CreC K SELECT REDUNDANT MATRIX DECROER 011 SC
C Olp CkaCK SELECT RED UNDANT MATRIX A QHTVE RS 012 SC
C 0a.4 CkaCK SELECT REDUNDANT MATRTX B DRIVERS 0 1 3 SC
Y
C 014 CEeCK SELECT REDUNDA NT OSCILLATOR 014 SC-dC
C 019 CktlCK SELECT QEDUNTA NT FREQ GENE RAT5R 015 SC-OC
s C Oab CkaCK SPARE
C 017 CkaCK SPARE IL
SEE I NTERFACE SWI T CjI^G MODULE	 (ISMI
rECAM (COMMANDS)
.r
C OF1 SEAM FCAM LOAD 065 SC
'
C OAS ECAM FCAM EXECUTE 051 Sc
C ins SCAM FCAM HUH. A 164 SC Y
C 164 ECAM FCAM KUN a 1Q5 Sc
C 201 E CAM FCAM ON 220 Sc
C 2Po ECAM FCAM OFF 901 SC
C 24S ECAM TNH ATBB CMDS/4ERO TImF scoac
C 3P 4 ECAM FCAM OUTROT E N Ak3 CE Sc
_CIU (COMMANDS)
C 7RA CiU SCIITCH S/C REGULATOR	 TCAMOf SCVOC
`C 7A1 Clu CHANNEL B OFF	 (CA01) SC-pec
' C 7A2 CIU C'-AANNtL B ON/S W ITCH STAUAN/MSFN EMU OINKS
	
(GA1^) scoac
C 7AS C1U C6IMMAND CLOCK NSECemD p






_.Y:.va.::..tdld4rw3e±WM.*•,.nmwr. .. .,.	 ._.	 .-.es.	: i .... _,
c114
,
C '7A4 GAU SWITCHH SIC REGU4AT9Q ! CSnO) SC•OC
C 7xs CZU CNANNEL X OFF (C60t1 scelc
C 7A& CiU CHANNEL A ON/SWITCH SiTAO AN/MSFN CMd KINKS (C81A) SC•OC




09000@TELEMETRY PRRCE8SdR SUUSYSTFM (COMMANDS)
C 260 TOP A/D A ON 301
C W TROP SUTRUT CIRCUIT A ON $02ii r C 26p T RIP SELECT FORMAT 1 4103 SC•OC
C 30m TOIP CONTROL LOGIC A ON 321
C an TMP A/D B ON 160 SCaOC
C 30P
TOP
OUTPUT CIRCUIT B dN 861 SC.00
C 3oa TMP SELECT FORMAT 0 262 SC +OC
C 3 p 1 TOOP CONTROL LOGIC d ON 300 SC•OC
E C 34c TOP POWER A ON/B OFF 361.403 SC•OC
C 34t T OP BI LEVEL MUX A ON 362
C 34P TOP ANALJti MUX A ON 263 J
C 361 TNP POWER A OFF 340 SC•9C
_.: C 36P Tmp BI LEVEL MUX 8 ON 341 SC •OC
C 363 TOP ANALOU MJUX BI ON 3 42 SC•RC
C 40, TOOP ANALOG MUX A2 ON *2n
.,
C 400 TMP SF_R I A4 MUX A ON 421
C 403 TROP POWER B ON/A OFF 340.422 SC•OC
C 4Pn TNP ANALOU NUX 82 ON 401 scavc
` C Opt
TOP
SERIAL MUX B ON *02 gC•OC
C 4ap TMP POWER B OFF *03 SC-19C
PNNF TRANSMITTER (COMMANDS)
` C 166 V6F XMTR PLAYB ACK tNBTR 2 19C
 SCOOC
C 167 OF XMTR POWER N1 OFF 206 SC•OC
C 170 YHF XMTR POWER N2 UN 2i1
C 171 OF XMTR PLAYBACK ^VERRIDE RFF 230
C 206 WHF XMTR POWER P1 ON 167
C 207 VHF XMTR REAL TIME MODE 1661251
' C 21 M VdF XMTR LOW POWER MODE 227
C 211. VHF XMTR POWER #2 OFF. 170 SCipBC
C 2P7 VSF XMTR HIGH POWER MODE 41i0
C 23A VMlF XMTR PLAYBACK OVERRIDE ON 171
s; C 231 VHF XMTR SELECT XMTR A 250
C 29M VMIF XMTR SELEC T XMTR B 231 SC•OIC
C 291 VHF XMTR PLAYB ACK N8TR'1 166#207 SC•OG
1AA00 • WARROWBANO TAPE RECORDER SUt%S 'YSTPM	 tLOMMANUz).
' C 543 NOTR 1 RECORD MODE 502.621
C 56? NOTR 1 PowER OFF 5431 621
r C 6P1 NOTR 1. PLAYBACK MODE 543.562
_ C 54P NBTR ? PLAYBACK MODE 601,620
Qtr
C 6At NOTR ? RECORD MODE 042j620
C 6PA WOTR p- POWER OFF 542.601
B-17
W
.. . ,..4 a.	 • ..	
..Ys.^gEiLLsik.a
11000RWNIFIED S.pANQ EQUIPME N T SUQSvSTFM 'COMMANDS)
C 107 USB XPDR BYPASS AUX OSC ISO
C 1 10 USS XPDR SELECT XMTR 8 126
C 1?6 U68 XPDR SELECT XMTR A 110
C la7 USB SPDR RANGING ON 146
C 130 U63 XPDR MBDULATI@N INP UT CRdSSFU 147
C 146 US8 XPOR RANGING OFF 127
C 147 U68 XPDR MBOUL AT I ON ! NPUT NewMAL 130
C 190 USB XPDR ENABLE AUX OSC 107
C 6n4 PMP SELECT NSTR 2 646
C 605 PMP McDUI ATOR A ON 626
C 6M6 PNP SELECT NSTR 664
C 6Pk RMP SELECT WBVTR 1 645
_	 C 696 RldP M9DUL, ATOR A OFF 605
C 644 RMP M9DULATOR B ON 665
C 649 PMP SELECT WBVTR 2 424
C 646 PMP SELECT NSTR 1 604
C 664 PMP SELECT WBVTR 606
C 649 @MR Mt,DULATIRR 8 OFF 644
4
1pnOO- WIDEBAND TELF METRY SU6SYSTEM icdmMANoS)
C 54M W9PA 1 PawER ON $61
c	 C 541 WBPA 1 SELECT 10 MATT OWTPuT 600
C 561 WORA 1 POWER OFF 540
C 600 WBPA i SELECT 20 WATT UUTPuT $41
C 04 A WBPA ? Pt3WER ON 067
C 047 WBPA P SELECT 10 WATT OUTPUT 106
C 067 WBPA p POWER ORS' 046
C 106 W5P A 2 SELECT 20 WATT OUTPUT 047
C 4A6 WBFM SELECT VCO 8 1 $65
C 474 W5FM AUX DA TA TO R6V F ILTEK A 70 3
C 475 WBFM DATA TO MSS FILTER is 760
C 476 W5FM RT DATA Td RBV FILTER B 722
C 477 W5FM FNABLE R8V FILTER s 666
C 514 WBFM DATA TO MSS FI L TER A 741
C 515 WBFM RT DATA Tu RBV FILTER A 703






















C 5R5 WBFM INVERTER A POWER ON $66
C 5a6 WBFM FNASLL MODULATOR A AFC $45
C 5p7 WBFM INVERTER o POWER CUFF 550
C 530 WBFM DISABLE M6DULATOR B AFC 567
=j
SC•6G
C 531 WBFM W =iV'TR 2 DATA `TO ROv E1L'lF ' R B 722 t
C 5i5 WBFM DATA TO MSS FILTER A 741
C 5u W5FM WBVTR 1 DATA 
TO 
NOV FTLTFR A 703
C 5-47 WBFM WAVTR i DATA TO MSS FTLTrR N 760
C 544 W9FM FNABt E [RBV FILTER A 625
C 549 WOFM DISABLE MdDULATOR A ACC 326 SC•OC	
p
i C 546 WBFM SELECT RBV BIAS A 564
C 547 WBFM SFLEcT VCv A 2 €, SCE@C
C 550 WBFM INVERTER 6 POWER UN 52T
C 559 Wd,FM FNA6LL MSS F IL TE R A 666
.r C 59A W9FM WBVTR I DATA TO MSS FTLTFR A 741
=i
C,5R7 W@FM W8VTR 2 DATA TO :RbV FTLTRR A 703 i





m..ss+W+...i16.d' '^iYw4A^^kMidwal' we..v:.y...er3 .. ^._	 u!_ •^
S6!; ' -wor m 6ELEC I VC6 f3$ 966 SG906
C 566 W5FM INVERTER A POWER OFF i25
C 567 WOFM FN ABLE MODULATOR 8 AEC $30
C 57a WSF i WBVTR 2 DATA TO MSS FILTER B 7,60
C $75 W@FM AUX DATA TO R8V FILTER 6 722
C 576 WOFM F. NABI_L MSS FILTER B 625
C 577 WOFM WBVTR 2 DATA TO MSS FILTER d 741
SEE I NTERFACE SW ; TCWING MODULE tISMI
13ooQr O IDEBAND VIOO TAPE RECORDER SUBSYSTEM (EBMMANUS)
C 406 W5VTR i RECORD l47#464r46gp 504*5nS
I
aC 444 WdVTR 1 V6LTA GE BRSTECT RELAY RrSET SC+OCr- C 445 WdVTR 1 RFC®RV CURRENT ADJURY SCaHC
` C 446 W5VTR 1 89T/ROT LOGIC ENAdLR i72 SCw6C
' C 447 WBVTR i PLA Y BACK, 426 464 465^504^ 5oSC 4A4 W8VTR I R8V STANDBY lt24 441tli64^SO4^5o5
C 4A5 WdvTR 1 FAST REWIND 426j447i464#5048505
C 467 W8VTR 1 VOLTA GE P k OTEC T EN Ai+ LF 506
C 5A4 WBVTR 1 FAST FORWARD 426.# 4470 4640465P505 ,6
C 5og WBVTR i MSS STANDBY 426j447i464j465*5g4
C 5oh W5VTR I VOLTA G E PROTECT DISABLE 467 5C•OCC 507 W SVTR i LAP SRIC
t 1 C 513 W8VTR 2 RECOR D 534•951•55P#671r372
' C 532 WOVTR 2 RECORD CURRENT AQjUstT SC•OC	 1
C 533 W@VTR 2 BBTdFUT LOGIC ENABLW 751 SCw6C
C 514 WdVTR 2 PLAYBACK 513, g51i'^5P^57i^5721 C 591, W8VTR 2 R8V STANDBY 5i3j534i55Pi571s572
` C 59P W8VTR 2 FAST REWIND 5i3.534# 551*57i#572
C 591 WBVTR 2 VOLTA UE PReTECT RELAY RXAET SC-BC
a C 5g 4 WBVTR 2 VSLTA UE PROTECT ENAW^lt $73
C 571 WOVTR 2 FAST FORWARD 1f13s534o551.5520572
.' C 57P WdVTR 2 MSS STANDBY
C 573 WdVTR 2 VBLTA UE PROTECT DISABLE
554^534ii51^55P^571
SC"5C
C 574 W5VTR 2 LAP SR.QC
SFE T N TERFACE SWi TCWI NG MODULE t I Sri j
SEE POWER SWITLHiNO MhDULE IPSM)A	 f_.
i_
SFE A UXILIARY PRUCES'1No UNIT (ARU)
14noorRETURN BFAM VIDICON SUdSYSTFM (C8MMANDS)
j_ C as p R9v CATHOUE REACT I VAT I BN ,iN 371 1.
C - 371 ROV CATWRUE REACT I VAT I RN OFF 352
	






RE.PHASE EROM V T R 1
CCC P O WER 9N
473
C •8CC 41p R5V APERTURE CORRECTOR IN 431C 4P7 ROV SINGLE CYCLE 47C SCOOC
C 430 RdV START PREPARE SC•QCC 4:41 R5v APERTURE CORRECTOR aUT *12
t C 44 p R5V CCC POWER OFF 411 SCOBC
C 433 Rdv CAMERA 1 ON Sit SC-BC
` C 480 ROV FXPBRURE 1 451r452i451i454 SC»6C
C 4S1 RBV FXPBSURE W 450*4521451# 454 SC,@C
M._ C 492 REV FXPQSURE 5 SC*eCC r+rg Rdv FXP@SURE 3 450#451#457#454 SC-6C
C 454 R3V F.XP8gURE -4 4500451 045PJ453 SC-BC
C 47o R3v CBNTt966U5 CYCLE 427 scoac
C 471 R5V CAMERA 2 ON 510 SC-BC
ry C 47 ,9 ` R 5v START CALIB 9C-0C
C 471 RBV RFPHA4E FROM VTR 2 372
, B-19	 ,





INVERTER A POWER OFF 525
547 FNABLE MODULATOR 8 AEC $30
C 570 WBFpl WBVTR 2 DATA TO M SS FTLTFR 6 760
C 575 WOFM AUX DATA 
TO 
R8V FILTER H 722
C 574 W5FM FNABLL HSS FILTER S 625
C 577 WaFM WBVTR 2 DATA TO MSS FILTER A 741
SEE	 I NTERFACE 5WfTCWING MO DULE tISMI
11oQQr0?0EBAND V100 TAPE RECORUEW SUSSYSTIM (CeMMANUS)
C 4P6 WBVTR I REC8RU
C 444 WOVTH I VOLTA UE PROTECT RELAY R;-SET
C 445 WBVTR I R FORD CURRENT ADJUST sc-fic
C 446 WBVTR i BRTYr O T LeGIC ENAdLF 0,72 SC-0c
C 447 W8VTR I PLAYBACK (!26J4640*65,05040505
C 464 WBVTR 1 paV STANDBY *26#447#464o5041505
C 445 WBVTR I FAST REWIND 4260447o464#500505
C 467 WaVTR I VaLTA UE PROTECT ENAmLw 506
C 5M4 WBVTR I FAST FORWARD 4260447#464,p465•505 A
C 505 WBVTR I MSS STANDBY *26j4470464A4650504
C 506 WdVTR I VOLTA UE FReTECT DISABLE 467
C 507 W5vTR I LAP SR"fic
C 313 WBVTR 2 RECeRU 534*351#55Po971*572
C 53P WBVTR 2 RFCdRU CURRENT AQjUsT sc•ac
C 511 WBVT R 2 BOT/F U T LeGjC ENABLW Z51 SC•0C
C 514 WBVT R 2 PLAYBACK
C 591. WBVTR 2 RBV sTANDbY
C 599 WBVTR 2 FAST REWIND 5130m;340551•'57j0572
C 5gl WBVTR 2 VOLTA U E PROTECT RELAY RESET sc.ec
C 594 WBVT R 2 VeLTOE PROTECT ENAWU;.-
C 57 1 WBVTR 2 FAST FORWARD 513j534#5510552•572
C 579 WBVTR 2 MSS qTAND5Y S130534)551P55p0571
C 573 WBVTR 2 V8LTA tJE PROTECT UISABL,F 554 SC-BC
C 574 WBVTR 2 LAP SRvOC
SEE	 I NTERFACE SWiTCWING MODULE tISMI
SEE P O WER SwIT L HJ NG MbDuLE tPSM)
SFE	 A UXILIARY PR6CE8STNj U N IT	 (AMU)
14o0QrRETURN 8FAM VIDICON SU bSYSTPM	 (L8MMANDS)
C asp RBV CATHaUE REACTI V ATION 371 SR-®C













C 41? R5v APERTURE CBRRECT6H 	 IN 431
C 4P7 R5V SINGLE CYCLE 470 sc-oc
C 410 RaV START PREPARE SC.8C
C 411 RdV APERTURE CORRECTOR BUT 412
C 419 R5V CCC POWER eFF 411 SC-@C
C 413 RdV CAMERA I ON 511 sceec
C 4gn R8V FXPOAVRE 1 4SIP45204510454 ScoocC 4R I R8V FXP83YRE a 450045214510454 sc-ac
C 492 RdV FXPORURE 5 45Q•4510*510454 sc-ec
C 491 Rd V FXPOAQRE 3 450045l045P*454 SC-9C
C 494 RBV FXPSAURE 4 4500451P*590453 SC-DC
C 470 RBV caNTINUOUS CYCLE 427 SC•OC
C 471 RBV CAMERA 2 eN 510 SC•OC
C 47P RBV START CALIS Sc-OC
C 471 RBV RFPWA4E ERDM VTR a 372
B-19
_13
C s10 R®v CAMERA 2 OFF *71 SC-5cC 511 R5v rAMERA 1 OFF *33 SC-OC
SEE	 I NTERFACE SWITCHINQ MODULE
	 TISMI
SEE O WEE SWITCHING MODULE tPSM)
1smOOPMULTISpECTRAL SCANNER SUBSYSTEM (CaMMANDS)
C OS3 M8S SYSTFM A ON 073 SC
C Os4 m6S SELECT SAND 1	 HIGH VOLTAGE A 075
C 0V5 MSS SELECT BAND 2 HIGH V OLTAGE A 074
C OKA MSS SELECT BAND 3 HIGH V OLTAGE A 077
C 057 MSS BAND 1 8W 076
C 07P MSS SYSTFM B ON 073 SC-8C
C 073 M6S SYSTFM OFF 053.072C 074 MSS SELECT BAND 2 H IGH VOLTAGE 9 055 SC-eC
C 075 MSS SF'LECT BAND 1 	 HIGH VOLTAGE d 054 SC-9C
C 076 MSS BAND 1 OFF 057 SC-OcC 077 MSS SELECT BAND 3 H IGH ve[TAGE ti 056 SC-ec
C 112 MSS HIGH VOLTAGE ON SCC lig MSS BAND 2 ON 132
C 114 MSS BAND 3 ON 135
C its m6S BAND 4 ON 134C 11A MSS BAND 5 ON 137
C 117 MSS SELECT CALIBRATION LArP A 136
C JAR M6S BAND 2 OFF 10 SC-6CC la3 MSS DOOR M OTOR POWER OFF 237
C 114 MSS BAND 4 BEF 115 SC-eCC 13R MSS BAND 3 OFF 114 SC-9CC 116 MSS SFLECT	 CALIBRATION LA(-P g 117 SC-OC
C 117 MSS BAND 5 OFF 116 SC-ecC 15a MSS ROTATINQ	 SHUTTER	 URIYr,R	 ON t73
C 19, Mss SCAN M ONITOR ON E72
C 154 MSS BAND 1	 HIGH GAIN 175C ISS MSS BAND 2 HIGH GAIN 174
C 19A M SS CALIBRATION LAMP dN 177
C 197 MSS BAND	 1	 HIuH VOLTAUE 8,% 176
C 17P MSS SCAN MONITOR OFF 153 SC-15CC 173 M-SS R8TATING SHUTTER oRIV;R BFF 152
C 174 MSS BAND 2 LOW GAIN 155
C 179 MES BAND	 1	 Lbw GAIN 154
C 176 MSS BAND 1	 HIaH VOLTAGF BGF 157 SC-BCC 177 MSS CALIBRATION LAMP dFF 156 SC-OCC 21P MSS BAND 2 HIGH VOLTAuF e,. 233
C 211 MSS BAND 3 HIuH YOI.TAGF eN 232
C 214 MSS SELECT SHUTTER MONTTOP SOUR CE A ?35
C 219 MSS DECOR U I RECT I ON OPEN 234 SCC 216 MSS DOOR O VERRIDE ACTIVATi. s73 SC•®%C 21P MSS BAND 3 HIGH V OLTA6F OWF ?13 SC-ec
C 211 m6S BAND 2 HIuH VOLTAGE BFF 212 SC-8CC 214 MS8 DOOR U I RECTIeN CLURw d15 ScC 215 m6s SELECT SHUTTER MO N TTer; SeURCF B R14 SC-15C
C 237 M SS DOOR MOTOR POWER dN 133 ScC 2AR M6s oaaR MOVE SC-BCC 2'S:q MSS BAND 5A GAIN STEP SC-OCC 294 MSS DOOR HOLD ON 275 Sc
C 2F9 M SS SELECT SCAN MONITOR SNURCE A ?74C 296 M SS SCAN M IRROR	 IN H IBIT 277 SCwBC
B-20
C 2%7 M$3 MUX NORMAL 976
C 27P MSS BAND 56 GAIN STEP SC•L"C
C 273 MSS DOOR O VERRIDE RESET N16 Sc
C 274 MSS SELECT SCAN MO N ITOR SHUKCE 8 ass SC•@C
C 275 MSS 099R HOLD 6FF 254 Sc
*	
C 276 MSS MUX	 INHIBIT ^1G
C 277 MSS SCAN M IRROR NORMAL 4756
S C
C 31P MSS SCAN M ISR6R POWER LINE' t NE6
C 313 MSS 088R OVERRIDE SAEETV .SAFE 334 Sc
C 314 MSS MID SWAN CODE ON 335
C 31S MSS MUX C O MWRESSION MODW 733
C 317 M65 RADIATION COOLER PBwEk 6N 732 Sc
C 33P MSS RADIATION COOLER PRW Ek BFF $17 Sc
C 333 MSS MUX LINEAR MODE 715
C 31 4 MSS DeOR OVERRIDE SAWET M ARM 313 SC"4C
C 335 MSS MID SLAM CODE OFF 314C 336 MSS SCAN M IRRdR PO WER L INk	 P 312 SC•OC
SEE
	
I NTERFACE SWITCHING MODULE tISUi
SF.E P a W[ R S W IT C HING MtiDULE	 fPSMI
SADOOTUATA COLLECTI O N PLATFO RMS SUENYSTEE M fCBMOANDSI
C 366 DES RCVR i ON *0
s	 C 407 DE S RCVR 1 OFF 366 SC-OC
C 3SA DCS RCVR 2 ON 406 SC. E@C
C 406 DES RCVR 2 OFF 150
17AOO^xUXILIARY pRR GESSING UNIT
	 (COr,MANDSI
SEE	 I NTERFACE SWITCHING MODULE tISMI
SFE PO WER SWITCHING MODULE #PSM)
























ISM DISABLE SELECTED SCANNER
Ism SwITCHED
	 TELE METRY kO^,Fk ON
ISM BRBIT ADJUST THRUSTER HaATEEP ON
ISM MSFN TO EIU A/STADAN TO CIU B
ISM DISAB(E	 P.SM	 RELAY wUl,
IE;M RIGHT SAD UNFUSED
IOM CMD CLK RELAYS ON 5A 6USF
Ism SrP-RATIOiv SWITCH BYRASS
ISM FNABLL SCAN S SELECT a
ISM SPARF 4 RESET
ISM CMD CLK RELAYS ON 1A FUSE
Ism LEFT SAD UNFUSED
Ism RNAB (E 7SM RELAY duq
ISM APU P O WER ON
ISM MR81 T ADJUST THRUSTER HFA TER OFF
ISM SWITCHED TELEMETRY ROv,Ek eFF




USb XMT R S	 (R90) 
ISM LEFT SAD FUSED
ISM UNLOCK	 SSi`1
ISM MSFN TO CIU B/STADAN TO CIU A







































RC	 717 IbM WBTR 081LEOT L uUiC DISABLE ARM SC -8C
C 711 IBM SWITCH RxYLOAD REGULATOR SC-CC
C 714 IBM FNABLE SCAN & SELECT y 613.636 9C-5C
C 735 ISM SPARE 4 SET 637
C 737 ISM APU POWER OFF 656 SC-OC
C 7s4 ISM FNASLE WBPA	 (REDI SC-QC
C 7ss ISM FNABLk USB XMTR/WUPA TIMF R SI GNAL 772
C 7KA ISM COMP 4eAQ 7 ON 3g5
C 797 ISM DISABLE USB XMTRS 676,775
C 77P ISM DISABLE USB XMTR WBPA TIMER SIGNAL 755 SC-mC
C 773 ISM COMB LEAD 8 ON 355
C 774 ISM ATTITUDE SENSOR PdwWR OC'F 716 SC-5C
C 77s ISM ENABLE USB XMT R S	 ( p Rj1 757
C 776 ISM ENABLE	 WBPA	 (PRIG, SC-OC
TRawER SWITCHI N G MdDULE
	 4QeMMAN8S)
C 2n g 6SM VTR i	 BYPASS ON 224 Sc
C 2P4 RSM VTR 1	 POWER BY PASS sFF 205 Sc
C	 241 PSM VTR P POWER BYPASS dN 320 Sc
C 316 RSM MSS HEATEk ON 337 SC -OC
C 3Pn RSM VTR P POWER BYPASS OFF 241 Sc
C 3 9 7 PSM MSS HEATER OFF 316 SC
C 345 RSM SPAR P 3 RESET 360
C 347 PSM ENABLE US8x O FF 364 SC -OC
C 35t RSM R8V P R IMARY CO N TROL ENAdt_E 4214
C 3A O R6M SPARP 3 SET 345
C 344 P6M DISABLE USBX OFF 347
C 494 RSM RBV PKIMAkY CO N TROL	 DTS,^ a LE 351 SC*BC
C 540 RSM MR81T ADJUST TIMER FNABLF 603
C 5A3 RSM wBVTR SEARCH T RACK SWTTCHED 631 SC-®C
C 6n3 BSM BR8I T
	 ADJUST	 TIME R	 DI s;A6LE b60 SC-OC
C 6n7 RSM WBVTR	 1	 ON	 (PRIMARY) 65IA766
C 61n PSM MSS FNABLE
	
(PRI) 647 Sc
C 61P RSM RBV of	 TEM DISA8tE 770 SC-8C
C 6PP BSM PRM FUSE TAP O N 767 SC-9C
C 6P5 PSM INHIBIT
	
WBFM RbY A/,MSs
	 ,,	 FILTERS 544,576
C 677 RSM ffQ8IT ADJUST O N 41) 745,704 9R-QC
C 63n RSM wSVTR
	 i	 C6NTROL	 WdRN,Ai 643
C 631 SSM WBVTR SEARCH TRACK N8 g MAL $63
C 63P RSM MSS 0ABLE (BOTHi 647 Sc
C 641 PSM INVERTEE A PWR TO W6Ft, 660
C 643 RSM WBVTR 1	 CONTROL REVERsFD 6;40 SC-OC
C 647 RSM MSS DISABLE 6101632P66P SC-QC
C 69n PSM WBVTR 2 ON	 (PRIMARY) 712.766
C 6s PSM W8VTR 1	 OFF 607
C 6An RSM INVERTER 6 PWR Td wbF^, 641
C 6AP RSM MSS FNABLE	 (REO) 647 SC
C 660 RSM INHIBIT WSF"M R6V d/MSs
	 A	 FILTERS 471.555
C 64 7 PSM RBV	 ON
	
LPRIMARY) 731,766 Sc
C 67n R SM SO LENOID	 i	 ON 745,76 4 SR-OC
C	 671 PS•M wBVTR 2 CdNTR6L NORMAi 726
C 672 PSM WBVTR#1	 BO T/EOT LOGIC DISA B LE- 446 SC -RC
C 677 RSM SPARE 1
	
SE T 752
C 701 PSM FNASLE	 RAYLOAD	 TIMER	 'tiIoNAL. 720
C 7n3 PSM INHIBIT
	
DATA	 TO
	 RdV FTLTPR A 474j515A53A.557
C 7n g RSM PRIME DATA TO WBPA	 1	 y whP A R 724.743
C 707 PSM R9V #2 TE M DISAOtE 730 SC-OC
C 710 R6M RBV RN	 (REDUNDANT) 731.766 SC-OC
C	 711 Ram SBLENUIU 2 ON 7456764 SR-OC
C	 712 PSM WBVTR 2 OFF 650
C 7pn PSM" , DISABL-E
	
F?AYLOAU







C 7aa PSM INHIBIT DATA TO RSV FILTER B 476r517p%31r575
C 7P4 RSM SUMMFD DATA T6 WSPA 1 Z05 SCwO'C
C 7?b RSM wBVTR a CONTROL REVFRsEB 671 SC49C
C'7P7 RSM PRM ON 750, 771C 73o R8M RBV 04 TEM ENABLE 707
C 7 q i RSM RBV OFF 667,710,.747C 73P RSM SOLENOID 3 ON 745,764 SR•OC
C 716 PS M SPARF 2 RESET 753
C	 744 PSM INHIBIT DATA TO MSS FILTER A 614,935,556,577
C 743 RSM SUMMFU DATA TO WbPA 2 705 SC•®C
C 745 PSM SOLENOIDS OFF 627
C 74A PSM ORBIT ADJUST O N k2) 745,764 SRq,QC
C 747 PSM RBV ON tBBTH) 731,766 SC*8C
C 750 R6m PRM
	
OFF	 (11, 727 SC•@C
C 791 PSM WBVTR#2 SOV EOT LOGIC DISA BLE 533 SCrOC
C 7% p R6M SPARF i RESET 677
C 7sl RSM SPARF 2 SET 736
C 76n RSM INHIBIT DATA T O MSS EILTER d *?5j516r5370570
C 7A4 RSM ORBIT ADJUST O F F 627,746
C 7A6 RSM PAYLOADS t+FF 658r667r6070710
C 7A7 RSM PRM FUSE TAP OFF, 622 SCoOCC 77m RSM R8V of TEM ENABLE 612
C	 771 RSM PRM	 OFF	 (2) 727 SCE®C
,AUXILIARY PRM (-ESSING UNIT
	
(COO MANDSI
C ORO ARU STANDBY MGDE 071 SC•OC
C 071 ARU NORMAL MODE 050
FAUX LOAD CONTHeLLER
C 07m AItC MSS M AG COMP OFF 111 Sc
C	 191 Akc MSS HAG C@MP. ON 070 Sc
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ADDR /ROW	 CONN	 CONN	 CONN
FOWARD SCANNER SIGNAL PROCESSOR
Iont FWD SEAN LEAD EARTH PULSE
	 FSC 1 * EP AInG	 1/16 A001 15 09 4 Tn2-2	 7112- 7
	6T00-73




	 -- -.- - FSC PRFS- Ai nG -
 1 / 1 6--- An 35 -IA 27--4Tn2-37 -7119-4-6T0o-7n
lnn 4 FWD SCAN PRFAMP. CARD TFMP	 FSC PA T AInG	 1/16 An 52 n? 37 4Tn2-55 7112-10 6Tn0-76
inn s FWD SCAN REF PROCFSSOR CARD TEM P	FSC RP T AInG	 1 /1 6 An 6 9 1 5 69 4T n2- 72 711?-8	 6TOO-74
---" inn 	 FWD SCAN UPSIDE DMWN	 FSr I IPDN'"AinG -"1/1 6--- An 86-' 12 64--4Tn4 - 17 - - 711T - 1f-- 6Tn0^77	 ^-
l0n 7 F W D SCAN MOTOR TpmP.	 FSr. TEMP AinG	 1/1 6 A10 3 15 73 4Tn4-34 7112-5	 6TOO-71
inn R SCANNER 1 ENA/DIS	 SEF ► SM
REAR SCANNER S IGNAL PROCESSOR
inin REAR SCAN LFAD EART1( PULSE
	 RSC t EP AInG	 1 / 16 A137 12 09 4 T06-31 7122-6	 6T01-42
Intl RE A R SCAN TRAIL FARTH P U LSE	 RSC. T FP Ai MG	 i/1f A154 1 5 1 8 4Tn6-48 7122-7	 6Tn1-43
— --- 1012 PEA S SCAN PRESSURE	 _ _-__ ._ ._ . RSC PRFS Ai nr'-- 1 /1 6- A171"- 15 27 - 4Tn6-66 7122-4 — hTp1-4o	 "--
101 3 REAR SCAN PRFAMP rARD TFMP	 RSr. PA T AInG	 1 / 1 6 A188 n1 37 4T n 8 -in 712?-10 6Tni-46
1n1 4 REAR SCAN RFF PROCESSnR CARP TEMP	 RSr. RP T AinG
	
1 / 1 6 A2 o 5 n? 55 4Tn8-97 7122-8	 6Tni-44
1nJi REAR SCAif UPSIDE DOWN	 - ---	 RSr. UPON AinG 
-- i / i 6- A222--- • 10 64-4T1p-6 -7122-1i -6Tni° 4 7	 1)	 ----
1nt 6 REAR SCAN MOTOR TFMP	 RSr TFMP AinG	 i/i6 A23 9 12 73 4 Tin-24 7122-5	 6p01-41
101 7 SCANNER 2 ENA/DIS	 CEF ISM
CONTRCL LOGIC BOX (CLR)
p	 1n2n ROLL LEAD AMP O UT PU T	 R LD AMP Ajnr,	 1/1	 An03 11 01 4 Tn 2- 4	 7001-24 6700-21 FM 10	 D
in 2 1 ROLL_pIFF T AC H AMP OUTPUT	 R OF TCH Ai Or,	 i/i	 An2D i 3 01 4 Tn 2 - 2 2 7001-7	 6TOO-6 FM to	 D
- -	
iO2? ROLL REAR MOTOR DRI V E R (CC W )	 RRMD CrW AinG
	 i/i6 AA 3 7 in n9 4Tn2-39 70 0 1-6 `1%Too-5—	
in2 3 ROLL F W D MOTOR DRIVER (CC W )	 RFMD CC W AInG	 1/16 An54 12 18 4 Tn2-57 7n01-8	 6TOO-7
in24 ROLL F w n MOTOR pRI V FR (CW)	 PFMD C W	 AInG	 i/i6 An71 n2 * 28 4 Tn 4 -2	 7nn1-41 6ToO-36
-	
1025 ROLL REAR MOTOR pRIVFR (rW) -- - 	 RRMD C W	AInG - 1/16 Al-0 5 1R 54 4Tn4-36 7n01- 3 9 hTOp-34
1 0 26 ROLL FWI) FLYWHFFI. S P FFD	 RFFW S Pn Ai nr,	 1/1
	
At22 n6 on 4T n 6 - 1 5 7no1-22 6Tn0-19




A139 n7 On 4 Tn6-33 7on1- 4 0 6Tno-35
tn2R ROLL PNFUMATI ,•S Mnp U LATOR	 R PN Mnn Ainr
	
1/16 A156 Oft 47 4Tn6.5n - 7nn1- ?5--6 Tn0-22	 D
into ROLL COARSE ERROR	 R ER CRS Al no
	 1/1	 A1 73 n 4 ni 4Tn6-68 7 0n1 -42 6700-37 FM i0	 n
SFE FLNC. Nn. 1.068
10 3 n ROLL FINE ERROR	 R FR FN F Al (1G	 1/1	 A190 n5 At 4 Tn 8 -12 7 001-1	 6700
10 3 1 ROLL TIFF TACH AMP STATUS 	 R OFT ST AIMS	 1/16 A207 nA 64 4 Tn 8 - 29 7 0ni- 35 6TOO-75
in39 ROLL SOI_FNOID DUTY r,Yr,LF	 R Snk Dr. AinG	 1/16 A224 in 73 47 1.0-9	 7ont-5n 6Tn0-45
1 0 3,t YAW Mr.TnR DRI V ER (CW )	 Y Mn C W	 AInG
	
1/16 A225 n? 0 9 4 710-9	 7nn1-28 6TOO-25
In 34 YA W MO T OR DRIVER (rrW)	 Y Mn CCW Ainr,	 1/16 A2 4 2 n8 1,^ 4 TIO-27 7 nn 1- 11 67n0-in
1n 3 ' YAW 1AC11 AMP OUTPUT	 Y TACH
	 Al nn
	
1/1	 A25() n6 n1	 4 710- 44	 7 0n1-12 6T n0'it	 D
3	 YAW PNEUM A TICS MODULATOR	 Y PN MOn AlG
	 1/16	 76A?	 n1 ?8 4T	 6	 7	 4----- in 6'	 tn- ?	 nn1- 45 6 TOO- n -
in37 YA W SOLENOID nl1TY rYCLE	 Y SOI ' OC Alnr,	 1/16 A293 18 36 4714-6	 7nn1-16 6Tn0-15
10 311 PITCH MOTOR DRIVF11 (rrW) 	 P Mn rrW Alnr	 1/16 A 3 1n nn 46 4T14-24 7nn1-43 ATno-39
1n:59 PI T CH MOTOR k1RIV(-R ff.W)	 P M1) C W	 AI nG
	 1/16	 A327	 19 54	 4T 1 4 - 4 1 	7 nn1-^ 7 6Tno-42^.....	
tn4n PI T C H CVARSF r- RRnR	 P FR CRS Ainr,	 1/1	 Ann4 n 7 n1 4Tn2-5	 7nn1-26 6Tnn-23 FM 1n
	
D
IW	 SEE 1LNC NO. 1069
-	
in41 PI T C H FINE FRROR	 P FR FNF AInG	 1/1
	
An21 n 4 02 4Tn2-23 7 001 -34 6Tn0-31. — - - ---	 - --
nn	 47J2229o9AY REV C LANDSAT C ELECTRICAL SYSTEM SCHEMATIC.
	
TFLFMETRY LIST -Tn/18/77 PAGE	 2
FUNC TLM F UNCTION ACRONYM- SIANL- SAMP --GATE -COLUMN -VIP-
NO- TYPF SEC ADDR /ROW CONN CONN CONN
10 4? PITCH TACH P TAG H AIOG 1/16 An38 ni 64 4Tp2.40 7 001-1 7 6700"16
^.	 in 43 PI T CH FLYWHEEL	 SPEED	 -	 ..__ P	 FW	 SPD - - Al nG	 .._ 1/1	 .._. An55 A 5 0 2. 4 Tn2- 5 P _"7naI-27- 6T00-24.
in 44 PI TCH P NE UMA T IC MOD ULA T OR P PN MOD AInG 1/1 An89 1 3 Mn 4Tn4-2n 700 1-1 6Tnp-9	 FM iq	 D
10 45 P I T C H S OLENOID DUTY C Y CLE P	 SOj	 nr, AInG 1/16 A106 n2 73 4Tn4'37 7 001-3 6700-3n
_..	
_	 - 4710-10 7C01" 38 6700^33--	 -
Sn 46 O.A./AGO	 MODE	 STATUS OA/AO ST AInG 1/16 Al23 n? 0 8 4Tn6-I6 70nl-1B 6Tpp-79
10 47 PI T CH	 POSIT/1n. 3 ((n.])DEG	 YAW P/YPR ST AInG 1/16 A1 4 p n8 i7 4Tn6-34 7001-3 6Tno-2 
BIAS STATUS




1n 4 9 PLUS	 OR	 MINUS	 PI T CH	 POSIT	 BIAS/- -	 PYRMP ST Ai nG -1/16- A1 . 74 -12 35 4Tn6-69 -70p1-2 0 - 6To0-17	 -	 -	 -
YAW POSIT	 BIAS/
	 RMP	 A/B STATUS
ln5n PITC!.i	 AND	 R OLL	 MOM.	 UNLOAD PR	 U ?,Ln Al 0G 1/16 A191 n2 46 4Tn8-I3 70 0 1-37 6700-32
------	 In51 LOW V CL TA nE- P NE U 	INTE R LOCK -_.__-I V/P	 INT Ai nG - - i/1. 6- - A20 1 2 54 4Tn8-3n 7 001- 46
 - 6Tn0`41-	
-_
Ins? PNEL	 j N T F RLOCK SYPASS YFN r. FN A;nG i/16 A209 18 63 4Tn8-31 7001-29 6700-26
AND YA W FfNF CONTROL
10 53 CLB PI:ASF	 A	 CLOCK	 - -	 CLOCK A - Al nG - 1/1 6__ A226 -18 72 _-
in 54 CLB PPASF B CLOCK CLOCK B AIOG 1/16 A243 nl D B 4 Tip-2 8 7 0n ?-2 1 6700-18
10 55 CLB +/- in
	 VOL T SUPPLY +/-	 10V AInG 1/16 A26n n2 17 4 T10 -4 9i 70 !, x? 6 Tn0° 2 0	 DS6
— --- in- r B +/- 6 VnLT S UP PLY	 -L	 -	 6/-	 6V A I nG ^ i / i 6 A977 n 8 Z 7 4	 64Tip" 7	 •	 90n^ ^	 -- 6	 8-	 -7 00"0
	 --O
10 57 CLB PCNER SUPPLY V OL T AGE P/S VOLT AInG 1/16 A2 9 4 n1 A6 4 71 4 -7 7nni-30 6TOp-27
10 5 8 CLB M0 T nR DRI VER CARD TFMP MTR nR T AjnG i/16 A 3 11 15 63 4TI4-25 7 00 1-4 6100°3
_ —	 111 59 rLB P O W ER SUPPLY CARD TEMP	 - -	 PS C R D T Al nG 1/1.6. A345 -n1 73 4T14 - 6n ..7npi-13 -. 6T 0 0 - 12	 -	 -- -
10 6 n RLNA	 INTO YAW	 OUT/IN RLNA -YAW n1R R 1 / 1 6 ?Rlp In O1 4 720.26 70ni-36 6Tnp-81
111 6 1 4 00 RPM	 INTERLNK	 DI S/ FN 40n	 RPM n7R R 1/1 6 2Btl 12 ni 4T20-36 7nn1- 4 4 6Tno-39
--1062 ROLL	 (*)	 SOI FNOID OM/OFF
	
---- ---	 R	 +	 501 ,	 _ . DTR R 1/1 BR27 1 6 0 2 47 11- 3A 7n01-15-- 6Tno-14-5Z-jD_
in 63 ROLL	 f-)	 SOLENOID	 ON/nFF R - SOL DTn	 R 1 / i 5R?A 1 7 n2 4 711- 45 7nn1-4A 6Tnp-43 5Zi0-2
1064 PI T CH	 (+)	 SnLPNO1D ON/OFF P	 +	 SCI_ niR
	
R 1/1 5R17 16 0 3 4T24-43 70n1- 4 9 6Tno-44
----- in 65 PITCH (-) SOL F N OIn nN /OFF------ P	 - S01 nI r,.R I / I 5R18 ... 17 . n3 .- 4T24-53 -70nl-32--6T00-29
1066 YAW	 (+)	 Snl_FNnIO	 nN/OFF Y + SOL nin R 1/1 7R27 16 n 2 4T11-37 7nn1- 3 1 6Tnp-28 5ZIO-3
1067 YAW	 (-)	 SOLFNnTD
	
nN/OFF Y	 -	 901 nin	 R 1/1 3R19 16 n4 4724-61 7001-14 6TOO-13




1n69 PI T CH COARSE	 ERROR P ER CRS AInG 1/1 6 AnG 4 18 49 4T02-5 7pnt-26 6Tp0-23	 D
SEE	 FE-NC.
	
Nn.	 1.0 4 0
129n SINGLE;	 SCANNFR MODE UNLOCK/LOCK SEF	 ISM






1070 YRG HO USING T E MPER A TUR E YRG NS T AIMG 1/16 A2 5 6 18 0 7 41 10 4 1 7 3 n2-3 6Tn1"13
1n 7 1 YR G WHEEL S PE F n YRS SPn AI^G 1/16 A257 nl 17 4T I p.42 730',^-5 6701"14
-__-- 10 72 - YRG	 LNDICATFD RATE	 - --	 - -- YRf; RATA--AI-nG-- 1/1-• --A27 4 -I3- -3- 4 7^ 6	 73 7-1p•. n--	 n	 i—6T	 __	 ._0L'3 ?-FH'1^ D'
- ^47J272909AY RED' C LANDSAT C ELECTRICAL SYSTEM S CHE M ATIC. TELEMET RY LIST T(1/18/77
	
PAGE	 3
-- FUNC -	 TLM-FUNCTION--_--_ _. _ _ _ 	 -	 ACRONYM__ SjrNL SAMP -GATE COL UMN ---V-IP -.-"	 -S/S
	
TNT	 i




RATE MEASURING PACK A GE NO 1
	
(RMP1)
1 0 8n RMP SLPPLY	 V OL TA GE NO 1. RP1 PS V AinG 1/16 A n0 6 ni 26 4Tn2-7 7502-3 6T01-6g
1081 RMP MCTpR VnLTAGE NO 1 RP1 MT V AInG 1/16 An23 1 0 35 4Tn2-25 75 0 2-4 6T01-61
__— In 82 RV.P MO T OR CURRENT NO 1	 --	 -- RPI M T	 I- A t n G 1 / 1 6- An 57 15 44 4T(.-,,6n.. 7`02-5--".6701 -62
in Aj RMP A WEATER POWER RMP HTRP AInG 1/16 An74 18 53 4Tn4.5 75n?-7 6Tni-64
in94 RMP rYRO	 T C. MPFRATI I RF	 NO	 1 RP1 rY T Atnri 1/16 An 9 1 n1 63 47 0 4-22 7 5 02-9 6Tn1-65
___...	 inA5 R;4P P ACKAGE	 TEMP	 NO	 1	 ___..-	 - RP1 PK T A , nr 1/16- -A108 n? 72 - -4 Tn 4. 39 75n?-1p 6701-66
1n96 RHP k DICA T FD RATE	 (MFDIUM RPI 1R	 H AInG 1/1 A193 n6 0 3 4Tn8-15 7 5 02-12 6Tni-68
RE S CLU T ION) NO 1
--	 --
10 87 RMP INUICATFD RATE	 (HIGH	 ---` RP1 iR	 H -- AtnG -	 1 / 1 A142 n9 It 4Tn6-36 7502-1£-- 6Tni-67
RFSCLL'TION)
1n 88 RMP RELAY GROUP A STATUS NO 1 RPS ASTA AinG 1 /1 6 A1 5 9 1 5 07 4Tn6-53 75 0 2-1 6Tp1-58
_--- -1 0 89- RMP RELAY GROUP a STATUS- NO-1------ RP1 RSTA-- At nr --- 1 /16 -A176 18.16.._ 4Tn6-71 7 5 0 2-2' - 6Tp1-59
-- --	 RAFE PEASURING PACKAGE NO 2 (RMP2)
10 9 0 RMP SLPPLY VOLTAGF NO 2 RP2 PS V AInG -1/1 6 Ai77 1 8 25 4Tn6-72 76 0 2-3 6T01-54
----- 1091 RMP M6 T (`R VnLTAGE NO 2 RP2 MT V Ai t1G ._-1/1 6 A1 94- n8.35 - --4Tn8-16---7602-4 --6Tni-63
1.,192 RMP MO T OR CURRENT NO 2 RP2 M T	 1 Ai On 1/16 A211 12 44 47n8-33 7602-5 6Tni-69
109
3
RMP HEATER PO WER NO 2 RP2 NTRP AIO0 1/16 A228 15 53 4T10-12 7 6 02-7 6Tp1-78
---- - -10 4 RMP GYRO T E4PFRA T URF NO 2	 - -- RP2 rY T At nr 1/16	 -- A245-- 18 62 -4T1p-3n ' 7602-19--6Tni-79'
1n 45 RMP PACKAGE TEMPERATURE NO 2 RP2 PK T Airr, 1/16 A2 6 ? n1 72 4TI O -47 7 6 02-10 61411-80
in 96 RMP	 1A11IC A TFD	 RATE	 ( M FUIUM RP2 IR	 M AInG 1/1 A279 n9 02 4 T10-65 760-12 6T01-82
_ -- RESCLLTION)	 . hi()	 2- -- - - --
1097 RMP	 INDICATFD	 RATE	 (	 HIGH ItP2 IR	 H At MG 1/1 A313 n 7 02 4714-27 7 6 02-11 6701-81
RFSCL(TION)	 NO 2
1 0 98 RMP RELAY GROUP	 A	 STATUS NO 2--- — RP2 ASTA--AI n(, - 1/16-- A33 0 ^2 0 7- 4714-44- 7 6 02-1 - 6701_51
1n99 RELA Y GROUP 9 STATUS NO 2 RP2 AS T A AinG 1/16 A341' 15 16 4 T14-62 7602-2 6Tp1-52
INITIATION	 TIMER
-	 12no INITIA T IO N	TIMER	 T15 15S TMR AtMG 1/16- AD07- -15 25 ..4 Tn2 -8	 - 80p3-8---6T00-84
1 2 01 INITI A TION	 TIMER	 T5n 90S TMR At n G 1/16 A n 4 1 n2 35 4 Tn2-43 8003- 9 6T00-85














TANK T	 AInG	 1 / 1 6	A291	 10 44	 4Ti4-4 7:02-3 6Tni-53
M ANFLD T	 AinG	 1/16	 A3 0 8	 12 53	 4 T14-22 77 0 2-5 6Tni-55
TANK P	 --- A i nG	 1/16 -	 A325 -15- 62 .__.4T14-39- 7702-9- 6 T01-57 -
M ANFID P	 AI n G	 1/16	 A342	 18 71	 4T14-57 77 0 ?-7 6Tni-56
tn	 47J222909AY REV C LANDSAT	 C FLFCTRICAL SYSTEM SCHEMATIC. TELEMETR Y LIST in/18/77 PAGE
FUNC TLM FUNCTION ACRONYM SlrNL-_. SAM P GATE - COLUMN --VIP----
NO TYPE SEC ADDR /ROW CONN CONN CONN
SOLAR ARRAY	 DRIVE -	 RiGHT	 (SADR)
1?20 SAD R IGH T MTR.	 W INDING	 V OLT SDR MWDV A j nG 1/1 Ann' nq on 4T 02- 6 7413-11 6TOO-48
12?1 SAO R IGH T	 T ACI T	OUTPUT SDR TACH AinG 1/1 AA22 n5 0 3 4Tp2-24 7 4 13-16 6TOO-52
--	 -	
1?22 SAD R IGH T MFCH HO U SiNn	 T EMP	 -- SDR MHGT AinG 1/16 An39 In 07 4Tn2-41 7 4 13-9	 "6T O O -46 — —^-
12? 1 SAD R iGH T MTR	 W INDI N G	 TEMP DDR MWDT AinG 1/16 An73 1 2 g6 4Tn4^4 7413-1n 6T0O-47
122 4 SAD HjrplT	 F 14 1)	 SUN	 E	 JSOR	 THP SDR FSST AinG 1/16 An 9 n 12 25 4Tn4-2g 7 4 13-22 ATAO-5A
12? 5 SAD R IGH T REAR	 SUN SENSOR	 T EMP- - SDR RSST- AinG 1/16 A 10 7 -n1 35-- 4Tn4-38"- 7 4 1 4-21 - 6Tno-57
172 6 SAD RiGHT SUN SENSOR PRFAMP OUTPUT SDR SSPA AinG 1/16 Al24 n8 44 4706-17 7411-18 6Tn0 - 54
1?27 SAD RIGHT	 - 1 5V Cn MVFRTER SnR -.5V AinG 1/16 A 1 4 1 10 53 4Tn6-35 7413-2n 6Tn0-56
- - 12? A SAD RfGFT HO U SING PR[SSURE SDR P R F S Ai nr 1/16 Al 58 12 A2 4Tn6-52 7415-14 6Tn O -5n --
1229 SAD RiGHT	 RATS HIAS	 NnRMAL/HIGH SDR RATE Din	 R 1/16 ?RI? 15 01 4T20-47 7 4 13-17 6Tn0-53
1. ?'in SAD RIGHT	 P14A9F	 SWITCH	 CW/Cr,W SDR PHSW Din	 R 1 / 1 4 2R23 I S 01 4 709-29 7413-12 6TOO-49 5Z1O-4
-	
- -- - 1231 SAD R IGH T 	PnW c R	 UN i F i 1SFn/FUSED --- SFF ISM





1a4n SAD LEFT	 MTR	 W INI)IN r,	 VOLTAGE. SDL M W D V AI nG 1/1 -4425 -n5-02 -- 4Tn6-18 7423-117- 5T01-20
1- j4 1. SAD LWFT TACH OUTPUT SILL TArH AjnG 1/1 A21n n7 03 4 Tn8-32 7 4 2 3-16 6Tn1-24
12 4 ? SAD LEFT METH HOUSING TEMP SDt. MHr.T AjnG 1/16 A227 1 5 71 4710^1.1 7 4 73-9 6%1-t8
1?43 SAD LEFT	 MTR	 WtNOINr,
	
TFMP SDL M W nT AlnG 1/16 A244 n8 0 7 4 T10-29 7423-1Q- 6T01-19---- --
12 44 SAD LEFT	 FWD SUN SEMSnR TFMP SDL FSST AinG 1/16 A 76 1 10 1 6 4TIn-46 7 4 2 3 -22 6TnI-3n
12 49 SAD LFF T REAR S/S TFMP SD(. RSST AinG I/Ib A278 In 2 5 4740-64 74 2 3 -21 6TnI-29
1 246 SAD LFF T SUN SFNSnR PRFAMP OUTPUT SDI SSPA A' 1/16 A295 ISIA 34 4714-0 7423-10 6TnI-26
12 47 SAD LF F T	 -1 9 V CONVEPTPR SDI -1 5 V AiGG 1/16 A329 n2 44 4714-43 7 4 23-?(^ 6T01-2A
1 24A SAD LFFT HOUSING PRFSSUPF SDL PRFS AinG 1/16 A346 n8 53 4T14^61 7 4 23-g4 6TnI-22
12 4 4 SAD LI-FT RATE	 BIAS NORMAL /HI	 - SDL RATE -nir R- 1/1 6 2 8 1 3 - D1 n2- 4 T? 0 - 5 7 74 2 3- 1 7- 6TnI-?5---
12 5 n SAD LFFT PHASE	 SWITCH C W /CC W SD:. PHSW ni p,	 R- 1 / 1 6 PR2 4 na n2 4T Il-2 7421-12 6T nI" 2 1 SZ10'5
751	 1 SA D L FFT PO WER (JNFUS	 /FUS	 E	 Fn	 ED S F  I SM
--- ---1 793 LFFT COSINE PDT	 OUT SFF IsM
4
3	 )
a47J222909AY REV C LANDSAT C FLECTRICAL SYSTEM SCHEMATIC.
	
TELEMETRY LIST 10/18/77 PAGE
	
5
_.	 FUNC TLM FUNCTION ACRONYM S1GNL - SAMP rATE- _COLUMN "VIP-------5/5_- ._,^.NT	 -- ----~	 --.-^
NO. TYPE SEC ADDR /ROW CONN CONN CONN
ACS STRUCTURAL TEMPERATURES
1260 BASEP[ATE 1	 TEMP(-Y) THOIRP-Y -Ai O.G 1/16 An02 10 62 4Tn2-3 - 81p2-17 6T01-76	 —+^ -_-1261 RASE PI.ATE	 2	 TGMP	 (+f THn2RP+X AInG 1/16 An19 19 71 4 T,)2-2n 8102-28 ATn1-75
-	 126? RASFPLATF 3	 TGMP
	 t+)	 - -	 THn3aP+Y Ai na 1/16 ' An 36 n 2 • 0 7 4 Tn2- 3 8 8102-29 6T01-74	 - ------
1263 THERMAL	 SHIELD	 4	 TEMP	 (+X) THn4TS+X AinG 1/16 An 53 n8 16 4Tn2-56 81n2-31 6Tn1-73
1264 THERMAL
	 SHIELD 5	 TFrtP	 (-X) rHn5TS-X AInG 1/16 An 7 0 n8 25 4Tn2-73 810?-12 6Tni-72t?6) THERMAL	 SH1FLn 6 TFMP	 (-Y) THn6TS-Y AInG 1/16 -An87 15 34 4Tn4-18- 810 2 -1t---A Tni-7t
	 --1266 T HER M AL	 SHIELD	 7	 TEMP	 (+X) TIIp7TS+X AinG 1/16 Al 2 1 n1 44 4Tn6-14 8 10 7 -10 6Tn1-701267 THERMAL
	
SHIFLn 8	 TEMP	 (2) TROTS 7 AInG 1/16 A1 3 8 n7 53 4Tn6-32 81 9 2-3n 6Tn1-77
--	 -	 1268 I - OUVER	 HOUSINF
	
+X	 FNn	 9	 TFMP .. _	 T Hn1IH + X A I n R 1/16 A155 nB 62 4Tn6-49 81n2-16- 6Tn1-ln
	
_ ..
1 269 LOUVER	 HO US ING MIDPOINT in
	
TEMP TIIn2lHM AinG 1/16 A 1 7 2 10 7 1 4 Tn6-67 81 0 9-19 6TR1-23
1j7n PITrH WHEEL	 TEMP 11 THPWT AInG 1116 A189 n1 07 4T n 8 -11 810?-15 6Tn1-27
----
	
1? 7 1 YAW	 W HFEL
	
TFMP	 1.2	 _.-	 -- THYWT Ai nG 1/16--A20A n7 1 6- 4TO-28-•Bln7-14 - 6Tn1-35
12 7 2 PNFL	 CYL AT MTG	 Ai TFRFACF 13	 TEMP T14g11CY AInG 1/16 A223 n? 25 4T1 0 -7 8107-18 6Tn1-361 273 LOWER STRUCTURE AT SASE THniISCG AInG 1/16 A2 4 0 12 34 4T 1 p-25 81 0 7-13 67 01 -38
__._.. OF C YL IP:I)FR	 14	 TFMP
127 4 PNEL CYL	 TOP 1 9 TFMP THn1Ili,Y Al n 1/1.6 A241 1B 43 4 71 0 . 26 81 02-32 6T01-391275 LFFT	 SAC	 RADIATOR 1,6	 TEMP	 ( +X) THniiRAn Ai n (, 1/16 A?58 15 32 4T1 0 -43 8102-33 6Tp1-45
- --	 1776 RInF T 	SAD	 RADIATOR	 1 7 	TFMP	 (-X) ---- - THniRRAn AI n 1/16 A?75 02 62 4 T1.n- 6 1 81n2-34 6T01-4,4	 ^. -1277 TCM ZFNFR VOLTAGE TCM 7N V AinG 1/16 A?92 0 B 71 4T14-5 81 0 2-2 0 6701-841278 YAW	 N(,ZZI_F
	
ARM	 2(1	 TFMP TIIn1YN7l Ai nG 1/16 A3 0 9 t5 43 4 71 4 - 23 8107-37 6Tn1-B31 779 R(GF• T 	+X	 RADIATOR	 18	 TEMP	 - THn1RP•+X Ai MG 1/16 A326 15 58 4714-4n 81 0 9-35 6Tn1-49-	 —
128;1 LOUVER HOUSI-NG -X END 19 TEMP THn-lH-X AInG 1/16 A;4 2 1 5 59 4 T1 4 - 5 8 Bin?-36 6701-50
"a
C)1
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_ACRONYM	 - SIRNL_-_ S AMP -- GATE -COLUMN ---V I P-•-- -5/S--TNT	
-	
-.
NO. TYPE SEC ADDR /ROW	 CONN CONN	 CONN
ATTITUDE MEAS UREMFN T SENSOR	 (AMS)
J	 3nnn +ROLL SIGNAL_ ROLL * AinG 1/1 A372 n9 6 3 	 4Tn3.13 5G03-A
3 nnj -ROLL SIGNAL ROLL Al mn i/i A389 n5 0 4 	 4Tn3.3n 5Gn3-R
--- 3 nn7 +PITCH	 SIr,NAI	 -	 -	 -- ° PITCH nG 1/1 _ - A 4 0 6 -n6 04
3 0n 3 -PITCP	 SIGNAL PITCH - AInG J./i A423 n 4	 n 4	 4Tni-27 5rn3-F
3 nn 4 TEMPLRATURE	 N0.1	 fCASF} rASE 7i aLnr, i/ib g44n 1 A	 52	 4Tns .•44 5Gn3-i
3 0 n5 TEM£RATt1RF	 NO.2	 tI.R.ASSFMBL Y> — - -ASSY T2----AI nG•-- 1/16-- A457 - ni	 62 ---4Tn1-62-•5Gn3-t(	 __ --
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47J222909AY REV C LANDSAT C ELEC TRICAL SYSTEM SCHEMA T IC. TELE M E TRY LIST fin/18/77 PAGE	 9
-----	 FUNC_ TLM FUNCTION	 - -	 ACRONYM - SirNL SAMP ...GATE COLUMN - VIP - 'S/SIN" 
NO, TYPE SEC ADDR /RO W CONN CONN	 CONN
UNFCLb TIMER —_
5 nnt SOUIH ARM POWER SOIR P W R nin R 1/i 08'7 16 n2 4T1].-3n 5P30-A	 5Z10-7
50n2 SPACEERAFT SEPERATION SW REP SW nfr,	 R 1/1 OR28 17 02 4 T11 - 4 0 5P3 n-H	 5Z10-8 
-'--- 5nn3 UNFCLp	 TIMER	 1- FIRED- f2.5	 SECS'---` -DF	 1	 2 . 5-- n1r, R 1/1" OR1 7 16	 n3 4TP4-3A-- 5P3n-C













—47J222909AY REV C LANDSAT C FLECTRICAL SYSTEM SCHEMATIC. TELEMET RY LIST j n/18 1 77 PAGE	 10
---- -FUNC- - TLM FUNCT ION	 ... ACRONYM- STrNL- .. SA11 P GATE- • COLUMN -__VIP-_—..-S/S	 NTI-	 ---
NO. TYPE SEC ADDR /ROW CONN CONN	 CONN
BATTERIES I THRU 8
-	 6 nn1 BATTERY 1.	 DISrHARGE CURRENT RATI DIS AinG 1 / 1 6 A491 n8 0 8 4Tn7T23 IPO4-02
6 nn2 BATTERY 2 DISCHARGE CURRFNT RAT2 nIS Ain(, 1/16 p5 0 8 In i 7 4T n 5 -i iP03-n2
--
6nn3 RATTRRY 3 DISCHARGE CURRFNT---- --	 PAT-3 nIS ._ At nG ._. 1:/1 6... A 410 n 29 ' 4 Tn1'1 3` 	iP21- n2
60 0 4 BATTERY 4	 DISCHARGF CURRFNT PAT4 DIS AInG 1/16 A542 1 5 35 4Tn5.37 2P15-n2
60n5 BATTERY 5 DISCHARGE rl1RRFNT PATS DIS Ainr, 1/16 An 17 18 44 4Tn2-1 . 3 3Pn4-n2
--- -	 6n0 0; BATTERY 6 DISCHARGF rURRFNT	 --- --PAT6 DIS - At nG -- 1/1 6_ AA29 - Al - 54--4Tn ?-31..4POS -02
6 00 7 BATTERY 7 DISCHARGE CURRFNT PAT7 DIS AInG 1/16 A559 n? 63 4Tn5-55 4Pn9-02
6n0A BATTERY 8 DISCHARGE CURRFNT RATB ni5 AInG 1/16 A576 nA 72 4 Tn 5 -72 4PI5-n2
6 011 BA T TER Y 1 CHARGE CURRENT RAT1 CHG At MG 1/16 A 36 1 In 08 4Tn3.02 1Pn4-03
6 0 1?- SATTFRY -2 CHARGF CURRFNT	 - RAT2 rRn AI nG
--
1/1 6 A 37 8 - 12 17 -- 4 Tn3 -19 1P03-03-	
-
6 013 BATTERY 3 CHARGE rURRFNT RAT3 CHG AInG 1/16 095 15 26 4Tn3-36 iP21-03
6n14 RATTER Y 4 CHARGF rURRFNT PAT4 CHG AinG. 1/1 6 A 4 1 2 1A 35 4T n1-1 5 2P15-n3
_.-
-	 6 01 5 RATTERY 5 CHARGE CURRFNT	 -------	 RAT5 C H R At nG _._1/16._'An46 _07 45 . 4 Tn2- 4 Fl - 3p04-n3	 -- -
6016 RATTERY 6 CHARGF CURRFNT PAT6 CHG Atnr, 1/16 An 63 1 5 78 4T 2n-66 003-0 
6017 BATTFRY 7 CHARGF r URRFN T RAT7 CHR Ai MG 1/16 A 42 9 nA 63 4Tn1.33 4Pn9-n3
--
a
--6nIA BATTERY 8 CHARG
	
rURRFNT	 ---'--E RATA CHn AInG 1/16 A446 10 72 4 Tni - 5 0 01.5-n3	 "--
6 n21 BATTE=RY 1 VOLTAGE PATi VLT AInG 1/16 A 425 12 08 4 Tni-2 9 1Po4-n4
---- ---	 6022 BATTERY 2 VnLTAGF
	 - -
RAT2 VLT At nG 1/16 A442 1 5 1 7- 4 Tn1 .4A- 1P03-n4
6 0 23 BATTERY 3 VnLTAGF PAT3 VI - T AI nG 1 / 1. 6 A 459 IR 26 4Tn1' S4 iP?l-04
6 0 24 BATTERY 4	 VOLTAGF RAT4 VI.T AInG 1/16 A476 nl 36 4Tn7-8 2P15-04
^._ 6025 BA TTI:R Y 5	 VnLTAGE .....	 _	 - _...	 PA T5 VLT At nG 1/16 A0 8 n n2 45 4 T0 4 -it ' 3 PO 4 -0 4 -	 -- - -
6 0 26 BATTERY 6 VnLTAGF PAT6 VLT AInG 1/16 .•An81 08 54 4Tn4-12 4P03-n4
6 0 27 BATTERY 7 V OLTAGE RAT7 V L T AInG 1/16 A493 In 63 4Tn7-2Q 4Pnq-04
;'
--	 6028 BATTER Y A	 V nLTAGF
	
-	 -




6 n 3 1 BA TT ER Y NO.	 1 TEhPERATURE RAT1 TMP
At 
nG 1/16 A366 15 0 8 4Tn3-7 1Pn4-05
- 
6n32 BATTERY NO,	 ?	 TFMPFRATURF	 _ . -.___	 RAT2 TMP AI nG ' - 1/1 6 A 3 83 1R 1 7 4T n 3 -2 4 1 P 0 3 - n 9 -
6n33 BA TT ERY NO.	 3 TFMPERATURE RAT3 TMP AInG 1/16 A 4 00 nl 27 4 Tn1- 3 iP21-n5
6 0 34 BATTFRY MO,	 4	 TFMPERATURE PAT4 THP AinG 1/16 A537 n2 36 4Tn5.32 2P15-n5
i	
—	 -	 6 0 35 RATTERY N(1.	 5 TFMPFRATURF _	 PAT5 TMp - AInG 1/16 An9A nR 45 4 Tn 4. 29 . 3p04-05	 -	
-.
6036 BATTERY NO.	 6 TFMPERATURE PAT6 THP AInG 1/16 A11 5 In 54 4 Tn6-8 4pn3-n5
.'- 6037 RATTERY NO.	 7 TFMPERATURF RAT7 TMP AtnG 1 1 6 A554 12 63 4Tn5-49 4Pn9-n5




I	 47J222909AY REV C LANDSAT C FLEC TR ICAL SYSTEM SCHEMATIC, TELE M E TRY LI S T {0/18/77
N
FUN[;	 TLM FUNC T ION	 ACONYMR	 SfGNL SAMP - GA T E-- COLUMN---VIP--.—	S/S---jNT-"
N0,	 TYPE	 SEC	 ADDR /ROW	 CONN	 CONN	 CONN
SOLAR	 ARRAY	 502	 ( RIGHT)
6 0 4n 5 0 1	 PADDLE TEMPERA TU RF RT PAD T AinG 1/16 A132 n8 36 4Tn6-26 7417-P 52 1 5-3 1	(41`02)
6n4 1 502	 PADPLF	 VOLTAGE	 (N) RPAD V N AinG 1/16 A149 12 45 4Tn6-43 7417-R 5Z15-28	 (4PO2)
—
--- --	 6 n 4 21 - 5 02	 PADP.LE	 VOLTArF	 (M)	 --	 - - -- RPAD V	 H - Al nG - 1/16 A1 66 - 17 36-
. 4Tn6-61--7417-S- 5715-29'-t4P0?)
SOLAR	 ARRAY 5n 1 - (LEFT)---	 - --- -
6 0 44 5p1 PADDLE TEMPERATURE IT	 PAD	 T AinG 1/16 A T 83 1 0 45 4Tn8-5 7427-P 5215-30	 (4PO2)
_---
6 n 45 - S p1 PADDLF VOLT A GE	 (F)	 -	 ----	 -- -1 PAD	 V'F - Ai nn _	 1/1 6 A217 - 1 g 36..4Tn8.39- 7427-5-- 5Z15-27-(4PO?)
6 0 46 5 0 1	 PADDLF-	 VOLT A GF	 (G) iPAn	 V	 n AinG 1/16 A?34 1 45 4T18-1 A 7 4 2 7 -R 5Z15-26
	 (41`02)
PO KIE R 	CONTROL	 MOD ULE	 (PCM)




	 VOLTAGE PG BUS V AinG 1 / 16 A369 n2 i 8 4Tn3.10 2Pn3-05
6n5? AUXILIAR Y 	REG ULATnR	 (A)	 VOLTAGE AUX	 A	 V AinG 1/16 A386 1 1 i8 4Tn3-27 2P03-n6
------•--	 6n 53 AUXILIARY	 RFOIILAT()R	 (R) -VOLTAGE	 - AUX	 R	 V---Ai n 	 - -1/16-- A403. n ? 27 4T n1 .6 2Pn3-n7-
6n54 SOLAR ARRAY CURRENT SOLAR	 I AinG 1/16 A 42 0 n1 09 4 Tn1.24 2PO3-08
6055 REG I.LATFD BUS CURRENT RG RUS	 I AinG 1/1 A437 11 On 4T ni- 4 ! 2P 0 3 -n9 F M10
__._.__	 6n56 REGLLA T ED BIIS	 r,URRFNT	 - RG R U S	 I - Al nG - 1 / 1. -- A 43 7 -n4 n3 4T n1- 4 1 2 P n 3 -n9-
—
6n58 PCM	 T F+E RNI ST n 0 	NO.	 43 PCMOD T1 AinrS,, 1/16 An 33 n1 22 4Tn2-35 5T04-36
FinT	 SPOT	 (RT1)





TRICKLE	 CHA P G G 	OVFRRIDE/NORMAL TRKL CHn Din	 B 1/1 6 GB29 18 02 4T11- 5 0 21`03-15
--_ --___	
6 0 61 PWM
	
RFGL'LATOH	 1/2	 --- PWM REG_ DiG	 R --I/1 6 R 70	 0 1 8 00 _ 4T	 6-64 -! 21` 3-	 -'Sn•	 OZ	 LT6-9
PAYLOAD
	 REGULA T OR	 MOD II LF	 (PRM) --- - --- - - --• _	 __._ ..__ ._	 -	 ..-__--• -	 -	 ._._ _.	 _.
607n PAYLOAD REG.	 PUS VOLTAGF PRG AS V AinG 1/16 A5 0 5 n2 23 4Tn7-37 lP09-05
-	 -	 6071 PAYLOAD UNRFG.	 BUS VniTALE PUR AS V AinG 1/16 A922 1n 32 4Tn5-IA 1Pn9-n4-----
6n72 PAYLOAD RFC.	 RUS CURRFNT PRn AS	 I AInG 1/1 A539 It n2 4Tn5-34 IPn9-n9 FMio
6 0 73 PAYLOAI)
	
AUX.	 REG.	 VnLTAGF	 A PAUX	 A V AinG 1/16 A956 p8 32 4 Tn 5 - 5 1 1Pn9-n6
6n74 PAYLOAD	 AUX.	 REO.	 VOI_TAr,F	 B PAUX B V AinG- 1/16-0573 In 41 4Tn5-69 _. IPn9-n7 -
6 0 75 PItM	 THFRMISTnR	 NO.	 3 .	 TOP	 OUTBOARD PRMOn Ti AinG 1/!6 An 6 7 n2 22 4Tn2-7n 571,2-l7
6n76 PR11	 T NE R MIS T O R NO.69 TENTER	 INB O A R D PRMOn T2 Ai(`G 1/16 An8 4 08 31 4Tn4-15 57 26 -18
-----	 6n77 PWM REGULATnR	 3/4 PWM RFG Dtr,	 R 1 / 1 6 OH06 15 nn 4T16 - 53 1Pn9 - n2
6079 P A Y L O AU	 I USI.	 HLOW	 H U S	 V01 TA(1E SER PSM
61 nn PA Y LOAD RFG-	 PUS	 rURRFNT PRG AS	 I AInG 1/1 A539 17 04 4Tn5.34 iPn9-09
61 n1 PRM	 IN	 RELAY	 OONFIGIIR.	 HIXFD/rOMM GFF PSN
Iw^	 4	 Fa,.^.:..ba	 +	 ^	 '1...+.:.sl	 I.,..^.,..+	 w..._.«^-.^S	 .....--,^...J 	 ;,..--,_-.^
	 .. _.E	 ,K.	 n^. ^s	 „ -^-•	 ^«^-	
^^-.,_..e^.
u.-mow f^'"^w '^.flP
*	 70pp	 TRERMAL SUBSYSTEM










' n RE V C LANDSAT C FLFCTRICAL SYSTEM SCHE M ATIC.	 TELEMET R Y LIST in/18/ 7 7 PAGE	 12
FUNC TLM FUNC T ION ACRONYM - SIr,NL ' SaMP GATT: -COLUMN' VIP " 5 '— INT-/5





7 085 .",E.^,:R'TOR	 NO.	 2,	 BOTTOM	 MIDDLE TOn2SBM AI nG 1 / 1 6 A n0 8 1 5 11 4782-4 5Tn4-n7
7 8 82 SE P A R ATn R Nn.	 1.	 ROTTnm nUTROARD THe1S8n AinG i/16 An2 4 1 9 11 4Tn2-26 5T1?-n7
-7 08 3- SEPARATOR Nn.	 3,	 BOTTOM	 iNNOA R D' - 	 TH03 S R1 AInG 1 / 1 6 An o n Al 12	 - 4Tn2-
4 2 - 5T2n-n7	 ---
7nn4 TFMP'rONTRO1
	 RELLO WS 	 NO -In TH10TCR AInG 1/16 An 25 n 1 12 4Tn2-27 5Tn4-25
7 80 5 SFPARATOR	 Nn.	 1,1.	 8 n T T 0 M	 MIDDLE THIISRM AInG 1/16 An 56 nR 12 4Tn2-5a1 5TI2-25
7 80 6 SFPARA T nR	 Nn.	 5.	 ROTTnM nUTROARn*	 - T Hn 5S BO AInG 1/16 -An72-- 1 0 - 12-- 4T04-3 _ 5T2n-25	 -
7 nn 7 AFAR PULKHEAD OAS -X THRUSTFR THnAS-X AInG 1/16 An 42 12 12 4 Tn2-,O, 5T04-26
7nnR TEMP	 rOP:TROL	 BELLOWS	 NO.	 2 THn2TCR AInG 1/16 An88 15 12 4784-19 5T1?-26
_._	 _.._--•- 7 08 9 SEPARA1nR	 Nn.7,
	
RnTTOM MIDDLE THn79RM Ai n G 1/16 A10 4 I 2n 4T n4 -35 5T20-76 -- 	 	 --
'	 7n1n SFPARA T OR	 Nn. A ,	 ROTTOtl	 INBOARD THnRSRI AinG 1/16 Af2n nl ?1 4Tn6-13 5784-19
i	 7 n11 S PF	 ARATnR	 Nn.9,	 RnTTOM	 MinIILF THn9SRM AInG / 61	 1 3Al	 6 n 2 -I 4T 6-3n	 0 5T 2-]	 19
^-	
7 81 2 SEPARATOR	 Nn.1n.	 POTTnM	 olITROAR0	 - TH1nsRn AInG 1/16 A1 5 ? n8 2l 4T f1 6-46 5T2n-19iIF	 7013 SFPARATOR NO.4,
	
BOTTOM	 MIDDLE THn4SRM AinG 1/16 8166 in 21 4 Tn6-63 5T04-35
I	 7 n1 4 SEPARATOR Nn.1t,	 TOP	 nUTRnARD THII.STO AI n  1/1.6 A184 12 21 4788-6 5712-35
-	 -	 -	 7 81 5 SFPARATOR	 Nn.12,
	
RU T TnM	 IMLInARD T1­11P°,RT AinG" 1 7 1 6 A2 00 1 5 21 4TnR-22 5T2n-35
	
-- -
? 7816 SFPARA T OR	 NO.12,	 TOP	 nUTRnARD TH12STn AinG 1/16 A216 I R ?I 4TnR-3R ;3Tn4-33
7 81 7 Rn V 	HEAD;	 r.Et1 T FR	 LIN E T{IPRvrl Al nG 1/16 An 5q nt 3 0 4 Tn2-62 5712-33
7p 1 8 SEPARATOR Nn.13.	 ROTTnM MIDnLE THI31;13M AinG 1/16 A2 3 2 n2 30 4T] Up..16 572n-33-	
--
7 n19 NRTF	 RADIATnR	 RAY	 4	 nIJTBOARD TH04NRR AInG 1/16 An 76 n R 3n 47 0 4.7 5T04-31
7 n2n SFPARA T OR	 NO-1 3 .	 TOP	 MIIInLF THI3STM Ain[, 1/16 A2 4 8 In 3n 4 T]0- 33 5T1?-31
— -	 7821 SFPARA TOR Nn.1 4 ,	 POTTnM	 INBOARD- TH14SR1 AInG 1/16 A2 64 I? 3n 4T1p-4o 5T2n-31'-•--
7 822 SC-PAHA T nH	 Nn-1 4 ,
	
TOP	 nUTgnA R D TH14STn Ainn 1/16 A28n 1 5 3n 4T1 0 -66 5Tn4-29
7n2 S SFPAHATnR	 NO.15,	 P.OTTnM MIDnLF THI5SBM AinG 1/16 A296 I8 3n 4TI4.9 5TIP-29
-"-- 7n3n SEPARATOR
	 Nn. 1 5.
	
TOP
	 nUTRnARD TN15STn AInG 1/16 An93 n1 31 4Tn4-24 5 T2n-29 - 	
7 8 3 1 SFPARATOR	 Nn, 1 '6,
	 ROTTOM MlDnLE T1116SAH AinG 1/16 An17 n2 57 4T 0 2-1R 5T04-16
7 n 3 SFPARATOR	 Nn.1 7 ,	 ROTTnM	 INBOARD THI7SRT AInG 1/16 At 7 9 12 49 4Tn6.74 5TI2-16
T	







ROTTnM	 MIDnLF THIRSRM AInG 1/16 An 32 nt 29 4 Tn2.34 5T84-14
7 0 35 SFPARA T OR	 Nn.18,	 TOP	 MIDDLE THIRSTM AInG 1/16 Al2 7 19 39 4Tn6-21 571?-14
704 0 TFMPERAT LI RE	 CONTROL	 RFLI.nWS	 NO.] TH01TCR Al nG 1/16 A 3 1 2 18 3 9 4 Tt 4 - 2 6 5T2n-1 4 --	 ----- -
7n4 1 SFPARATnFt	 Nn. 6 ,	 TOP	 OIITROARn THn6STn AinG 1/16 A328 n1 4 n 4 T14.42 5T 0 4-12
7 0 4 2 TFMPERATLIRE CON TR OL	 BrLI_n W S NO.3 TH03TrR AinG 1716 044 n? 4 0 4TI4-59 5T12-12
7041 TpMFFRATURFrnNTRnL 	 RFLLOWS NO . 4 THn4TCR AInR 1/16 A 36 n nR 48 4Tt4-75
!_— -
5T2n-12I ._._..._
7044 SF P A R A T C R 	Nn.17,	 TOP	 nLI TROAR D T	 17STnH A	 nG1 / 61	 1 A01n i(1 48 4T 2.n	 11 5T	 4- !]0
7 0 45 TFMFERATURE CnNTRnL RFLLO WS NO. 7 TH07TCR AInG 1/16 An2 7 I ? 48 4 Tn2-29 5T2n-11
r --_	 -	 7 8 46 TFr1FFRATURE CONTROL HFLLn WS Nn.9 THn9TrR AInG 1/16 An 44 15 48 4Tn2-46 5Tn4-t7





RFLLn WS 	NO,12 TH12TCR Al nn 1/16 An 7 8 n1 49 47 0 4-9 5T 04-37
7
--	 O 5 n T MPERATUR	 CON TROL RFLLn W S NO,13F	 E THI3TCR AlG 1/16 A 95n n ? 49 4T	 4-26n 5T	 5712 - '
7 n 5 1 TEMIFRATURF rnN TRnL RFLLn W S . Nn,1 4 THI4TCR Ain(, 1/16 A112 n8 49 4Tn6-5 5T2n-37
7 0 52 TFMIERATURF CnNTRnL RFLLO W S NO.I6 THI6TCR AinG 1/16 A113 It^ 57 4Tn6-6 5T1?-36
---_.._	 7 0 53 TFMFERATURE nnN T ROL RFLLn WS Nn.17 THI7TCR AInG 1116 A1 3 0 15 68 47 0 6.?4 5T?8_36
7 0 54 TEMPERATURE rnNTRnL RrLLO WS Nn,1R TH1RTrn AinG 1/16 AI47 15 57 4Tn6-41 5Tn4-34




i4 7J2229n9AY REV C LANDSAT C ELECTRICAL SYSTEM SCHEMATIC, 	 TELFMETRY LIST 1n/18/77
-	 FUNC AM FUNCTION	 --- ACRONYM.- STl1NL - SAMP - _.GATE . COLUMN-- VIP
NO. TYPE SEC ADDR /ROW CONN CONN
7061 SHUTTFR ASSFMRL Y PAY NO.2 SHn2 AIeG 1/16 A1 8 1 1 5 2n 4Tpb-3 5712-23
--	
7 0 69 SHUTTER
	 ASSFMRLY-RAY	 N0.3 --	 _. _...	 --S Hn 3 -'AI nG	 _. 1/1 6- A198 in 26 - 4 Tn8-2p -5720'23
7n6;i SHUTTFR ASSFMRLY RAY NO.4 SHn4 Ai MG 1/16 A21 5 n1 39 ofTnB-37 5T04-21
7 0 64 SHUTTFR ASSFMRLY RAY NO. K SHn5 AInG 1/16 A249 11 2 48 4T18-34 5T1?-21
---7 0 65 SHUTTFR	 ASSFMRLY RAY NO.7	 -	 ----- SH07	 °" AjnG 1/16 066 n8 57 4T1p-5t--- 5Tn4-22
7 0 67 SHUTTFR	 ASSFMRLY RAY	 1 ,10.9 SHn9 AInG 1/16 A283 12 75 4710-69 5T20-22
7 0 68 SHUTTFR	 ASSFMRLY RAY	 N O . 1n SH10 AInG 1/16 A 3 00 10 11 41 1 4 -13 5104-4
--.-	 7 0 69 SHUTTI_R ASSFMRLY RAY NO11
	 --	 -- -. SH11.
	 — - AI nG .._°1 / 1 6 A 3 1 7 - 12 2n ---4T 1 4 - 3 1 - 5T1?-4-
7 0 7 0 SHUTTFR
	 ASSFMRLY
	
RAY	 1`10.12 SH12 AInG 1/16 A334 n8 26 4714-4R 5T2n-4
7 0 71 SHUTTFR ASSFMRLY RAY Nn.13 SH13 Alnr, 1/16 A 35 1 18 38 4T14-66 5Tn4-3
--- 
7n72 SHUTTFR ASSFMRLY RAY NO.14 	 -	 - - SH14 AI nG 1/16 An1 6 n1 48 4Tn2-17 5T12-3
7 0 74 SHUTTFR ASSFMRLY RAY HO.1A Sill AInG 1/16 An34 n? 66 4Tn2-36 5T04-2
7 0 75 SI!UTTFR	 ASSFMRLY RAY	 NO . 1 7 SII17 Al n 1/16 An 5 1 1n 75 4Tn2-54 5712-2
__ . 7n76 • SHUTTFR ASSFMRLY-PAY 1 ,10.18	 — ---	 - SHI8 --- AI n0 1/16- An68 n 8 11 4Tn2-71 5T2n-?'
708n T/M CONV.	 MOU•. 0 1	 THER.	 7FNFR 7NV01TH AInG 1/16 An8 5 10 2n 4 Tn4-16 5Tn4-20
7 081 T/M CCNV.
	 MnD.,O2
	
THFR.	 7FNFR 7NVOPTH AjnG 1/16 A10 2 n2 26 4Tn4-33 5712-20
---	 7082 T/M CCNV.	 MOD ., 0 3	 THER.	 7FNFR 7NVO3TH AlnF, 1/16 A11Q 15 38 4Tn6-t2 5T2n- ?.n
7 0 83 T/M CrNV.	 Mnn.,O1	 SHUTTFR ZFNFR 7NV01S11 AInr, 1/16 A1 5 3 18 47 4Tn6-47 5Tn4-6
7084 T/M CrNV.	 Mnn..0 9 SHUTTFR ZF.NFR 7NV02SH Alnr, 1/16 A1 7 0 ni 57 4Tn6-65 5TIP-6
-- ----7nH5 T/M CCNV.	 MnD.,O3 SHUTTER	 ZFNFR -	 - 7003SH - Alnr, 1/16 A187 n1 66 4Tn8-9 gT2n-6 -
7n9n FCAN MOUNT THFCAMM AinG 1/16 A196 n2 54 4Tp8-18 5T12 - 1.8
7091 INDEPENDENT	 ATTITUDE SENSnR MTG. THTASM AinG 1/16 A221 n1 58 4TJp	 5 5TIP-34
-- —	 7n9? RRV	 RADIATOR TIIRRVR Ain, 1/16 A238 n? 58 4T10-23 5T2n-34
7n93 RPV CAMERA
	 SUPPORT REAM	 (CENTF.R1 THRRVRC AinO 1/16 A255 n8 58 4T1n-4n 5T?n-32
7 0 94 WRVTR	 RADIATOR
	 IRnOT1 THWRRRP AjnG 1/16 A2 7 2 in 58 4Tin^58 5Tn4-32
-.	 ---	 7n95 WRVTR	 RADIATOR
	 (CFNTFP.) THWRRRC AInG 1/16 A273 12 66 4Ttn-59 5T1?-32
7n96 WRVTR	 HEAT	 STRAP TFIWRl1HS AInG 1/16 090 1. 5 66 4T14-3 5T1?-1p
7097 WR FLECTRONICS MOUNT OVER RAY NO.1 THn1 WRF AinG 1/1 6 A 3 97 18 66 4 71 4 - 2p 5T2n - in
--	 -	 -	 7 n 98 WR FLFDTRnNICS MOUNT nVFR RAY NO.18 TH18 W RI= AjnG 1/16 A324 n1 67 4 T14^38 5Tn4-18
7 0 99 WRVTR
	 i.INROA R D OF	 S E P ARA TOR 3 TH0314RR AInG 1/16 A 34 1 n?. 67 4T14-56 5Tn4-30
7 1nn WRVTR 1 ',	 INBOARD OF SFPARA T OR	 1 7 THI7WRR AInG 1/16 A 35 8 n8 67 4714-73 5T12-30
-`f	 -	 7 1nl WRVTR 1,	 CENTcR THCI.WRR Al nr, 1/16 A1 44 in 67 4 Tn6-38 5T2n-3n
71 0 7 WRVTR	 2,	 TNPOARn OF	 RAY	 4 THn4WRR AInG 1/16 A1 41i 12 67 4Tn6-3q 5Tn4-28
71n:S WRVTR	 2,	 REAM	 TNI30ARD OF	 RAY	 1 5 TH15WHR Alnr, 1/16 A16. 15 75 4Tn6-57 5T12-28
7104 WRVTR 2,	 REAM	 CFNTE=R THC2WRR AInG 1/16 A 2 1 3 18 75 4Tn8-35 5T2n-28
7 1 n 5 NO R 	BI-AM	 ImfjnARD OF	 SEPARA T OR	 NO.6 THOKIRR AI n0 1./16 A23n n1 76 4T 10-1 4 5Tn4-15
7 10 6 NR TR	 F:EA M 	 INBOARD OF SEPARATOR	 NO.14 T141 4 NRR AInr, 1/16 AP47 n? 76 4 T10- 3 2 5712-15
71 0 7 NRTF BFAH CFNTFR T14CANIAR Alnr, 1/16 081 nR 76 4Tin-67 5T2n-15
71 0 8 MSS MOUNT NFAR SFPARATOR NO.1 4 THI4MSS AInG 1/16 A?98 10 7 6 4 T1 4 -11 5Tn4-13
7 1n 9 REAR	 I? ULKHFAD OAS -Y THRUSTER TH-YnAS Ainr, 1/16 A 3 1 9 12 76 4 T14-29 5T12-13
7 11n MSS MOUNT NFAR ('FNTFR OF WRVTR REAM THCWMSS AlnfI 1/16 A332 15 76 4714-46 5T?n-13
7 111 REAR	 BULKHEAD OAS +X THRIISTFR TH+XnAS AlnR 1/16 A 34 9 in 66 4T14-64 5Tn4'10
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FUNC-- - TLM FUNCTION ACRONYM SAMP '--GATE--COLUMN--VIP-----S/S--------I I
NO. TYPE SEC ADDR /ROW CONN CONN CONN
COMMAND CLOCK	 (CLK)
B oni PRIM A R Y W CHANNEL UNPUT	 (DATA) ORI W	 IN AinG 1/16 A37n n2 11 4 T03-11 20I3-37
800P PRIMARY X CHANNEL
	
INPUT	 (STROBE) PRY X	 IN AinG 1/16 A 3 87 M e 20 4TO-28 2C13-36
8p fj 3--RFI)LNf 1 ANT W CHANNFL
	
INPU T PFr) W'_T N— Ai nG, 1:/16 -A4D4-- 19- I n 4TnI-7
Bnn4 RFDLNrAN T X CHANNEL
	
INPUT	 (STROBE) PF:D X	 IN Ain(, 1/16 A421 ni 2A 47nl-25 2013-23
BnO PRIMARY POWER SUPPLY TEMFFRATL I RF PPS TEMP AI ' Mr, 1/16 A438 IS 29 4Tnl-42 2013-30
ann6 REnLNbANI
	 PO W ER	 SUPPLY	 Tpt4PF: RAT[JRF p PS T EMP -- AI n C, — - I /16 — A 4 59 — 12 2 9 — 4 To I - 6 g	 201 3 -2 9
S OO PRIMAR Y O S CILLATO R	 T EMPERA TUR E POSC T MP AinG 1/16 A489 1? 38 4Tn7-21 2Cj'S-33
Bon g REDt:NPANT OSCILLATOR TEMPFRATURE RoSc TMP Aihr, 1/16 A506 n8 38 4 TO-38 2CI3-32
Rnn9 PRIMARY OSCILLATOR OUTPUT PoSc OUT Ai nG 1/16 A523 - 1 5 47 4T 0 5-1 , 7 2013-3t
Roln RFI)LNpANT O S CILLA T O R OUTPUT ROqr OUT hinC, 1/16 A940 In 47 4T 0 5-35 ?C13-28
S oil ion	 KPZ MASTER CLOC K 10nKwZ AiMr, 1/16 A557 12 47 4Tn5-53 2r13-18
8 01 ? 1 oKFZ	 ___I0KH7 ­ Al OV, 1/16- A574 .. 15 56 -4 Tn 5_7 a -2013-09
801 3 2. 5 KPZ P-5 VH7 AIMG 1/16 A371 15 65 4 Tn3-12 2013-34
8 01 4 4 00	 H2 PH A/PH P 400HZ AR Ajnr. 1/16 A388 n? 75 4Tn3-29 2CI3-22
8 0 15 pRIPARY	 +4	 VDC PRY +4V Al MG 1/16 A 4 0 5 18 96 4 Tn1-8 2 01 3-0 4 
8ni h REOLNIANT	 +4	 VDr. pE: n 44V AInG 1/16 A 422 12 56 4Tnt-26 2r13-ij.
8 01 7 PRIMAR Y 	+ 6 .n	 VDC PRI +6V AInG 1/16 A 439 18 65 4Tni-43 2013-10
B nI A REDLN^AmT	 *6.p	 Vr) r--- PEr) 6 6V Al n a 1/16 A473 12 65 4Tn7.5 - 2ril-05
19019 PRIMARY	 -6. 0 	VDC PRY _6V AinG 1/16 A49n n6 75 4TA7-22 ?r13-15
8n2n RMNVANT -6.n VDC PED -6V AInG 1/16 A 5 07 nj 75 4Tn7_39 2r13-06
8 0 21 PRIMARY n?3 VDC PRY
-
2 3 V .. Al n G 1/16 A52 4 AI 11 4 Tn 5 -1 a 2013-()I--
BnP? REOLNCANT	 _P3	 VDC F; En -2-1 V A I nG 1/16 A 55 4, 15 29 4 1` 05-36 2r, 1 3 -n2
6023 PRIMARY	 -29 VAC PRY -29V Ainr, 1/16 A 95 8 n? ?n 4Tn5-54 2c13-13
gn?4 REDLNrANT	 -29. VDC i7En -29V Ai n r. 1/16 A979 I n 38 4Tn5_71 2013 ^03
B025 PRIPARY POWER SUPPLY ON/OFF PPwR S U P nir, R .1/16_70;' in 03 4T17-36 2011-17
80P6 REDLNDAttT PnWcR S tI PPLY ON/OFF QPWR SUP T) jr,	 R 1/16 lRo- n2 on 4T16,13 2x11- 33 521 0-11
BnP7 POWER	 S U PPLY SFLEr T PRI./REn.--- PWR q Lr7 n 1 n	 R 1/16 .O R^ 14 -	 I n on 4Ti6-37 2011-16 `5 7 fffJ2
8n28 PRIMARY COMS7nR ON/OFF PCOMSTnR nin R 1/16 JR08 nj t j 4T2n.4 2011-19 5Z10-13
8n2 g RFDLNDAmT Cnm q Trd O N /OFF PrOMSTnR n I r.	 R 1/16 Op03
9
AB an 4Tt6-22 2011-36 5ZI0-14





MATRIX	 DRIVER	 A	 PRI P ARY/RFD II NE)ANT


















2x11 - 24  
5Z10-16
SZ10-17
B0 3 3 rREC U FNCY GEM.	 PRIMARY/RFpUNDANT	 - FRF:Q GFt4 T)In	 A 1/16 OR22 n8 D I 4Tn9-17 2r11-n9
80 34 SELECT OSCILLATOR PRI M ARY/REDUNDANT nSr SLf:T r)in	 R 1/ 1 6 081 In ol 41`20-2 4 2C1I-34 5ZIO-18
80 35
8 n-1 6
SFRrAL	 DA T A	 TRANSFER	 YES/NO






n y r.	 R
1*/16













1	 H2	 (A)	 YES/ND
H7	 YFS/NO1	 (8) 1HZ (A) Dfr,-R
1/16 I83 0
3R23
n j M 3 4T17-8 20I3-19
JHZ (p) njr,	 8 1/16 18 al 4 Tn9-3n 2C13-0
80 3 9 PRIMARY	 Y	 CHAN.	 INPUT(ENARLE)	 YFSINO PRY Y	 IN r)in	 8 5 /1 6921 -14 an 4 Tn9-13 2r13-20 -
8n4n REDUN.	 Y CHAN.	 INPUT(FNARLE)	 YES/NO PET) Y	 IN niN R 5/1 9821 14 no 4Tn9-16 2CI3-21
8 0 4 1 rO*AhD E-XErUTE CnUNTPR RIT I rtin F-x	 i nir,	 p 1/1 IR27 16 n2 A TTI. 3 t 2r11-12
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FUNC- TO FUNCTION ACRONYM --
-S IGNL _ -SAMP _ GATF°-COLUMN.—_V.1P.-_-__—_5 /S	 jNT
NO. TYPE SEC ADDR /ROW CONN CONN CONN
80 4 2 COMM A ND EXECUTE COUNTER RI T 2 r.Mn FX	 2 DIO	 H 1 / 1 2[327 16 02 47 11- 3 2 2C11-26
8 0 43 roMMANU F X Ecu sF r,nUNTFR RIT 4 rMn FX a nir,	 R - i / 1 382.7 - 16 n2 4711.33- 2x11-27 —
8n44 COMMAND EXECUTER COUNTER HIT 8 rMn FX 8 nTn R 1 / i 4827 1 6 n 2 4T il- 34 2011-13
8 0 45 rnMMAAD F X ECUTF CnUNTFR RIT 1 6 rMn PY16 DIP, R 1 / 1 5R27 16 n2 4T11-35 2011-14
— -----_ 8n46 CIMMAN1)
	
EXECUTE	 CnUNTFR	 RI T	3?- rMn FX32 nir,
	
R '1 / 1 6827 16 n2 4T11-36 2011-29
Hn47 PRIFARY CCMSTnR FILL	 YFS/NO PCOMSTRF nir,	 R 1 / 1 182,9 17 n2 4T 1,1- 4 1 2011-21
8n48 REDLNFANT CnM S TnR FILL
	
YFS/NO PCOMSTRF nis R 1 / 1 1819 1 6 0 4 4 T24-59 2C11' 2 2 5Z10-19
8n49 PRIMARY CoMSTnR	 Ar.TIVATF	 YES/NO PrnMSTRA nir,	 R
- 1 / 1 OH19-.16 n4 4T24-58
- 2C11-10 —52f-0'20 -
8 n 5 n RED LN CAN T COMSTOR ACTI V ATE YES/NO PrnMSTRA n1r,	 R 1 / 1 2H18 17 n3 4T24-5 0 2C11-23 5Z10-2i
8n 5 1 PRIFARY CIMSTnR	 VFRIFY YFS/NO PCONSTRV Din R 1 / 1 1817 1 6 03 4T24'39 2 ril- 28 5Z10-22
---	 -	
8n 52 REULNOANT CnMSTnR VPRIFY YFS/NO RrOMSTRV nir,	 R 1/1 2828 17 n2 4 T11- 4 2 2 011-11	 -- _.	 _	 --
8n5.1 PRIFARY	 ('OMnF('	 IN-SYNr
	
YFS/NO PCn SYNC nTR	 A 1 / 1 1.818 1 7 0 3 4T24-49 2x11'01 5Z10°23
SEE	 FLNC.	 NO.	 8n59




8 0 55 PRIMARY COMOEr DATA 	 F R ROR	 YFS/NO PCn FRR nIn	 R 5 /1 OR21 1 4 On 4Tn9-7 2C11-20
8 0 56 REDLNrANT Cn11nFx nATA ERROR 	 YFS/NO RCD FRR Din	 R 5 /1 3821 1 4 On 4Tn9-10 2C11-37
805 7 TICK/TUCK	 TIC/TOr SEF	 ALG
-- ---^—.
8n58 COMMAND EXECUTE COUNTER RIT
	 1 rMn	 FYI nIn R 5/i 8221 1 4 On 4Tn9-15 2C11-12
SEE	 FLNC.	 NO.	 8041
------- -	 8n59 PRIF A RY CnMnEr	 IN SYNC YFS/NO PCD SYNx DIr,	 R-- 5 /1 7821 1 4 - On -4T 0 9 -1 4 2C11-01
SEE FLNC.	 N0.	 8053
8 n 6 n SFP SWITCH 1	 RYPASS Nn/YFS SEF	 ISM
----	
8061 SEP SWITCH 2 RYPASS NO/YFS SFF	 ISM -




—_ . 81ai- -1 2 V MONITOR	 A	 ------ rIUA-i2V — A. I MG---- 1-/16- -A286- -0--29--4T1p,72---2C48-05
8 182 -i 2 V	 MONITOR	 R rIUH -12V AlnG 1/16 ,9 3 0 3 n2 52 4T14- 16 2C50-n5
810 3 -5V MONITOR A rIIIA-5V AInG 1/16 A 32 n 18 . 7 4 471.4-34 2C48-0
---_ _ 810 4 -5V MONITOR R	 -	 _ rIUR-5V -	 AlnC, 1/16 A321 n8-61 4714-35 -2C5n-n6
8105 TFMFERATURE A CIO	 A	 T AInG 1/16 A338 n2 38 A T14-52 2x48-n7
81 n 6 TFMFERATURF. H CIO R	 T AI n 1/16 A355 12 78 4T14-7n 2r.5n--n7
81n7 CHANNFL	 A	 Oki /OFF rHANNL	 A nl(1,	 R • 1/1 6 1803 -n8 nn -4T16-23 2C4R -ni -
8 10 8 rHANNFI. R ON/OFF rHANNL R nIr,	 R 1/1 6 381 5 1 2 02 4T24-21 2C5n-nl
81n 9 COMMAND	 INP11T	 A	 CLK/CIU rMD	 IN	 A Dir,	 R 5/1 2821 1 4 On 4T n9-9 2048-n2 521.0-25
---	 --	 8110 COMMAND	 INPUT	 R	 r.l_K/rIU r.Mf)	 IN	 R I)Tr	 R 1/1 3817 16 0 3 4T24-41 2C5n-n2----
8 111 MSFP	 FNARLE	 A	 YES/NO MSF	 A	 i-N Dix R 1/1 31418 17 n3 4724-51 2C48-n3
81.1 ? MSFN	 F N AH1_E	 R	 YES/No NSF n FN nir,	 R 1 / 1 2819 16 0 4 4T24-60 2C5n-n3
--	 8 11 3 MSFN	 STADAN CHAN N FL A/[3 P./A FEF	 ISM
PAGE
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FUNC TLM FUNCTION ACRONYM- S T nNL-- SAMP -- GATE: - COLUMN -- VIP-----'---S/	 iNT
NO. TYPE SEC ADDR /ROW CONN CnNN-	 CONN
VHF COMMAND RECIEVER	 (VHFR)
8 2n1 TEMPERATURE RF/IF A RF A T -AinG 1/16 A058 15 41 4 T02-61 2C06-358202 TEMPERATURE RF/lF 8 PF-	 R	 T AinG I/16 A0 75 12 in 4Tn4-6 2en6-3782n.3 TF-MF-F-RATIJQF
	 D P HOn	 A nmnn A - T 'Ai nn - 1/16-- An97 -15 74 4Tn4-23 2Cn6-02--
8 2 n 4 TEMFERATURF DrmnD a nmor)
	 R	 T AimG 1/16 AI09 15 19 4Tn6-1 2006-058? n 5 AGC RECIEVER	 A PCVA	 A 13 6 Al mr, 1/1 Al26 n 4 0n 4Tn6-19 2C06-078?n6 AGC	 Rr(tFVFR	 14 PCVH Anr Al nG — 1/1 A1 43--n5 on 4Tn6-37---2Cn6-0982n7 AUDIO	 APPLIFI P R	 A	 OUTPUT AMPA OUT AjMG 1/16 A16 0 n g 29 4Tn6-'iS 2CnA-ItR? nB AUDIO	 A!J PLIFIFR	 9	 OUTPUT AMPR OUT AiMG 1/16 A161 ni 38 4Tn6-5(, 2rn6-1382n9 FSK	 L)FMOD IJLATnR	 A	 OUTPUT -FSKA OUT Ai n r. 1/16 Al 78 n? 47 - 4Tn6-73 - - 2rn 6-159?1n FSK	 DF- M PT1 11 LATOR	 F3	 OUTPUT FSKR OUT Ai	 r)(3 1/16 Al 9 5 In 65 4Tn8-17 2rn6-1782 11 AM POPULATOR	 A OUTPUT AM A WIT A - nG 1/16 A2 1 2 ns 56 4 Tn8-34 2006-19821.? AM POPULATOR R OUTPUT AM R OUT A, nG --1/16 A229 - 12 74 47 10^1 3 2006-219213 SUBCAhRIER LE V EL nET A OUTPUT nETA nUT Ain(, 1/1 046 11 0 3 4TI,g:3 1 217 0 6-23 FMjo8214 SUBCARRIFR LE V FL DET p OUTPUT nFTB OUT AinG 1/1 A 263 13 0 2 4 71 0 -48 2rn6-25 FMjo8;) 1 9 -15.7V	 PFflOr)	 POWER	 A DMI)A:l " Aj nG 1/16 097 15 7n- 4TI 4-1n 2006-278216 - 1 5.7v	 VI:mOn	 POWER
	 R mine 1 9 v Al n r, 1/16 A314 1 5 79 4 Tj 4 w 2F 2CO6-298217
-iO	 RFG	 Vr)LTS	 A PERA-10V AiMG 1/16 A331. 15 D 4 41I4.45 2rn6-3182 1 8 -jo	 RFG VOLTS 9	 _.	 -- --- PErR-jnV Al nG 1/16 A348 1 5 1. 3 4T14-63 2rn6-338219 REC/UFH0V PnWPR AIB P/n SLCT nTr.	 R 1/16 1806 j r, on 4716.54 2C06-048 2 29 RFC/IJFMOD POWER R/A SLCT R/n nin R 1/16 881 3 nj 02 4724-6 2006-06
ECAt,
83 018 3 n?
ECAl'	 ON/OFF
FCAV OUTPUT ENA/DTS FOAM nyr.	 P 1 / 1 6 Q Fj23 18 al 4TO9.27 I005-2F CAM OUT r) T r	 R /16 6R3- nR a 3 4 TI7-2 4 15-1Icn83 n 1 ECAP	 iNPIRIT	 YES/N0 FCAM	 I NW nir R 4 /1
--
	 -5821- -.14 on -- 4TAq-j;,---jt,-n5-683n4 FCAV FXFrUTF-/LOAn FCAM FXc n1a 8 1/1 9827 16 02 4TI1-39 1Cn5.41830 FrAl• 	RUN	 A/R FOAM RUN n -1 r,	 R 1 / 1 7R17 16 0 3 4T24-45 n9-5	 5Z1 0-261005fjl n 6 FCAP FROGRAM/COMMANI) FOAM PGm nir R i/i 3A28 17 n2 - - 4T Il -43 I C n 15 -31 —83 11 FCAV vEknRY Tr-MPFRATURE MEMORY T Al nG 1/16 A456 ni 61 AIT01-61 I005-88312 FCAP PO W E R SUPPLY T E M P. PWR Sp T AinG 1/16 A472 12 39 41 0 7.4 1cn5-7I No FCAV	 VERIFY	 SLOW FCAM VFY n y r	 A 1/1 -DA07 Ij M 4 4 T.1 5w i 1CII-7--Fmr1)
;v 17011 FLA P VFRIFY SLOW FCAM VFY n 1 r,	 A 1/1 DA07 13 n4 4T 1 5 -1 ICI 1 -7 FMja17n12
17n1 3
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1\1
'	 FUNC TLM FUNC T ION ACRONYM - SirNL" --S AM P - pATE-- COLUMN`- VIP --s/S'--TNT—
NO. TYPE SEC ADDR /ROW CONN CONN	 CONN
TELEME T R Y PROCESSOR	 (TMP)
-9 001 PO W E R	SL•PPLY	 A	
+5V....
PSA	 a5 V A j nG 1/1 6 An0 9 n 8 in 4 Tn 2. 16 4T18.3
Qnn 2 POW F R SUPPLY R +5V PSR	 + 5 V A j nG 1/16 An 26 10 i n 4 Tn2-28 4TiP-4
-_---•.__.	 9 nn 3	 - POWFR	 SUPPLY	 A	 +1.5V	 - -- ---	 PSA	 *1 9V Ai nG -1/16 .An 43 -15 28	 --- 4Tn2.45-- 4T1P-7
9nn4 PO W E R SUPPLY R	 +15V PSR +1 5 V A * nn 1/16 A n io n 18 28 4Tn?-63 4TiP-8
9 00 5 POWE R	SI:PPLY	 A	 -6l' PSA	 - 6 V A InG 1/16 An 7 7 15 37 4Tn4-8 4TiP-27
_..._.	 90D6 PO WER SUPPLY R -6V--- -- ----•°-- -6------- PSR	 V AlI OG --I /	 6--1 -q	 9--n4 1 8- 37 - 4	 4-	 5 -_4TTO	 2	 18-28-
9nn7 POWER SUPPLY	 A -19V PSA	 -1 5 V Alnr, 1/16 Aili n1 56 4Tn6-4 4TiP-29
9 nn 8 POWF R SUPPLY R -1 9 V PSR -1 9V A j nG 1/16 A l2 8 n? 56 4 Tn 6 -22 4T1P-30
9nn9 POWER SUPPLY	 A	 -?PV	 ---	 - —	 - PSA -29V Al nr 1/16 Al29 n ;) 4 Tn6-2 3 4TiP-31
9 nin PO W ER SUPPLY R -??V PSR -22V A InG 1/16 A1 4 6 08 65 4Tn6_4 0 4TiP-32
901; POWER
	
SUPP= LY	 A	 +6V PSA +6V AInG 1/16 A1 63 p8 7 4 4 Tn6-5,9 4TiP-34
-- --- 9 01 2 - PO WER SUPPLY R +6V - ---_-- -"-	 PSR	 +6V Al nG _- 1 / 1 6 -A1 8 n- In 74 4TnB-1 --4TIR-35-	 --
9n13 POWER SUPPLY A	 TFMP PSA	 TE M P A j nG 1/16 A197 in 19 4TnP-19 4Ti8-24
- 9014 PO W ER SUPPLY R TEMP PSR TFMP AjnG 1/16 A21 4 IS 46 4Tn8-36 4TiP-25
9 01 5 TEMPERATURE C	 - --- --- - -- -	 TEF'P C AI nG . - 1 / 1 6 -- A231 --15 67 4 T10-t 5 - -471 8-2.6	 ---	 -
9021 PO W ER ON A/R PWR SUP Din R 1/1 6 OR1 4 in n 2 4T24-8 4TiP-1
'• 9022 ANALOG NUX
	 1	 ON A/B ANA	 MU X 1 Din	 R 1 / 1 6 1811 1 2 01. 4T20-35 4718-5
— -----	 9n 23 ANAL OG MUX 2 ON A/B	 ----- - -- ANA MUX? nlr,	 R 1 / 1 6 - 1 8 12 1 5 61	 -. 472 0- 46 4T i P-6	 T
90? 4 SERIAL	 PUX ON AIR SER HUX nir	 R 1 / 1 6 1 8 0 7 1 8 On 4T16-65 4TiP-9
902 5 BILF V FL HUX ON A/R P11_	 MUX nir R 1 / 1 6 IR22 n 8 n1 4 Tn9-IR 4TIP-!1	 5210-27
' 9076 AID ON A/R	 -	 -	 --- -	 AID CONY Din	 R 1 / 1 6 1 R23 18 O1 4 Tn9-28 4T1A-13.._'57ro-•28
9n?7 CONT R OL L O GIC ON A/R rNTR Lnr nir R 1/16 IR24 n? n2 4711-I- 4T18-16	 5-7 1.0 -29
` 9028 OUTPUT	 CIRCILIT	 ON	 A/R nUTPOT nir,	 R 1/1 6 OR2 6 15 02 4 Tt1- 2 0 4T i P -18	 5Zi0-30
VHF TRANSMITTER	 (VHFX)
-	 - --
	 9 1nn" RFFLECTED PO W ER	 -- --- REFt PWR AI nG -. -1/1 6 --A373 n? In- 4703.,14-"--3TO3-n3---
91 0 1 TRAVSVITT[_R	 A	 -?nVOC
	
OUTPUT XMTA-2nV AInR 1/16 A39n n 8 19 47 0 3.31 3TO3-23
91n ?n TR0 S	 TTFR R	 ? Vnr, OUTPUTH I	 -	 n XMTR-20v AInG 1/16 A 4 07 1 2 28 4 T 01.'10 3T 30• -n9
V	
91 n 3 TRAN S PIT T FR A TEMPERATURE	 --- -"XMTR	 A	 T AInG 1/16-- -A424 1? 37 47 01- 28- 3Tn3-nl_	 -
91n4 TRANSHITTFR B
	
TFMPERATURF XMTR B T AInG 1/16 A528 12 57 4Tn5-23 3TO3-14
9 1 n5 XM T R	 A,	 RF POWER OUTPUT b	 R F P W R AInG 1/36 A44 1 n? 43 4Tnt-45 3TO-16
— -	 91 n 6 XMTF	 R, RF Pn W r•R	 Of'TPUT R RF P W R AI nG 1/16 A 458 1 . 8 55 4Tn1.63 3T O 3-18	 - `-




DA T A	 IhIP U T	 NRTR1/NRTR2 FJRD	 1N Din R 1/1 6 99 .32 10 03 4717-38 3TO3 - 05
-	 -	 9111 DATA	 INPUT RFALTIMF/STORFn VIATA	 I N n 	 R 1./1 6 1 n 1 5 12 02 4T24.lq 3TO.-10--5-710'3
911. 2 PO W ER MCDE R HIGH/L nW PWR MD R Din	 R 1. / 1 6 782 3 18 0 1 4Tn9.34 3TO3-11
ia ! ,
47J2?2909AY REV C LANDSAT C FLECTRICAL SYSTEM SCHEMATIC. TELEMETRY LIST 18/28/77 PAGE	 i8
- ---- FUNC TLM' F UNCT ION ---- -.	 ..,_ -	 - __ _	 ACRONYH S1GNL.. SAMP --GATE - COO MN -V I p — ----5/S ^jTJT	 -	 - --
NO. TYPE SEC ADDR /ROW CONN CONN CONN
NARFOkBAND TAPE RECORDER NO.	 i
-- -T innnl MOTCR CURRENT i MOTR	 j i AinG 1/16 A463 15 55 4 T01- 6 8 5NO3-*F 5 Z09 . 0 4 5Zi0-32
lnnil2 POWER SUPPLY CURRENT 1 PS CUR 1 AInG 1/16 A 4 8O n] 65 4Tn7.12 5N O 3 -'J s 7n9-0 3 57io-33
--.---- innn 3 RECCR p ER	 TE:MPGRATURF	 1 -_ __ _._ _- _-_-	 RCDR	 T 1 Al nG "
1/16.-_k481 -_
n? - 7 4- 4Tn7 -13- 5Nn .S- H--5Zn9 - n2-5ZiD^34
innn 4 PO W E R SUPPLY V OL T AGF 1 PS	 VIT 1 AInG 1/16 A 4 98 n1 in 4Tn7-3n 5Nnt-L 5Zn9-01	 5Z10-35
1nnn 5 RFCC R p vOnE 1 ON/nFF RECORD 1 niA " R 1 / 1 6 3 901 n1. on 4715`0 4 5Np3-P 57n9-13
--^ 1nnn 6 PLAYBACK MODE 1	 oN/nFF------------ PLAYAK t.. - Dir,	 R-- 1/16---3RO2 -- n? 0 n- ... 4T 1 6- 1 5 -- 5Nn3- • E-5Zn9-14
1nnn 7 REC CR f	 ENn OF TAPE REOT P 1 Din R 1/16 3803 n8 on 4 716-25 5N O 3-R 5Zp9-15
PRIt' A RY	 1	 YES/NO
--
- 1nnn 8 RECCRD END OF TAPF PEOT S 1 n1A R 1 /16 3B 0 4- - In 6n-- 4T16-35' - 5NO3-S- 5Zn9-16-	 -	 —
SFCrNrARY 1	 Yr-S/Np
Innn 9 PLAYHACK ENn OF TAPF PEOT P i m r. R 61/1 3R 50 12 00 4Ti6-46 5N 3-T0 5Z 9	 70- 1




- --- -	 - -	 - - ---
_._ _	
-- - ---	 -
innt0 PLAYBACK ENO OF T APF PEOT S t n1r.	 R 1 / 1 6 3806 15 on 4 716.56 5NO3-V 5Z09-18
SFCCNCARY 1 YFS/NO
lnn11 RECC R rER PRESSURE 1 	 LOW/NOR-•------ --	 RCnR P 1 - nit B .._ i /1 6---881 6---12 -0 3--4 T2 4 -36 " - 5Np3"-N—'5Zo9-1 -	 '
------ NARFOWBAND TAPE RECORDE R ' NO:-2--- - ._.__ ___._- -- •-------- ----- -	 •.- -•-----	 - -	 -=
loini MOTC R CURRENT 2 MOTR	 j 2 AInG 1/16 A51 5 n2 19 4 T05-O q 5NO 4 -+F 5 Z09-23 5Z10-36
_ inIn2 POWER SUPPLY rURRFNT 2	 PS CUR 2 - Al nG _ .- _ 1 / 1 6 A532 --1n -28--4Tn5.27--5N 4-+	 5n	 3" ZO4-22--5T10-^37—
inin 3 RECiR p ER TEMPFRATORE 2 RCnR T 2 AInG 1/1 6 A 54 9 in 37 4Tn5-44 5Nn 4 -M 5 7.09-21	 5Z10-38
101n 4 PO W F R SUPPLY V OL T AGE 2 PS	 VIT 2 AInG 1/16 A566 i? 46 4Tn5-62 5N0 4-L 5Zn9-20 5Z1O-39
- --'-' lnln 5 RFCrR p MODE ?_ ON/n,FF PECORD 2 Din R 1/1 6 3 80 7 18 00 4Ti6-67 5Nn4-p - 6Znq-32 """' `	 -'
tnin 6 PLAYHACK MOnE 2 ON/nFF PLAYRK 2 nTn R 1/16 3ROR nl 01 4 T?0. 0 6 5Nn4-*E 5Zn9-33
intn 7 RECCRD Fr ! n nF TAPF REOT P 2 ni q R 1/16 38 0 9 n ? 01 4T2 0 -17 5Nn4-R 57n9-34
--	 -- PRIMARY 2 YFS/NO _ .-
;' inin8 RECCRP F.Mn OF T APF REOT S 2 njr,	 R 1/1 6 3822 n8.oi 4 Tn9-2 n 5Nn4-S 5Zn9-35 5Z10-4n
3 SFCrNCARY 2 YFS/Nn
--in1.n9 PLAYHACK ENO OF TAPF PEOT P 2 niq R 1/1 6 3 R1n 10 01 _4720-27 5NO 4-T -- 5Zp9-36_
4
PRIMARY 2 YES/NO
- 3 7CID 10110 TAPFPLAYBACK FND OF PEAT S 2 nir,	 R . 1/1 6 3 811 1 2 0l 4T20 5N0 4 -V 5 Zn9.3 7
r SFCCN6ARY 2 YFS /Nn -
2 1nill RFCCRCER PRESSURE 2 LOW/NOR RCDR P 2 Dtr,	 R 1/16 1 826 15 0 2 4 T11-21 5N O 4 -N 5Z09-31 5Z10-41
4 7,3222909AY REV C LANDSAT C FLFCTRICAL SYSTEM SCHEMATIC. TELEMETRY LIST In/18/77
tv
co FUNC	 TLM FUNCTIOn)	 eCRONYM	 Sj(;NL SAM P ` - GA T E COLUMN --- VIP 	 jNT--
NO.	 TYPE
	
SEC	 ADDR /ROW	 CONN	 C11NN	 CONN
UNtFIrn S-RANn FOUIPMFNT 10SBF)
11nn1 RECIEVER AGC VOLTAGE RCVR ACC AInG 1/16 A 5 09 12 55 4Tn5-p2 31.131-M
Iinn 2 X!<TP OUTPUT PO W ER LF V FL XMTR pWR AjnG 1/16 A526 18 64 4Tn5o21 3U31-T
11nn 3 RFCIEVE R STATIC PHASE ERROR RCVR FPR AInG 1/16 A943 n1 74 4 To5-3i^ .31-131 -N - -- .
11W TrA,, S PONDFR TFMPFRA TU RF TRSPnR T AInG 1/16 A376 18 n9 4Tn3-17 3U31-P
11n05 TRAt.Sf , OKpFR PRFSSUR q TRSPnR P Al nG 1/16 A56n al 1 9 4Tn5-56 .31.131 -'J
iinn 6 RECIEVEP.	 AiR	 _ RECIFVFR Dir,	 R -
.. 1/16
-3R12 _1 5 03. -4420- 4 8 ^j(,?-P-M —5Zf-0-4
11nn 7 XMTR A	 nN/OFF -1 9 V XMTA-15V AlnG 1/16 A335 15 0 5 47 1 4-49 1UP0-T g717-40
I.,nn 8 XMTR R ON/OFF - 1 5V XMTR-15V Al nn 1/16 A 35? 15 1 4 4T14-67 3'U?4-1. 1 5217-42
11nn 9 RANFIr,t;	 MDDF	 nN/OFF	 - 1 5V R N r.	 -1 9 V Al nG 1/1 6 A353 15 23 4T 14-6 F, 31179 -N - - 5217-19
11(110 AUX OSCILLATOR	 BYPASS/ENABLE AUX	 nSrt Din	 R 1116 382 4 02 02 4711- 0 3 3U?9-S
11n11 MODLLATION	 INPUT	 tiORMAL/CROSSED Moil	 IN nir	 R 1/16 3825 nR, 02 4T11-13 3U79-R
11n 2 0 L I S13 X M T R PRIMARY POWER OFF/nN -	 SEF	 ism
11n21 USR	 X t.TR REDUNDANT PO I.IFR OFF/ON S F F	 ISM
11n 22 USR	 X t,TRS	 OFF	 SIG ENA/DIS SF.F PSM
PREvOEULh T InN PROCE S SOR	 (PMP)
111n1 POWER SUPPLY A V OLTAGE PWR	 A	 V Ain(, 1/16 A475 n5 28 x'167 -07 3U05-L
1t1n2 PO W E R SUPPLY R VOLTAGp PWR n V A nn 1/16 A 49 2 n8 37 4"-n7-2 4 3Un5-M
-	 illn3 TEMPERATURE A TEMP A AlnG 1/16 -A39?---1n_ A6 4Tn3-33 3Un5-A
111n 4 TFMFERATL IRF	 B TEMP R AlnG 1/16 A 4 0 R in 55 4701-11 3UnS-R
111n5 D)SCRIMIrtATDR	 A	 ON/DFF niSCR	 A Dirt	 R 1/16 3R26 15 0 2 4T11.23 3Un5-U
---___-
	 1110 6 DISC R IMI ArATnR R UN/OFF ni3(;R	 R Din	 R -- - 1/1 6 3829 i A 02 4T11-53- 3Un15-i
111 n7 MOD L LA TnR A O nt/OFF MODLTR A Dir R 1/1 6 383 0 n1 0 3 4T17-In 3U05-P
111n 8 MnDLLA T OR H ON/OFF MODLTR R Dir	 R 1 / 1 6 3 R 2 n n? n3 4T24 ' 71 313 11 5-R 5ZID-43
itin 9 NRTR	 i/2	 __.- -nRTR SLT n I r	 R 1/16 -	 38 :31 nR n3 41 7`17-21 311nc-S
1.1110 WRV1R 1/? WRVTR Si nir,	 8 1/1 6 3 9 3 ? In 0 3 4 T1 7 - 3 1 311	 T
11111 RECrRPER	 IN NRTR/WBVTR RCDR	 IN Din	 R 1 / 1 6 081 6 12 0 3 4724-28 31,1 0 5-11; 5210-44
PAGE	 i9
p	
i	 ^	 ...	 .. -^ •	 s =,-s-^	 a .. .:,.y —y	 M-vae:.:	 .. ..	 K\i ^n.n',	 _ _ ttw^r."...+.-^.+i^.
r I
4 7J222909AY REV C LANDSAT C ELEcTRiCAL SYSTEM SCOEMATIC, TELEMETRY LIST Tn/18/77 PAGE	 20
- --	 -FUNC TLM	 FUNCTION- .. - , -	 - -	 ACRONYM -_ STGNL -SAMP- ._ GATE_` COLUMN --VIP___--__S/5 ---INT
NO. TYPE SEC ADDR /ROW CONN CONN CONN
WIDEMAND POWER AMPLIFIERS
12n00 WR F W R AMPS PRIMARY PWR OFF / ON SEE ISM
1 21n0 WA P WR AMPS RFDUNDANT P WR OFF/ON SEP ISM
L- WIDFHAND POWER	 AMPLIFIER	NO.	 1
1 2 nni COLLEC T OR TFMP i rLTR T	 1 AlnG 1/1 6 A 4 28 12 43 4701-32 1W17-J
1 2 nn 2 HELI X CURRENT 1 FELX I	 1 AI • nG 1/16 A445 15 52 4 701- 4 9 iW17-0
- ------1?nn3 CATF-OrE	 CURRENT 1 __	 OATH I	 I Al nG - 1 / 1 6 -A462- 18 61	 - 4 T01- 6 7 -iW17-C - -
1 7 nn 4 FOWARC PO W ER 1 FWD PW	 1 Ai MG 1/16 A 47 9 n 2 7 1 4 T p7 ^11 1W17-A
1 2 nn 5 REFLECTED PnW m R 1 PFL 6W	 1 AInG 1/16 A496 18 76 4707-28 iW17-8
---._^..- 1 2 nn 6 HFATFR STA TU S
-
1	 ON/MFF - --	 -- -- uTR ST	 1---Otr, R-- 1/ 1 6 -2R25 nA n2 4T11-17-- iW23-A_
12nn 8 PO W E R MnDE 1	 HIGH/LOW PWR MD 1 ntr R 1/1 6 281 5 12 0 2 4T24.2n i W 2 3 -J 5Z12-01
.F
WIDE9AND POWER	 AMPLIFIER NO.	 2
-1 21ni COLLEC T O R 	TEMP 2	 __ _	 _ __ _.._ rLTR T 2 Al nG 1/1 6 A 4 97 10 43 4 T p 7-29 -- iW29-U-----
17 1n2 HELI X CURRENT 2 WELX I	 ? Al MG 1/16 A514 12 52 4Tn5 - 09 1W29-1)
E 171n3 CAT ►-OPE	 C II RREmT	 2 BATH I	 7 AI nG 1/1 6 A531 15 61 4Tn5.26 iW29-Cx _._. -^...	 17 111 4 FOWAkr	 PO W ER	 ?	 __..	 - - FWD PW 2 Al MG 1/ 1 6-- A548 n1 71. 4Tn5-43 - IW29-A -
121n 5 REFLECTED PnWFR 2 RFI_ PW ? AInn 1/16 A565 18 79 4Tn5 - 61 IW29 -R
121n6 HFATER STATUS 2 ON/OFF NTR ST 9 Din R 1 / 1 6 ?R29 18 02 4711-52 SW39-A






47J222909AY REV C LANDSAT C ELECTRICAL SYSTEM SCHEMATIC. TELEMET RY LIST in/18 / 77	 PAGE	 21
w-F'UNC	 TLM FUNCTION	 ACRONYM - Sir,NL -- SAMP GATE r;OLUMN- V1P— _S/STTrT —-
NO.	 TYPE	 SEC	 ADDR /ROW	 CONN	 CONN	 CONN
WIDFBAND FREQ UENCY MODULATOR
12200 RRV F j L T ER A	 OUT/IN	 RBV FL A nrr, B 1/16
1? ? nl RRV FjLTER R	 OUT/IN	 RRV FL R nir R 1/16
-	 -	
12202 AUX. r^ATA Tn RHV FiI.T. A 	 -YES/NO	 AX To RA DTr, R 1/16
1?2n 3 AUX, CATA TO RHV F11-T. R 	 YES/NO	 AX Tn RR nir, R 1/16
122 0 4 RT CATA TO RHV FILT. A	 YES/N0	 PT TO RA nir, R 1/16
-----	 1?2n5 RT i'ATA TO RHV Fil T . R	 YFS/NO	 - RT Tn RR nir, R 1/16
1 27n6 TAPE j DATA TO RHV F1LT.A	 YFS/Nn	 T1 Tn RA Din R 1/16
1?2 0 7 TAPF j DATA TO RRV FIL.T.R	 YFS/NO	 T1 Tn RR nir R 1/16
-------17708 TAPF
	 DATA TO RUV FILT.A	 YFS/NO	 T2 Tn RA n1r R 1/16
1229 TAPF ? DATA TO RRV FTIT.R 	 YFS/Nn	 T2 Tn R8 nir, R 1/16
12?10 MSS FjLTER A 	 OUT/IN	 MSS FL A D1G R 1/16
--	
17211 MSS FjLTFR R - OUT/iN	 -	 _ MSS FL R nir R 1/16
12212 RT CATA • TO MSS FILT. A	 YES/Nn	 RT* M A	 DIG R 1/13
12213 RT CATA+ TO MSS FIL T . B	 YFS/Nn	 RT* M P	 nir, R 1/16
17214 Ri 'PATA	 TO MSS FiLT. A	 YFS/Nn	 RT** M A nTr, R IEl6
1721 5 RT f.ATA •* TO MSS FiL T = R	 YFS/NO	 RT** M R On R 1/16
1 2 ?1 6 TAPE I DATA TO MSS FILT. A	 YES/NO T1 TO MA n j r, R 1/16
-- 1 ?? 1 7 TAPF ] DATA TO MSS F11.T. B 	 YES/NO -T1 To MR- Din n--1/16
1 22 18 TAPE ? DATA TO MSS FIL T . A	 YFS/NO TZ Tn MA D ► r, R 1/16
1 22 19 TAPF 2 DATA TO MSS FiL T • B	 YES/MO T2 TO MR nir R 1/16
------- - 1???n MODLLATOR A. VCO
	
Al/A2	 mODA VCn DiG 8 1/16
12221 MODLL.ATOR B, VCO 	 R1/H?	 MODR VCn nTr, R 1/16
12222 MOOLLATnR A, AFC 	 f)UT/IN	 MOnA AFC Dir, R 1./16




POOR AFC nir, R 1/16
122?4 RATA OUTPUT A NORMAL/SUMMFD
	
nATA A	 m r, R 1/16





122?6 RRV UTAF	 A/R	 ARV nIAS Din R 1/16
17227 MODL:LATCR A. I_ n 0P STRESS	 MOnA L S AI nG	 1/16
12728 MODLLA T OR B, IOOP STRESS	 monR L S AI n G	 1/16
-	
1?2?9 WPM TEMPERATURE 	 WBM TFMP AInG
	 1/16
WiDEHnND POWER SUPPLY
9R25 nB 02 4 T11-19 IN46 -10 5ZIO-45
BR1 4
 in 0 2 4 7 24 '1 6 1W46-29
9Rn2-.n2"On 4T16-21- 1W46-ni
9R 0 3 ne on 4T16 - 3 1 1W46-21
1 8 0 4 10 on 4716-33 iW4f,-n2
-98 0 5---- 1 2 00--4T16-5?--1W46-22'
9Rn6 1 5 an 4T16-63 1W46-0
9R 0 7 1 8 On 4 T20-02 1W46-23
98 0 8 nl O1 4T20 .13 1W46-n4-------
9R09 n? O1 4 T2n-23 1 W46-24
9815 12 02 4 T?4 .27 1W46-30
982 6 1 5 02 -4T11-29 ' 1 W46 -i1 -5 Z-1 -0"46-
5R22 n 8 ei 4709-p? 1W46-25 SZIC-47
9R1n in 01 4T70-33 iW46-n6
7816--1? 0 3 477.4-3 5 1W46-26 — —
9R1 3 ni 02 4T24-07 1W46-0
9811 1? 8 1 4T20.43 1W46-27
_9812- -1 5 01 . 4 T 2 n- 54 -1W46-n8
982 3 18 01 4 Tn9- 36 iW46-28 5210-48
9R1 4 In 02 4T?4-17 1W46-099820 n2 03 4Tn9-06 1W46- 0 5---5Z1.0 -4q-
9R31 n8 n3 4717-27 iW46-20 571.0-5n
9R29 1 R 02 4 T17-06 1 W 46-12 5210-51
9830 n1 0 3 4T17-17 "iW46-31--• 5710-52-
28 01 ni an 4T16-03 1W46-17
9 8 04 in en 4716-41 1W46-35
9822 n8 01 4Tn9-2b 1W46-13--5Z10-53-
A201
	 n ? 61 4T08-23 iW46-14
A718 n8 •78 4T 10-01	 iW46-33
A?69 IS 42 4T1 n-55 iW46-15
12230 WBM	 1P,VERTER	 A	 OFF/nN iNVRTR A D/n R 1 / 1 6 9801 ni on 4T16-in i w 11-07	 5212-3
— ---- 122 3 1 WPM	 Ir:VFRTFR R	 nFF/nN iNVRTR R nTR	 R - 1 / 1 6 - 2822 n8 ni . -4Tn9-19"--iW11-n8
19232 +15	 RFG,	 VOITAGE
	
A +IrV	 A AInG 1/16 A 37 7 1 5 in 4Tn3-1R iwn5-13
12213 +15	 MFG.	 VOI_TAGF R +15V	 B Alnr, 1/16 A 3 9 4 ni 25 4703-35 1Wn5-14
_..	 17234 -i5	 RFG,	 V01_TAGF
	
A -15V	 A Al nG 1/1 6 A 4 11 18 24 4 Tn1-1 4 iwn5-n3
1?735 -15	 RFG,	 VOITAGF
	 R -15V R AInG 1 / 1 6 A 5 12 n1 43 4 Tn 5 -n 6 1un5-04
12236 +5 RE 0 .	 VOLTAGE A *5V	 A AinG 1/16 01 3 ni 5 2 4 Tn 5 -0 7 iWnS-li
--	 12237 +5 RLn.
	 VnLTAGF 8 +5V R Alnr, 1/16 A93n n8 52 4Tn5+25 1W 0 5-12	 -
1?7:38 -5	 FL O .	 VOLTA(3F.
	
A -5V	 A AInG 1/1.6 A947 18 19 4Yn5-42 IWO'5-n5
12239 -5	 EEG.	 VOLTAGF R -5v R AInG 1/16 A564 in 61 4 Tn 5 - 6 n 1Wn5-n6
1?240 -24,5	 r1OHITnR	 Nn.	 1	 A/H -24.5 M1 AInO 1/16 A454 15 24 4 Tn1- 50 iWnR-n1
172'11 -?4,')	 MnNITnN	 NO.	 2	 A/H -24.5 M? AInG 1/16 A471 18 78 4Tn7- 0 3 iWn9 -n2
1?24 2 wBM	 INVERTER	 TFMP 1NVRTR T AInG 1/16 A 4 86 in 78 4T 0 7 - 2 n iwil-n3
-7T- ­77




- TAM FUNCTION-- ACRONYM-- SirNL' - SAM P­ GATE-- -COL UMN ­ V I i
NO. TYPE SEC ADDR /ROW CONN CONN - CONN
WIDEBAND VIDEO TAPE RECORDE R NO.	 I
Onni MSS STANDBY 1 YES/NO mss SBY1 L1in	 R 1/1 4828 17 02 47I1 -44 5W16-*R 5Z12-4
I 1 002 RBV StANDRY I 	 YFS/Nn R9V SR y l ni p,	 n 1/1 48I7 16 n3 4T24-4p 5WI6-*0
—
00- 0 RECCRE 1,	YES/NO WR Rrn i ih 8n T_ 1 / 1 . 018 1 7 0 3 7-4T24-5 5WI 6-*H--1
13nn4 PLAYBACK I YES/NO GAR PRK 1
.
n1r,	 R 1/1 4819
2R3?






1 3 nn 5 FA S T REWIND I	 YES/NO REWIND 1 Din R 1/16
i n
13 00 6
SEE FUNC. NO.	 4307
FAS T	 F 14 D 1	 YES/NO FOWARD I n y n	 F3 1/16 28I 6 1 2 0 3 4T24-3n 5W16-*S
—13n07
SEE FLNC. NO.	 1308
FO /HOT LOGIC	 DIS/ENA FOT/pOT Din R- 1/1 -- 6 142 8-- 1 7 p2 --4T11 - 4 6 5W16-*E-5z-f2"'6
13n A 8 PRIM A R Y END OF TAPE I	 YES/NO P POT I nir,	 n 1 / 1 6 4802 np an 4T16-16 5W16-N
1 3 00 9 S EC CN t ARY END OF TAPE; 1	 YE S/ NO S POT I Din R 1/1. 6 4RO3 0 8 on 4TI6-26 51416-M
-"13010 PRIMARY HFGIN OF TAPE -p	 pot	 I Din R --1/16 ---4R01 - 'in an
4TI6-36 5W I 6 -*F -















1 3 01 4
LAP NO I	 YES/N0
MSS/RfiV STATUS NO I	 MSS/RRV
1
STATUS I nir,	 n -	 1 / 1 6 4R a7 -19
Q0
00 4T16-6R 5WI6-*T
13015 CURFEKT SET Tn 4nR NO I	 TN/OU T 4r)14	 q ETI nir,	 R 1/16 4808 nj 61 4T20-07 5W16-U
13016 CURFFNT SFT TO
 
2nR NO I	 IN/nUT Pnp SFT1 n I n R 1/16 4R09 n2 al 4420-1A 5W1 6-V
1 3 n1 7 c t)RFFK T	 SP T	 T n	 1 - 118	 Nn	 1	 1N/01)T-- 1 DR	SFT1 - nTG A 1/16 - 4R22 n8 A l -4Tn9-21 5W16-W.	12 *7
1 3 n1 8 CONVERTER P RIMA RY PWR 1	 ON/OFF I rN V	PW171 Din R 1/16 48I1 • 12 aj 4720-3(1 5 16-*I)
I 3 n1 9 VOLTAGE	 PROTECT	 j.	 EPJARLF/f)ISARLE VLT PRT1 Di n R 1/16 4812 15 ni 4T9 O -49 5W16-T
13020 PRIMAR Y VOLTAGE: RANGE NO I	 IN/O U T P V RNri Din R 1/16 4R23 ­18 at 4 Tn9-31 5W16-*P-9Z-f2-8
I-I n21 VOLTAGE PROTECT RFLA Y 1	 DPER/rLOSED V PR RYJ Din A 1/16 48I3 nj n2 4T? 4 -02 5W16-S
130 9 2 TU FRFSSURF I TU PRS	 1. AI Mr, 1/16 Anti IS 03 4Tn?-17 5W16-*A
1 3 n P 3 TU T EPPER ATURF I TU	 TF:mP1 Ai nG 1/16 A02m n1 13 4Tn2-3n 9WI6-*8
0n?4 C-U	 TFFPFRAT I . I RF	 1 FU TFMPI AiMr, 1/16 An 45 nS 22 4Tn2-47 5WI6-r
1 3 025 TA P E	 FOCTAG9 I TAPE FT1 Ainr, 1/1 An6? n4 nj 4T02-65 5W16-Z FMOD
1 3 n P 6 CAPSTAN MO T OR SP FFD I .PST	 HSIr --	 A I: n r, -1/16 - An 7 9 In
40_
 4TO-in 5W16-R—
1 3 0 2 7 HWP MOTOR S P Er-D I HWP MS I AinG 1/16 An96 15 49 4Tn4-27 5W1.6-G
1 3 n 2 8 CA PST A N MOTnR CURRENT I rPST	 Mil Al n r, 1/16 An9 7 is 58 4Tn4-29 5W 1 6-J
1 3 0 2 9 PLAYBACK V OLTAGE I P/P V I Ai hG 1/1,6 At14 IS 67 4Tn6:07 5W 1 6-F
1300 HWP MOTOR CURRENT NO 1 HWP	 m i	 i Alf)(, 1/16 A131 Ip 79 Al Tn6	 2 9 5W16-14
1 3 01 RECCHCER	 INPUT rUPRFNT I R	 IN	 1	 1 AlnG t/I A148 n7 04 4Tn6-42 5W16-*C
On-3 2 L I m I TF.R	 V OLTA G F	 ,m	 I IMTR	 V	 i Ai n r, t/16 - A165 nj n Al 4Tn6-6n 5WIA-D.
1 3 0 3 SFRVO	 VOt.TAnE NO I SERV V 1 Ainc, 1/16 A1 82 n? 13 4T0a-04 5W16-r
13n34 CONVERTFR	 OIITPUT	 5.6V	 1 5.6	 rNV •1 AiMr, 1/1 6 A199 15 51 41Tna-21 5W16-K
1 3 05 VTR I cONTRnL NnRm/ R EVERSED SEP PSM
1 3 n 3 6
13n37
VTR 1 P614 B YPA SS nFF/nN
Fn S l REWIND 1	 YES/Nn
9EP	 iSM
PEWIND	 I Din R 1/1 68I7 16 0 3 4T24-44 5W16 -*j
1 3 08
SEE F UNC.	 NO-	 t3nn5
FAS T FWD 1	 YES/NO TOWARD I Din 8 1/1 9819 16 0 4 4T24-67 5W16-*S
SEE FLNC.	 NO.	 13R06
cf,




FUNC	 TLM FUNC T ION	 ACRONYM	 SIpNL - SAMP - GA T E - C O L UMN - VIP-"'---TS/S	 (NT-
NO,	 TYPE	 SEC
	
ADDR /ROW	 CONN	 CnNN	 CONN
WiDEBAND	 VIDEO TAPE RECORDER NO.	 2
1 3101 MSS STANDRY 2	 YES/Nn MSS SB Y 2 Di p,	 B 1 / 1 6819 16 0 4 4T24 -64 5W40-*R
13in2 RRV STANDRY 2	 YES/Nn RRV SRY9 n I r,	 R 1 / 1 8817 16 03 4T24-46 5W4n-*0
----- -- 1 3 10 3 RECOHII 2 YES/NO	 — -	 - WR	 Rr.D	 2 - ni p R 1/1 BR18 --- 17 0 3 4724 -56 -- 5W4n-* H
--
131n4 PLAYBACK ?	 YES/NO WB PRK 2 Or, B 1/1 BB19 16 64 4724-66 51,140-*I
1 3 1n 5 FAST	 REWIND 2	 YES/NO REWIND ? nir,	 R 1 / 1 6 4624 n? 0 2 4711- 0 4 5W4n-*J 3712-9
-	 -	 1 3 1n 6
SEE	 FLNC.	 Nn,
FAS T FOWARD 2	 YES/NO FOWARD 9 nlr,	 P 1/16 4B25 n8 02 4T11'14
------•---




SEE_	 FLNC.	 NO.	 13138
E0T /HCT	 LOGIC	 DIS /FNA•	 --•- POT/ROT nip 8 1 / 1 9828 17 02 4T11 -49 -5W4n-*
E
—5Z12-if
1 310 PRIMARY FNn OF TA R E 2	 YFS/NO P FOT ? nin R 1/16 4 81 4 10 02 4T24.12 5W4n -N
1 3 1n 9 SECCNnARY END OF TAPE 2 YES/NO S FOT 2 Din R 1 / 1 6 4815 12 02 4T24-2? 5W4n-M
PRIMARY NFG ► N	 OF	 TAPE 2	 YFSlNO	 --- P	 ROT -2 nIr	 R . 1/16 4826 __15 02 — 4T11-2 4 - 5W4n-* F-5212-12
13311 SECCNrARY BEGIN OF TAPE ?	 YES/Nn S ROT ?
nip
	
R 1/16 4829 18 n2 4T17- 0 1 5W4n-P 5212-13
1 3 11 3 LAP NO 2 YES/NO IAP	 P nir,	 R 1/! 6 4R3n n1 0 3 4T17-t1 5W4n-R 5Z12-14
--- -	 13114 MSS/HRV STATUS 2	 MSS/RVR	 -- STATUS 9 n i r,	 A ' 1 / 1 6 4820 n2 03 4T2.4-72'- 5 W4n-*T - --
1 3 11 5 CURFEF,T	 SET	 4	 DR 7	 IN/OUT 4DR SE T ? ni p	R 1/16 4831 n 8 0 3 4 T17-2? 5W 4n-U 5212-15
1 3 11 6 rURGEK T SFT 2DR 2	 IN/01 1 7 ?OR RFT2 n1r R 1/16 4832 10 0 3 4T17-33 51,14 0 -V 5212-16
---- 13 11 7 Cl1RF<Ft,T	 S1= T	 1
	 DR	 ?-IN/OUT iDR	 SFT7 nir,	 R 1/16 41416 1 2 03 4724-32 5W4n-W.—__--_._-
1 3 11 8 CON V ER T ER PRIMARY P WR 2 ON/OFF rNV PWR? ni p,	 R 1 / 1 6 6RDI nl an 4T16- 0 7 5W4n-*D
1 3 11 9 VOLT A PE PROTErT 2 EN / nI S VLT PRT? ni p 	R 1/16 6R02 n2 00 4T1.6 -18 5W4n-T
----	 131x0 PRIMAR Y 	 VOLT.	 RAH pE NO 2	 IN/OtiT P	 V	 RN r;? DIR R 1 / 1 6 6803 ne an 4T16.28 5W4n-*P -- ---
1 3 1'> 1 VOLTArE PRO T ECT RFLAY 2 OPEN/CLOSED V PR RY9 ni p R 1/1 6 68 0 4 In nn 4T16-38 5W40-S
131?2 TU FRFSSVRE 2 TU PRS ? AInG 1/16 A1 69 in 22 4Tn6-64 5W4n-*A
-------_ 1-i1 ;, 3 TU	 TI=p• PrRATURF	 2 TU TEMP ? Al n p 1/1 6 A1 B6 12 31 4T08-0A 5W4n-*8.---
1 3 1 24 FU	 TEMPFRATI'RG FU TFMP ? AInG 1/16 A203 1? 4n 4Tn8-25 5W4n-C
1 3 1 95 TAPE
	
FOOTAGE
	 ? TAPE FT? Aln p i/t ' A ?2 n n 7 n1 4 T10-0 4 5W40-Z
—• - 1 3 12 6 CAPE IAN	 F1nTnR	 SPEED	 ?_	 - rPST	 11S? Al n 	 - -1/16 - A? 3 7 --n1 59 -- 4T1p-2?' 51,140-R
1 3 1 77 HWP MrTCR SPEED ? FIWP	 MS	 9 AlnG 1/16 A254 n1 68 4TI O -30 5144n-G
1 3 1 28 CAPS T A N	 r,oTnR	 CURRENT	 2 rPST MI2 AInG 1/16 A ?7 1 In 79 4T1n-57 5W4n-J
--	 13129 PLAYBACK VOL T AGE 2 P/R V 2 AlnG' 1/16 A288 n? 0 4 4T1n-74 5W4n -E-
13130 HWP	 Mr TOR	 CIJR14FNT	 2 HWP M12 Alnp 1/16 A289 n8 13 4T14-02 5144n-H
1 3 1 3 1 RFCC R rEP.	 INPUT	 CURRFNT 2 R	 IN	 1	 7 A1nG 1/I A306 n Q 0 4 4T14	 1.9 5W4n-*C
__.	 1:1132 1_IMITFR	 VOLTAGE I MTR V 2 - Al np 1/16 A323 1? 22 4314.37 swan-D
13133 SFRVO VCLTAGE
	 2 SERV V ? AInG 1/16 A34n 1R 31 4T14-55 5W4n-F
1 3 13 4 rONVERTER OUTPOT	 5,6V NO 2 F,6CNV2 Alnp 1416 A357 1 5 6n 4T14-72 5W4n-K
-----	
13135 VTR 2	 CONTRnl_ NnRM/REVERSED
	
_ ;FF PSM _. _ -
13136
1 3 1 37
VTR 2 PVR BYPASS nFF/nN
FAST	 RE W IND 2	 YFS/Nn
SFF	 ISM
REWIND2 ni p R 1 / 1 6819 17 0 3 4T24.54 5W4n-*J
-	 .--	 13138
SEE FI:NC.	 Nn.	 1110
FAST FWD 2	 YES/NO TOWARD? Dip R
-
1 / 1 9R17 16 0 3 4T24-47 5W40-*$
SEE	 FLNC.	 NO.	 131n6
FM00









	 1 / 1 6 An14






AI nG	 1/16 A572
ni p R - 1/16 6BO5
DiG R 1/16 6806
Di p R 1 /16 21326
fli p R 1/16 '6Rnn
ni p, R 1/16 6909
ni p R 1/16 6R22
Di p R 1 / 1 6 6810
ni p R 1 / 1 6 6H11
ni p R 1/16 6823
nTn R 1 / 15 6813
ni p R 1/1 6 6824






















4 Tn5- 6 8 3Rn3-04
4T16-49_ 31314-03
4Ti6-59 3814-n7
4711 -22 3R1 4 - n5 5Z10 -54






4T20- 4 n 3R14-13
4T09-33 3R14-14 5Z10-56
4 T2 4 - 0 4 31`103-o2 ­5710-57
4T11-0 6 31303-05
4 711.-1 6 3R1 4 -08 _5210-58










ADDR /ROW	 CONN	 CONN	 CONN
RRV CAMERA CONTROLLER
14no0 REP1-ASE SIGNAL SOURCE	 (VTR1/VTR?) PEPHASF
1 4 nni CCC BOARD TFMPERATURE rCC RD T
1 4 nn2 CCC P C w FR SNPPLY TEMPFRAT UR F r.CC	 PS	 T
14nn3 +/- 1`	 VOLT SUPPLY 15V	 SPi.Y
1 4nn4 +6.	 -5.25
	
Vnl_T	 SUPPLY *6-5.25V
-	 -	 14nn5 APE PT L HE CORRECTOR OUT/IN	 -` APT CORR
1 4 nn 6 CYCLE	 CONT/SING rYCLF
14887 FXPC SLREr	 ON/OFF FXPOSR C
---	 —	 1_4nn8 FXPOSI RF	 A	 nN/OFF FXPOSR	 A
14nn9 FXPrSLRI: R	 ON/OFF FXPOSR R
1 4 n10 1. 6 MPZ CLOCK	 ON/OFF 1.6MUZ
14n11 HORiZrNTAL	 SYNC	 ON/OFF	 --- -	 NOR SYNC
1 4 n1 2 VERTiCAL SYNC	 ON/OFF VER SYNr
1 4 D1 3 1HZ S YNC	 nN/OFF 1H7 SYNC
--	 14n14 - 2 4 . 5	 V OLT	 INPUT	 ON/OFF	 -	 _-- -24V	 IN
1 4 n1 5 CCC POWER	 ON/OFF rCC PWR
1 4 n1 6 CATFOCE	 REACTiVATiON	 ON/OFF CTH RFAC 
1 4 n1 7 R8 V 	SHLITTFR	 PWR	 ON/OFF	 _ _ ._ - - S EF	 PSM
1 4 nl 8 R8 V PRIMAR Y CONTROL ENA/DIS SEE PSM
RB V CAMERA NO. 1
-----1 4 1n0
	
VIDEO OUTPUT	 1	 --	 _	 __^_..	 Vin nUT j-- ALnG - 	1/1 6 - --A0 4 8 - 0 8	 0 4.--4T n 2 - 5 n --2R n 6- 01---
1 4 1n1	 FOCUS	 CURRENT	 1	 FOr	 i	 1	 AinG	 1/t6	 An 4 9	 10	 1 3	
4Tp2
- 5 1 	 21306-02
1 4 1n 2 	COMFINED	 ALiGNMENT	 CURRENT	 1	 AL(+N	 i	 1	 A j nG	 1/16	 An66	 18	 22	 4Tp2-69	 2Rn6-n4
-- _—_	 1 4 1 0 3	 TEMPERATURE. FLECTRONIrS	 1	 -	 FLFC	 T	 1- . -AI nG----1/16 --An83 — n1-32---4 184 . 1 4 —2Rn6-05
14104	 TFMPERATURE	 LOW-VOL T AGE PWR SUPPLY	 1	 jVPS	 T	 1	 AInG	 1/16	 ASOn	 n1	 41	 4Tn4-31	 2Rn6-07
1 4 1n 5 DEFLEC T I ON POWER SUPPLY 1	 nFl	 PS	 1	 AInG	 1/16	 At1 7	n2 5 n 	4 Tn6-in	 2R n 6- 1
-- -	 141n6	 LO W	VOLTAGE POWER	 SUPPLY 1	 -	 IV PWS 1	 AI nG	 1/16 --A1 34	n8 59	 4Tn6-28	 2R86-1n
1 4 10 7 	TFIERMCELErTRIr	 UNiT	 r,URRFNT	 1	 THMO	 1	 1	 AInG	 1/16	 A1. 5 1	 nA	 68	 4Tn6-45
	 2RO6-03
14108	 V(DICr M 	FILAM E NT	 CURRENT	 1	 VFiL	 1	 1	 AInG	 1/16	 A367	 n?	 79	 4Tn3-08	
5R O H-p2	 5Z08-p1
1 4 1 n9	 Gi	 V01 TAGF	 1	 ni	 VI T	 1	 Al nG	 1/16	 A374	 in	 0 4	 4 T0 3 - 1 5	 5 ROR-0
3
 -_5Z08-07
— -	 14110	 TA R GET	 VOLTAGE 1	 TGT	 V	 1	 AInG	 1/16	 A426	 12	 13	 4Tn1-3n	 5RnR-II	 5208-03
1 4 111	 VIDICCN	 CATHODE CURNF.NT	 1	 VCTH	 1	 1	 AInG	 1/16	 A477	 n1	 23	 4Tn7-n9	 5R O B-01	 5Z08-04
--	 14112	 HORIZrUTAL	 nEFLFC T I n N OUTPUT 1	 i3OR	 nFF1	 AInG	 1/16	 A487	 n?	 32	 4Tn7-19	 5Rn8-n4 - 5Zn8 - 05
1 4 11 3 	VFRTirAL	 DEFLFCTI nN OUTPUT	 1	 VER	 nFF1	 AInG	 1/16	 A527	 n ?	 41	 4Tn5-22	 5140-05	
5788-n6
1 4 11 4 	TFMPERATURF	 FACEP14TF 1	 F'PLT	 T	 1	 AInG	 1/16	 A5 44	 n8	 5n	 4Tn5 - 39	 5RnR - 14
	 5Z08-07
-- -	 1 4 11 5 	TEMPERATURE YOKF/FOCUS	 COIL 1	 -	 Y/Fr T	 1- AInG	 1/16	 A545	 In	 59	 4Tn5-4n
	 5R O 8-06	 -5ZO8-08
1 4 11 6 	-2 4 . 5 V	 POWER	 IN.	 NO.	 1	 ON/OFF	 -24	 fN	 1	 ni p 	R	 1 / 1. 6	6R1 5 	1?	 0 2	 4T24-24	 2Rn6-n6
1 4 1.1 7 	-28 V OLT	 SHATTER	 rURRENT	 1	 ON/OFF	 SHTR	 I	 1	 ni p R	 5/ 1	 1R21	 14	 on	 4Tn9-08	 2Rn6-13	 5Z10-59
1 4 118
	 CAME R A	 NO.	 1	 nN/OFF	 SEF	 iSM 
1 4 119	 HIGH	 VOLTAGF	 CHOPPER	 ON/OFF	 14VCHPRi	 ni p, R	 1 / 1 6	 982 4 	n2	 02	 4 Tii-09	 5R O8-n9	 5708-9
1 41 0 	5 00	 V OL T S 1	 ON/OFF	 FOnV i	 AInG	 1/16	 A562	 15 22	
4Tn5-5q	 5Rn8-n8
	 5Zn8-10
-	 --	 14191	 RBV 1	 THERMnELFCTRIr MOD FNA/DIS	 REF PSM
^	
^.;,^	
^ 4 ^	 mad	 C^..^.....^	 ^	
^	 , ,.	 a	 ,.	
..:.^ ^	 '^-sr•'#	 ++	 w	 +cssc:--c	 i..,-.-=sti.	 a	 T-:.i	 x-,...•....:,..Y	
^-'°"'Y	 ,^",_..-•z	 w	 - -.
	
c.,.;^-:s»
4 7J2229p9AY REV C LANDSAT C FLEC.TRICAL SYSTEM SCHEMATIC.	 TFLFMETR Y LIST in/18/77 PAGE	 25
---- FUNC - -TO FUNCTION--- ---- -.:. 	 -- ACRONYM --- - STrNL _ -SAMP- GATE•- - COLUMN — VIP-__ 5/5 `TNT
NO. TYPE SEC ADDR /ROW rONN CONN CONN
RBV CAMERA NO.	 2
-^	 --	 1 4 2n0 V IDE O OUTPUT	 p_ VID nUT2 AI nG 1/16 A253 in 68 4TiO-314 31424-pi
1 4 201 FOCUS CURRENT 2 PIC-1	 ? AInG 1/16 A 27 n ni 79 4T1p-56 3R24-n2 --
----- 142 1,2 COMe[KI ED	 ALIGNMENT	 r.URRENT 2 ALsN	 I	 2 At nG 1/16- A287 --12 6 4 `4T1 O -73 -3142 4 -04-
1 4 2n 3 TFMFFRAT1tRE.ELECTRONIrS 2 FLFC T 2 AI M G 1/16 A 3 O 4 18 1 3 4 71 4 -17 3R24-05
1 4 7n 4 TFMPERAT U RF-	 LO W V OL T AGE PWR SUP 2 jVSP	 T 2 AjnG 1/16 A 3 O 5 n8 23 4714-18 3R24-p7
-------1 4 20 5 DEFLEC T I ON POWER SUPPLY NO 2 -	 - - nFL	 PS 2 - Ai nG 1/16 - A322 1? 32 - 4T14.36•-- 3824-12
1 4 20 6 LO W V CL T ArE PO WER SUPPLY ? j'V	 pWS	 2 AjnG 1/16 A339 n8 41 4714-54 31424-1n
1 4 ?n 7 T HE FMCELEr TR Ic UNIT CURRFNT 2 THMn	 I	 ? AI n G 1/16 A356 1 0 5n 4T14.71 3R24-03
-- 
142n8 VIDICCN	 FI L H ENT	 CURRENT	 -.-. VEIL	 I	 2 At nG 1/16 084 1? 59 4703-2 5 - 5 1418-p2 -5 Z-n8 oi ? 4-
142n9 01	 VOITAGF	 2 rl VI  2 At nG 1/16 A385 12 68 4Tn3-26 5R18-03 5Zp8-25
1 4 210 TARIET V OLTAGF NO 2 TCT V 2 AjnG 1 / 1 6 A 4 O2 n1. 77 4 Tnl-p 5 5818-11 SZ08-26
--- 1 4 211 VIDICON	 CA T HODE Cl1RRENT	 NO 2 VCTH	 1	 2 - AI nG 1/16 A419 -18 0 4 4Tn1-23 5818-n1 ' 5708-27
1 4 212 HORIZI!NTAL	 nEFLFCTI nN OUTPUT 2 NOR nFF2 AI n G 1/16 A436 n1 1 4 4Tp1-4n 51418-04 5708-2.8
14213 VERTICAL DEFL FCTInN OUTPUT 2 VER nFF2 At nG 1 / 1 6 A45 3 16 23 47 0 1-58 SR 1 8-p5 52 0 8-29
i	 ---- 1 4 21 4 TE H FERATU R E.	 FACEPLATE	 --' FPI T T 2 Al nG	 - 1 / 1 6 - A471) - 1 8 32 4707'01 5818-14
— -
- 5209_30.'
1 4 21 5 TFMFERATL IR E.	 YOKF/FOCIIS	 rOIL	 2 Y/FC T 2 AInG 1 / 1 6 A52 1 12 4 1 4T n 5 " 1 5 51418-06 5708-31
1 4 21 6 -24.5V PO WER	 IN-	 NO.?	 ON/OFF -24	 iN 2 n1n A 1 / 1 6 6820 n2 0 3 4709-p? 3R?4-n6 SZ10-60
-
°--- 1 4 21 7 -28 V OLT	 SHUTTER rURRFNT 2 ON/OFF- 1	 2 OT	 R 5/1 4R21 14 On	 -4Tn9-li 31424-13- 5710-61--
1 4 218 CAMF R A	 NO.	 2	 nN/OFF SEF	 TSM
1 4 219 HIGh VOL T AGE CHOPPE R ON/OFF NV CHPR2 n1r 8 1 / 1 6 1 832 10 03 4T17-29 5 1418-n9 5208-32
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FUNC TLM FUNCTION ACRONYM SIGNC SAMP GATF_ COL U MPT -- VIP ----` -
_ ____
I -NTS/S
NO. TYPE SEC ADDR /RO W CONN CONN CONN
MULTISPECTRAL •	SCANNER	 (MSS)
1 5 no0 MSS PCWER ENARLF/DISAPLE SEE PSM
1 5 nn1 MSS SYSTEM	 A ON/OFF SEF	 TSH
--`	 -- -1 5p n2
15nn3
MSS	 SYSTFN B	 ON/OFF	 _ _ _--
RANC	 j	 HIGH VOLTAGE	 A/R
S EF	 ism
uVi	 SLOT Din 8 1/1 6 88 0 6 1 5 00 4T 6i .62 51,1 0 7- 0 3 12-15 Z 	 7
1 5nn4 RANG 2	 HIGH VOLTAGE A/B PV2 SLOT n I r	 R 1/16 8R07 18 On 4T2 0-01 5M 0 7 '0 4 5712'18
15005 RAND 3	 HIGH	 VOLTAGE	 A/H	 -- HV3 SLOT - DTr	 R - 1/16--" 880 8-- n1 01 - 4T?n-11--
5Mn7-05-5Z12=19
1 5 n0 6 HIGI-	 VOL T AGE	 ON/OFF 111	 VOLT nlr R 1/1 6 BR09 n? 01 4720-2?
51107-06 5212-20
1 5 nn 7 RANG 1	 HIGH VOLTAGE ON/OFF AND 1	 HV nTr,	 R 1/16 8R22 n8 01
4Tn9-25 5Mn7-07 -
-------	 15nos BANI• 	2	 HIGH	 VOLTAr,F	 OM/OFF	 - RNn 2 HV nTr,	 R 1 / 1 6 88 1n in 01 4720 . 3? 5Mn7-08- .5Z12-21
1 5 nn 9 RAND	 3	 HIGH	 VOLTAGE	 OPT /OFF RNn 3 HV DIG	 R 1/16 8Ri1 12 01 4T?o	
42 5Mn7-09 5212-22
1 5 nio RANT j	 LOW VOL T AGF ON/OFF PNn 1	 CV niP	 R 1 / 1 6 8812 15 p1 4T?0-53 5Mn7-1n 5Z12-23
-	 --- - 1 5 n11 RANC 2	 LOW	 VOLTAGE ON/OFF	 -	 - nNn	 ^)	 L nir	 B 1/16 8823 1 11 01 4Tn9-3F
5M07-1-i
15012 RANT 3	 LO W VOLTAGE ON/OFF PND 3 iV DIG	 R 1/16 882 4 n2 02
4 T11-n8 5M07-12
1 5 n1. 3 RANC	 4	 LOW VOITAGF nN/OFF PND	 4	 IV nir	 R 1 / 1 6 8B2 5 n8 n2 4T11 . 1R 5Mn7-13 _--
-	 -	 1 5 n1 4 RANP 5	 LO W	VOLTAGE.	ON/OFF	 - PND s LV nIG	 R 1/1 6 6R2 6 15 02 4T11^26
5Mn7-j4 -	
-- --
1 5 ni 5 CALIBRA TION LAMP	 A/H rLMP SLT DIG	 R 1/16 8815 12 n2
4T24-26 511 0 7-15 5212..24
1 5 01 6 CALIBRATION LAMP nN/OFF rAL	 IAMP nIr,	 R 1/16 882 6 1 5 n2 4Tii-28 5Mn7-2n -
-----	 -	 1 5 01 7 SCAN F ON I TOR	 OM/OFF	 -`- - SCAN MON n T r R 1/i6 BR2 9 " 1 8 02 4717- 0 5 5Mn7-17 - ---	 —
1 5 n1 8 RANC	 i	 GAIN	 HIGH/LOW PND 1	 nN DIG R 1/1 6 88 3 0 nI 0 3 4 T1 7. 1 6 5Mn7-18
15 0 19 RANC	 ?	 GAIN	 HIGH/LOW PND 2 GN nIr	 R 1 / 1 6 8R2 n? 03 4Tng-05 5Mn7-19 _-- -
- --	 15p?0 RO T ATING SHUTTER ON/OFF	 _ ROT SHTR DIG	 R 1/16 8831 n 0 3 4717-211
51An7-t6 -- _-
1 5 01 RANC	 5	 +/-	 15VDC RFGUTATOR PNn5	 1 . 5V AIOG 1/16 4 4 1 7 12 5n 4 Tni-21 51111-18
1 5 n 92 RANC 5 PREAMP CASE TFNPFRATURE 5PA	 CST Ain(,, 1/16 A5 0 3 18 59 4Tn7-35 5M11-3n
-------- 1 5n23 SHUTTER MnNITnR SnURCF A/n SHTR MON nir,	 R 1/16 8832 in 03 4Tt7-37 5Mn7-?i-."'-
15n?5 CHANNFL 25 BIAS rlJ25	 RTA AInG 1/16 A 4 6 4 1 8 68 4Tni-69 5M11-35
1 5 n'6 CHANNEL 26 BIAS rH?6	 RTA AInG 1/16 A465 n? 77 4 Tn1- 7 n 5M11-36
15n?7 HUX ON/OFF mULTPLXR n I r,	 R 1/16 5806 15 On 4T16-511 4Mn?-n8 -
15n28 HUX	 NCRM/iNHIOIT mUX STAT Dir,	 R 1/16 51107 18 no 4716-69 5M 0 7- 3 6 5Z12-25
15n29 MUX MODE	 STATUS rnMPRFS/LINFAR HUX M ODE Dir	 R 1 / 1 6 511 0 3 n R on 4T16-27 411 02-n9
-	 - -	 1 9 n I o MID	 STAN	 LODE	 OFF/01,1 HID SCAN DIr R 1/1 6 7R 2 9 18 n2 4 71.7-n 4 4110?-1.1
__ -
-5Z12-26-
1 5 n 3 1 SCAN PONITOR SOURCE A/B SCN SRCF DIG	 R 1 / 1 6 5 11 0 4 in On 4Ti6-37 51407-3A 5Z12^27
15032
--__	 15n33
MSS MAO C O M P nN/OFF
SCAN MIRROR ON/OFF
REP	 ISM
RCN MIPR nTr,	 R ` 1 / 1 6 5 80 2 n2 nn 4716-i7 ._ 5Mn7 -24 -5212-2tY
15n34 SCAN	 MIRROR POWER LINE i	 YF5/NO SCNM	 P11 DIG	 R 1 / 1 6 711 3 1 n8 n3 4T17 . 25 5Mn7-28
15n35 SCAN	 MIRROR POWFR LTNP 2	 YES/NO SCNM	 PL2 DTr,	 R 1/1 6 7B20 n2 0 3 47ng-n4 5Mn7-29 -
1. 5 n 3 6 St;A A	MIRROR	 MnDF	 NORMAI/INHIBIT S";NM	 MnF r,nf	 R 1/1 6 5Rn8 n1 01 4T20-OR 5M 0 7-34 5212-29-	
-	 ---
15n.17 SCAN	 NIRRnR PWR YFS/NO SCNM PWR DIG	 B 1 / 1 6 5 1409 n2 at 4T? 0 -19 5Mn7-35 5Z12-30
1 5 n 3 8 MSS HEATER nN/OFF REF PSM
5	 11 	 n' n VX	 -L1A	 P.	
POWER	
S UPPLYM	 L•	 F	 MUX -6V A In GB 11	 61. A	 8 51 2n_ 33 4T	 8	 70•'0 411 2'0	 01
1 5 n 4 1 A/D CrNVFRTFR RFF SUPPLY A/n	 SPI_Y AInG 1/16 At33 18 41 4T06 » 27 4MO2-03
15 0 42 AVFRAGF	 DENSITY	 OF	 nATA	 TRANSITIONS AVG nF M S MOO 1/16 A219 n1 5 1 4 Ttn-0? 4Mn?-n4
__..... 1 9n 4
.3 FIRE R	OPTICS	 PLATT	 1	 TEMPFRAT IJRF FOPT 1 T AInG 1/1.6 A 4 01 n P 6 n 4T n1-0 4 5M 1 1- 0 4 -—
15n44 FIRFR	 OPTICS	 PLATE	 2	 TEMPFRATURF FOPT ? T AInG 1/16 A419 n2 69 4Tni-22 5M11-65
1 5 0 45 MI1X	 TFNPFRATURF MIJY	 TFHP Al Or, 1/16 A.? 36 In 77 4T1 n-21 4Mn?-n5
1 5 n 4b FLEC. T t l nr'I r s	 CnVFH	 TI HPI-RATURE EL CVR T Al nG 1/16 A5:;6 n8 0 5 4 T n 5 - 3 1 °51"11-n6 -	 - --
15n47 POWER	 S U P P LIE R	TFMPF-RATI I RF P	 RPIY	 T AInG 1/16 A552 In 14 4Tn5-47 5M11-n7
1`in4N c;rAM1	 NIrmnH	 1t1QllLATnR	 TI-tl' "N	 R; r,	 T AInG 1/16 A435 n1 24 4Tn1-3 q 51111-nR
15p49 SCA N MIRROR	 DRIVE EIFrTRONIDS	 TFMP SMnR F T AInG 1/16 A45? 0 8 33 4Tn1-57 5M11-09
1 5 n 5 n SCAN	 N,RROR	 DRIVE COII	 TFMP SMDR C T AInG 1/16 A568 n2 42 4Tn5-64 51111-in
a- 4 7J222909AY REV C LANDSAT C ELECTRICAL SYSTEM SCHEMATIC,	 TELEMET R Y LIST 3n/18177 PAGE	 27
- --- FUNC -	 TLM	 F UNC T I O N	 -	 -	
..
-
_ ACRONYM SirNL SAM P - - GATE - COLUMN -VIP__------S/S	 AN	 — -	
_
NO. TYPE SEC ADDR /ROW CONN CnNN CONN
1 5 0 5 1 SCAN MIRROR TEMPERATURE SCN MR T AInG 1/16 A469 n2 51 4T01-74 5M11-11
-- -- 1 5 0 5 2 ROTATING SHUTTER HOUSING TEMP-- - - ` PSH HG -T AI nG -	 1 / 1 6- -A486 '15 77 - 4Tn7-18 -- 5MI1 - 31 ---
15n53 SCAN MIRROR RFGULATEp VOLTAGE SM	 RF(,	 V AInG 1/16 A362 n8 69 4Tn3-03 5Mii-34
1 5 n 54 CALIBRATION LAMP rURRFNT rALAMP	 I AInG 1/16 A533 i? 77 4T05-28 5Mil-13
-	 -
15n55 BANC 1	 + /-1 5	 VDC RE,UtATnR PNni 1 5 V AInG 1/16 A 4 8 5 IO 0 5 4Tn7-17 5M Il -14
—._.__---
1 5 n 56 RANC 9 +/-i s VDr REQUI ATOR PND2 1 5V AInG 1/16 A365 1 2 1 4 4T n 3 -o 6 5HII-15
1 5n57 RANC
	
3	 +/-15VnC RFG I )LATnR PNI13	 1 5V AI f G 1/16 A 4 34 n2 2 4 4Tn1-3A 5M11-16
- -- 1 5 n 58 RANC	 4	 6 /-1 5VPC RFGOLATOR	 _ ...- -- PNn 4 1 5 V A I OG - 1 / 1 6 -- A 416 -in 33 -•4 Tnt-19 5M11-17
1 5 n 59 -1 5	 T i.t-i	 R FG"LATED	 VOLTAGF TLM 61 5 V AInB 1/16 A 3 79 n8 42 4Tn3-2n 5M11-12
15 0 6 0 +12	 VCC	 -6VnC	 RFrjl)LATnR +12-6Vnr AInG 1 / 1 6 A396 n8 51 4Tn3-37 5M11-19
-_.__.. 1 5 n 6 1 +5	 VDC	 LOrIC	 RF gUI_ATnR IOGTC+SV AtnG 1/16 A 4 13 In 6n 4Tn1-16 '5M11-2n --	 -	 --	 -
1 5 n 6 2 -1 9	 V CC	 RFCTIFIFR	 O(ITPIT RErT•19V AInG 1/16 A 43 n in 69 4Tn1 . 34 5M11-21
15 0 63 -i9
	 VDC RFCTJF(FR oUTFUT RFCT-19V Al nn 1/16 A477 18 77 4Tn1-51 51.111-22
- 1 5 n 64 HIGH VOLTAGP_ MONITOR RAND i _ ( . A)_- -- RNDI	 H V A AInG 1/16 A 509 i? n 5 4Tn7-34 5MIl-23 - -
15n65 HIGH	 VOLTAGF MONITOR	 RAND	 1	 ( R ) PNnl H V R AInG 1/16 A 9 19 1 8 1 4 4T n 5-1 3 5MII-24
1 5 n 66 HIGH	 VOLTAGF MONITOR	 RAND	 2	 (A) RNn2 H V A AInG 1/16 A382 n8 24 4Tn3-23 5MIl-25
-
t5n67 HIGH VOLTAGE MONITOR	 RAND 2	 (A) RNn2 H V R AIF-' 1 / 1 6 A 3 99 12 33 4 T01-01 5M11-26 - ' -
1 5 n6 8 HIGI-	 VOLTAGF	 MONITOR	 RAND 3	 (A) PNn3 HVA AInG 1/16 A451 2 0 42 4TAI-56 5MIl-27
1 5 n 6 9 HIGH	 VOLTAGE MONITOR RAND	 3	 (R) RND3 HVR Al MG 1/1 6 A468 i0 51 4Tn1-73 5Mi1-28
----- 1 5 n 7 0 SHUTTER MoTnR CnNTROL	 ---SHTR MCI AInG 1/16 A 55 0 12 6n 4705-45 5 M S1- 2 9 - -	 --
INTEGRATOR OUTPUT
1 5 n 7 1 SCAN MIRROR DRIVE CLOCK SMnR ClK AInG 1/16 A567 12 69 4Tn5-63 5M1i-37
--- -- 1 5 0 7 2 RANC	 5A	 GAIN PIT 1	 1/n	 - -A	 GN R1 DTr R 1 / 1 6 181 4 In n2 4T24.09 5M07--23'-5Z^2­3
15n73 BANE
	
5A	 GAIN	 PIT	 P	 1/n 5A GN P9 nTr,	 R 1 / 1 6 ?R1 4 in 82 4T24-1n 5Mn7-25 SZ12-32




58	 GAIN	 81T	 1	 1/n	 -- -	 - -_	 _ - 98 GN R1 n'Ir	 R ' 1/16 28 3 0 n1 C 3 4 T17-n9 5M 0 7-40 .-- -	 —
1 5 n 76 RAND	 58	 GAIN	 PIT	 9	 1/0 5R GN R2 nlr R 1/16 6R3n 111 03 4717-13 5Mn7-41
15 0 77 RANC	 58 GAIN PIT 3 1/n 5P OR R3 DIr.	 R 1 /1 6 79 3 0 n1 0 3 4717-i5 5Mn7-42
-- 15n8o RADIATIG N Cn0LFR FI RS T STAGF TEMP.- RC 1ST Ai Mr, 1/16 -A482 n1 0 5 4fn7-14 511 11-01. -	 -
1 5 n A 1. RADIATION COOLFR SErONO STAGE TEMP. RC 2SW T AInG 1/1.6 A 4 99 n? 14 4Tn7-31. 5M11-02
(WIPE RANGE)
- 15n82 RADIATION GOOIER SECOND STAGE TEMP. PC 2SN T --AInG 1/16 A563 1 2 19 4Tn5-59- 5Mi1-n3 --`--
7 (NAFRO4 RANGE)
15 0 83 DOOR MOTnR POWER ON/OFF nR MTR P DIn	 H i / 1 6 3 81 3 ni 02 4T24-n1 5M 0 7-22 5Z12-34
15nA4 DOOR	 1;IRI-cTION	 OPFN/Cl OSF DR	 D i R n - r,	 R 1 / 1 6 O R 1 2 1 5 01 4720-45 5Mn7-371-5ZIp-35	
-
1 5 nn 5 DOOR MOVING	 YFS/NO nR MVNG nIr R 1 / 1 8828 17 0 2 4TIJ-48 5M07-44
91 15086 DOOR	 HOLD 0"1/OFF nR HnLn DTr,	 R 1/1 6 1R20 n ? 0 3 4T24-69 5Mn7-43 5212-36
-	 ----
15nA7 DOOR CLOSFD
	 YFS/Nn nR	 CISn nyn R 1/1 6 8 80 2 n 2 on 4 Tt6-2n 5Mn7- 4 7 -SZ12-37	 -'-
ab 15n88 DOOR CUTOAS	 YES/NO nR OTGS nIQ R 1 /1 6 28 0 3 nA an 4 T16 . 2 4 5Mn7-48 5Z12-38
ci 15089 DOOR OPEN	 YFS/NO OR OPEN Din R 1/1 6 280 5 1 ? an 4T16-45 51,1 0 7-49 5712-39
r 15n90 DOOR V V FRRInE RFSFT/ACTUATE DR OVRn Din,, 	 R 1/1 6 7826 15 n2 4711.•27 5Mn7-45 -- -
i-^ 15noi DOOR n V ERRIDF SAFF/ARM nR OVRn Din R 1 / 1 6 683 2 in 03 4T17.35 5Mn7-46
1 5 09 2 OUTIAS HFA T FR ON/OFF nTnS 14TR n I r,
	
B 1/16 3816 12 n3 4724-31 5M87-5n 5ZI2-40




(]	 47J2a29n9AY REV C LANDSAT C ELECT R ICAL SYSTEM S CNEMATTC,
	 TELEME TRY LIST 1n/18/77 PArIE	 28
0000	 FUNC TLH F U NC T I O N ACRONYM S IRNL ' SAMP -- GA T T - COLUMN "VIP---'---S/S	 INT
NO. TYPE SEC ADDR /ROW CONN rONN	 CONN
1 5 1n1 CNN 1 SCANNER VIDFO OUTPUT rHl. SVO AGOG 1 / 1 6 A363 18 0 5 4Tn3-04 5M15-01
1 5 1 n2 CNN 2 SCANNFR VIDEO OUTPUT -	 ry2 SVn AInG _1/1 6_. A 3 8n_ -n1 n 6 - 4 70 3 - 2 1 - _5 M1. 5 -n2 	 —
1 5 103 CHN 3 SCANNFR VIDEO OUTPUT rya SVn AInG 1/ 1 6 A397 n2 66 4Tn3-3R 51115-03
1 5 1n 4 CHN 4 SCANNFR ViDFO OUTPUT rH4 SVn AInG 1/16 A414 n8 n6 4T nt-1 7 51115-n4
---	 - 151n5 CNN 5 SCANNFR VInF-O OUTPUT	 - - -	 - rH5 SVn Al nG 1/t6 A43 1 In 0 6 4701-35 514 1 5-p5 --	 ----
1 5 1n 6 CHN 6 SCANNFR VInFO OUTPUT ry6 SVn AjnG 1/16 A448 12 p6 4Tnj.52 5MI5-n6
1 5 1n 7 CH N 7 SCANNFR V IDEO OUTPUT ry7 SVn Ain(, 1/16 A449 n1 15 4TOI -53 5Mt5-n8
_	 81 5 10 CH N 8 SCANNFR VOIDE IITPTO	 1i ---	 rO SVn Aj nG /	 6 -1	 1 A 466 - n? 15	 .4701.71 - •51115 -nq 	- --..
1 5 10 9 CNN 9 SCANNFR VIDFO OUTPUT rH9 SVO AjnG 1/16 A483 n8 15 4Tn7-15 51115-10
1 5 11 0 CHN in SCANNER VinEn OUTPUT rH1p SVn AInG 1/16 A5 0n in i 5 4707-3? 5M15-1i
--	 15111 CHN ij SCAN NIER VIDFo OUTPUT ry11 SVn Al nG 1/16 A 9 17 1 2 15 4T 0 5. 1.1 51115-12	 -
1 5 112 CHN 12 SCANNFR V inE n OUTPUT rH12 SVD AInG 1/16 A534 15 15 4Tn5.29 5M15-j3
1 5 11 3 CHN 13 SCANNJER VInF'0 OUTPUT rH13 SVn AjnG 1/16 A55 1 1 5 33 4Tp5-46 51115-15
--	 1 5 11 4 CHN 14 SCAN"FR VinED nUTPUT ----	 r,H14 SVn Al nG 1/16 A364 1 8 33 4Tn3-05 5MI5-16
	
---
1 5 11 5 CNN 15 SCANNER VinEn OUTPUT rH15 SVn AjnG 1/16 A3 8 1 n1 34 4Tn3-27 5MI5-17
1 5 11 6 CHN 16 SCANNER V InF-n OUTPUT r1i16 SVO AjnG 1/16 A398 n2 34 4Tn3-39 5P115-18
—	 15117 CHN 17 SCANNER V!DFO nUTPUT - —	 rH 1 7 SVn Al nn 1/16 A415 n8 34 47 0 1-18 5111 5 -19	 -	 -- -
1 5 11 8 CHN 1 8 SrANNFR VinFn nUTPIJT rill SVn AjnG 1/16 A 4 32 1n 34 4Tn1-36 51115-37
1 5 11 9 CNN 19 Sr*ANNER VIDFn nUTPUT r.H19 SVn AlnG 1/16 A433 18 69 4T n1.- 37 5MI5-22
-- -- ---	 1 5 1'0 CHN 26 SCANNFR V 1DF.0 OUTPUT-- --	 ry90 SVn AI nG 1/16 45nA n1 7 n 4 T n1 ^ 55 511 F -231	 --"1 5 1 2 1 CH N 2j SCANNFR VIDEO OUTPUT rFi21 SVn Ai MC, 1/16 A467 n2 7n 4T n1- 79 51115-241 5 122 CNN 22 SCANNER V IhFO OUTPUT ry22 SVn A j nG 1/16 A484 n8 7n 4Tn7-16 5MI5-25
-----	 1 5 1? 3 CHN 23 SCANNER V IDEO OUTPUT rH23 SVn Ai nG 1/16 A 5 01 In 7 n 4 1'n7 .. 33 5MI 5 -26	 -- —1 5 12 4 CHN 24 SCANNER villEn OUTPUT ry24 SVn AInG 1/16 A5 1 8 1 2 7 0 4Tp5^12 SH15 -27
1 5 12 5 CHN 25 SCANNER V 1DFO OUTPUT ry25 SVn A j nG 1/16 A535 18 5n 4Tn5-3n 51115-29
------- 15 1 26 rHN 26 SCANNER VinEn OUTPUT -	 ry24 SVn Ai MG 1/16 A569 15 5n 4Tn5..65 5MI5-3n
47J222909AY REV C LANDSAT C ELECTRICAL SYSTEM SCHEMATIC.
	
TELEMETRY LIST q0/18/77 PAGE	 29
---_-	 FUNC TLM FUNC T ION	 - ACRONYM SInNL SAMP GATE COLUMN -- VIP ---
NO. TYPE SEC ADDR /ROW BONN CONN	 CONN
DCS RELIEVER
1 6 nni RECIEVER 1	 Sir, STRENGTH RCVR1	 Sn Ai ' nG 1/1 6 A265 18 i 5 4T i0
- 5 0 3D04-2
1 6 nn2 RECIEVER I	 TEMPERATURE PCVR 7	 T Al MG 1/16 A282 1n	 24 4Tip-6P 3D04-1
----	 16nn3 RFCIEVF-R 1	 PWR SUPPLY VOLTAGE_-- _.	 -	 PCVR	 1	 V _ AI nG — 1 /1 6 - A?99 12	 42- 4T14-12" " - 3nn4-3	 ---
1 6 nn 4 RECIEVER 2 SInNAL ST RFNGTH RCVR2 Sn AInG 1/16 A 31 6 12 51 4T14 -3n 2D04-2
1 6 nn 5 RECIEVER 2 TFMPERATURF PCVR 2 T AIMG 1/16 A333 18 6n 4T14 -47 2D04-1
1 6 nn 6 RECIEVER 2 PWR SUPPLY VOL T AGE -"	 PCVR 2	 V AI nG 1/16 - A35n --n1	 78--4T14.65-- - 2Dp4 -3	 --
lot n,
rte.._ ---- .... ---------- -	 --.—
f
trtt#ara#*rarw#4*##arttraat rtiwtrrr^r tOi rrtaar
i	 FLFCT, IF S/S	 ISM,PSM#APU.ALC
i
4











x'- 47J222909AY REV C LANDSAT C FLECTRICAL SYSTEM SCHEMATIC. TELEMETRY PAGE	 30LIST in/i8/77
FUNC - _ TLM- FUNCTION .__-._._._._	 _ _	 - ACRONYM-^_- SiGNL- --SAMP-"_GATF- COI;UMN---VIP- S/SAN
NO. TYPE SEC ADDR /ROW CONN CONN CONN
IN TE R F ACE SWITCHING MODULE	 (ISM)
1pn8 SCANNFR 1	 ENA / DIS SCAN 1 nin R	 1/1 6 581 3 ni 0 2 4 T24 ` 0 3 4X 0 5 - 1 0 5717-05
101 7 SCANNFR 2	 FNA/DIS SCAN 2 piR R	 1/16 5823 18 01 4Tn9-32
4X 0 5-12 5 Zt7-0 6 5 Z10- 6 2 	! __ ^
1 ?3 1 - SAD R IGH T PnWFR UNFUSFD/FUSED 	 __- SDR PWR - -nir R -- 1/1 6 5814-in 02-- 4724 .. 13- -4X05-27 --5 Z1;7-i?-4X05-25
	 5Z1 7 ^il,	 5Zi0-631251 SAD LEFT POWER UNFUSEn /FUSED S OL	 PWR Din R	 1 / 1 6 5825 n8 02 4 Ti1 - 1 5
1?9n SINCLF SCANNER MODE UNLOCK/LQCK SGL SCNR niG R	 1/1 6 5Rin 10 pi 4T2p-29 4'X05-14 5 Z17-07	 ^_ ,
-	 -- --1291 Sf'. Ar NpH 	DISABLE	 SELECT	 2/1	 -.-- GCaNDT5 ° ntr, R -_ 1 / 1 6-" 561- 1 5 01
___ 4T20- 5n--4Xn9-8--5Z17-04
1?92 RIGH T COSINE POT OUT COS SIGR AinG 1/16 A1 75 n? 39 47n6-70 4Xn5-16 5717-16

















5Z17-27 -5Z! 9­6-4--_ 12n2n CA	 THRUSTER HrATFRS ON/OF.-.	 .. ---------THRSS HT R
ATT SENS
nir
nir, R	 1 / 1 6 5R24 n? 02 4 TIl-0 5 4Xn5-6 5Z17-n1 5Zt0-653on6
6 tn ?
/OFFAT T I T EDE SENSDR ON
PSM H FLA Y RUS	 ENA/nIS PSM PLYS DIG R	 1/16 IR29 18 02 4 T1i-51 4X03-21 5Z17-26 5Zt0-73
— 7127 COMP-	 LOAD 7	 ON/OFF	 ___-___- -r.MP 1D	 7 nir n - 1 / 1 6 5 R 3 1 - n R 03- - 4 Ti7 -?3° -4X 0 5 - 4	 - 5Z17 - p? - 5Zi0-66
712A COMP.	 LOAD P	 ON/OFF' CMP ID	 R DTG 8	 1/1 6 5932 1n 0 3 4T17-34 4xp rr - 2 5 71?-01. 5710-67
`-f 713n AUX.	 LOAD PAN EL 1•	 TEMP. AUX P1 T AInG 1 / 1 6 Ato! 15 0
6 4T04-32 4X 0 3-48 5717-15
— --- 7 1 3 1 AUX,	 LOAD PANEL 2.	 TEMP.	 - AUX P2 T AI n G -	 1 / 1 6 A11 8 12 2 4 4 T0 6 - 1t 4Xn5-48- 5T17-17-_.__^
B 9 6n SEP SWITCH 1	 RYPASS	 NO/YFS SS iR YP3 Din 8	 1 / 1 6 5815 12 02 9724-23 4X 0 5-iq 5217^p8
{ 8061 SEP SWITCH 9 RYPASS	 NO/YES SS 2PYPS nTr R	 1/1 6 3826 15 02 4 Tti-25 4X05-21 5 7.1 7 -09 5210^68 --
- 8n6? CLOCK IUSFD PWR.	 PRi/RFD	 ----- rLK FUSF n I G R "1/16 58 2 9 18 n2 4Ti7-n? 4X05-?3-'SZt7-10 5Zl.0-69`
811 3 MSFN STADAN CHANNFL	 A/R	 B/A M S	 CHN Din R	 1/1 6 6829 18 62 4Ti7-n3 4Xn3-19 5Z17-25 5210-70
lln ? p USB XMTR PRIMARY PO W ER	 OFF/ON p USR PW nit, R	 1 / 1. 6 7 80 6 1. 5 on 4T16-6n 4X03-12 5217-??
_._ 11 n? t USA XNTR REnUNnANT P OWER	 nFF/ON---- R USR P W nir, R	 1/ 1 6 - 180 5 12 on - -4T16 - 44 - - 4X 0 3-o8 - 9717-20-
12ano WIDERANn POWER AMPLIFIERS P WPA PW ntr, R	 1/16 7805 12 on 4T16-50 4X01-14 5217-23
—_ -	 1 2 1n0
PRIMARY POWFR	 nFF/ON
WIVEBA ND POWER AMPLIFIE R S - R WPA PW - DIG R - 1 / 1 6 6807- 18 On 4T16^70 - 4X03-10 5Zi7-21__—
I's REDUNnANT POWFP	 nFF/ON
13n36 VTR 1 PwR RYPASS	 nFF/ON VTR1 B Y P nin R	 •1/i 6 '6B16 1? 03 4T24.34. 4X 0 9-44 5217-5t
------ -. 13136 VTR 2 PWR RYPASS	 nFF/ON	 _ _ VTR2 RYP - nTG 8 - 1 / 1 6- 9R1''.._1? -n3--- 4724.37 4X13-44-5217.52
i 13210 AP U 	USR/PA R.U.T.SIGNAL	 ENA/DIS U/P TSIr,, nir. R	 1/16 7807 18 On 4Tt.6 - 71 4X 0 3 - n4 5Z17 - 18
1 4 118 CAMF R A NO.	 1	 ON/OFF CAMERA 1 nin R	 1/i6 6R14 10 0 2 4724.14
4 X11^ 4 2 5217<3?_
•^_) -.	 14218 C•AMF R A	 N0.	 7	 ON/OFF CAMERA ? nTR R	 1 / 1 6 28 3 1 n8 0 3 4Ti7-2n - 4x11-45 •__ 5217- 35 SZSD'	
__
1 5 nnt MSS SYSTEM A	 ON/OFF NSS SYSA nir, R	 1 / 1 6 840 4 in an 4T16-40 4X23-41
5217-37
1 5 nn 2 MSS SYSTEM R	 ON/OFF MSS SYSR ,ntG R	 1/1 6 8805 i ? 00 4Tt6 . 51 4X nt- 42 5217-24
_ 15032 MSS MAG COMP ON/OFF
	
- !"SS	 MAG nit; R	 1/1 6 5805
,
1 2 no • 4T16-4R 4X21-44---5Z17-53	 —	 —





47J222909AY REV C LANDSAT C FLECTRIcAL SYSTEM SCHEMATIC, TELFM E TRY LIST Tn/18/77 PAGE
FUNC TLM F UNCTION ACRONYM S1rNL SAMP GATE -COLUMN -- VIP-----_..._— _.S/S_--INT-	 - —	 —
N0. TYPE S EC ADDR /ROW CONN CONN CONN
PB W F R SW I T CHI NG MOD U LE	 (PSM)
2n3n DA	 SOL POWER	 FNA/nIS SOL PWP Dir, B	 1/1 5819 16 0 4 4T2 4 -63 5P13-12 5215-13
? 0 35 DA	 T TNER	 FNA/nIS PA	 71MFF n it,, R	 1 / 1 6 5 81 6 12 0 3 4T24-33 5P13-26 5215-01	 V
6p79 PAYLOAD-FLJSF BLOW B U S	 VDLTAfiE	 - FS	 BI o	 v Ai nG 1/1 fi A1 35 i549- - 4T6fl- 29 5 P 1 3 - 1 p- '— 5 Z i 5. 11--
61n1 PRM	 Ik RcLAY rONFIG UR .	 MTXF.D/COMM PRM ArF nir, R	 1 / 1 6 6812 15 01 4T20- 5 1








	 ENJA/DIS	 _	 -
SFF	 ISM
LISP
	 OFF nTr, 8	 1/16 7803 -p8 on — 4716 . 29 -5P19-4B-5 715 -p 4	 -
13 0 35 VTR 1	 CONTRnL	 NnRH/REVFRSED VTR 1	 CDN DTr, R	 1 / 1 6 i R o1 n1 on 4716-09 5P13-31 5715-08
13 1 35 VTR 2 CCtJTRnL
	
NORM/REVFRSFD VTR 7 c6) nIs R	 1/16 1 8 0 9 n2 01 4720-15 5P13-41 5Z 1 5-49 --
___
	 132 J•9 APU PAYLUAD	 R.U.T.5I^	 F(A/DI5 PL TSIr nIr R	 1/16 7809 n? 01 4T20-21. 5P13-04-- 5Z15-09°_—	
_
1 ?^ 211 SEAFCH	 TRACK	 (1 +9)	 nATA	 TO	 APU ST	 DATA nTr R	 1 / 1 b 7Rp8 ni 01 4 T2p-ip 5P 1 3-p8 5715-p6
14817 (A+F )
	ianRH/SWITrHFn
R 8 V SI,UTTF-R PWR	 ON/OFF SHTR P W R nTr q	 1 { 1 6 58 11 12 pi 4T20-39 5P13-23 5715- 0 9	 -
{	 14n18 RR V PRIMARY CONTPnL	 ENA/nIS PRV PCON DTr, R	 1/16 182 5 n8 n2 4711-11 5P1 3-49 SPLICE
1_ 4 1 9 1 R R V	 1	 TNFRN.nFIFr,TRtf 	 HOD	 FNA/niS 7HM MD 1 nIr R	 1/16 7Rp4 1n On 4T16 . 39 5?13-35 5215-05
1 4 2 9 1 RRV	 2	 THI_RHnEJF.CTRIr.	 MOD	 ENA/DIS THM	 '4 n	 2 n16 R	 - 1 / 1 6 78 01 nl on 4T16'n8 5P13-46- 5715-p7
15pnp MSS PDWFR
	 E*JAHLF/nIRARIF USS PWR DIr, R	 1/16 7822 n a o1 4Tn g, 2 4 5P13-47 5?15-1p 5710-74
15p38 MSS HFATI=R	 nN/OFF 'ASS HTR DIr R	 1 / 1 6 7Rp2 p? nn 4716+19 5P13-38 5Z15- R 3
-- — PSM	 SpAR1= =1 DIr R	 1/1 6 5Ro1 - n1 nn 4716.06 5P19-12 " " 5 Z1 5_	 ---
-
a pSi1 SPARF	 = 2 DIr, R	 1/16 8BO 3 n8 on 4 T16- 3 n 5Pt9- 2 4 5215..47
{
-
pSM SPARE =3 n1 r, R	 1/1 6 081 5 12 02 4T24.18 5P19- 3 6 5Z15-14
. 
„r




FUNC TLM FUNCTION ACRONYM-- SIGNL" SAMP -GATE COLUMN --- VIP
NO. TYPE SEC ADDR /RO W CONN CnNN _	 CONN
AUX	 PROCESSING UNIT	 (APU) y___	 1
^	 132n0 -2 4 . 5 	INPUT PO W ER APU-24.5 AIAG 1/1 6 A11 6 18 5 1 4T n 6-09 3E06-13
1 32 n1 -1 2 V SUPPLY AOU -1 ?V Ai MG 1/1 6 A1 5 0 n1 61 4Tn6-44 3E06-15
--	 --	 1 3 2n 2 TEMFERATURE APU TEMP -Al MG	 ..-1/1. 6 A1 6 7 n2 78-- 4 Tn 6 - 6 2 3F06-14—	 --- —
13?n 7 34	 MIN.	 PL	 R.O.T.	 START	 SIG.	 ON/OFF 34M PL nIG 9 1/1 6 7810 in ni 4T20-3i 3F.n6-04
132nH 34	 NII;UTE USg/PA	 R.U.T.	 START SIGNAL '14M	 U/PA n - n R 1/16 7811 12 01 472 0 -41 3F06-0 7
nN/OFF
1 3 2n9 APU PA YLOAD	 R.U.T.	 SIG	 ENA/DI S SEF PSM
1 3 210 APU USR/PA	 R.U.T.	 SIG	 ENA/D1S SEF	 ISM
-- —'— 1 3 211 SEAFCp TRACK TO APU NORM/S W I TCHED SEF PSN
13 712 PO W E R NODF	 NORM/STRY PWR	 MOf1F D - 6 9 1 / 1 6 1 8 10 10 01 4T20-25 3F06-16 5-
-- 17nno SEARC}	 TRACK 1,	 i/2	 DATA	 — STK1	 1 /2 - n ► f;	 A--•1-/1	 -- DA 01 --1 6 - on- 4T28 -01 --3E04-09	 -----
1 7 nni SEARC}; TRACK 1,	 2/2	 DATA STK1 2/2 D1* 6	 A 1/1 nA02 1 7 00 4T28'09 3FO4-In
17nn2 SFAFCN	 TRACK 2,	 1/?	 DATA STK2 112 nin	 A 1 / 1 DA03 1 6 nl 4T?A-1. 9 3Fn4-11	 ..
-- _	 17nn3 SEARCH TRACK ^.	 ?/?_	 DATA STK2 ?/? nIr.	
A_.,i /i -	 4DA0 --	 7i 01 4T28-26 3F0 4-1 2	
_.__
a47J2229n9AY REV C LANDSAT C FLECTRICAL SYSTEM SCHE M ATIC. TELEME TRY LI ST ?n/18/.77 PAGE	 33
Fp
rP	 FUNC TLM FUNC T I O N ACRONYM §Ir,NL . SAM P _.. GA T E - COLUMN - yip --- - -- -_5/S_-__.—INT —	 -
N0. TYPE SEr, ADDR /ROW CONN CONN CONN
AUX LOAD CONTROLLER (ALC)
6 0 8 0 SH U N T LOAD 1	 CURRFNT SHUNTI	 I AInG 1/16 A251 n8 09 4Ti0-36 IP42-05
6081 SHUNT LOAD 2 CURRFNT SHUNT?	 I AInG 1/16 8268 In 1 8 4TIO - 54 IP42-06 --_
__	 ...	 6082 SH U N T LOAD 3 CURRFNT SHIJNT3	 I Al nG 1/16 A28 5 12 27 4T1p.71....iP4?- 07
6 0 83 SHUt,T	 LOAD 4	 CURRFNT SHUNT4	 I AInG 1/16 A302 15 36 4714.15 1P42-18
6 0 84 SHUtT
	
LnAn 5 CURRFNT SHUNT5	 I AInG 1/16 A 3 19 SA 45 4T14-33 IP42 -19
_	 ----	 6 0 135 SHUNT LOAD A	 r.URRFNT	 ---_ ____ --	 SHUNT6	 I Al nG -1/16 _. A336 — n1 55 — 4T14-50---1P42 -20
6n86 SHUNT LOAD 7	 CURRFNT SHUNT7	 I AI n G 1/16 A337 n2 64 4T14.51 1P42-n8
6n87 SHUNT LOAD A CURRFNT SHIJNT8	 I AI n G 1/16 A354 n8 73 4T14-69 IP42-2.1
_
6 0 89 SHUN T LOAD A	 nN/DFF	 - ___ - --	 SHUNT	 A nIr	 8 1 / 1 6 O 8 O1 n1 nn 4 71.6-01 IP42-39
--
6n9n SH U N T LOAD R ON/OFF SHUNT P n I r,	 11 1 / 1 6 OROR n] 01 4720-03 ?P42-n2
6n91 SH U N T LOAN C ON/OFF SHUNT C Djr	 11 1/1 6 OR1 3 n] 02 4T20-55 IP42-01
6n92 SHUN T LOAn n nN/OFF SHUNT	 r) nrr,	 R 1/16 _ OR 3 n n1 03 4T17-07 IP42-42 -5tT0---75
6n93 AUXILIARY LOAD 1	 nN/OFF AUX	 In 1 Din R 1 / 1 6 O R 0 2 n 2 an 4 T1 6 -1 2 IP42-03
6n94 AUXILIARY LOAD 2	 nN/OFF AUX	 IO	 9 Din	 R 1/1 6 OROQ n2 01 4T2n ..14 IP42-04
-
----	 6n95 AUXILIARY LOAD 3	 ON/OFF AUX	 ID	 3 nIr R 1/16 OR24 n2 02 4Tn9-37 IP42-36 -5 Zip-76 -
6 0 96 AUXILjARY LOAD 4	 ON/OFF AUX	 ID	 4 n j r	 R 1 / 1 6 On2 n nP 03 4724.,68 IP42-37
6n97 AUXILIARY LOAD 5	 ON/OFF AUX	 ID	 5 Dfn	 R 1/16 OR32 in 0 3 4717-2A 113 42-38 5210-77
7 121 rOMF	 I OA F) 1	 ON/OFF	 ------	 ---	 rMP I D 1 - DIr	 R 1/1 6 7812 -15 O1 ' 4T20-52 IP42-09 —	 --
7122 COMP	 LOAII 2	 ON/OFF r.MP	 LD	 2 Din	 R 1/16 71313 n1 0 2 - 4 T24-n 5 1'P42-27
7 t2 3 COUP LOAD 3	 ON/OFF rMP	 I.D	 3 D j r,	 R 1'1 6 782 4 n2 02 4 711-0 7 IP42-28 5210-78
7	 2 4
---	 -	 t - CCt1F	 I OnD 4	 ON 3 OFF rMP	 I D	 4 nIr,	 B 1/] 6 71125 0 11 0 2 4 Ti1-1 7 IP42-22---5 z	 7910'
7125 COMP LUAD 5	 ON/OFF r.MP 1D	 5 nIr	 R 1 / 1 6 7 111 4 in 02 4T24-15 IP42-23
7126 COMP	 LOAD 6	 ON/OFF rMP	 ID	 6 nIr	 R 1/16 7815 12 0 2 . 4T2 4 -2 5 IP42-24
7 1.2 7 COMF	 LOAD 7	 Ou/nFF	 _	 _.___._ -	 SEF	 ISM --
7 124 COMP LOAD 8	 ON'/OFF SEF	 ISM





TYPICAL STRIP CHART PAYLOAD SIGNATURES
Figures D-1, D-2 and D-3 are strip charts (General Status 2 display) showing characteristic signatures of
payload equipment. D-1 is from a 1 kilobit real time pass and D-2 and D-3 are from a 24 kilobit playback
from. the onboard Narrow Band Recorder. The 17 pens are alternately analog (S each) and digital (9 each).
The parameter values drawn by each pen are shown on the General Status 2 overlay.
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SPACE DIVISION PIR NO.	 _ 1MO5	 _	 L/C _ 3208PHILADELPHIA
PROGRAM INFORMATION REQUEST / RELEASE 'USE "C" FOR CLASSIFIED AND "U" FOR UNCLASSIFIED
1M TO
W. A.
	 FRANKLIN G. J. EHRGOTT
RBV S S En i s, E rnar.








During spacecraft system tests prior to and during thermal/vacuum, two
significant RBV anomalies were encountered:
1.	 CAL 1 and CAL 2 calibration levels for camera 2 were at times
higher than normal.
2.	 The CCC composite video output occasionally contained an 800 KHz
signal during the RBV 50-second warmup period instead of the normal
reference black signal.
A summary of the cause of the anomalies, prepared by RCA, is
appended to this PIR.
II.	 DISCUSSION
A meeting was held at NASA/GSFC can 14 July to discuss the anomalies,
probable causes, "fix" options, and the impact on RBV and the space-
craft associated with taking/not taking corrective action.
	 The
general	 conclusion was that no corrective action would be taken.
A.	 Calibration Level	 Anomaly
The increase in the camera 2 calibration levels was first identified
during pre-pumpdown tests with the spacecraft in the vacuum chamber, with
subsequent occurrences under vacuum conditions.
After following several	 false trails, it was noted that the anomaly
occurred only when the spacecraft battery voltages were below a certain
value. The eight spacecraft batteries are tied together (through diodes)
to form the Pulse Load bus which provides unregulated volta ge to certain
RBV circuits. Armed with this
	 information, RCA was able to duplicate
the anomaly using the design qualification model
	 RBV.
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The following facts were presented at the meeting:
1. Power demand (and consequent drain on the batteries) is greater
during test orbits at GE than will be encountered in flight
operation. During test orbits both wideband power amplifiers,
both wideband video tape recorders, and MSS are ON during the
RBV ON period. Since this mode of operation will seldom, if ever,
be encountered in flight, power management practices by flight
operations personnel should always keep the battery voltages above
the value required to cause the anomaly.
2. RCA feels the increased voltage on the erase lamps during the
anomaly is well under the lamp voltage rating and will not shorten
lamp life. Failure of the lamps will not cause damage to the RBV.
The calibration feature would be lost, but the effect of losing the
erase function due to lamp failure would be hard to see in the video
data.
For these reasons it was decided that no corrective action would be taken
unless the RBV camera electronics modules required removal from the space-
craft for some other reason, at which time the "fix" would be incorporated.
B. 800 KHz Anomaly
At the time of the meeting, the frequency of the signal appearing in the
composite video had not been identified. Subsequently, the anomaly
occurred for the third time and the frequency identified as 800 KHz.
With this information, RCA was able to identify the cause of the problem.
Since the signal occurs randomly, and since there is no possibility that
it can occur during readout of video from a scene, it was decided that
no corrective action is required.
III.	 EFFECTS ON FLIGHT OPERATION
Flight operations personnel should be made aware that both anomalies may
occur in orbit, but there should be no cause for alarm. If the voltage
conditions are correct (lower than VB = 29 volts, the calibration levels
for camera 2 may be high during a calibration cycle. If the 800 KHz signal
appears in the composite video data after RBV turn-on, it will disappear
after the 50-second warnmup period and all video thereafter will be normal.
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During integration and test at GE, two RBV anomalies were
uncovered: the calibration level anomaly and the CCC anomaly.
Because of the nature and the low frequency of occurrence of
these anomalies, it has been decided that no corrective action
is required.
II. CALIBRATION LEVEL ANOMALY
This anomaly manifested itself in Camera 2 (SIN 103) as a
significantly increased video level during the calibration cycle
at various times during testing at GE. Only Cal 1 (near black)
and Cal 2 (near white) increased in level; during the occurrence
of the anomaly, Cal 1 increased from about 0.32V to 0.45V and
Cal 2 increased from about 0.70 volts to about 0.95 volts.
Camera 2 black video level and highlight brightness video level
remained normal. In addition, the anomaly was not observed
in Camera 1. This ,indicated that the source of the anomaly was
the erase lamp circuitry. Furthermore, a review of GE test data
I
	
	 indicated that the anomaly was never observed when the battery
voltage was greater than about 29 volts, and the anomaly was
always observed when the battery voltage was less than about
28 volts; in between 28 and 29 volts, anomaly occurred randomly.
Note, the battery voltage is a diode drop (z0.6 volts) greater
than the pulse load bus which supplies power to the erase lamp
circuitry.
Based upon tests and analysis at RCA, together with the pre-
ceding observations, it has been determined that this anomaly
is caused by a supply-voltage dependent parasitic oscillation
in tsae erase lamp circuit; a low level oscillation voltage is




in the effective light output sufficient to produce the observed
calibration level increase. This anomaly is correctable by
inserting a 1500 parasitic suppressor resistor in the base
lead of the erase lamp drive transistor. This could be accom-
plished by removing each camera electronics from the spacecraft,
removing the camera electronics bottom cover, and incorporating
the resistor into the harness board wiring.
During in-orbit RBV operation, it would not be necessary to use
the calibration on a regular basis. Flso, because of operational
power management, the schedule for using the calibration ,feature
could readily be planned to minimize the possibility of the
anomaly occuring. Furthermore, should the unlikely possibility
of this anomaly causing premature failure of an erase lamp
circuit component occur, loss of the erase lamp function is not
catastrophic; there is no longer a calibration function, but the
effect is hardly noticeable during normal picture taking.
Therefore, it was decided that the modification would not be
incorporated unless it was necessary to remove the camera
electronics units for another reason. In addition, it was
recommended that the erase lamp test points of each camera be
monitored to determine the existence.duration,and magnitude of
the oscillation; this test will be performed when and if the
spacecraft insulation in the vicinity of the camera electronics
units is removed for some other reason.
III. CCC ANOMALY
The manifestation of this anomaly is the insertion of
800 kHz (originally thought to be 1.6 MHz) into the CCC signal
output during the 50-second warmup interval; normally, the CCC
output contains black level information during warmup. Thus
far, this anomaly has occurred about three times during GE
testing out of about 140 normal turn-ons; this anomaly was never
seen during RCA testing.
-2-
E-5
A review of the CCC logic has indicated that the 800 kHz signal
(Al interval signal) can appear during warmup in the CCC output
on a random basis. This is because there is no power-on reset
for the flip flop controlling the Al interval, thus allowing it
to enter, on a random basis, either the enable or the disable
state at turn-on; this flip flop is not initially reset until
the beginning of the interval in which the CCC logic repha.ses
to the spacecraft 1-Hz clock (which occurs at the end of
warm-up).
It should be stressed that the RBV logic design is such that the
random 800 kHz signal can occur only during the warmup interval,
and not during the active operation time.
Thus, it will not affect RBV operation or ground data usage,
and no further action is required.
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DATE INFO. REQUIRED 	 PROJECT AND REQ. NO. 	 REFERENCE DIR. NO.
2/21/78
LDST-C Orbit Adjust Thruster Ali gnment Data
INFORMATION REQUESTED/RELEASED
The final check of ali gnment data for the Orbit Adjust Thrusters are shown
schematically on attached Fioure 1. The coordinates shown are to the center of the
ali4nment tarqet, not to the center of thruster exit plane.
The S/C C.G. coordinates used for ali gnina the nozzles were determined by
avera g ing the C.G. coordinates for each of the followina conditions:
Full fuel, array at 1200 hours = (1.389,0.516,203.265)
Full fuel, arra y at 0600 hours = (1.369,0.516,203.244)
50% fuel, array at 1200 hours = (1.413,0.525,203.417)
50% fuel, array at 0600 hours = (1.393,0.525,203.346)
The average C.G. = (1.391,0.521,203.331).
Durin q the check of ali gnment, the S/C seoaration nlane (Station 221.00) is
used as the datum for heiaht measurements and the C.G. coordinates are shown as
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